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Kurzfassung 
Die Erforschung nachhaltiger und ressourcenschonender Energiequellen bildet ein stetig 

wachsendes, interdisziplinäres Forschungsfeld. Neben der Photovoltaik, die inzwischen eine 
etablierte Energiequelle darstellt, ist die chemische Photokatalyse noch ein kleines, aber stets 
wachsendes Teilgebiet. In der Photokatalyse dient das einfallende Licht dazu, chemische Ver-
bindungen umzuformen. Nicht nur die Anwendung der Photokatalyse für die Energiegewinnung, 
sondern auch der Einsatz in der chemischen Synthese stößt dabei auf wachsendes Interesse. Um 
photokatalytische Systeme zu optimieren ist ein fundamentales Verständnis der Prozesse erfor-
derlich. Die transiente Absorptionsspektroskopie hat sich dabei als geeignetes Werkzeug erwie-
sen. Der Betrieb eines Aufbaus zur Messung transienter Spektren auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen 
und die gezielte Datenauswertung erfordert fundiertes physikalisches und mathematisches Ver-
ständnis, wohingegen die Interpretation der Ergebnisse nicht ohne chemisches Wissen erfolgen 
kann. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit hat sich die Kooperation zwischen der organischen Chemie und 
der Physik als erfolgreiche Zusammenarbeit erwiesen. Gegenstand der vorliegenden Arbeit sind 
die Sensibilisierungsmechanismen, die Reaktionsmechanismen und die reaktiven Intermediate in 
photokatalytischer Reaktionen auf Zeitskalen von Femto- bis Mikrosekunden. 

Es wird gezeigt, dass die Auswertung von Datensätzen mit Standardmethoden, wie der Anpas-
sung einer Summe von Exponentialfunktionen an die zeitliche Entwicklung des Signals oft nicht 
ausreichend ist, um die Messdaten hinreichend zu interpretieren. Erst eine der Problemstellung 
exakt angepasste Datenanalyse führt zum Verständnis der zugrundeliegenden Prozesse. 

Zunächst werden lichtinduzierte intramolekulare Ladungstransferprozesse behandelt. Die the-
oretische Basis für die Beschreibung solcher Prozesse bildet die Marcus-Theorie, die kurz einge-
führt wird. Anhand eines molekularen Donor-Bridge-Acceptor-Systems wird gezeigt, dass der 
exponentielle Dämpfungskoeffizient β oft ungeeignet ist um der Reaktion einen kohärenten Tun-
nelprozess oder einen inkohärenten Transfermechanismus zuzuweisen. 

DNS-Haarnadelstrukturen, welche kovalent mit einem Flavin-Chromophor verbunden sind, 
dienen als Modellsystem für die Untersuchung intramolekularer Ladungstransferprozesse. Nach 
Anregung induziert Flavin eine Elektronenfehlstelle in dem benachbarten DNS-Strang, die den 
Strang entlangwandern kann. Es wird gezeigt, dass durch die geeignete Wahl der Basensequenz 
eine Quantenausbeute von ΦCS = 14 % für langlebige ladungsgetrennte Zustände erreicht wird. 

In einem weiteren Abschnitt wird untersucht, ob die Bausteine der DNS als chirale Umgebung 
für die enantioselektive Photokatalyse geeignet sind. Mit Hilfe einer auf der Marcus-Theorie 
basierenden Interpretation der Messergebnisse wird die konformationsabhängige Ladungstrans-
ferdynamik in Benzophenon-DNS-Dinukleotiden beschrieben. Es wird gezeigt, dass  die Dinuk-
leotide nicht uneingeschränkt für die enantioselektive Photokatalyse geeignet sind. 

Schließlich wird eine echte bimolekuare photokatalytische Reaktion untersucht. Dabei wird 
mit Hilfe von Flavin ein Alkohol in ein Aldehyd umgesetzt. Mit einer angepassten Datenauswer-
tung werden diffusive Prozesse auf der ps-Zeitskala genau quantifiziert. Die gewonnen Informa-
tionen dienen dazu, die Reaktionsbedingungen zu optimieren um über einen Triplett-
Reaktionsmechanismus höhere Quantenausbeuten zu erzielen. 

Nachdem photoinduzierte Ladungstransferprozesse ausgiebig diskutiert wurden, liegt der Fo-
kus im zweiten Teil auf der [2+2] Photocycloaddition: Als Grundlage für die Interpretation spä-
terer Messungen wird zunächst die [2+2] Photocykloaddition an substituierten Chinolonen unter-
sucht. Die einzelnen Reaktionsschritte der Ringbildung werden auf der Zeitskala von ps bis ns 
quantifiziert und charakterisiert, wobei der Triplettzustand den zentralen Zustand bildet. An-
schließend wird die [2+2] Photocycloaddition an substituierten Chinolonen durch einen chiralen, 
auf dem organischen Chromophor Xanthon basierenden Photokatalysator initiiert. Es wird ge-
zeigt, dass innerhalb des Katalysator-Substrat-Komplexes, in dem beide Moleküle einen Abstand 
von wenigen Ångström haben, neue elektronische Eigenschaften auftreten. Die Anregung eines 
neuen Zustands initiiert nicht nur die [2+2] Photocycloaddition sondern stellt auch einen neuen 
Sensibilisierungsmechanismus dar, der bisher in photokatalytischen Reaktion organischer Mole-
küle nicht beobachtet wurde. Der Triplettzustand des Chinolons tritt hierbei nicht mehr auf. Ob 
sich dieser Sensibilisierungsmechanismus auch auf andere Systeme übertragen lässt, muss durch 
weitere Arbeiten auf diesem Gebiet geklärt werden. 
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Summary 
The development of renewable energy sources depicts a constantly growing interdisciplinary 

research field. Beyond photovoltaics chemical photocatalysis plays a small role, but is gaining 
more and more importance. In photocatalysis, light serves as an energy source for the chemical 
conversion of certain molecules. However, not only the application of photocatalysis as energy 
source but also the utilization of photocatalysis in chemical synthesis has attracted a deep scien-
tific interest. For the optimization of photocatalytic systems a fundamental understanding oft the 
underlying processes is more than essential. Thereby, transient absorption spectroscopy has 
proved to be a very useful tool. On the one hand, the operation of a setup for transient absorption 
spectroscopy and on the other hand the systematic data evaluation requires physical and mathe-
matical skills whereas the results cannot be interpreted without deep chemical knowledge. With-
in the framework of the present thesis the cooperation between the fields of organic chemistry 
and physics has turned out as a very productive cooperation. Sensitizing mechanisms, reaction 
mechanisms and reactive intermediate states in photocatalytic reactions on time scales from 
femto- to microseconds are the object of the present work. 

The present thesis will prove that the analysis of measurement data on the basis of established 
standard methods, such as the fitting of a sum of exponential functions to the temporal evolution 
of the measured signal, often is not sufficient for a complete interpretation of the data. Only a 
data analysis precisely adapted to the problem can lead to a fundamental understanding of the 
underlying processes. 

In the first part of the present thesis, the focus lies on light-induced intramolecular charge 
transfer processes. Marcus Theory, which depicts the theoretical background, will be briefly in-
troduced. On the basis of a molecular donor-bridge-acceptor system it will be shown that the 
damping coefficient β is not sufficient to differ unambiguously between coherent tunneling and 
incoherent hopping mechanism. 

Flavin-capped DNA hairpins serve as a model for the investigation of intramolecular charge 
transfer processes. After photo-excitation, flavin induces a hole which migrates through the 
DNA strand. It will be shown that an adapted base sequence allows for quantum yields of 
ΦCS = 14% for long-lived charge separated states. 

In the next section it will be discussed if the building blocks of the DNA are adapted to serve 
as chiral backbone for enantioselective photocatalysis. The conformation-dependent charge-
transfer dynamics in benzophenone-DNA dinucleotides will be put on solid ground with the help 
of Marcus Theory. It will be shown that these dinucleotides are generally not suited to serve as 
an inert backbone for every kind of photochemical reaction. 

In the following section a true bimolecular photocatalytic reaction will be discussed. Flavin 
serves as photocatalyst for the conversion of an alcohol to the corresponding aldehyde. A pre-
cisely adapted data analysis allows and exact quantification of the diffusion controlled reaction 
dynamics on the ps time scale. The understanding of the process allows optimizing the reaction 
conditions. The targeted utilization of triplet chemistry within this reaction can help to increase 
the quantum yield for product formation. 

As photo-induced charge transfer processes have been intensively discussed, the focus in the 
second part of the thesis lies on the [2+2] photocycloaddition. As basis for the interpretation of 
subsequent measurements, the [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones will be inves-
tigated. The formation of the cyclobutane ring in which the quinolone triplet state plays the cen-
tral role will be characterized and quantified on the time scale from ps to ns. Afterwards the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones will be initiated by a chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst. It will be shown that within this catalyst-substrate complex in which both constit-
uents have a distance of only few Ångströms, new electronic properties appear. The photo-
excitation of a new electronic state not only initiates the [2+2] photocycloaddition of the quino-
lone but also depicts a new sensitizing mechanism, which has to the author’s best knowledge not 
been observed in photocatalysis of organic molecules. The quinolone triplet state does not appear 
in this mechanism. The question, if this mechanism can be transferred to other photocatalytic 
systems has to be answered within the framework of further studies. 
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1. Introduction 

“When you study natural science and the 
miracles of creation, if you don't turn into 
a mystic you are not a natural scientist.” 

 

 Albert Hofmann 

 

The desire of mankind to utilize sunlight as an energy source to satisfy the global energy 
demand has become one of the most essential questions in face of the enduring growth of the 
world population. Whereas nowadays the direct conversion of sunlight into electricity has 
emerged as an important part of the global energy supply and the increasing application of 
photovoltaics has led to an enormous growth of many related sectors of the worldwide 
industry, the conversion of sunlight into solar fuels still leads a niche existence in our global 
energy supply. Photochemical processes offer the direct conversion of light energy, provided 
for free by the sun, into solar fuels, such as hydrogen, which can be physically transported 
and utilized elsewhere. However, for the direct and efficient storage of the excitation energy 
of a solar photon in the absorbing molecule a rather complex chemical structure is required. 
Therefore the application of photocatalysis, in which a photocatalyst absorbs the photon and 
utilizes its energy for the conversion of a substrate molecule, which is low in energy, into a 
product molecule, which is higher in energy, seems to be a promising approach toward the 
goal of chemical exploitation of the sunlight. One of the most intensive investigated 
applications of photocatalysis for solar fuel production is the photocatalytic water splitting, 
in which the reduction process of water produces molecular hydrogen [1, 2]. However, not 
only the direct production of solar fuels with the help of photocatalytic processes has 
attracted an enormous scientific interest in the past decades. Photocatalysis can be also 
applied to drive processes in chemical synthesis, in which the formed product molecule not 
necessarily has to be adapted to serve as solar fuel. Nevertheless, the use of sunlight can play 
an important role in promoting sustainability and saving resources in the chemical industry 
by replacing energy consuming conventional synthesis pathways by energy efficient 
photocatalytic processes. Already in the beginning of the 20th century, the chemist Giacomo 
Luigi Ciamician, one of the pioneers of photochemistry, stated how photochemistry at a time 
in the future will serve as abundant, inexpensive, renewable and nonpolluting energy source 
for mankind [3]: 

“On the arid lands there will spring up industrial colonies without smoke and without 
smokestacks; forests of glass tubes will extend over the plains and glass buildings will rise 
everywhere; inside of these will take place the photochemical processes that hitherto have 
been the guarded secret of the plants, but that will have been mastered by human industry 
which will know how to make them bear even more abundant fruit than nature, for nature is 
not in a hurry and mankind is.” 
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For the sustained improvement of existing photocatalytic systems and the further 
development of new, innovative photocatalysts a fundamental understanding of the 
underlying reaction mechanism is more than essential. In contrast to this, literature, which is 
dealing with photocatalysis, often provides only a very limited insight into the understanding 
of the involved reaction mechanism of the investigated reaction. Sometimes the most 
fundamental steps of a catalytic process are rather imprecisely discussed instead of put on 
solid ground with the help of the application of suitable and reliable analytical methods. 
Exemplarily for this lack of understanding is the following summary of quotes from recently 
published articles on photocatalysis: 

• "At present, the mechanistic picture of this reaction is not complete. It is evident, 
however, that eosin Y acts as a photoredox catalyst after its excitation with visible 
light (...)" [4] 

• “Regarding the excitation, it remains to be elucidated which mechanism accounts 
for the excitation of the quinolone in its reactive triplet state.” [5] 

• “The mechanism of the eosin Y photocatalysis has not been investigated in detail 
at this stage. However, on the basis of our results (...) the following mechanism 
can be suggested (...).” [6] 

• “The mechanism of the alkylation reaction presumably follows the proposed 
pathway for photoredox catalysis” [7] 

• "(...) the reaction possibly proceeds through a radical mechanism." [8] 

These questions, which are covered and still remain unclear are for instance regarding the 
direction of the primary photo-induced electron transfer step [4] or concerning the actual 
sensitizing mechanism within a formed catalyst-substrate complex which is applied for 
enantioselective photocatalysis [5]. Often chemists tend to apply well established textbook 
opinions to propose a mechanism, which seems to be qualified to explain the present results. 
In many cases a convincing and reliable verification of the proposed mechanism by 
analytical methods is not provided. At this point time-resolved spectroscopic techniques 
come into play. These methods allow the direct observation and quantification of individual 
reaction steps of a photo-induced reaction and therefore are well suited for the investigation 
of sensitizing mechanisms, reaction mechanisms and reactive intermediate states in 
photocatalytic reactions on largely different time scales. 

The present thesis finds answers to questions related to the mechanistic understanding of 
photocatalytic processes. Particularly questions on the actual sensitizing mechanism, the 
occurring intermediate states and the involved species are answered in detail. Also the 
influence of pre-association and diffusional motion of the reactants on the reaction pathway 
and how these processes can be thoughtfully tuned in order to achieve highly efficient 
reaction conditions are fundamentally discussed. 
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As basis for the following discussion in this thesis, the term “photocatalysis” has to be 
defined accurately. The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 
defines this term as indicated below [9]: 

“Change in the rate of a chemical reaction or its initiation under the action of ultraviolet, 
visible, or infrared radiation in the presence of a substance—the photocatalyst—that 
absorbs light and is involved in the chemical transformation of the reaction partners.” 

The presented classification has been defined in wide terms. In contrast to the IUPAC 
definition of the term “catalysis” [10] this definition does not require that the photocatalyst is 
not consumed within the catalyzed reaction. In contrast to this, in this thesis a narrower 
definition is applied and therefore it is required that the photocatalyst is not consumed within 
the catalyzed reaction.  

In the past decades largely different approaches have been evolved for the photochemical 
utilization of light energy, which generally can be divided into the field of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous photocatalysis. The photo-electrochemical water splitting on TiO2 surfaces 
was discovered in 1971 by Fujishima and Honda [11] and has emerged as an important 
milestone in the field of heterogeneous photocatalysis [12, 13, 14]. Since semiconductor 
photocatalysis is both limited in scope and tunability, the enhancement of purely inorganic 
solar cells by organic dyes, which was first discovered and applied by Grätzel and coworkers 
in the early 1990s [15, 16], represents a groundbreaking improvement in the field of photo-
electrochemistry. From the use of dye-sensitized solar cells for electricity production to the 
application of dye-sensitized solar cells in photoredox-catalysis, such as water splitting, it is 
only a minor step: After the conversion of an incident photon into a spatially separated 
electron/hole pair, the charges are just required to be captured from catalysts that mediate the 
water splitting process [17, 18]. Recently reported quantum efficiencies of dye-sensitized 
solar cells for water splitting were 2.3% [19] and 3.1% [20], respectively. These values are 
still low in comparison to the quantum efficiency of silicon-based photovoltaic solar cells, 
but the rapid improvement of these techniques is still going on. 

Homogeneous Photocatalysis 
In contrast to the heterogeneous catalysis of water splitting, the present thesis focuses on the 
investigation of homogeneous photocatalysis utilizing organic photocatalysts. The 
underlying photo-induced charge transfer processes—both on the inter- and intramolecular 
domain which are the basis in particular for photoredox catalysis, are fundamentally 
investigated and discussed within this thesis. The outstanding importance of photocatalysis 
in organic chemistry with the focus on homogeneous organocatalysis is well illustrated in 
recent review articles by Albini and coworkers [21, 22, 23]. 
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The central experimental technique used in the framework of the present thesis is transient 
absorption spectroscopy. Time resolved spectroscopic methods both on the fs-ps and on the 
ns-µs time scale are applied to gain deep insights into the molecular mechanisms of 
photocatalytic reactions. 

The modern version of transient absorption spectroscopy is a direct successor of the flash 
photolysis technique developed by Ronald George Wreyford Norrish and George Porter 
around 1950 [24, 25], which earned them the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1967. In the 1980s 
first femtosecond lasers based on dye technology became available and allowed seminal 
investigations of fundamental dynamic processes. Only with the discovery of the 
modelocked Ti:Sa laser, utilizing a solid-state laser material with the necessary broad gain 
bandwidth, laser pulses with fs duration became readily and reliably accessible [26, 27]. This 
discovery made the investigation of complex chemical reaction dynamics on the fs time 
scale possible. The initial work that was relying on the more complex colliding pulse mode-
locked technology (CPM) [28] was rewarded with a Nobel Prize in chemistry for Ahmed 
Zewail in 1999. 

A summary of the application of time resolved spectroscopic techniques and related, 
valuable methods for efficient data analysis in contemporary research dealing with chemical 
photocatalysis can be found in a contribution to Chemical Photocatalysis, which was 
evolved within the framework of this thesis (see Appendix A.1): 

Time resolved spectroscopy in photocatalysis 
Eberhard Riedle and Matthias Wenninger 
Chemical Photocatalysis, pp. 88-120, Burkhard König (Editor), De Gruyter, 2013 

The focus of this book chapter lies on the one hand on the introduction of time-resolved 
spectroscopic methods on largely differing time scales and how they can be profitably 
applied for the investigation of photocatalytic processes. Since the aim of photocatalysis is 
the conversion of the starting material to the desired product, and therefore the over-all 
processes entails a change in reaction conditions, this work covers the question how related 
problems in time-resolved spectroscopy can be circumvented. Also experimental approaches 
for the determination of exact values of the product quantum yield ΦP, a quantity describing 
the efficiency of a photo-chemical reaction, are introduced. Furthermore it is discussed how 
these methods support the verification of a proposed reaction mechanism. On the other hand 
a detailed overview of the accurate data analysis of time-resolved absorption spectra is 
presented in this work. Since this book chapter describes all experimental techniques and 
most of the methods and models applied in this thesis, the interested reader is referred to this 
work. 
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Sensitizing Mechanisms in Photocatalysis 

Before going into detail of the own work, a brief overview of different sensitizing 
mechanisms in molecular homogeneous photocatalysis is given in the next section since the 
definition of the term “photocatalysis” still leaves questions open regarding the mechanistic 
details of the sensitization process. 

The most conservative approach of photocatalysis is the photo-induced sensitization of a 
substrate by excitation energy transfer (EET) from a light absorbing photocatalyst, as 
schematically shown in Figure 1.1 a), which often occurs after inter-system crossing to the 
photocatalysts triplet state. This mechanism comprises the Förster resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) [29] mechanism in the uncommon case of singlet EET and the Dexter mechanism 
[30] in case of a triplet EET mechanism. The photocatalyst has not substantially changed its 
electronic configuration after this process and therefore regains its full catalytic capability 
immediately after the sensitization step. This type of sensitization is typically applied when 
the substrate undergoes the desired conversion via triplet photochemistry and only exhibits 
low triplet quantum yields or if its optical accessible transitions are too high in energy. For 
instance, triplet sensitization can be applied for the xanthone-sensitized conversion of 
substituted quinolones, which undergo a [2+2] photocycloaddition via triplet mechanism, 
since the lowest optical accessible transition of xanthone is lower in energy than of 
quinolone [5]. 

Photoredox catalysis involves an electron transfer between photocatalyst and substrate and 
therefore changes the redox state both of the substrate and the catalyst. From the point of 
view of time-resolved spectroscopy, this is one of the most fascinating types of sensitization, 
since the different redox states of a chromophore are often well distinguishable by their 
absorption properties. Since excited states are usually more reactive than their corresponding 
ground states, the catalyst in its excited state is capable to directly reduce or oxidize the 
substrate which then undergoes further chemical transformations [31]. After the initial 
photo-induced charge transfer step, the photocatalyst is required to be regenerated in order to 
retrieve its full photocatalytic capability and to complete the catalytic cycle. This is often 
achieved by re-oxidation or re-reduction with the help of a sacrificial electron donor (D) or 
electron acceptor (A). A scheme of the catalytic cycle of this type of sensitization is shown 
in Figure 1.1 b). Also more complex photoredox processes, in which more than two redox 
states of photocatalyst and substrate are involved, will be discussed within the present thesis. 
For instance, the chromophore flavin offers capabilities to directly convert an alcohol to the 
corresponding aldehyde, which requires two consecutive redox steps. 

For the sake of completeness, a third type of sensitization is given in Figure 1.1 c). In this 
case, the catalytically active species is not the photocatalyst in its excited state. The first step 
after photo-excitation in this type of process, in which the photocatalytic active species 
needs to be formed, is the charge transfer between the precursor of the photocatalyst in its 
excited state and a sacrificial electron donor (D) or acceptor (A). Then, this newly formed 
species exhibits the desired catalytic capability. Since this type of sensitization is not readily 
accessible by time-resolved spectroscopy, it is not discussed in detail in the course of this 
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thesis. An example for this type of mechanism, which is referred to in Chapter 4.2, is from 
the group of MacMillan [32]. 

 
Figure 1.1 Different sensitizing mechanisms in photocatalysis: sensitization by excitation 

energy transfer, primarily in the triplet state of the photocatalyst (a), direct 
sensitization by electron transfer in photoredox catalysis (b), and indirect 
sensitization, where the catalytic active species is formed by photo-induced 
electron transfer (c). 

Although photocatalysis can involve the photo-induced transfer of an atom, i.e. hydrogen 
[23], or of a more complex group, the most frequently utilized sensitization mechanisms in 
homogeneous photocatalysis are energy-transfer and electron-transfer reactions [21, 22, 31]. 
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Today, the research on photocatalysis understandably belongs to the field of chemistry. 
While intensive research on organic photoredox catalysts, which are capable of water 
splitting, is often conducted in the subfield of physical chemistry, the research on valuable 
photocatalytic systems for chemical synthesis takes place in the subfield of organic 
chemistry. Whereas nowadays ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy has emerged as 
well established standard method in the field of physics and physical chemistry, in organic 
photochemistry the breakthrough of this technique has not yet come. Due to major 
differences in analytical approaches and prevalent philosophy between the fields of physics 
or physical chemistry on the one hand and organic chemistry on the other hand only very 
few examples can be found in the recent literature, where transient absorption spectroscopy 
accounts for the mechanistic understanding of a reaction applied in photochemical organic 
synthesis. The time-resolved spectroscopic investigation of the fundamental mechanisms of 
photocatalytic processes, which are utilized in chemical synthesis, reveals a relatively new 
and fascinating facet of the widespread research field of photocatalysis.  

The present thesis tries to provide mechanistic insights of unexpected quality into the field of 
organic photocatalysis, which were put on solid ground by utilizing time resolved 
spectroscopy both in the ultrafast fs-ps and in the ns-µs time domain and applying advanced 
data evaluation methods. In the following summary of this thesis, the main aspects of 
previously published results are briefly introduced and basically discussed with the focus on 
physical motivated questions and considering the background of a physically interested 
reader. 

A short summary of the applied experimental methods for time-resolved absorption 
spectroscopy both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale is given in Chapter 2.1. The 
related data analysis, which focuses on the kinetics of diffusion controlled bimolecular 
reactions and the calculation of species associated spectra is briefly commented in 
Chapter 2.2. A detailed description of the experimental methods and the data analysis is 
given in Appendix A.1. 

A basic introduction into Marcus Theory, which describes the dynamics of molecular charge 
transfer processes, is presented in Chapter 3.1. Then, in Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 3.3 
molecular charge transfer processes in selected model systems, such as organic donor-
bridge-acceptor systems and artificial DNA oligonucleotides, are investigated and discussed 
with respect to Marcus Theory. Strategies are introduced, how to establish long-lived charge 
separated states with high quantum yields by modeling the base sequence of flavin capped 
DNA hairpin structures. Also the question, if the well investigated and versatilely discussed 
damping factor β, which parameterizes the distance dependence of charge transfer processes, 
is still reliable in assessing the underlying transfer mechanism in a given electron transfer 
reaction is considered. In Chapter 3.3 some new, yet unpublished considerations on charge 
transfer dynamics in flavin capped DNA hairpins are discussed. Furthermore, in Chapter 3.4 
the question is answered, if and under which conditions DNA is capable to serve as chiral 
backbone in enantioselective photocatalysis. This study not only provides answers to this 
initial question. Moreover, the photo-induced electron transfer dynamics between 
benzophenone and the different building blocks of the DNA considering the molecular 
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conformation in different solvents were put on solid ground. Then we turn to intermolecular 
photo-induced charge transfer processes in bimolecular photocatalytic reactions. In 
Chapter 3.5, on the basis of flavin-mediated photocatalysis it is discussed how to inhibit 
competing charge recombination processes in order to achieve high product quantum yields. 

In Chapter 4 we leave bimolecular photoredox catalysis behind us and turn to photo-induced 
[2+2] cycloaddition reactions. First, in Chapter 4.1, the non-catalyzed, stepwise 
[2+2] photocycloaddition of differently substituted quinolones is discussed and quantified 
with respect to different substitution patterns. Then, in Chapter 4.2 the reaction mechanism 
of a stacked photocatalyst-substrate system, in which a chirally substituted xanthone 
chromophore catalyzes the enantioselective [2+2] photocycloaddition of quinolone, is 
fundamentally investigated. It turns out, that in closely stacked molecular systems, the 
electronic properties of the constituents no longer can be considered as independent from 
each other. It is shown, how these newly, due to the close stacking, formed electronic 
properties can be efficiently utilized to drive enantioselective photocatalytic processes and 
depict a new sensitizing mechanism, which has to the author’s best knowledge never been 
found in organic photocatalysis before. 
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2. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy on Time Scales from 

Femto- to Microseconds 

2.1 Experimental Approaches for Time-Resolved Transient Absorption 

Spectroscopy on Multiple Time Scales 

The transient absorption measurements with sub-ps time resolution performed in the 
framework of this thesis rely on the experimental setup presented in Ref. [33]. Two physical 
processes are the basis for this type of setup: supercontinuum generation (SCG) and optical 
parametric amplification. In the 1970s Alfano and coworkers for the first time reported 
supercontinuum generation by focusing a frequency doubled mode-locked Nd:glass laser 
with ps pulse duration into glass [34, 35]. Depending on the experimental requirements, 
different types of crystals are applied for SCG [36]. In the present setup, a spectrally broad 
white light, covering the spectral range from ~285-720 nm, generated by focusing pulses 
with fs duration from a Ti:Sa amplifier (CPA 2001, Clark-MXR) with a central wavelength 
of 778 nm into a CaF2 crystal [37] is used for probing the sample. For the generation of a 
spectrally well-defined pump pulse, usually in the blue or ultraviolet spectral domain, SCG 
is applied, as well. Within a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) a selected 
spectral region of the generated super continuum, usually low in intensity, is amplified 
[38, 39, 40]. Since a stable supercontinuum generated in a sapphire crystal only extends 
weakly into the blue and due to the absorption properties of the applied crystals, second 
harmonic generation (SHG) is required for accessing pump wavelengths below ~440 nm. A 
scheme of the applied setup is shown in Figure 2.1. 

A new technical approach was applied in this thesis for the measurement of transient 
absorption data covering the temporal range on the ns and µs time scale. Pump-probe delays 
significantly larger than a couple of nanoseconds, are generally not accessible by changing 
the optical pathway of pump and probe pulse due to physical limitations. The existing setup 
for time-resolved spectroscopy on the fs-ps time scale was complemented by a second 
pulsed laser source, which can be externally triggered and therefore is electronically 
synchronized with the output of the master oscillator of the Ti:Sa amplifier. The fs pulses 
were still applied for probe white light generation, since they provide the required high 
intensities for the SCG process. The accessory laser source generates pulses with ns duration 
which are used as pump pulse. An integrated optical parametric oscillator (OPO) provides 
spectral tunability. The temporal delay between ns pump and fs probe pulse is controlled by 
an electronic delay generator. Since the ns pulses are sufficiently short (~2.5 ns), this 
configuration provides the essential advantage, that the covered temporal window directly 
attaches to the end of the time windows of the fs-ps pump setup without any gap. A scheme 
of this setup is shown in Figure 2.2 and a more detailed description is given in 
Appendix A.1. 
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Specific questions, which are covering issues regarding the application of time-resolved 
spectroscopy both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale for the investigations of 
photocatalytic processes are discussed in Appendix A.1, as well. 

 
Figure 2.1 Experimental setup for transient absorption spectroscopy with sub-ps time-

resolution [33]. Spectral tunability of the pump pulse is provided by a 
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) and second harmonic 
generation (SHG) in a BBO crystal. The prism compressor (PC) compresses 
the NOPA output pulse in the time domain. The variable attenuator (VA) 
adjusts the energy for supercontinuum generation (SCG) in a CaF2 crystal. The 
prism spectrometer (PS) detects the spectrally dispersed probe pulse after 
passing the sample at a selected pump-probe delay Δt with the help of a CCD 
array. The combined half-wave plate (λ/2) and wire-grid polarizer (WG) allow 
adjusting the intensity of the pump pulse. Reprinted from Ref. [41]. 

 
Figure 2.2 Experimental setup for transient absorption spectroscopy on the time scale 

from ns to hundreds of µs. The fs pulse from the Ti:Sa amplifier is still used for 
super continuum generation (SCG) in the CaF2 crystal. The Nd:YAG laser 
delivers ns pump pulses and is electronically synchronized with the Ti:Sa laser. 
Parametric amplification in an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) provides 
tunability of the pump wavelength. The prism spectrometer (PS) detects the 
spectrally dispersed probe pulse after passing the sample at a selected pump-
probe delay Δt with the help of a CCD array. Reprinted from Ref. [41]. 
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2.2 Dynamics of Photo-Induced Bimolecular Reactions in Transient 

Absorption Spectroscopy 

A very widely accepted principle of data analysis in transient absorption spectroscopy is the 
exponential decay modeling [42]. It is based on the assumption, that the number of excited 
molecules which decay within an infinitesimal time period dt is proportional to the total 
number of molecules which are momentarily in the observed excited state. However, to 
describe the ultrafast population dynamics on the ps time scale of diffusion limited 
bimolecular reactions, which are the basis for many homogeneous photocatalytic reactions, 
the exponential decay modeling is inappropriate and a more sophisticated model is required. 
The reaction rate k, which is a constant in exponential decay modeling becomes a time 
dependent quantity k(t) when describing diffusion limited dynamics. The time dependency 
of k(t) is usually negligible for reaction dynamics on the ns time scale but causes major 
deviations from strictly monoexponential decay dynamics on the few ps time scale. 
Therefore in the framework of this thesis a model which is based on the Einstein-
Smoluchowski Theory of diffusion according to Rice and coworkers [43] was employed. 
The resulting fit-function (Equation 2.1) describes the time dependent decay of the 
population of photo-excited chromophores which are quenched by a diffusion controlled 
reaction [43]. A detailed derivation and discussion of this function can be found in 
Appendix A.1. 
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Here N0 is the number of initially excited molecules, D is the diffusion coefficient, [Q0] the 
initial quencher concentration (in units of molecules per volume), R the encounter distance 
at which the reactants undergo the excited state quenching and τ the intrinsic life time of the 
excited state. In recent literature [44, 45, 46] diffusion limited bimolecular reaction dynamics 
have been only qualitatively described yet. In contrast to this, the presented decay model 
provides a more quantitative approach toward the understanding of diffusion controlled 
bimolecular reactions since it reveals indications for catalyst-substrate association, the 
effective encounter distance and the influence of the solvent environment. In Chapter 3.5 
flavin-mediated photocatalysis will be discussed in view of this model. 

Deviations from a strictly monoexponential behavior can be also found when a distribution 
of processes with different rates depopulates an excited state [47, 48, 49]. A distribution of 
quenching rates is typically found, when an ensemble of chromophores is excited, in which 
the chromophores have a quencher in a varying but defined distance. This situation is 
typically found in flexibly linked donor-spacer-acceptor systems [50], DNA-
oligonucleotides [51], enzymes [52] and in photo-generated radical pairs [53]. In Chapter 3.5 
the electron transfer dynamics in benzophenone linked DNA nucleotides will be discussed 
with respect to a solvent-dependent distance distribution within the ensemble of excited 
chromophores. 
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3. Photo-Induced Electron Transfer Processes and Their 

Application in Photocatalysis 

3.1 Theory of Photo-Induced Electron Transfer 

Photoredox catalysis relies on the general property of excited states to be more reactive than 
their corresponding ground states and therefore plays a major role in the field of 
photocatalysis [31]. Quite often one of the first steps of a catalytic photoredox reaction 
involves the transfer of an electron – either in the intramolecular or intermolecular [54] 
domain. For a fundamental understanding of the whole process, an elementary knowledge of 
the charge transfer dynamics is inevitable. Therefore, a brief introduction into the basics of 
the contemporary theory of electron transfer with respect to recent literature is given in the 
following section. 

Marcus Theory – the Basis for the Explanation of Electron Transfer Dynamics 
Nowadays, a substantial part of published experimental and theoretic results which are 
dealing with electron transfer reactions in biological, chemical or physical systems is 
discussed with regard to Marcus Theory [55, 56]. This theory goes back to 
Rudolf A. Marcus, who created in the 1950s a solid basis for the understanding of electron 
transfer reactions and therefore was awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1992. In his Nobel 
Lecture [57] Marcus accounted the introduction of new experimental techniques for the 
growth of the field of electron transfer in the late 1940s. One example, he referred to, was 
the stopped-flow apparatus which offered the time-resolved measurement of reaction 
kinetics on the millisecond time scale, which was fast at this time. Since that time, Marcus 
Theory has become a well-established theory, which is typically applied for the quantitative 
description of the kinetics of photo-induced charge transfer processes, regardless if they 
occur in the intra- or intermolecular domain. The most common form how Marcus Theory 
nowadays appears in literature is shown in Equation 3.1: 
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Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, ħ the reduced Planck constant, T the temperature, HAB 
describes the electronic coupling between initial state A and final state B, λ is the 
reorganization energy and ΔG0 is the change of Gibbs energy1. The most striking 
phenomenon, which can be directly deduced from Marcus Theory is the inverted region, in 
which the electron transfer rate kET decreases with increasing exoergicity (increasing 
absolute value of ΔG0) [55, 56, 58]. Although the predicted inverted regime seems to be 

                                                
 
1  Gibbs energy is the amount of work that can be extracted from a closed system at a constant temperature and 

pressure: G = U + pV - TS 
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counterintuitive, experimental evidence was given by Closs and Miller investigating a series 
of donor-acceptor compounds in which a steroid spacer carries a 4-biphenyl group as 
electron donor and varying electron acceptor groups [59, 60]. In a more recent study from 
2000, Lewis, Wasielewski and coworkers found charge transfer dynamics in DNA hairpins 
with varying caps to be in the inverted regime [61]. In agreement with Closs and Miller 
[59, 60] in a very recent contribution to this debate Vauthey and coworkers [62] argue that 
reliable effects of the inverted region are significantly more readily observable in the 
intramolecular and not in the intermolecular domain where diffusion sets a limit to the 
observable electron transfer rate. The poor understanding of the time dependence of 
diffusion controlled reaction kinetics, which is presented in recent literature, aggravates the 
problem of observing the inverted regime in bimolecular, diffusion limited reactions. 
According to Barbara, Meyer and Ratner, the inverted region is also considered as a key 
toward efficient photocatalytic processes. A photoredox catalyst in which the redox 
equivalents are transferred away from the initial site of excitation and are utilized elsewhere 
and in which recombination by back electron transfer is energetically triggered to occur in 
the inverted regime would provide an enormous advantage in terms of quantum 
efficiency [58]. 

Commonly, the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 serves as driving force for every chemical 
reaction and particularly for photo-induced electron transfer reactions between an electron 
donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A). If ΔG0 is negative, which stands for an exergonic 
reaction, the reaction is thermodynamically allowed. The value of ΔG0 of a photo-induced 
electron transfer reaction can be calculated according to Rehm and Weller, if the redox 
potentials and energies of the involved species and states are known [63]: 

 
  
ΔG0 = e E0 Di+ D( )− E0 A Ai−⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎡
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⎤
⎦⎥
− e2

4π ε0 ε r
− ΔE00  (3.2) 

Here E0(D+•/D) is the one-electron standard oxidation potential of the electron donor, 
E0(A/A-•) the one-electron standard reduction potential of the electron acceptor, e the 
elementary charge, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, ε the permittivity of the solvent, r the donor-
acceptor distance, and ΔE00 is the energy of the photo-excited state relative to the ground 
state. Often the contribution of the distance dependent term describing the Coulomb 
interaction of the separated charges can be neglected when it is significantly smaller than the 
involved redox potentials. 

In Equation 3.1, the reorganization energy λ describes the energy cost due to geometry 
modifications of donor, acceptor and the solvent shell following the charge transfer reaction. 
λ is defined as the energy of the reactants and the solvent at the equilibrium nuclear 
configuration of the products and can be divided into the inner-sphere reorganization 
energy λi which arises from changes in bond lengths and bond angles of donor and acceptor 
and the outer-sphere reorganization energy λo which describes the reorientation of the 
solvent molecules in response to the change in charge distribution of the reactants [64, 65]. 
The reorganization energy also plays an important role with regard to the inverted region: to 
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drive an electron transfer reaction in the inverted regime it is required that the absolute value 
of driving force |ΔG0| is larger than the reorganization energy λ. 

Typical Values of the Reorganization Energy λλ  

Whereas the involved redox potentials and excided state energies can be readily determined 
and therefore the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 can be calculated directly, the reorganization 
energy λ is not easily accessible. Values for λ can be calculated with the help of ab initio 
methods or experimentally determined by fitting the Marcus parabola to a reasonable data 
set of electron transfer kinetics, in which the driving force ΔG0 is systematically varied. The 
values of λ, which are presented in literature and were measured in fundamentally different 
systems, are only slightly distributed and remain in the 1 eV range 
(≅ 100 kJ/mol ≅ 8000 cm-1). Lewis, Wasielewski and coworkers reported values of λ ≅ 1 eV 
for intramolecular charge transfer processes in DNA [61]. Guldi, Fukuzumi and Coworkers 
proposed λ values of an equal dimension in porphyrin-fullerene linked dyads and triads [66]. 
Slightly smaller values of λ were reported by Michel-Beyerle and coworkers in porphyrin-
quinone cyclophanes in varying solvents [67]. Extremely small values for the reorganization 
energy of intramolecular charge transfer reactions were found by Fukuzumi and coworkers 
in porphyrin-fullerene (λ ≅ 0.2 eV) [68] and in flavin derivatives (λ ≅ 0.26 eV) [69]. 

Typical Values of the Electronic Coupling HAB 
The next term in Equation 3.1 which is to comment on, is HAB, which describes the 
electronic coupling between initial and final state. In the weak-coupling limit, the electron 
transfer rate kET can be described by the Fermi golden rule, where kET is proportional to the 
electronic coupling amplitude HAB squared. Comparable to λ, HAB is not directly accessible 
applying experimental methods. However, HAB can be obtained from fitting the Marcus 
parabola to a reasonable data set of electron transfer kinetics. In addition to the experimental 
methods, there are also different strategies to calculate HAB with the help of ab initio 
methods [70]. 

In contrast to the reorganization energy λ, typical values of HAB span a wider range. 
Calculated values for HAB in different systems range from HAB = 10 meV to HAB = 500 meV 
(≅ 1-50 kJ/mol ≅ 80-4000 cm-1) [70]. Lewis, Wasielewski and coworkers observed values 
from HAB = 3 meV to HAB = 30 meV for intramolecular charge transfer processes in different 
DNA hairpin structures [61]. Values of about HAB ≅ 10 meV were reported by Michel-
Beyerle and coworkers for intramolecular electron transfer in porphyrin-quinone 
cyclophanes [67]. Electronic coupling ranging from HAB = 80 meV to HAB = 400 meV was 
found by Bixon, Jortner and Verhoeven in different electron donor-acceptor molecules [71]. 
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The Distance Dependence of the Electronic Coupling HAB 

In systems in which the electron donor-acceptor distance is well defined, a distinct value for 
HAB can be calculated on the basis of a suitable data set. However, in systems with varying 
donor-acceptor distance, the electronic coupling between initial and final state changes as 
well. It is generally assumed, that HAB falls off approximately exponentially with increasing 
distance and therefore electronic coupling and distance dependency can be separated 
[64, 72, 73, 74]. This relation is sometimes named Marcus-Levich-Jortner equation [75, 76]. 

 ( )0
AB ABH H exp

2
−β −⎧ ⎫= ⋅ ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
0r r

 (3.3 a) 

 ( ){ }2
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Here, H0
AB is the non-distance-dependent term describing the electronic coupling between 

initial state A and final state B when electron donor and acceptor are at the van der Waals2 
contact distance r0, which is typically between 3 and 7 Å [64]. For the sake of completeness 
it has to be mentioned that not only a change in donor-acceptor distance causes a change in 
electronic coupling. Also a varying substitution pattern of donor or acceptor with electron 
donating or electron withdrawing groups has effects on HAB [77, 78]. In Marcus Theory the 
distance dependence of the electronic coupling HAB(r) at a certain distance r is only given by 
the exponential term with the attenuation factor β. The damping factor β provides much 
more than only a quantitative description of the distance dependence of the electronic 
coupling HAB. Also a mechanistic understanding of the charge transfer process can be 
deduced from β. Large values, typically β > 0.3 Å-1, are assigned to a coherent single step 
superexchange mechanism while values of β < 0.2 Å-1 are generally assigned to an 
incoherent hopping mechanism [51, 61, 79]. Therefore determining β has been object of 
many experimental [80, 81, 82, 83] and theoretical [51, 84] studies. However, not 
necessarily a strictly exponential distance dependence is assigned to the hopping mechanism. 
For short bridges an inverse proportion of the charge transfer rate kET to the sequence length 
is discussed which turns to a slow exponential decay for longer sequences [85, 86, 87]. For 
sufficiently long bridges, theory has identified conditions under which the incoherent 
hopping mechanism can exhibit a strictly exponential distance dependence [51, 88, 89]. 

If an electron transfer reaction proceeds via incoherent hopping, the energies of the virtual 
states having charge on the bridge are resonant with that of the initial state and the bridge 
states become real. This leads to an actual localization of the transferred charge on a distinct 
bridge molecule [87], as shown in Figure 3.1 a). In contrast, the coherent superexchange 
mechanism involves mixing of virtual states having charge formally on the bridge with the 
initial donor state and requires the virtual states of the bridge to be energetically higher than 
the donor state [90]. A schematic representation of this mechanism is shown in Figure 3.1 b). 
Hence, the main difference between hopping and superexchange mechanism is that a 

                                                
 
2  the term “van der Waals radius” historically originates from atom physics but is often applied in literature to 

describe the corresponding molecular property as well [64] 
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substantial charge density on the bridge is present in the hopping mechanism whereas in the 
superexchange mechanism the charge density on the bridge is always negligible [91]. Charge 
transport via superexchange occurs in a single step with an exponentially decreasing rate 
whereas charge transport via hopping involves many charge transfer steps from the donor to 
the bridge as well as between the bridge sites. Ultimately, the charge is trapped at the 
acceptor as this step is energetically favored [92]. A coherent, single step tunneling 
mechanism has been found in proteins [91, 93] whereas an incoherent hopping mechanism 
has been observed for charge transfer processes through the π-way of the DNA double helix 
[75, 76, 81, 91, 94, 95] or donor-bridge-acceptor molecules [82, 96, 97]. 

 
Figure 3.1 Incoherent hopping mechanism (a) and coherent superexchange mechanism (b) 

of electron transfer in a donor-bridge-acceptor (DBA) system. Whereas in the 
hopping mechanism the electron is localized on the bridge, the electron tunnels 
through the bridge in the superexchange mechanism. 

In recently published literature, concerns have been raised if β is always reliable in assessing 
the transfer mechanism in a given electron transfer reaction [96, 97, 98], which will be 
discussed in Chapter 3.2. The attenuation factor β was often considered to be a bridge-
specific constant which also depends on the energy landscape of electron donor and acceptor 
and therefore the same bridge can either be poorly or strongly conducting depending on 
donor and acceptor [98]. 

So far, Marcus theory was deduced from a purely energetic point of view. However, also the 
spin properties of molecular orbitals are covered by a quantum mechanical treatment of the 
charge transfer process. Therefore the spin properties of excited states and their impact on 
the charge transfer dynamics and their beneficial application in photocatalysis are required to 
be briefly discussed as well for a basic understanding of photo-induced electron transfer 
processes. Particularly in the case of homogeneous photoredox-catalysis, where diffusion 
between photo-excited photocatalyst and substrate is the limiting step, long-lived charge 
separated states are desired for high quantum efficiencies. Therefore it is required to inhibit 
or at least to significantly slow down the charge recombination process within the 
photocatalyst in its charge separated state and, as well, after the first electron transfer step 
between catalyst and substrate. As discussed above, one approach toward this goal is to drive 
the nonproductive charge recombination process in the inverted regime by tweaking the 
energy levels of the contributing intermediate states [58]. Another well-established idea to 
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slow down charge recombination is to utilize charge separated triplet states, since charge 
recombination within a formed spin correlated radical ion pair with triplet character is a spin 
forbidden process [99]. This idea will be picked up again in Chapter 3.5 for flavin 
photocatalysis. 
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3.2 Photo-Induced Electron Transfer in Donor-Bridge-Acceptor Molecules 

Molecular donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) devices offer an advantageous environment to 
study electron transport processes, since they provide tunability of optical, energetic and 
conformational properties. Charge transport has been intensively studied in covalently linked 
donor-bridge-acceptor systems with a huge number of different bridge molecules, including 
proteins [65, 93, 100], DNA [61, 101], porphyrins and saturated and unsaturated 
hydrocarbons. In many of these systems, multiple charge-transport mechanisms and 
pathways exist [102]. For systems that undergo charge transfer, the electronic coupling HAB 
between initial state A and charge separated state B not only depends on the bridge length 
and the relative energetics of donor, bridge and acceptor states [97, 103], but also on internal 
degrees of freedom such as singe-bond torsions [92, 102]. Therefore, the use of donor-
bridge-acceptor molecules with rigid donors and acceptors with varying bridge lengths 
allows for the measurement of distance dependent charge transfer dynamics in order to 
elucidate the superexchange and hopping regimes depending on structure within the 
molecular system [102]. 

As discussed in the previous section, the damping factor β, which describes the distance 
dependence of the coupling matrix element HAB (see Equations 3.3 a and 3.3 b), plays a 
central role is the understanding of the charge transfer dynamics and the identification of the 
underlying charge transport mechanism. In donor-bridge-acceptor systems, the exponential 
attenuation factor β can be written as shown in Equation 3.4 and depends on rBB, the length 
of the individual bridge segments, on HBB, the electronic coupling between adjacent bridge 
units and on ΔEDB, the tunneling energy gap. Therefore β can be written as [97, 100]: 
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However, ambiguous definitions of the tunneling energy gap ΔEDB are found in the recent 
literature: on the one hand ΔEDB is defined as the vertical energy required to remove an 
electron from the donor and place it on the bridge [100, 102] and on the other hand ΔEDB 
describes the difference between the energy of the donor-acceptor system at the transition 
state configuration and the energy of the bridge-localized states [97, 104, 105]. Equation 3.4 
clearly reveals that β is not a purely bridge-specific constant, since it depends on the donor 
energy landscape as well. 

A well-established approach from the group of Michael R. Wasielewski (Northwestern 
University, Evanston, Illinois, USA) is the use of donor-bridge-acceptor molecules in which 
a 3,5-dimethyl-4-(9-anthracenyl)julolidine (DMJ-An) electron donor and a naphthalene-
1,8:4,5-bis(dicarboximide) (NI) electron acceptor are covalently linked by a number of 
bridge molecules [92, 102, 106, 107]. Different bridge molecules, such as oligomeric 
2,7-fluorenones [82, 96, 106], p-oligophenylenes [92], 1,1-diphenylethene, trans-stilbene, 
diphenylmethane and xanthone [107] have been applied to vary the electronic properties of 
the bridge and to test the effects on the charge transfer dynamics. Since the DMJ-An 
electron donor exhibits a strong charge transfer band [102], photo-excitation of the DMJ-An 
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moiety leads to an ultrafast intramolecular charge separation resulting in formation of the 
radical pair DMJ + •-An – • [108], which acts as high-potential electron donor. The internal 
charge separation process within the DMJ-An moiety occurs on the ultrafast time scale 
below 150 fs and cannot be resolved with the applied setup for transient absorption 
spectroscopy in this study. Then the charge travels over the oligofluorenone bridge, which 
consists of a series of fluorenone oligomers FNn (n = 1-3), to the NI as the final electron 
acceptor. Thereby a long-lived charge separated state, in which the electron is located at the 
NI – •, with a life time significantly longer than 3 ns is achieved [102]. The molecular 
structure of the investigated donor-bridge-acceptor molecule is depicted in Scheme 3.1. 

 
Scheme 3.1 Donor-bridge-acceptor molecule: electron donor (DMJ-An) which after photo-

excitation exhibits a charge transfer state DMJ + •-An – •, bridge (FNn) and 
electron acceptor (NI). 

The presented transient absorption measurements were conducted in the framework of the 
present thesis during a research stay in the group of Michael R. Wasielewski at the 
Northwestern University in Evanston (IL), USA. The applied experimental technologies 
include transient absorption spectroscopy both in the visible and infrared spectral domain 
and femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS). Selected transient absorption 
spectra in the visible spectral range of DMJ-An-FN3-NI in toluene after λEXC = 416 nm 
excitation are shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Selected transient absorption spectra of DMJ-An-FN3-NI in toluene after 

λEXC = 416 nm excitation. After photon absorption at the An moiety, the 
intramolecular charge separation process within the electron donor site 
DMJ-An of the D-B-A system forming the radical pair DMJ + •-An can be 
clearly identified by the broad absorption band λ > 600 nm in the t = 1.5 ps 
spectrum (black line) [App A.2]. The intramolecular charge separation process 
(τ < 150 fs) within the donor DMJ-An forming the radical pair DMJ + •-An – • 
could not be resolved with the applied experimental setup. The subsequent 
travelling of the electron over the FN3 bridge is indicated by the slight 
absorption band around λ = 600 nm in the t = 24 ps spectrum (red line). Later 
(t = 389 ps), the arrival of the electron at the acceptor site NI is indicated by the 
increase of two absorption bands at λ = 480 nm and at λ = 610 nm (blue line), 
which are associated with the radical anion state NI – •.The subsequent charge 
recombination process occurs on the ns time scale. By comparing the 
wavelength scale with other transient spectra presented in this thesis, it can be 
clearly seen, that the probed spectral range is different. This is due to different 
parameters and components of the setup for transient absorption spectroscopy 
(e.g. central wavelength of fs laser system, crystal used for supercontinuum 
generation), which was applied in the framework of this study. 

A pump wavelength of λ = 416 nm provides nearly selective excitation of the DMJ-An 
charge transfer band although the corresponding spectral region contains an overlap of the 
FN absorption. Since the energy of the lowest excited singlet state of DMJ-An is lower than 
of FN, ultrafast energy transfer [29] from FN to DMJ-An most likely occurs as the transient 
spectra at the earliest time points strongly resemble that of DMJ + •-An – •. Then the charge is 
injected into the FN bridge. Although the reduction potentials of the FN bridge molecules 
change only slightly with increasing bridge length, the rate for charge injection strongly 
depends on the number of bridge molecules. Since this effect is significantly weaker in a 
reference molecule series without an final NI acceptor than in the molecules with an attached 
NI acceptor, a major influence on the charge injection dynamics is caused by the NI 
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acceptor. The NI acceptor plausibly disturbs the electronic coupling between the FN units 
and the DNJ-An donor. Particularly attaching electron donating or electron withdrawing 
groups on donor or acceptor are known to significantly affect the coupling matrix element in 
charge transfer reactions [77, 78]. 

In the case of an incoherent hopping mechanism, the bridge states become real, if the virtual 
states having charge on the bridge are resonant with that of the initial state or drop below it 
[87]. In the present system, after charge injection into the FNn bridge (n = 2,3) intra-bridge 
hopping cannot be spectroscopically resolved since the actual position of the electron on one 
of the FN molecules does not change the optical properties of the whole bridge. A further 
essential question, which has to be discussed, is regarding the character of the bridge 
localized states in face of a possible fluorenone-fluorenone interaction within the bridge: is it 
still reasonable to assign a quasi-intermolecular charge transfer mechanism between the 
individual FN bridging units or does the bridge-localized charge exhibit a fully delocalized 
radical anion character? The answer to this question is given by steady-state absorption 
spectroscopy: although an intra-bridge fluorenone-fluorenone electronic interaction can be 
clearly seen both in spectroelectrochemistry and in transient absorption spectroscopy, the 
observed spectral changes are far smaller than those expected for a fully delocalized radical 
anion on the bridge [109, 110, 111, 112, 113]. In Chapter 4.2 it is referred to a related 
question again and it will turn out that considering the individual constituents of molecular 
complexes as isolated molecules with independent electronic properties is not always 
justified, as it is in the present case. 

Charge arrival on the NI site of the molecule can be spectroscopically clearly identified by 
upcoming of two strong absorption bands at λ = 480 nm and λ = 610 nm, which can be 
assigned to the radical anion NI – • since they were determined with the help of 
spectroelectrochemistry in an earlier work of the group [114]. 

The transient absorption measurements both in the visible and in the infrared spectral range 
clearly reveal, that the bridge-localized charge transfer states DMJ + •-An-FNn

 – •-NI actually 
become real. Therefore the rate kCS1 is assigned to the process of charge injection into the 
FNn bridge, kCS2 to the process of charge arrival on the NI acceptor and kCR describes the 
charge recombination process, which cannot be resolved within the ultrafast transient 
measurements. A scheme of all involved processes is given in Figure 3.3. In the infrared 
domain the FN localized charge transfer state is unambiguously identified by an upcoming, 
transient bleach of the carbonyl3 stretching band of FN at 1720 cm-1 [115]. In the visible 
spectral domain a more sophisticated data processing was required to extract the FN– • 
radical spectra from the transient data set. Therefore a global data analysis and a sequential 
rate model, as introduced in Appendix A.1, was employed for the calculation of the species 
associated spectra (SAS) of all involved intermediate states. A clear evidence of FN 
localized bridge states was found in the visible domain as well. The comparison of 

                                                
 
3 carbonyl groups are composed of a carbon atom double-bonded to an oxygen atom: C=O 
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spectroelectrochemistry data from partially reduced FN1 and FN2 oligomers allowed a 
distinct assignment of the calculated SAS to the radical states of the FN. 

 
Figure 3.3 Electron transfer cascade in D-B-A system and related rates: charge injection 

into the bridge (kCS1), charge arrival at on the acceptor (kCS2) and charge 
recombination to the ground state (kCR). 

Since different compounds with a varying bridge length (n = 1-3) were synthesized, the 
charge transfer rates kCS1 and kCS2 were individually determined. The comparison with the 
number of bridge segments reveals that the rate constant kCS2 for the electron arrival on the 
NI acceptor decreases exponentially with increasing electron donor-acceptor distance 
described by a damping factor of β = 0.34 Å-1. This phenomenological β value is rather high 
and therefore is usually assigned to a coherent superexchange mechanism, as discussed in 
Chapter 3.1. In contrast, transient absorption spectroscopy both in the visible and the 
infrared spectral domain and an advanced data analysis clearly indicate an incoherent 
hopping mechanism which stands in contrast to the determined high β value. The stepwise 
charge transfer mechanism can be apparently deduced from the data since the charge transfer 
states become resonant with the bridge states. The results of this study and a more detailed 
discussion can be found in the following publication (see Appendix A.2): 

Exponential Distance Dependence of Photoinitiated Stepwise Electron Transfer in 
Donor-Bridge-Acceptor Molecules: Implications for Wire-like Behavior 
Annie Butler Ricks, Kristen E. Brown, Matthias Wenninger, Steven D. Karlen, Yuri A. 
Berlin, Dick T. Co, Michael R. Wasielewski 
Journal of the American Chemical Society 2012, 134, 4581−4588 

These results show, that donor-bridge-acceptor molecules designed to have stepwise, 
energetically downhill redox gradients do not necessarily exhibit wire-like behavior. 
Moreover, this study also proves that the β value is no longer a reliable quantity for 
unambiguously assessing the underlying electron transfer mechanism of a given charge 
transfer reaction to coherent superexchange or incoherent hopping. From an experimental 
point of view, this study also reveals spectroelectrochemistry as a helpful tool for the 
identification and assignment of transient states with radical character. 
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3.3 Photo-Induced Electron Transfer in DNA 

Electronically Excited States in DNA 
Nature has found deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) as the most adapted molecule to store the 
genetic information of nearly every living organism on earth. The requirements for a reliable 
genetic memory are rather high: besides the possibility of an accurate and fast replication of 
the genetic information, DNA has to provide long term stability under quite harsh conditions 
such as oxidative stress and UV irradiation [75]. Nature has established a huge number of 
strategies to provide effective protection against mutation [116, 117].  

From the point of view of time-resolved spectroscopy, a very interesting protection 
mechanism is the ultrafast deactivation of photo-excited states in DNA nucleosides. Kohler 
and coworkers found that the excited state of common nucleosides decays within hundreds 
of femtoseconds by internal conversion suggesting that hydrogen bonding between solute 
and solvent provides efficient pathways for intermolecular vibrational energy transfer 
[118, 119, 120]. Recently, the formation of long-lived charge delocalization and subsequent 
charge recombination in DNA have been observed [121]. These deactivation pathways 
significantly reduce the quantum efficiency of competing deactivation processes, such as 
electron transfer, hydrogen abstraction or generation of reactive oxygen species, which may 
lead to a permanent DNA damage [122]. This has the effect, that the quantum yield Φ for the 
formation of pyrimidine (6-4)pyrimidine photoproducts, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and 
other photoproducts after direct excitation of the DNA are extremely low [123]. Recent 
observations [124, 125] also suggest that the mechanism of DNA damage formation upon 
direct excitation depends on the excitation wavelength. For an understanding of these 
phenomena particularly the ultrafast processes on the sub-ps time scale in DNA are of major 
interest. 

It has been shown, that predominantly the purine base guanine (G) is a major target for 
external oxidants [75] and therefore acts as electron loss center of the DNA since it is the 
nucleobase with the lowest standard oxidation potential [126, 127, 128]. As a consequence, 
often the first step of a photo-induced oxidation process in the presence of certain oxidants 
[129, 130] is the formation of a guanine radical cation (G•+) [75]. However, not only the 
intrinsic redox properties of the guanine itself are determining its electrochemical behavior 
in the environment of oxidants. Moreover, the sequence context modulates the oxidation 
potential of the nucleobases. Ab initio calculations [131] and experimental data [132] have 
shown that stacked GGG sequences are more easily oxidized than stacked GG sequences, 
which are still more easily oxidized than a lone G [133]. Consequently, mutations will occur 
predominantly at G clusters. This is of outstanding interest, in particular with respect to the 
human genome [75, 129, 130]. After charge injection into the DNA strand, which 
preferentially occurs at an electron loss center, the resultant radical cation (hole) not 
necessarily remains located on the entrance site. The hole can migrate long distances through 
the DNA before being trapped [94, 133]. Accordingly, in literature it is discussed, that 
guanine rich domains, especially GG and GGG clusters, outside the coding regions of genes 
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may serve to protect the genome from permanent oxidative DNA damage [76]. Nowadays it 
is well established that excess charges can migrate along the stacked base pairs in the double 
helical DNA strand [91]. The possibility of electrical conductivity of DNA was discussed the 
first time in 1962 by Eley [134], not more than ten years after Watson and Crick [135] 
discovered the helical structure of the DNA double strand [91]. In the B form of the DNA 
helix, which is usually found under physiological conditions, the different nucleobases are 
coiled round the same axis with a pitch of only 3.4 Å. Therefore the DNA helix may be 
considered as a polymer with a rigid, electronically coupled aromatic column of stacked base 
pairs. This environment provides electron transfer capabilities due to the π-stacking of the 
aromatic groups and therefore the DNA serves as efficient “π-way” or molecular wire over 
which electron transfer reactions might be promoted efficiently [136]. An opponent 
contribution to the debate of electrical conductivity of DNA is from Bernard and coworkers 
who argue that DNA is effectively an insulator [137] relying on data, which were achieved 
under temperatures below 80 K. Since the measurements discussed in the framework of the 
present thesis were not performed under such extreme temperature conditions, the prevailing 
opinion that DNA is considered to be conducting is applied. 

Experimental and theoretical results have emerged two different mechanisms of charge 
transfer through DNA: coherent superexchange, which is strongly distance dependent and 
incoherent multistep hopping, which exhibits only a weak distance dependency 
[61, 75, 81, 91, 95, 101, 138]. For long range charge transfer reactions in DNA, a hopping 
mechanism is proposed in which the charge tunnels between DNA bases of similar redox 
potential. Therefore, the overall process of long-range charge transfer in DNA consists of 
multiple short-range tunneling processes [75, 76, 81, 138, 139]. In case of hole transport, the 
guanine sites act as the stepping stones for the tunneling processes due to their low oxidation 
potential [76, 81, 139]. It has been shown, if two guanines are separated by an adenine (A) 
thymine (T) sequence, the charge tunnels through the (A:T)n sequence for n ≤ 3, which is 
described by a strong distance dependence (β = 0.6-0.7 Å-1). In contrast, for n ≥ 4, the 
adenines are also involved as charge carriers and the distance dependence of the charge 
transfer process nearly completely vanishes [81, 76]. Based on this mechanism a positive 
charge can be transported without any attenuation over distances of more than 50 Å, which 
corresponds to 15 base pairs [76, 94, 140, 141]. 

Another model to explain long-range charge transport processes in DNA which depends on 
its spontaneous structural distortion, is from Gary B. Schuster and is called phonon-assisted 
polaron hopping. In this model sequences of base pairs, instead of single adenines and 
guanines, serve as charge carriers [142]. However, the following discussion of charge 
transfer in DNA is based on the more common model of guanine hopping introduced in this 
section. 
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Flavin-Capped DNA Hairpins for the Investigation of Sequence Dependent Charge 
Transfer Processes 

The importance of intramolecular long-lived charge separated states for efficient photoredox 
catalysis has been already discussed. Since DNA exhibits an environment which is 
comparable to artificial donor-bridge-acceptor molecules, DNA is also a perfectly suited 
system to gain fundamental understanding of charge transfer processes in complex 
molecules. Moreover, particularly in DNA, the sequence dependence of charge transfer 
processes and the question under which conditions long-lived charge separated states are 
established are of major interest for biology, since long-lived charge transfer states are 
considered as a precursor for permanent DNA damage [143]. To investigate sequence 
dependent charge transfer dynamics in DNA, different DNA oligonucleotides were 
synthesized in the group of Thomas Carell (Ludwig Maximilian University), which are 
depicted in Scheme 3.2. All DNA hairpin structures have a covalently linked flavin 
chromophore in common [144]. 

 
Scheme 3.2 Structures of the flavin capped DNA hairpins. REF serves as reference 

substance for the determination of the background rate of excited state 
quenching by ET from the AT backbone. The distance from the flavin cap to 
the nearest G is 6.8 Å in 1G, 1GG and in 1GGG and is 13.6 Å in 3G, 3GG 
and in 3GGG. 

Flavin provides the advantage that it exhibits a strong absorption band in the visible spectral 
region centered around 450 nm and acts as strong oxidizing agent [145] in its excited state. 
Further advantages are, that the signatures of S1 state, radical anion and further protonation 
states are easily to distinguish in the visible spectral range [146]. Therefore flavin acts both 
as photo-induced oxidant and as precise optical probe for the investigation of charge transfer 
processes within the adjacent DNA hairpin structure. In contrast, the radical cation states of 
the DNA nucleobases can be hardly directly resolved with transient absorption spectroscopy 
in the UV and visible spectral domain due to their low cross section for photon 
absorption [120]. 
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A profile plot of the transient spectrum of DNA hairpin structure 1GGG after λEXC = 450 nm 
excitation is shown in Figure 3.4. The flavin-capped DNA hairpin molcules were dilluted in 
an aqueous solvent an the temperature was kept constant at T = 10 °C during the 
measurements. 

 
Figure 3.4 Profile plot of the fs-ps TA measurement of flavin DNA hairpin structure 

1GGG in water after λEXC = 450 nm excitation. The flavin S1 spectrum (blue 
spectral trace, t = 0.3 ps, top) with the characteristic S1-specific stimulated 
emission band around λ = 566 nm (red time trace, λ = 566 nm, right) decays 
within 50 ps. In contrast, the remaining spectrum (red spectral trace, t = 430 ps, 
top), which comparably to the S1 spectrum is composed of both a ground state 
bleach around 450 nm and a transient absorption band around 350 nm decays 
on a much slower time scale. This spectrum can be associated with the flavin 
radical anion, which is generated by oxidation of the adjacent DNA strand. 
This intramolecular charge separated state is long-lived and its relative yield 
strongly depends on the base sequence of the DNA hairpin structure. 

The detailed discussion of the experimental results with focus on the sequence dependence 
of the quantum yield ΦCS for long-lived charged separation is given in the following 
publication (see Appendix A.3): 

Flavin-induced DNA Photooxidation and Charge Movement Probed by Ultrafast 
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
Matthias Wenninger*, Danila Fazio*, Uwe Megerle, Christian Trindler, Stefan Schiesser, 
Eberhard Riedle, Thomas Carell 
ChemBioChem 2011, 12, 703-706 
*) these authors contributed equally to this work 
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The experimental data reveal that within hairpin structure 3GGG, a long-lived (τ >> 1 ns) 
charge separated state is established with a quantum yield of ΦCS = 14%. Lower values of 
ΦCS = 7% in 3GG and of ΦCS =7% in 3G were found whereas in 1G, 1GG and 1GGG no 
significant population of a long-lived charge separated state was observed. The observed 
charge separated state comprises the flavin radical anion Fla•- and a radical cation state on 
the G site of the DNA hairpin structure. 

These rather high values for long-lived charge separation in DNA have to be discussed with 
respect to the reported poor quantum yields for permanent DNA damage caused by direct 
UV irradiation of the DNA which are in the per mille region [123]. These results give 
evidence, that the interaction of the UV light with endogenous or exogenous chromophores 
has a much higher potential for mutagenesis than the direct irradiation of DNA [122]. As 
discussed above, nature has found strategies, which lead to the ultrafast deactivation of 
photo-excited states of DNA nucleobases [118, 119, 120] and therefore impedes permanent 
DNA damage formation after direct photo-excitation. Since in particular the aromatic amino 
acids absorb in the same spectral range as the DNA nucleobases do [147], photo-induced 
DNA oxidation mediated by external photo-induced oxidants, such as certain amino acids 
and light absorbing chromophores, cannot be regarded as negligible. In the case, that a hole 
is injected into the DNA double strand by an external oxidant, a distance of three base pairs 
to the next guanine charge trap is sufficient enough to significantly inhibit the desired charge 
recombination to prevent the formation of a long-lived charge separated state. In contrast, if 
the guanine charge trap is in only one base pair distance to the external oxidant, charge 
recombination after hole injection is much more likely. Therefore the almost only promising 
strategy of nature to protect DNA against photo-oxidation by external oxidants is to 
sterically inhibit a close proximity of potential photo-oxidants to the coding region of the 
DNA. 

The measured data not only allow the determination of the quantum yield ΦCS for the 
population of a long-lived charge separated state, moreover the data provide insights into 
sequence dependent charge transfer dynamics in DNA. Therefore in the following section, 
which refers to unpublished results, the measured kinetics will be discussed with respect to 
Marcus Theory. 
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Quantifying the Charge Transfer Dynamics in Flavin-Capped DNA Hairpins 

The synthesized DNA hairpins REF, 1G, 1GG, 1GGG, 3G, 3GG and 3GGG provide a 
systematically varying environment for the investigation of the dependence of charge 
transfer processes on distance and length of the guanine site which serves as electron donor. 
Since the less reactive adenine (A) and thymine (T) bases are the immediate environment of 
the flavin cap and remain constant within the DNA hairpin series, the measured kinetics kET

A 
in reference hairpin REF are considered as the intrinsic background reaction which is 
apparent in all investigated DNA hairpin structures. Therefore the kinetics in the guanine 
containing DNA hairpins are discussed with respect to kET

A. Particularly the rate kET
G of 

excited state quenching by electron transfer from the guanine site is of specific interest. kET
G 

can be roughly estimated on the basis of the measured flavin S1 life time τS1 in each strand 
according to Equation 3.5: 

 A G
ET ETS1

1 k k= +
τ

 (3.5) 

In this equation, the intrinsic rate of excited state quenching of the AT environment is 
kET

A = (63 ps)-1 obtained from hairpin REF. It has to be mentioned, that the determination of 
exact values of the S1 life time τS1 was difficult due to complex decay dynamics which 
required a multi-exponential decay modeling. Typically, two to three exponential terms and 
one constant signal lasting beyond the measurement range were required for a sufficient 
parameterization of the data. Therefore we used the fit curves to determine the delay time 
when the signal of the stimulated emission has decayed to 1/e of the initial value at Δt = 0. 
The intrinsic S1 life time τS1 = 2 ns of the free flavin compound is negligible with regard to 
the CT dynamics, which are found on the 100 ps time scale. The calculated values of kET

G, 
obtained according to Equation 3.5 are summarized in Table 3.1. 

 
Table 3.1 Rates of excited state quenching by electron transfer from the guanine site of 

the molecule to the photo-excited flavin site. The rates kET
G were calculated 

according to Equation 3.5 relying on the published S1 life times τS1 [App A.3]. 

DNA hairpin r (Å) kET
G 

1G 6.8 ~ (100 ps)-1 

1GG 6.8 ~ (50 ps)-1 

1GGG 6.8 ~ (50 ps)-1 

3G, 3GG, 3GGG 13.6 ~ (250 ps)-1 
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Although adjacent G bases make a single G more readily to oxidize [132], there was no 
significant difference in the ET dynamics between hairpins 1GG and 1GGG. This is due to 
the effect, that adding the first neighboring G base to a lone G increases the one electron 
ionization potential (IP) by ~ 0.4 eV whereas adding a further G to an existing GG sequence 
lowers the IP by only ~ 0.2 eV as calculations show [148, 149]. The expected differences in 
ET dynamics between hairpins 3G, 3GG, 3GGG are also overlaid by the measurement error 
and due to the fact, that the simultaneous background excited state quenching mediated 
through the AT backbone is described by the significantly higher rate kET

A. Hence, the 
actually observed life time of the flavin S1 state is only slightly modulated by the additional 
ET reaction kET

G from the G site of the double strand. 

The determined rates kET
G for two different distances between donor and acceptor allow for 

a rough estimate of the damping factor β according to Marcus Theory, which is based on an 
exponential distance dependence. A distance dependence of kET

G corresponding to a β value 
of roughly β = 0.2 Å-1 was found. Although the reliability of the determined β is low, on the 
one hand due to the fit relying only on two data points and on the other hand due to the 
imprecisely determined ET rates kET

G, the value corresponds very well to the results 
measured in a very similar system [150]: Carell and coworkers found a damping factor of 
β = 0.25 ± 0.05 Å-1 in flavin capped DNA-hairpins. 

The outstanding importance of the understanding of charge transfer dynamics in DNA has 
been raised by a series of experimental studies using photochemistry to initiate electron 
transfer. In many of them, time resolved spectroscopic techniques were applied for the 
detection of electron transfer dynamics, as well. 

For instance, Barbara, Barton and coworkers applied ultrafast emission and absorption 
spectroscopy for the investigation of charge transfer dynamics in DNA. In contrast to the 
previously presented results, different, non-covalently bound, intercalated metal complexes 
served as light triggered electron donor and light-independent electron acceptor. For the 
damping factor β a value on the inverse one Ångström (Å-1) scale was discussed [151]. 

A more precise value for β was found by Lewis, Wasielewski and coworkers, who 
investigated the distance dependence of charge transfer dynamics in stilbene capped DNA 
hairpins with the help of transient absorption spectroscopy: A damping factor of 
β = 0.64 ± 0.1 Å-1 was found for the electron transfer from a guanine electron donor to the 
excited state of the stilbene cap [101]. 

In a more recent study, Lewis, Wasielewski and coworkers found a damping factor of 
β = 0.77 Å-1 in DNA hairpins, using different organic linker caps for the light triggered hole 
injection into the DNA double strand. The application of different electron donors with 
altered electrochemical properties in this study in combination with Marcus Theory provides 
a deep insight into the dependence of charge transfer dynamics on the energy landscape, 
which also involves the inverted region of electron transfer in DNA [61].  
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3.4 DNA as Chiral Environment for Enantioselective Photocatalysis? 

The utilization of DNA in photocatalysis research offers much greater capabilities than only 
to provide a well characterized environment for the investigation of intramolecular charge 
transfer reactions. One the one hand due to its versatile capabilities for molecular self-
assembly [152], DNA is also considered as an inert backbone for the investigation of photo-
induced processes of bound, photo-active chromophores in a well-defined and rigid 
environment [153]. On the other hand, due to the chirality of its constituents, the 
nucleotides4, DNA exhibits versatile capabilities to serve as a chiral template in 
enantioselective catalysis [154] and photocatalysis [155]. One approach toward 
enantioselective photocatalysis is to combine a chiral template and a photocatalyst within 
one molecular assembly [5, 156]. Therefore a photocatalytic chromophore is covalently 
linked to a chiral template, which can be a nucleotide in the case of DNA mediated 
photocatalysis. The light absorbing chromophore in this assembly exhibits the desired 
photocatalytic capability, for instance via excitation energy transfer [29, 30] or photo-
induced electron transfer. The DNA backbone contributes the stereoselective information to 
the enantioselective catalytic process. Therefore the DNA backbone has to provide an inert 
environment for energy and electron transfer processes of the highly reactive photo-excited 
chromophore since the photocatalyst is required not to be consumed within the catalyzed 
reaction. Due to the well investigated charge transfer processes in DNA (Chapter 3.3) and 
redox chemistry of DNA [157] it was expected that the natural occurring nucleobases are not 
suited to serve as inert backbone for every kind of photocatalytic reaction. The question, if 
and under which conditions DNA can be utilized as chiral backbone for photocatalysis will 
be discussed in the following section. However, not only this initial question in answered. 
Moreover this study reveals insights into the conformational control of DNA photo-
oxidation by external oxidants. 

Benzophenone-DNA Dinucleotides 
The organic chromophore benzophenone has been already applied in enantioselective 
photocatalysis [5, 156, 158] and represents an both interesting and biologically relevant system 
with respect to DNA damaging [122]. Hence, to answer the question if and under which 
conditions DNA provides capabilities as chiral backbone for enantioselective photocatalysis, 
benzophenone was studied as photocatalytically active model chromophore [21]. Therefore, 
in the group of Hans-Achim Wagenknecht (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), 
benzophenone as an artificial C-nucleoside5 was linked by a phosphodiester bridge to one of 
the natural nucleosides6 of the naturally occurring nucleobases guanine (G), adenine (A), 

                                                
 
4  nucleotides are composed of a nucleobase, a sugar and at least one phosphate group 
5  C-nucleosides are a class of nucleosides in which the pendant heterocyclic base is covalently linked to the 

sugar by a C-C bond instead of a C-N bond [159] 
6  nucleosides are composed of a nucleobase and a sugar 
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thymine (T) and cytosine (C). The synthesis of these dinucleotides7 is described in detail 
elsewhere [160]. 

For the present investigation, an artificial nucleotide with benzophenone attached to the 
sugar backbone of the DNA (1) was synthesized as reference substance to study the intrinsic 
photophysical behavior of the benzophenone chromophore in the environment of the sugar 
backbone. The benzophenone chromophore (BP), the reference nucleotide 1 and the 
benzophenone guanine dinucleotide 1G, which is exemplarily for all other compounds 1A, 
1T and 1C, are shown in Scheme 3.3. 

 
Scheme 3.3 Structure of the synthesized nucleotides: benzophenone BP, reference 

nucleotide 1 and dinucleotide 1G, which is exemplarily for dinucleotides 1A, 
1T and 1C. 

The different nucleobases of the DNA exhibit a strongly varying electrochemical behavior: 
the nucleobase guanine is relatively easy to oxidize in comparison to the other nucleobases 
[126, 127, 128]. Therefore the following discussion is first of all based on the dinucleotide 
1G. Due to the low standard oxidation potential of guanine and the fact that benzophenone 
acts as strong oxidant in its excited state [54], an electron transfer reaction from guanine to 
benzophenone in its excited state is very likely [161]. 

The first approach toward the discussion, if DNA is inert enough to serve as non-reactive 
backbone for benzophenone sensitized photoredox catalysis, was to calculate the change of 
Gibbs energy ΔG0 within a possible electron transfer reaction between the benzophenone 
both in its excited singlet and triplet state and the corresponding nucleobase. Generally, 
calculating the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 reveals if an reaction is exergonic and therefore 
thermodynamically allowed or endergonic and therefore thermodynamically forbidden. 
Since all photophysical and electrochemical quantities of benzophenone and the nucleobases 
can be found in the literature, the ΔG0 value of a photo-induced charge transfer reaction 
between the benzophenone in its excited state and an adjacent nucleobase can be easily 
calculated according to Rehm and Weller [63, 162], which is shown in Equation 3.6 
(compare Equation 3.1). However, exact values of the standard redox potentials of the 
                                                
 
7  dinucleotides consist of two nucleotides joined through their phosphate groups 
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nucleobases in pH-neutral water environment are not easy to measure and therefore values 
measured in varying environments are presented in the literature [126, 127, 128]. The 
present work refers to the values from Seidel and Sauer [127]. 

 
  
ΔG0 = e E0 G i+ G( )− E0 BP BPi−⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥
− ΔE00 − e2

4π ε0 ε r
 (3.6) 

In this equation, the one-electron standard oxidation potential (vs. NHE8) of guanine is 
E0(G•+/G) = 1.49 V [127], the one-electron standard reduction potential (vs. NHE) of 
benzophenone is E0(BP/BP•-) = -1.00 V [163] and the energies of the excited states of 
benzophenone with respect to its ground state are ΔE00(S1

BP) = 3.30 eV [164] in its S1 state 
and ΔE00(T1

BP) = 3.04 eV [162, 165] in its T1 state. The only term in this equation still 
owning uncertainties is the last one describing the Coulomb interaction of the charge 
separated state, in which e is the elementary charge, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, ε the 
permittivity of the solvent and r the donor-acceptor distance. Therefore this term and the 
geometric conformation of the dinucleotide, since it particularly affects the donor-acceptor 
distance r, will be discussed in the following section. Without taking this distance dependent 
term into account, which would lead to a further decrease of ΔG0, the change of Gibbs 
energy is already ΔG0 = -0.810 eV, which makes a charge transfer reaction 
thermodynamically very favored. 

Solvent Dependent Conformation of the Dinucleotide 

It is well established that, depending on the solvent polarity, dinucleotides exhibit different 
conformations when they are diluted [166]. Since the benzophenone chromophore and the 
nucleobase are connected by a flexible linker, a conformational distribution, in which the 
distance r between electron donor and electron acceptor strongly varies, is expected. Due to 
the size of the dinucleotide and its low rigidity it can be safely assumed that the donor-
acceptor distance r varies over a huge range of more than 10 Å. In face of typical damping 
coefficients for electron transfer reactions in water of β = 1.0 - 1.4 Å-1 [50, 100] this wide 
distance distribution largely affects the electron transfer dynamics. The actual value of r 
within the observed dinucleotide determines whether an electron transfer reaction is possible 
and strongly affects its efficiency. In order to understand the conformational motion and the 
distribution of conformations in varying solvents, in the group of Martin Schütz (University 
of Regensburg) Molecular Dynamics simulations on this dinucleotide were performed by 
Thomas Merz.  

Before the calculated trajectories are discussed, the actual distance, which is relevant for the 
electron transfer reaction has to be considered. The electron transfer quenches an photo-
excited state of benzophenone, which is of 1nπ* character [167] while the radical of the 
guanine nucleobase is located at the carbonyl group9 of the purine base guanine [157]. Hence 
the distance between the benzophenone carbonyl group and the guanine carbonyl group is of 
                                                
 
8  normal hydrogen electrode 
9  carbonyl groups are composed of a carbon atom double-bonded to an oxygen atom: C=O 
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major interest, since it depicts the effective distance over which the electron is transferred in 
a photo-induced charge transfer reaction. Both the experiments and the calculations were 
performed in two different solvents: in water and in the less polar methanol. Therefore 500 
steps of the trajectory of r = d(OBCG), the distance between OB, the oxygen atom of the 
carbonyl group of the benzophenone, and CG, the carbon atom of the carbonyl group of the 
guanine, were calculated in Molecular Dynamic runs. The results of the simulation are 
depicted in Figure 3.5. 

 
Figure 3.5 Trajectories of Molecular Dynamics run of 1G: distance between the oxygen 

atom of the carbonyl group of benzophenone (OB) and the carbon atom of the 
carbonyl group of guanine (CG) in methanol (a) and in water (b). Calculated 
values (transparent line) and smoothed values according to Savitzky-Golay 
algorithm (solid line). 

The Molecular Dynamics simulations clearly reveal that the predominant conformation of 
the dinucleotide strongly depends on its solvent environment. Whereas in water a closed 
conformation is clearly favored, in the less polar methanol no preferred conformation of the 
dinucleotide is found. In methanol, the dinucleotides are switching between an open and a 
closed conformation. Therefore, according to the Ergodic Hypothesis an ensemble of 
molecules with different conformations exhibiting the same statistical behavior is found in 
methanol when a huge number of dinucleotides is dissolved. A closed conformation is 
considered at distances of d(OBCG) ≤ 6 Å whereas at distances of d(OBCG) ≅ 15 Å an open 
conformation is assumed. This is in agreement with literature, where a two-state model 
regarding the conformation of dinucleotides in different solvents was already discussed 
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[166]. Since the conformational distribution of the dinucleotides in two different solvents has 
been quantified, its influence on charge transfer dynamics will be discussed in the next 
section. 

Conformation Dependent Electron Transfer Dynamics 
At close distances of both carbonyl groups, the electron transfer occurs with its full intrinsic 
rate kET = k0. Then with increasing donor-acceptor distance r, the coupling matrix element 
HAB decreases according to Marcus Theory (Equation 3.3 a and 3.3 b) exponentially. At very 
large distances, the electron transfer reaction is completely damped and therefore no longer 
detectable. For the following discussion, a contact distance of r0 = 6 Å is assumed. This 
value is not exactly determined but is still in agreement with the literature where comparable 
van der Waals radii10 of molecules are discussed [64, 168]. Therefore three regimes can be 
distinguished: 

I. Contact regime  r ≤ 6 Å    kET = k0  

II. Marcus regime  6 Å < r ≤ 11.2 Å 
  
kET = k0 r( ) ⋅exp − r - r0( )β{ }  

III. Non-contact regime r > 11.2 Å   kET = 0  

Here, the border between Marcus regime and non-contact regime was defined to be at 
r = 11.2 Å where the electron transfer rate drops below 1% of k0. Whereas the electron 
transfer dynamics in regimes I and III are easily to understand, regime II requires a further 
discussion, since the distance dependence not only appears in the exponential term of the 
Marcus equation. Also the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 becomes distance dependent 
according to Equation 3.6 since the Coulomb interaction term is strongly distant dependent. 
Therefore, kET(r) in regime II can be written as shown in Equation 3.7, where k0 is the 
intrinsic electron transfer rate at contact distance, β the damping factor, λ the reorganization 
energy and ΔG0(r) the distance dependent change of Gibbs energy at donor-acceptor 
distance r. 
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10  the term “van der Waals radius” historically originates from atom physics but is often applied in literature to 

describe the corresponding molecular property as well [64] 
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An exact value of k0 is only experimentally accessible and will be discussed in the next 
section. The distance dependence of kET(r) with regard to the normalized intrinsic rate k0 is 
depicted in Figure 3.6. Here, a damping coefficient of β = 1.2 Å-1 [50, 100] (see Chapter 3.1 
and discussion below) for both solvents is assumed. The very slight difference of the 
distance dependence within regime II in methanol and in water is due to different values of 
the absolute permittivity ε of both solvents, which causes effects in the distance dependent 
Coulomb term of Equation 3.6 and therefore in ΔG0(r). 

 
Figure 3.6 Regimes of the distance-dependent normalized electron transfer rate kET(r) 

according to Equation 3.7 and probability to find a dissolved dinucleotide in 
one of the regimes in methanol (red) and in water (blue). 

Also the probability to find a dissolved dinucleotide in one of the three regimes is given in 
Figure 3.6 (numbers in red and blue). It can be clearly seen that in water mainly donor-
acceptor distances below 6 Å are found and therefore the closed form of the dinucleotides is 
prevailing. In contrast, in methanol, the open form with donor-acceptor distances of more 
than 11.2 Å is the dominating conformation. 

The probability of the distance r to be found in the corresponding solvent is described by 
P(r) and can be directly deduced from the Molecular Dynamic runs under consideration of 
the Ergodic Hypothesis. Since P(r) and the distance dependence of the electron transfer 
dynamics kET(r) within the dinucleotide have been quantified, an average electron transfer 
rate ETk  for both solvents can be estimated according to Equation 3.8.  

 
  

kET = dr P r( ) ⋅ kET
r=0

∞

∫ r( )  (3.8) 

Although a stretched exponential fit function is usually applied to describe reaction 
dynamics in a system exhibiting a distribution of rates [47, 49] (Chapter 2.2), an average 
value ETk  of the electron transfer rate seems to be sufficient. Equation 3.8 does not 
reveal a numeric value of , but a value in dependence on the intrinsic rate k0, which 
is particularly of physical interest since it allows the calculation of the coupling matrix 
element HAB for the electron transfer at contact distance (r ≤ 6 Å). 

ETk
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According to Equation 3.8 the average values of kET are ET 0k 0.75 k= ⋅  in water and 
ET 0k 0.17 k= ⋅  in methanol. This relation allows to calculate the intrinsic electron 

transfer rate k0 at contact distance based on the measured electron transfer rate ETk . To 
plausibly quantify the electron transfer dynamics with respect to Marcus theory, a 
measurement series with varying values of the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 is required. The 
four naturally occurring nucleobases span a relatively wide range of redox potential of 
ΔE0 = 0.62 V [126, 127, 128] and provide access to electron transfer dynamics at different 
ΔG0 values. The results of time resolved spectroscopic measurements of the dinucleotides 
1G, 1A, 1T and 1C combined with a theoretical discussion of the excited state energy 
landscape based on quantum mechanical ab initio calculations are presented in the following 
publication (see Appendix A.4): 

Conformational control of benzophenone-sensitized charge transfer in dinucleotides 
Thomas Merz*, Matthias Wenninger*, Michael Weinberger, Eberhard Riedle, Hans-
Achim Wagenknecht, Martin Schütz  
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2013, 135, 1000-1010 
*) these authors contributed equally to this work 

The performed time-resolved measurements clearly reveal that after excitation, both the 
benzophenone S1 life time and the triplet yield ΦT of dinucleotide 1G in both solvents is 
significantly reduced in comparison to reference dinucleotide 1. This result and the results of 
quantum mechanical ab initio calculations, performed by Thomas Merz give strong evidence 
for an intramolecular electron transfer process from the adjacent nucleobase guanine to the 
S1 state of benzophenone, which is competing with triplet formation. Also the remaining 
dinucleotides 1A, 1T and 1C show a reduced S1 life time due to an intramolecular photo-
induced charge transfer processes as observed in 1G. The decrease of S1 life time within 
these dinucleotides is less intense than observed in 1G due to the higher standard oxidation 
potential of the nucleobases cytosine, thymine and adenine. 

When discussing the electron transfer in the singlet manifold one has to keep in mind that 
the S1 state of benzophenone undergoes a relatively fast inter-system crossing to the T1 state 
on the 10 ps time scale [167], which is not affected by the covalently linked sugar, and 
therefore electron transfer processes are only observable within this limited temporal 
window. However, this temporal window was long enough to substantially quantify the 
electron transfer dynamics of all synthesized dinucleotides. 

A profile plot of the transient absorption spectrum of benzophenone dinucleotide 1C, which 
is composed of cytosine instead of guanine (Scheme 3.3) after λEXC = 358 nm excitation in 
methanol is shown in Figure 3.7. The transient spectrum is dominated by the relatively fast 
inter-system crossing of benzophenone on the 10 ps time scale.  
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Figure 3.7 Profile plot of the fs-ps TA measurement of benzophenone dinucleotide 1C in 

methanol after λEXC = 358 nm excitation. The benzophenone S1 state with a 
characteristic absorption around 340 nm (blue spectral trace, t = 1.3 ps, top) 
undergoes inter-system crossing to the benzophenone T1 state with a 
characteristic absorption around 525 nm (red spectral trace, t = 100 ps, top). 
The inter-system crossing is overlaid by an electron transfer process from 
cytosine quenching the benzophenone S1 state. The time constant describing 
the decay of the benzophenone S1 state and the population of the benzophenone 
T1 state (red and blue time traces, right) which also comprises information 
about the intramolecular charge transfer dynamics was the basis for the 
calculation of the electron transfer rate kET. 

The electron transfer rates kET of all synthesized dinucleotides in both solvents are depicted 
in Figure 3.8. Based on the introduced terminology and under consideration of a strictly 
mono-exponential decay behavior, which is a justified simplification in face of the expected 
stretched exponential decay dynamics within an ensemble exhibiting a distribution of rates 
(vide supra), the actually observed decay rate kET corresponds to the value ETk , defined 
in Equation 3.8. Performed attempts to fit a stretched exponential function11 to the transient 
data reveal a close to unity exponential parameter β which strongly supports the reliability of 
the applied mono-exponential decay model. 

A Marcus parabola (Equation 3.7) was fitted to the data and is shown in Figure 3.8. Since 
the distance dependence of the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 considering reasonable values of 
r = d(OBCG) only causes minor effects on the effective value of kET(r) at a fixed value of 
ΔG0, constant distances between electron donor and acceptor in both solvents (r = 12 Å in 

                                                
 
11  stretched exponential fit function: ( ) ( )( )f exp β= − τt t  
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methanol, r = 6 Å in water) were taken as basis for the fit of the Marcus parabola. Hence, the 
only remaining parameters of the fit were the reorganization energy λ and the coupling 
matrix element HAB. 

 
Figure 3.8 Rates of electron transfer kET from the corresponding nucleobase to the 

benzophenone moiety in its S1 state in dinucleotides 1G, 1A, 1T and 1C and fit 
values λ and HAB of the Marcus parabola in methanol (a) and in water (b).  

The derived values for the reorganization energy λ in both solvents are in excellent 
agreement with values presented in the literature, which cover the range from λ = 0.2 eV to 
λ = 1 eV (Chapter 3.1). The coupling matrix element HAB, obtained from fitting the Marcus 
equation to the measured data, has yet no physical meaning, since it represents the average 
value of the electronic coupling in an ensemble of dinucleotides exhibiting different donor-
acceptor distances r. According to Equation 3.8, considering the probability P(r) of each 
donor-acceptor distance r to be found in the corresponding solvent, the measured values of 
ETk  can be used to calculate the intrinsic electron transfer rate k0 at contact distance 

r ≤ r0. The intrinsic coupling matrix element HAB at contact distance can be easily deduced 
from k0 according to Equation 3.9. 

 0fit
AB AB ET

kH H
k

= ⋅  (3.9) 

Applying this equation, coupling matrix elements of HAB = 3.6 meV in methanol and 
HAB = 3.1 meV in water were found which are equal within the measurement error. This 
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result agrees very well with theory, since the coupling matrix element HAB is the off-
diagonal element of the electronic Hamiltonian AB A BH | H |= ψ ψ  in case of through-
space electronic interaction and therefore in first approximation HAB is independent of the 
solvent environment [169]. However, there might be a minor solvent-dependent contribution 
caused by a varying geometric donor-acceptor orientation, which also potentially affects the 
electronic coupling strength between initial and final state [58]. In contrast, the 
reorganization energy λ obtained from fitting the Marcus equation to the measured data 
represents a value with physical meaning which does not alter when changing the analytical 
view from ensemble dynamics to single molecule dynamics at a defined contact distance 
r = r0. 

DNA - a Suitable Backbone for Enantioselective Photocatalysis? 
This study clearly reveals that nucleotides are not perfectly suited to serve as inert backbone 
in benzophenone-mediated enantioselective photocatalysis. However, with some restrictions, 
the application of a cytosine- or thymine-based DNA backbone in combination with less 
reactive photocatalytic active chromophores might be a considerable approach toward DNA 
mediated enantioselective photocatalysis, since these are the nucleobases with the highest 
oxidation potential and therefore less reactive in the environment of an excited chromophore. 
Due to the limited number of different nucleobases, replacing the photocatalytic active 
chromophore benzophenone by a less reactive photocatalyst has to be considered to design a 
stable DNA-based photocatalyst. Assuming a carbostyril compound, the parent compound of 
quinolones, as target for an enantioselective photocatalytic reaction, a triplet energy of the 
photo-sensitizer of at least ET = 2.86 eV is required to provide triplet sensitization. 
Benzophenone with a triplet energy of ET = 2.98 eV readily fulfils this energetic requirement 
[165]. The use of a photocatalyst instead of benzophenone which is slightly lower in energy 
of S1 and T1 state would allow to tune the change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 of a hypothetical 
electron transfer reaction within the DNA-based photocatalyst to more positive values and 
therefore energetically prohibit a competing excited state quenching reaction. 

In comparison to benzophenone (ES1 = 3.30 eV,) the substituted 4-amino-benzophenone 
provides a slightly altered energy landscape with a lower S1 energy of 
ES1 = 3.03 eV (≙ 410 nm) and a T1 energy of ET = 2.91 eV [165], which is still sufficient for 
triplet sensitization of the carbostyril target. The value of ES1 indicates that 4-amino-
benzophenone exhibits an optical accessible transition outside the quinolone absorption 
range, which is a substantial prerequisite for enantioselective photocatalysis. A calculated 
change of Gibbs energy of ΔG0 ≈ +0.1 eV for a hypothetical reductive exited state quenching 
of the S1 state within a dinucleotide consisting out of a 4-amino-benzophenone and a 
thymine or cytosine nucleobase seems to be a promising environment for a DNA-based 
photocatalyst. This model is based on the assumption, that the standard reduction potential of 
4-amino-benzophenone remains comparable to pure benzophenone (vide supra). However, 
the drawback of replacing benzophenone by 4-amino-benzophenone is a reduced triplet 
quantum yield of ΦT = 0.6 in comparison to a unity triplet quantum yield of pure 
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benzophenone [165]. A reduced triplet quantum yield leads to a decrease in quantum yield of 
triplet-sensitized reactions. 

The present study did non only answer the initial question, if and under which conditions 
DNA provides capabilities as chiral backbone for enantioselective photocatalysis, moreover 
the present study revealed an insight into conformational control of charge injection into 
DNA. To reliably quantify charge transfer processes in DNA, the manifold of 
conformational states in DNA needs to be explicitly addressed. In the literature which is 
dealing with charge transfer processes in DNA, the manifold of different conformational 
states is often neglected. This assumption is, however, justified in most cases, since usually 
ensemble dynamics are studied and an averaged value describing the charge transfer 
dynamics is presented. 

However, there is also literature considering the influence of the structural flexibility of the 
DNA on charge transfer dynamics. For instance, Ratner and coworkers present a theoretical 
study describing the effect of structural fluctuations on charge transfer dynamics in DNA 
[51]. Particularly the dependence of the coupling matrix element HAB on the actual 
conformation of DNA hairpins is considered. Also the phonon-assisted polaron hopping 
model, presented by Schuster and coworkers, assumes long-range charge transfer in DNA to 
depend on transient structural distortions. 
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3.5 Diffusion Controlled Intermolecular Charge Transfer Processes in Flavin 

Photocatalysis 

Since intramolecular charge transfer processes have been intensively discussed in the 
preceding section, now the focus is on intermolecular charge transfer processes, which are 
the basis for nearly every kind of homogeneous photoredox catalysis. The naturally 
occurring chromophore flavin is widely applied as photocatalyst for a large number of 
different applications both in nature [170] and in photochemistry [171, 172, 173, 174]. 
Flavin shows strong optical absorption up to 480 nm and is generally capable of two 
subsequent electron and proton transfer reactions and is versatilely applied in photoredox 
catalysis. Riboflavin, better known as vitamin B2, was discovered in 1879 by Alexander 
Wynther Blyth, who isolated a yellowish substance from cow milk, which he named 
lactochrome [175, 176, 177]. More than 50 years later, in 1937, the Swiss scientist Paul 
Karrer was awarded with the Nobel Prize for his important contributions to the chemistry of 
flavins and his efforts to isolate flavin and clarify its molecular structure among some other 
compounds. His research led to the identification of flavin as part of a complex originally 
thought to be vitamin B2 [178]. In 1938, the Austrian chemist Richard Kuhn, who also 
contributed to the field of flavin chemistry, was awarded the Nobel Prize as well. Kuhn for 
the first time discovered, that under acidic or basic conditions, the optical absorption 
properties of flavin are significantly changing [179, 180]. At that time, he couldn’t explain 
this observation but nowadays it is well established, that the absorption properties of flavin 
strongly depend on its redox and protonation state [146, 181]. 

 
Scheme 3.4 The flavin-mediated photo-oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol to the 

corresponding aldehyde comprises two subsequent electron and proton transfer 
reactions between substrate and photocatalyst. The depicted colors refer to the 
singlet ground state of each oxidation state. 
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Due to its advantageous properties and its versatile application, flavin photochemistry has 
been the subject of intense research over the past 130 years [182]. In the framework of the 
present thesis, a model reaction was studied, in which riboflavin tetraacetate (RFTA) served 
as photocatalyst to oxidize methoxy benzyl alcohol (MBA) to the corresponding aldehyde 
(Scheme 3.4). The course of the reaction including all occurring intermediate states and 
partial reactions, in which basically two electrons and two protons are transferred from 
RFTA to MBA, was understood and quantified on the basis of the signal originating from 
the photocatalyst. Since the underlying study performed in the framework of this thesis has 
been already introduced in another thesis [183] and the underlying model, describing the 
dynamics of diffusion controlled processes, has been intensively discussed in Appendix A.1, 
the present summary provides only a very basic introduction. A more detailed presentation 
of early measurement data can be found in a diploma thesis [177]. The consolidated results 
are summarized in the following publication (see Appendix A.5): 

Unraveling the flavin-catalyzed photooxidation of benzylic alcohol with transient 
absorption spectroscopy from sub-pico- to microseconds 
Uwe Megerle, Matthias Wenninger, Roger-Jan Kutta, Robert Lechner, Burkhard König, 
Bernhard Dick, Eberhard Riedle 
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2011, 13, 8869-8880 

The picture of the reaction, revealed from time resolved spectroscopic measurements both on 
the fs-ps time scale, which were performed in the group of Eberhard Riedle (Ludwig 
Maximilian University) and on the ns-µs time scale, which were performed in the group of 
Bernhard Dick (University of Regensburg) in combination with quantum yield 
measurements under various conditions assigned triplet chemistry as the key element to 
access an efficient reaction pathway. In an equal mixture of acetonitrile (MeCN) and water 
(H2O) as solvent only a quantum yield of ~0.03 for product formation was observed under 
optimum reaction conditions, which is low in comparison to quantum yields reported in the 
present thesis, for instance of ΦCS = 0.14 for long-lived photo-induced charge separation in 
flavin capped DNA hairpins (vide supra) [App A.2] or of ΦP = 0.73 for product formation 
within the intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones (vide infra) 
[App A.6]. Since the flavin-mediated photooxidation of benzyl alcohol is generally a rather 
complex bimolecular reaction, which comprises two consecutive electron and proton transfer 
steps and these reactions are strongly affected by diffusion of the reactants, an initial 
quantum yield of ΦP = 0.03 seems to be a promising value. 

A profile plot of the of the transient spectrum of riboflavin tetraacetate diluted in the highly 
viscous substrate methoxy benzyl alcohol without any solvent after λEXC = 450 nm excitation 
is shown in Figure 3.9. The transient spectrum renders the reductive quenching of the flavin 
S1 state by electron transfer from the substrate within 3.8 ps and the subsequent charge 
recombination process within 50 ps.  
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Figure 3.9 Profile plot of the fs-ps TA measurement of riboflavin tetraacetate diluted in 

the highly viscous substrate methoxy benzyl alcohol without any solvent after 
λEXC = 450 nm excitation. The fast photo-induced transfer of an electron from 
the substrate to the photocatalyst described by a time constant of τ1 = 3.8 ps is 
indicated by the decay of the stimulated emission of flavin around 560 nm 
(blue time trace, λ = 560 nm, right). The transient absorption in the near UV 
spectral range around 350 nm of the flavin radical anion is slightly redshifted 
compared to the S1 absorption in this spectral region. The corresponding 
DADS from the global fit (blue line, τ1 = 3.8 ps, top) shows both the decay of 
the stimulated emission and the shift of the 350 nm absorption band. The 
charge separated state is relatively short-lived and decays within 50 ps by 
charge recombination back to the ground state. The corresponding DADS (red 
line, τ2 = 50 ps, top) renders the decay of all transient spectral signatures. 

Triplet Chemistry – the Key to High Reaction Quantum Yields 

The determining factor of the whole reaction pathway is the spin multiplicity of the photo-
excited flavin chromophore at the moment when the first electron transfer between catalyst 
and substrate occurs. In case, that this first electron transfer happens in the S1 state of flavin, 
a spin correlated radical ion pair (RIP) with singlet character is formed. Since charge 
recombination within this intermolecular charge separated state is in principle an allowed 
process, it occurs with significant probability. The determined time constants were τET ≅ 4 ps 
for the electron transfer reaction, if photocatalyst and substrate are already in close 
proximity, and τCR ≅ 40 ps for charge recombination. If, however, the first electron transfer 
occurs after inter-system crossing to the T1 state of the flavin chromophore, the formed spin 
correlated radical ion pair still exhibits triplet character [99]. Within such a radical ion pair, 
the charge recombination is significantly slowed down, since in terms of the Pauli exclusion 
principle two electrons with parallel spin cannot occupy the same orbital. This differentiation 
is fundamental for the successive course of the reaction, since a slowed charge 
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recombination leaves time for subsequent processes, such as proton transfer and the transfer 
of the second electron-proton pair, which are required partial reactions for product 
formation. The full scheme of the reaction is depicted in Figure 3.10. However, the time 
resolved spectroscopic data only give direct evidence for the first electron and for the first 
proton transfer based on spectroscopic data exclusively from the catalyst. Relying on time 
resolved spectroscopy, it cannot be unambiguously answered if the second electron and 
proton transfer still occurs within the same catalyst-substrate pair, which has already 
accomplished the first reaction step. 

 
Figure 3.10 Triplet vs. singlet chemistry: electron transfer between the S1 state of riboflavin 

tetraacetate (RFTA) and methoxy benzyl alcohol (MBA) in the singlet 
manifold leads to a nonproductive electron transfer reaction with nearly 
instantaneous charge recombination (left side). In contrast, an electron transfer 
in the triplet manifold is the starting point for a cascade of proton and electron 
transfer processes leading to product formation (right side). Reprinted from 
Ref. [183]. 
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Since flavin exhibits a triplet yield of ~70% [182, 184, 185] it is generally a suitable catalyst 
for triplet chemistry with reasonable quantum yields. Hence, the essential question is how to 
drive the first electron transfer reaction in the triplet manifold (Figure 3.10, right side) and 
simultaneously inhibit the nonproductive singlet reaction pathway (Figure 3.10, left side). 
Toward this goal, there are generally two different approaches: one is to accelerate the inter-
system crossing process of flavin and therefore increase its triplet yield. The other is to slow 
down the electron transfer reaction between flavin and the benzyl alcohol, in order to avoid 
an efficient singlet electron transfer reaction. Whereas the present study focusses on the 
latter one it is also possible to substitute the flavin chromophore by more heavier atoms, 
which would lead to a faster inter-system crossing due to the heavy atom effect [186]. 

Since initially there was no evidence of pre-association of catalyst and substrate, an effective 
approach to slow down the reaction kinetics is to adjust the substrate concentration. In the 
nanosecond time domain, the quenching rate kQ = kQ([S]) linearly depends on the quencher 
concentration [S]. Hence the task is to find the optimum substrate concentration, which is on 
the one hand sufficiently high to allow for triplet chemistry in face of a limited triplet life 
time in aerated solvents. Here, it has to be kept in mind, that in the present reaction diluted 
oxygen is required as sacrificial electron acceptor to re-oxidize the photocatalyst after the 
catalytic cycle. On the other hand, the substrate concentration needs to be sufficiently low, to 
avoid the nonproductive singlet reaction pathway. In these terms a concentration of 
[S] ≅ 50 mM seems to be a good compromise which allows for a maximum quantum 
efficiency. To find more fundamental answers to the issue of diffusion controlled reaction 
kinetics, a basic understanding of diffusion controlled reactions on the picosecond time scale 
at rather high substrate concentrations up to the 1 M regime is required. Therefore a 
quantitative treatment of diffusion controlled processes on the basis of the Einstein-
Smoluchowski Theory of diffusion was introduced (Chapter 2.2). 
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The Einstein-Smoluchowski Theory of Diffusion  

The signal of the stimulated emission, which precisely quantifies the population dynamics of 
the flavin S1 state was used as a probe signal to accurately trace the electron transfer 
dynamics between catalyst and substrate. The underlying electron transfer reaction is clearly 
evident since the formed flavin radical anion is spectroscopically accessible [146]. The 
observed S1 quenching clearly shows non-exponential dynamics and therefore an adapted fit 
function (Equation 3.10) was fitted to the data. As a result, the application of this model 
revealed some kind of pre-association between catalyst and substrate. Therefore 
Equation 3.10 comprises an additional exponential term describing the dynamics in these 
pre-associated catalyst-substrate complexes. Whether  the observed pre-association is of 
statistical character or based on physical interaction between RFTA and MBA cannot be 
answered yet. 

   { } [ ]0
contact diffET 0S1

t 2R
n(t) n exp k n exp 4 R S 1 t

4D t
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪= ⋅ − + ⋅ − − π ⋅ + ⋅⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥τ⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭

 (3.10) 

In this equation ncontact is the amount of excited molecules undergoing a fast, non-diffusive 
electron transfer reaction, described by kET

0
, due to catalyst-substrate pre-association. ndiff is 

the amount of molecules undergoing diffusion controlled reaction dynamics, which are 
described by the second exponential term. The intrinsic life time of the excited singlet state 
is τS1. The encounter distance, at which both reactants undergo the electron transfer reaction 
is R, the initial concentration of substrate molecules in number of particles per unity volume 
is [S]0 and the diffusion constant describing the diffusional motion of both reactants is D. 
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For a detailed derivation of the applied fit function, based on Einstein-Smoluchowski Theory 
of diffusion, which typically describes diffusion limited quenching processes on the ps time 
scale at high quencher concentrations, the interested reader is referred to Ref. [43] and to 
Appendix A.1. A closer view to the determined fit parameters provides further insights into 
the reaction mechanism. A consistent set of fit parameters and the derived physical 
quantities in two different solvents are presented in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Fit parameter and physical quantities derived from the fit function 
(Equation 3.10): diffusion constant D at a substrate concentration of [S] = 0, 
molecular radius, which is relevant for diffusion Rdiff, effective viscosity of the 
solvent environment η, encounter distance R, time constant for ultrafast 
electron transfer within pre-associated catalyst-substrate pairs τET and 
association constant KFla-MBA for catalyst substrate association. Table reprinted 
from Ref. [177]. 

 98% MeCN 
2% DMSO 

50% MeCN 
50% H2O 

D([S] = 0) 1.4 ·10-9 m2 s-1 0.4 ·10-9 m2 s-1 

Rdiff 0.45 nm 0.8 nm 

η (T = 300 K) 0.34 mPas 0.68 mPas 

R 0.38 nm 0.63 nm 

τET 4.5 ps 0.95 ps 

τCR 39.5 ps 6.2 ps 

KFla-MBA 0.17 M-1  0.60 M-1 

 

The comparison of the fit parameters obtained both in nearly pure acetonitrile (98% MeCN, 
2% DMSO) and in an equal mixture of acetonitrile and water (50% MeCN, 50% H2O), 
clearly reveals increased values of the encounter distance R and the molecular radius Rdiff, 
which is relevant for diffusion, in MeCN/H2O in comparison to MeCN/DMSO. This 
observation strongly suggests that in presence of water, a solvent shell of water molecules 
surrounds the reactants and in particular the flavin chromophore. Also water seems to 
significantly accelerate the electron transfer dynamics within pre-associated catalyst-
substrate complexes. Certainly the solvent dependent standard oxidation potential of 
methoxy benzyl alcohol [187, 188] is contributing to the increased electron transfer rate 
(vide infra). The hypothesis of a solvent shell of water is also supported by a recent 
publication [189], in which flavin-flavin aggregation was found to be significantly less 
intense in a pure water environment or in a mixture of water and acetonitrile than in pure 
acetonitrile. This observation corroborates the picture obtained by applying an advanced data 
analysis since flavin is supposed to aggregate both by π-π interaction, leading to stacks of 
two identical chromophores which are parallel and in close proximity, and via hydrogen 
bonding, leading to a more loose bonding between two flavins [189, 190]. The surrounding 
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water shell seems to effectively inhibit this aggregation process since the water molecules 
are able to undergo hydrogen bonding as well and compete with hydrogen bonding mediated 
flavin-flavin aggregation. The altered value of the diffusion constant D in Table 3.2 is not 
surprising and can be easily explained with the increased molecular radii due to solvent 
association and with a change in solvent viscosity due to the addition of water. 

Singlet vs. Triplet Chemistry – Describing the Difference with Marcus Theory 

The transient absorption measurements not only provide microscopic insights into the 
reaction mechanism. The transient absorption data both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time 
scale reveal that the electron transfer dynamics are significantly slowed down in the triplet 
manifold in comparison to the singlet manifold. A ratio of 
1kET / 3kET = (6.4 ns)-1 / (2046 ns)-1 ≅ 320/1 between singlet and triplet excited-state 
quenching, which are both diffusion limited processes was found at a substrate concentration 
of [S] = 50 mM. One emerging question is, if a substantial change of the reaction mechanism 
or just the change of the energetics between singlet and triplet regime accounts for this 
observation. The lowest triplet state of the flavin chromophore (ET1 ≅ 2.17 eV) [191] is 
lower in energy with respect to its lowest excited singlet state (ES1 ≅ 2.58 eV). According to 
Marcus Theory [55, 56] and based on the calculated change of Gibbs energy ΔG0 [63], the 
expected behavior of the reaction rate in the triplet state can be readily estimated. Therefore 
the redox properties of the contributing reactants are required: the potential for the one 
electron reduction of Flavin in its oxidized ground state is E0(Fla/Fla•-) = -0.292 V (vs. NHE) 
[145], the potential for the one electron oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol (MBA) is 
E0(MBA•+/MBA) = 1.98 (vs. NHE) in acetonitrile and E0(MBA•+/MBA) = 1.7 (vs. NHE) in 
water [187, 188]. Since the present study was performed in an equal mixture of acetonitrile 
and water, the use of an averaged value of E0(MBA•+/MBA) = 1.84 seems to be justified. 
According to Rehm and Weller [63] (Equation 3.2.) a change of Gibbs energy of 
1ΔG0 = -0.45 eV in the singlet manifold and 3ΔG0 = -0.04 eV in the triplet manifold can be 
derived. Since the electronic coupling HAB and the temperature T is supposed to remain 
constant in singlet and in triplet chemistry, the only term which has to be considered is the 
exponential term of the Marcus equation (Equation 3.1) comprising ΔG0 and λ. Since 
reported values of the reorganization energy λ of common charge transfer processes only 
vary weakly and are in the 1 eV regime (see Chapter 3.1), a typical value of λ = 0.8 eV is 
assumed in Equation 3.11. 

 
 

1kET
3kET

= exp − 1
kB T

⋅ 1
4λ

⋅ λ + 1ΔG 0( )2 − λ + 3ΔG 0( )2⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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= 295

1
 (3.11) 

The estimated ratio of 295/1 corresponds very well to the actually observed ratio of 
1kET/3kET = 320/1 (vide supra). Hence, it is evident that only the change in energy between 
singlet and triplet state accounts for the significant decrease of the electron transfer rate in 
the triplet manifold. 

The highest observed quantum yield for product formation of ΦP = 0.03 in flavin-mediated 
photooxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol still leaves room for improvement. Therefore in 
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the group of Burkhard König (University of Regensburg) the flavin chromophore was 
substituted by more heavier atoms such as iodine and bromine to utilize the heavy atom 
effect [186] for a faster and more efficient inter-system crossing. In a fist measurement series 
on the fs-ps time scale, performed in cooperation with Roger-Jan Kutta (University of 
Regensburg) the effect of accelerated inter-system crossing could be observed, as well as 
improved reaction quantum yields were found in irradiation experiments. However, in terms 
of tweaking the course of the reaction toward an improved quantum efficiency, the influence 
of the substitution on the triplet energy of flavin has to be considered since the estimated 
change of Gibbs energy within the triplet reaction in the present system of 3ΔG0 = -0.04 eV 
is only slightly below zero. 

Although flavin chemistry has been subject of many scientific publications, there are still 
unanswered questions, particularly regarding the influence of water [192] on the total course 
of the reaction. It is yet not fully understood why the addition of water to the solvent causes 
such a dramatic increase of the reaction performance. As discussed above, one important 
point seems to be the solvent dependence of the one electron oxidation potential of methoxy 
benzyl alcohol. The question if the influence of water to the total course of the reaction is 
only one little piece in a complex framework or if water is the crucial element in the whole 
reaction cannot be answered yet. 
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4. Beyond Photoredox Catalysis: [2+2] Cycloaddition Reactions 

4.1 The Intramolecular Photo-Induced [2+2] Cycloaddition in Quinolones 

In organic synthesis, a straightforward method for the preparation of cyclobutane rings12 is 
the [2+2] cycloaddition of olefins13 [193]. The [2+2] cycloaddition reaction comprises the 
transformation of two independent, carbon-carbon double bonds into a four-membered ring, 
in which four carbon atoms are covalently linked with each other by single bonds, as shown 
in Scheme 4.1. Since thermal [2+2] cycloadditions are limited both in scope and usefulness 
[194] and due to the recent enormous development of light-driven synthesis pathways [195], 
photo-induced cycloaddition reactions have emerged as versatile method for the formation of 
cyclobutane rings. The light-induced [2+2] cycloaddition was first reported in 1908 by the 
Italian photochemist Giacomo Luigi Ciamician, who was already quoted in the introduction 
of the present thesis, when he observed the conversion of carvone (flavoring substance of, 
e.g., caraway, dill and spearmint) under prolonged exposure to sunlight [196, 197]. 

 
Scheme 4.1 [2+2] Cycloaddition: a four-membered ring is formed out of two double bonds. 

In this scheme only one possible stereoisomer14 of the product is shown. 

In particular when the reaction exhibits intermolecular character, the photo-induced 
[2+2] cycloaddition involves the addition of a photo-activated double bond to a double bond, 
which is not part of the absorbing chromophore [198]. Serious considerations about the 
mechanism of the [2+2] photocycloaddition go back to the 1950s. Büchi and Goldman 
proposed two distinctly different reaction mechanisms, one involving an ionic singlet 
intermediate and the other involving a diradical triplet intermediate [199]. Corey and 
coworkers picked up this hypothesis and proposed an intermediate state of the 
[2+2] cycloaddition, in which only one of the new bonds is formed yet [198]. This 
intermediate state is discussed to exhibit a 1,4-diradical character and is supposed to appear 
in thermally mediated [2+2] cycloaddition reactions as well [200]. Also De Mayo and 
coworkers investigated the mechanism of the [2+2] photocycloaddition with focus on this 
intermediate state and claimed the formation of this state to be a reversible step [201]. This 
means that after the first bond of the cyclobutane ring is formed, there is a significant 
possibility for this intermediate state to decay back to the starting material by breaking up 
                                                
 
12  cyclobutane rings are four membered rings consisting of four carbon atoms which are covalently linked by 

single bonds 
13  olefins are unsaturated organic compounds containing at least one carbon-to-carbon double bond C=C 
14  stereoisomers exhibit the same bond structure, but the geometric positioning of atoms and functional groups 

in space differs; the class of stereoisomers comprises enantiomers (mirror images of each other and non-
superposable) and diastereoisomers (not related as mirror images) 
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the recently formed bond. Although many mechanistic details of the actual mechanism of the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition have been intensively discussed, there is still very little literature 
dealing with the real time analysis of this reaction with the help of time resolved 
spectroscopic methods. A study of a pseudo-bimolecular photocycloaddition in the gas phase 
was presented by Stolow and coworkers [202]. In contrast to the previously introduced 
mechanism, a concerted bond formation in the excited singlet state was proposed. However, 
for the present thesis this mechanism is only of minor interest, since it involves the reaction 
of a completely different chromophore under quite artificial conditions in the gas phase. 

Another important aspect, that draws major attention to the [2+2] photocycloaddition is the 
distinct stereochemistry of this reaction [203, 204, 205, 206, 207]. As shown in Figure 4.1 it 
is easily conceivable that the creation of the four-membered ring allows the formation of 
different stereoisomers, where the remaining bonds, which are not contributing to the newly 
formed cyclobutane ring, can exhibit different relative configurations: whether the 
uninvolved bonds points into (  ) or out of (  ) the drawing plane. This leads to different 
stereoisomers of the product, which typically appear in equal ratios when no stereoisomer is 
sterically or energetically favored. 

The mechanistic study performed in the framework of the present thesis is based on the 
intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones, which was first described 
by Kaneko and coworkers [208]. Since substituted quinolones serve as a versatile target in 
enantioselective photoorganocatalysis [5, 156], which will be discussed in Chapter 4.2, a 
fundamental knowledge and characterization of the individual steps of the photo-induced, 
non-catalyzed cyclobutane ring formation is essential for a mechanistic understanding of the 
whole catalytic reaction. Direct photo-excitation of the well studied prochiral reference 
compound 4 (Scheme 4.2), which comprises a 3´-butenyloxy side-chain attached to the 
quinolone chromophore, leads to two regioisomeric products: the predominant straight 
product P4S, and the crossed product P4C with a regioisomeric ratio (r.r. = P4S/P4C) of 
r.r. = 86/14 [156].  
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Scheme 4.2 Intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of 4-(3’-butenyloxy)quinolone 4 to 

two different enantiomers of the predominant straight product P4S and the 
crossed product P4C. 

Since a triplet state is supposed as key intermediate state within the course of the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition [209], a triplet mechanism is likely in the present system as well. 
Since the triplet-triplet absorption band of the parent compound carbostyril is centered 
around 450 nm [210, 211], transient absorption spectroscopy in the UV and visible spectral 
range seems to be a perfectly suited tool to provide answers to questions regarding the actual 
course of the [2+2] photocycloaddition. 

For a systematic study of the [2+2] cycloaddition of quinolones and especially to answer the 
question regarding the effect of a varying side chain on the reaction dynamics and the 
product properties, in particular its stereochemistry, different substituted quinolones were 
synthesized in the group of Thorsten Bach (Technical University Munich). All compounds 
are depicted in Scheme 4.3. In general, effects of differently substituted side chains on two 
positions of the quinolone chromophore were tested in the framework of this study: the side 
chain was attached to carbon 4 in compounds 4, 6 and 7 in contrast to carbon 3 in 
compounds 8 and 9. 3-butoxyquinolone (BQ) and 4-methoxyquinolone (MQ) served as 
reference compounds to study the intrinsic photophysical properties, such as excited state 
absorption properties and the life time of the excited singlet and triplet state, since BQ and 
MQ cannot undergo a [2+2] cycloaddition due to the inexistent required second carbon-
carbon double bond in the side-chain. 
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Scheme 4.3 Quinolone compounds with varying substitution patterns: in compounds 4, 6 

and 7 (chromophore drawn in red) the side chain is attached to carbon 4, in 
compound 8 and 9 (chromophore drawn in blue) the side chain is attached to 
carbon 3. 

One essential issue, which has to be covered for a full understanding of the mechanism, is 
regarding the first bond formation of the cyclobutane ring, since a stepwise mechanism is 
expected [196, 209]. For the sake of simplicity only the formation of the predominant 
straight product P4S will be discussed. Since all synthesized quinolones, which can undergo 
an intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition, qualitatively show the same photochemical 
behavior and only differ quantitatively, it is sufficient just to discuss the reaction kinetics 
based on quinolone 4, which is exemplarily for all other compounds 6-9. Generally, there are 
two different positions for the first cyclization reaction to occur: either the first bond is 
formed between carbon 4’ of the side chain and carbon 3 of the chromophore forming a 
seven-membered ring, or the first bond is formed between carbon 3’ and carbon 4 forming a 
five-membered ring (see Scheme 4.2). A clear answer to the question regarding the position 
of the first bond formation can be found in literature [212, 213], where the formation of five-
membered rings is favored over formation of a seven-membered ring. This rule is sometimes 
called the “Rule of Five” [196, 209]. 
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Transient absorption measurements covering time scales from ps to ns in combination with 
the determination of reaction quantum yields and the characterization of the photoproducts, 
performed in the group of Thorsten Bach, revealed a clear mechanistic picture of the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition. The results of this study are summarized and described in detail in 
the following publication (see Appendix A.6): 

Intramolecular [2+2] Photocycloaddition of 3- and 4-(But-3-enyl)oxyquinolones: 
Influence of the Alkene Substitution Pattern, Photophysical Studies and 
Enantioselective Catalysis by a Chiral Sensitizer  
Mark M. Maturi*, Matthias Wenninger*, Rafael Alonso*, Andreas Bauer, Alexander 
Pöthig, Eberhard Riedle, Thorsten Bach 
Chemistry – A European Journal 2013, 13, 7461-7472 
*) these authors contributed equally to this work 

The UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence properties are found to be comparable for 
compounds MQ, 4, 6 and 7 and for compounds BQ, 8 and 9, which was expected since the 
substitution pattern of the side chain does not qualitatively affect the electronic properties of 
the light absorbing chromophore. Only the absolute intensity of the S1 ← S0 transition 
increases by a factor of two going from MQ, 4, 6 and 7 to BQ, 8 and 9, which is still in 
agreement with the underlying picture. The measured absorption and fluorescence spectra 
were used to calculate the radiative decay rate15 krad = (τrad)-1 according to Strickler und Berg 
[214]. For both chromophores the radiative decay can be described by a time constant of 
τrad ≅ 10 ns. Since the observed excited state dynamics span a wide temporal range, time 
resolved spectroscopy both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale was required for the 
characterization of the whole reaction pathway. 

All intermediate states and processes occurring within the course of the reaction are depicted 
in Scheme 4.4. The reaction follows a mechanism in which the triplet 1,4-diradical plays the 
central role. Moreover, advanced analysis of the spectroscopic data reveal the species 
associated spectra (SAS) of each intermediate state and in particular of the triplet 
1,4-diradical, which has not been characterized by time resolved spectroscopy yet. Since the 
population of the triplet state and the subsequent first bond formation both occur with nearly 
unity quantum yield, the determined decay time constant τi of each state represents the rate 
of the underlying process, which populates the next state. Therefore the rate of each partial 
reaction can be equalized with the inverse life time of the parent state: ( ) 1i ik −= τ . 

                                                
 
15  the radiative decay rate krad represents only the contribution of the fluorescence decay to the overall S1 deac-

tivation process and should not be confused with the S1 deactivation rate kS1 which can be directly derived 
from the S1 life time: kS1 = (τS1)-1 
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Scheme 4.4 Stepwise mechanism of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of 4 exemplarily shown 

for all remaining compounds: after photo-excitation (hν), 4 undergoes inter-
system crossing into the triplet state (ISC 1) from where there the first 
cyclization occurs. Since the second bond formation in the triplet state is not 
spin-allowed, a second inter-system crossing back to the singlet manifold 
(ISC 2) is required until the second cyclization results in product formation 
(one possible enantiomer exemplarily shown). The depicted time constants 
represent the reaction kinetics of quinolone 4. 

The determined life times of all occurring intermediate states are summarized in Table 4.1. 
The life time τDR of the triplet 1,4-diradical is τDR ≅ 30 ns for 4, 6 and 7 and τDR ≅ 24 ns for 8 
and 9. These values are in good agreement with values presented in literature, where life 
times of the triplet 1,4-diradical from below 25 ns up to 5 µs were reported in 
Norrish-Type-II16 reactions [215, 216], which are related to the present reaction. A triplet 
diradical life time in the order of 50 ns was estimated in photo-induced [2+2] cycloaddition 
reactions [209]. The dispersion of the life time of the triplet 1,4-diradical (τDR = 29-34 ns for 
MQ-based quinolones 4, 6, 7 and τD = 23-25 ns for BQ-based quinolones 8, 9) is not large 
and within the measurement error of the applied setup for ns-µs transient absorption 
spectroscopy. This indicates intersystem crossing from the triplet diradical into a singlet 
diradical as the main, if not the only process determining the triplet diradical life time [216]. 
The singlet diradical is supposed to collapse on a significantly faster time scale either to the 

                                                
 
16  a Norrish-Type-II photoreaction is the intramolecular abstraction of a γ-hydrogen by an excited carbonyl 

compound to produce a 1,4-diradical as a primary photoproduct [9] 
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product by second bond formation (kclos) or to the starting material by retrosynthetic 
disconnection (kretro) of the recently formed bond [217]. Since the singlet 1,4-diradical 
comprises two adjacent unpaired electrons, both with radical character exhibiting anti-
parallel spin, it is easily conceivable that the singlet 1,4-diradical state strongly tends to 
undergo a further reaction after formation. However, the singlet 1,4-diradical is 
spectroscopically not accessible, since its population rate is much lower as the sum of the 
depopulating rates kretro and kclos. It has to be mentioned, that the postulation of this rapidly 
decaying intermediate singlet diradical state is of rather theoretical nature. In order to 
maintain the picture of a stepwise reaction mechanism, in which every partial reaction can be 
individually addressed, an intermediate singlet diradical state seems to be an adequate 
auxiliary construction to address a physically interested reader. 

Table 4.1 Parameterization of the excited state dynamics of all synthesized quinolones: 
S1 life time τS1, triplet life time τT1, triplet 1,4-diradical life time τDR (from 
transient absorption spectroscopy), quantum yield for product formation ΦP 
(from actinometric measurements), quantum yield for triplet formation ΦT1, 
quantum yield for triplet 1,4-diradical formation ΦDR and ratio kclos/kreto of the 
rates for second bond formation and retrosynthetic disconnection (calculated 
on the basis of a sequential rate model). Table reprinted from Appendix A.6. 

entry ττS1 
(ps) 

ττT1 
(ns) 

ττDR 
(ns) ΦΦP ΦΦT1 ΦΦDR kclos/kreto 

MQ 229 116 ― ― 0.98 ― ― 

4 237 0.651 29 0.30 0.98 0.98 31/69 

Z-6 199 1.319 30 0.72 0.99 0.97 74/26 

E-6 202 0.934 32 0.32 0.99 0.98 33/67 

7 176 0.647 34 0.26 0.99 0.98 26/74 

BQ 296 81 ― ― 0.97 ― ― 

8 362 ~1 23 0.73 0.96 0.95 77/23 

9 301 0.957 25 0.54 0.97 0.96 57/43 

 

In addition to the transient absorption measurements, the actinometric determination of the 
product quantum yield ΦP with the help of a tunable laser and UV/Vis absorption 
spectroscopy (for details see Experimental Section of Appendix A.6) contributed 
significantly to the understanding and quantification of the reaction mechanism. Technical 
details of the measurement of product quantum yields in photochemistry are discussed in 
Ref. [218] and in Appendix A.1. The determined values of ΦP, which are between 0.26 and 
0.73, reveal that the over-all reaction is quite efficient although after photon absorption many 
consecutive steps are required to form a product molecule. Reported quantum yields of 
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product formation in [2+2] photocycloaddition reactions in the literature are on a comparable 
scale [205, 206]. 

The consistent picture of the reaction mechanism and its agreement with previously 
published results provide a coherent basis for the investigation of the more complex 
photocatalytic [2+2] photocycloaddition within the catalyst-substrate complex, which will be 
discussed in Chapter 4.2. 
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4.2 Delocalized Excited States for Light-Induced Enantioselective 

Organocatalysis 

4.2.1 Chirality in Nature and the Enantioselective Sensitization of the 
[2+2] Photocycloaddition by a Chiral Xanthone-Based Photocatalyst 

Chirality in Nature and the Approach of Enantioselective Photocatalysis 
Chirality is one of the most fascinating properties of matter. The quest to synthesize chiral 
molecules enantioselectively and the desire to understand the underlying reaction mechanism 
belong to the intellectually most challenging tasks of chemistry [5]. In particular with regard 
to the biochemical application of certain chiral compounds as pharmaceutical drug, the field 
of enantioselective synthesis and enantioselective catalysis is of major interest in organic 
chemistry. There are many catchy examples how the chirality of a molecule significantly 
affects its chemical interaction with the human body and other biological systems. For 
instance, the organic molecule carvone, which was already mentioned with respect to the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition (Chapter 4.1) and the research of Giacomo Luigi Ciamician, 
appears as flavoring substance both in caraway and in spearmint. Carvone is a chiral 
molecule and exhibits two enantiomers, which have significantly different effects on our 
gustatory system: whereas the levorotatory R-(–)-carvone17 is responsible for the spearmint 
taste, its mirror image, the dextrorotatory S-(+)-carvone, causes the caraway taste [220]. In 
particular with regard to the use as pharmaceutical drug, the chirality of the active agent can 
lead to significantly different effects in the human body. For instance, d-amphetamine is 
three to four times more effective in central nervous system stimulation than its l-isomer, 
whereas the latter is slightly more potent in its cardiovascular action [221]. Also the 
versatilely applied analgesic drug ibuprofen is a well suited example for the importance of 
the distinct chirality of a molecule: only the (S)-(+)-ibuprofen exhibits the desired 
pharmaceutical effect whereas the (R)-(–)-ibuprofen is inactive [222]. 

Since the different enantiomers of the same molecule require huge technological effort for 
separation [223] from a racemic18 mixture, it is strongly desired to exclusively produce one 
enantiomer of a chiral molecule. The enantioselective synthesis avoids on the one hand the 
laborious separation of both enantiomers and on the other hand increases the chemical yield 
of the product with the desired chirality. Not only conventional synthesis pathways but also 

                                                
 
17  in stereochemistry there are several terminological systems for the nomenclature of the different enantiomers 

of a molecule [219]: 
• R and S: a chiral center is labeled S (sinister, Latin for left) or R (rectus, Latin for right) based on a 

system in which the substituents of the chiral center are each assigned a priority according to the CIP 
(Cahn-Ingold-Prelog) priority rules  

• (+) and (–) or d- and l-: a molecule is labeled d- (dextrorotatory) or (+) for clockwise and l- (levorota-
tory) or (–) for counterclockwise rotation of polarized light 

• D- and L- (not to be confused with the d/l system): compounds are labeled by the spatial configuration 
of its atoms related to the chiral compound glyceraldehyde as reference 

18  a racemic mixture (also named racemate) is an equimolar mixture of a pair of enantiomers 
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photocatalytic synthesis pathways are applied to achieve enantioselectivity. The 
enantioselective catalysis of a photochemical reaction requires chiral compounds, which 
interact with the substrate during or prior to the optical excitation process. A common 
approach in stereoselective photochemistry and especially in photocatalysis is to accomplish 
the two required partial reactions, the stereoselective step and the photo-sensitization, with 
two different types of catalysts. This method has the important advantage, that it allows the 
use of well-established standard photocatalysts which do not need to offer intrinsic 
enantioselectivity. A versatilely applied approach is the use of a chiral imidazolidinone-
based organocatalyst providing the stereochemical information, combined with a 
complementary, non-chiral photoredox catalyst mediating the photosensitization. A 
mechanism for the enantioselective α-alkylation19 of an aldehyde20 was proposed by 
MacMillan and coworkers, in which the excited state of the ruthenium centered coordination 
complex Ru(bpy)3

2+
 acts as photo-induced oxidizing agent for the desired reaction[224]. 

Also the metal-based coordination complex Ir(ppy)2(dtb-bpy)+ provides capabilities in 
enantioselective photocatalysis. It has been shown, that the asymmetric 
α-trifluoromethylation21 of aldehydes can be performed with the help of this iridium catalyst 
acting as photo-induced oxidizing agent [225]. Another example from the group of 
MacMillan is the application of the metal centered coordination complex fac-IrIII(ppy)3 as 
photocatalyst. In this reaction, not the iridium complex in its excited state provides the 
photocatalytic capability. After photo-excitation, the catalyst is first oxidized by a sacrificial 
electron acceptor to fac-IrIV(ppy)3

+, which then acts as strong oxidizing agent for the primary 
reaction, the enantioselective α-benzylation22 and α-alkylation of an aldehyde [32] (compare 
Figure 1.1 c). König, Zeitler and coworkers presented a very similar approach for 
enantioselective photocatalysis. Here, the non-chiral organic dye eosin Y and, as well, the 
chiral imidazolidinone organocatalyst [224] are used for the photocatalytic intermolecular 
C-C bond formation [4]. Although the full mechanistic picture of this reaction is not 
complete yet, the catalyst in its excited state is assumed to act as photoredox catalyst, either 
as oxidation or reduction agent. 

Another approach for enantioselective photochemistry is the use of chiral host compounds, 
which bind to the substrate [226]. The direct irradiation of the substrate, which is bound to 
the host compound, leads to an enantioselective bond formation due to steric hindrance. 
Since this approach does not imply a true photosensitization step from a photo-excited 
catalyst to the substrate, this reaction is not considered as photocatalytic according to the 
definition (Chapter 1). 

The study, presented in this thesis, is based on a system in which the chiral catalyst and the 
photocatalyst are combined within one molecular assembly. In the group of Thorsten Bach 
(Technical University Munich) the organic chromophores benzophenone (compare 

                                                
 
19  α -alkylation: transfer of an alkyl group (e.g. methyl- or ethyl-group) next to a carbonyl group (α-position) 
20  aldehydes are compounds in which a carbonyl group is bonded to one hydrogen atom : -CHO 
21  α-trifluoromethylation: transfer of a CF3-group next to a carbonyl group (α-position) 
22  α-benzylation: transfer of a benzyl group next to a carbonyl group (α-position) 
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Chapter 3.4) and xanthone, substituted by a chiral hydrogen-bonding motif, are applied as 
enantioselective light-driven organocatalysts [5, 156, 227, 228]. Since the intramolecular 
[2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones implies a triplet mechanism, the organic 
chromophore xanthone, which undergoes efficient inter-system crossing (ISC) [229, 230], 
seems to be perfectly suited as photocatalyst. The mechanistic details of the non-catalyzed 
intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones after direct photo-
excitation have been described in detail in Chapter 4.1. Chemical yields up to 90% and a 
rather high enantioselectivity of 94% ee23 can be achieved using the chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst cXPC under optimum reaction conditions [156]. The structures of the 
photocatalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q, comprising the chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst cXPC and the pro-chiral quinolone substrate Q (equal to 4 in Chapter 4.1), and 
the enantioselectively formed product P (equal to P4S in Chapter 4.1) are depicted in 
Scheme 4.5. According to the scheme, it is easily conceivable, that the presence of the rigid 
xanthone chromophore sterically hinders the formation of one stereoisomer of the product P 
and therefore provides enantioselective bond formation. 

 
Scheme 4.5 Catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q: xanthone moiety (blue), chiral binding 

site (black) and 4-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolone Q (purple) as prochiral target for 
enantioselective photocatalysis. Under various reaction conditions at low 
temperatures (T = -25 °C) the straight product P is predominantly formed with 
an enantioselectivity of up to 94% ee [156]. 

The triplet energy levels of cXPC (ET ≅ 2.95 eV) and Q (ET ≅ 3.07 eV) [231], which are 
comparable and shown in Table 4.2, suggest a triplet-triplet energy transfer mechanism [30] 
as the sensitization mechanism for the subsequent [2+2] photocycloaddition [156]. The 
ultrafast ISC of xanthone [230], which makes a competing singlet reaction less efficient, 
corroborates this picture. However the results presented in this chapter will reveal an 
unexpected, new picture of the reaction mechanism, which actually accounts for 
sensitization of the enantioselective photocatalytic reaction. 

                                                
 
23  the enantiomeric excess (% ee) describes the composition of a sample with regard to the occurrence of dif-

ferent enantiomers and is defined by the mole or weight fractions F(+) and F(–) of both enantiomers [219]: 

  
% ee =

F(+) − F(−)
F(+) + F(−)

× 100%  
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Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer and Photo-Induced Electron Transfer: Sensitization 
Experiments with Xanthone and Benzophenone 

In the group of Thorsten Bach two different chiral photocatalysts based on common organic 
chromophores are applied for enantioselective photocatalysis: one utilizes benzophenone, the 
other xanthone as photocatalytic active moiety. The structures of the chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst cXPC and the chiral benzophenone-based photocatalyst cBPC are shown in 
Scheme 4.6 

 
Scheme 4.6 Chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC and chiral benzophenone-based 

photocatalyst cBPC applied for enantioselective photocatalysis. 

Whereas a triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET) seems to account for the sensitization 
process of the xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC [156] a photo-induced electron transfer, 
in which benzophenone acts as electron acceptor, is assumed to account for the sensitization 
process of the benzophenone-based photocatalyst cBPC [227]. This differentiation gives 
evidence that depending on the photocatalyst, different reaction mechanisms are leading to 
an analogous conversion of the substrate. Whereas the TTET mechanism involves an 
intermediate triplet state of quinolone 3[Q] as the parent state of the subsequent 
[2+2] photocycloaddition, the photo-induced oxidation involves a quinolone radical cation. 
However, it is reported in the literature that not only the triplet state but also the radical 
cation state represents a parent state of the [2+2] photocycloaddition [194]. The comparison 
of the triplet energies of all relevant compounds in Table 4.2 clearly reveals that the triplet 
energy of pure xanthone is sufficient to allow for sensitization of the pro-chiral quinolone Q 
via TTET. 

Table 4.2 Triplet energies ET of different compounds: xanthone and benzophenone from 
Ref. [165], quinolone from Ref. [231] 

 

 
xanthone 

 
benzophenone 

 
quinolone (Q) 

ET 
310 kJ/mol 

3.2 eV 

287 kJ/mol 

3.0 eV 

297 kJ/mol 

3.1 eV 
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As proof of concept and to ensure that both xanthone and benzophenone are suited for the 
sensitization of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of Q, pure xanthone and pure benzophenone 
were used as photosensitizer in irradiation experiments. The diffusion-controlled 
sensitization of Q shows both with xanthone and with benzophenone a significant increase 
of reaction efficiency in comparison to pure quinolone under equal irradiation conditions. 
Both sensitization experiments lead to a near unity product yield [5]. 

However, the situation looks completely different going from the diffusion-limited triplet 
sensitization, which is intrinsically not a stereoselective process, to the stereoselective 
photocatalytic process, where catalyst and substrate form a complex. For the stereoselective 
conversion of quinolone Q, the chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC and the chiral 
benzophenone-based photocatalyst cBPC were applied. The most significant difference can 
be seen by comparing the enantiomeric excess (% ee) of both reactions: whereas the use of 
cXPC as chiral photocatalyst leads to an enantioselectivity of 92% ee, the use of cBPC 
yields only 39% ee under the same experimental conditions [5]. This observation stands in 
strong contrast to the previous results, where benzophenone showed even a slightly better 
photocatalytic performance. 

These results provide first evidence that the intrinsic photophysical properties of xanthone 
and benzophenone do not remain unaffected in the photocatalytic complex. It seems that 
within the catalyst-substrate complex comprising the xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC, 
new properties arise, which do not appear in the complex comprising the benzophenone-
based photocatalyst cBPC. This effect would explain the significant difference in 
enantioselectivity. Both the attached chiral binding site and the close stacking of catalyst and 
substrate which leads to an overlap of the π-orbitals of both constituents are suited to affect 
the photophysical properties of xanthone and quinolone within the complex. The 
fundamental investigation of the photocatalytic system based on the chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst cXPC with the help of transient absorption spectroscopy on multiple time 
scales finds answers to this substantial question. 

Outline 
The argumentation presented to explain the reaction mechanism of the enantioselective 
photocatalyzed [2+2] photocycloaddition is rather complex and relies on a large number of 
experimental results originating from different experimental techniques. This outline 
therefore provides a brief overview of the fundamental steps of the following argumentation: 

• 4.2.2 Experimental Section 

This chapter basically describes the preparation of the sample solutions containing 
the photocatalyst and different substrates applied for steady state and time 
resolved spectroscopic measurements. Also the experimental conditions of the 
performed TA measurements on different time scales and the achievable temporal 
resolution in the fs-ps TA measurements are discussed. In order to allow the 
quantitative comparison of different TA measurements, a reasonable scaling factor 
is introduced which accounts for deviations in signal intensity caused by a 
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differing composition of the sample solutions and a varying excitation energy 
density. Furthermore the method of spectroelectrochemistry and the related 
experimental details are introduced. 

• 4.2.3 For a Basic Understanding: Diffusion Controlled Sensitization of the 
[2+2] Photocycloaddition with Pure Xanthone as Sensitizer 

Preliminary studies from the group of Thorsten Bach referred to the diffusion-
controlled sensitization of the [2+2] photocycloaddition by unsubstituted xanthone 
and benzophenone as reference system for the enantioselective photocatalysis. 
Therefore the diffusion-controlled sensitization process of quinolone by 
unsubstituted xanthone is quantified with the help of ns-µs TA spectroscopy. 
These results are perfectly suited to introduce the approach of combining synthesis 
and TA spectroscopy to gain a basic understanding of a photocatalytic process. In 
a first measurement, the photophysical properties of pure xanthone, in particular 
its triplet spectrum and its triplet life time in the solvent environment of PhCF3 are 
determined. For the investigation of the early steps of the sensitized reaction, in a 
second measurement, the chemical rather simple reference substrate MQ which 
cannot react in a [2+2] photocycloaddition is applied as reference target. In a third 
measurement, the actual substrate Q provides insight into the subsequent steps of 
the reaction. Combining the results of all measurements provides a coherent 
picture of the full reaction mechanism. 

• 4.2.4 Accessing the Mechanistic Details with Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
on Multiple Time Scales and Quantum Chemistry 

Performing both fs-ps and ns-µs TA spectroscopy on the photocatalytic molecular 
system comprising the xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC with chiral binding 
site and the pro-chiral substrate Q reveals unexpected results. To understand the 
observed behavior, at first, the underlying association processes of catalyst and 
substrate in the solvent environment of PhCF3 are quantified. This allows the 
calculation of the actual absorption spectrum of the associated catalyst-substrate 
complex cXPC·Q. It turns out, that the spectrum of the complex is not only the 
sum spectrum of its constituents. The observed deviations of the absorption 
spectrum are discussed with the help of ab initio calculations. For the 
spectroscopic investigation of the whole process, in a first measurement series the 
photophysical properties of the pure chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC on 
the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale are determined. In a second measurement 
series, a reference substrate rQ, which cannot react in a [2+2] photocycloaddition 
serves as target for the investigation of the early steps of the reaction. For the 
analysis of unknown transient signatures it is referred to spectroelectrochemistry 
as appropriate tool, which helps to identify an intermolecular charge transfer 
process. The combination of these measurements resolves the initially unexpected 
behavior of the catalyst-substrate system and reveals the full reaction mechanism 
of the enantioselective photocatalytic process.  
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4.2.2 Experimental Section 

Preparation of the Samples 

The quantification of a complex reaction mechanism, which comprises many subsequent 
reaction steps, requires the detailed understanding of each partial reaction. Therefore, the 
discussion of the photocatalytic process is based on a very similar approach as already 
introduced in Chapter 4.1: different reference compounds, quinolones MQ an rQ, which 
cannot react in a [2+2] photocycloaddition serve as target to study the intrinsic sensitization 
process, the suggested TTET between catalyst and substrate. Overlying photochemical 
processes, which would make the data analysis more difficult, do not occur in the reference 
quinolones. The light-absorbing chromophore, which determines the photophysical 
properties, is identical in all quinolones MQ, rQ and Q. The only difference can be found in 
the covalently bound side chain, which does not significantly affect the electronic properties 
of the light absorbing chromophore. The structures of all investigated quinolones are shown 
in Scheme 4.7. 

 
Scheme 4.7 Quinolones synthesized in the framework of the present study: quinolone Q, 

which is able to undergo the [2+2] photocycloaddition and methoxy quinolone 
MQ and reference quinolone rQ, which cannot react in a 
[2+2] photocycloaddition. 

All sample solutions for TA spectroscopy and for UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy were 
prepared by Mark Maturi (Group of Thorsten Bach) in the chemistry laboratories at the 
Technical University of Munich (TUM). A first series of compounds was prepared for TA 
measurements in March 2013 and a second series was prepared in October 2013 for the 
measurement of the UV/Vis absorption spectra. To resolve inconsistencies with previously 
published data, an exact quantification of the absorption coefficients of all compounds was 
performed in December 2013 in the chemistry laboratories at the TUM. The resulting spectra 
are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 UV/Vis absorption spectra of the chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC 

and quinolones rQ and Q. 

The absorption properties reveal, that irradiation in the spectral region between 
345 and 360 nm provides selective excitation of the photocatalyst cXPC. In comparison to 
pure xanthone, which has its absorption maximum around 337 nm, the absorption maximum 
around 350 nm of cXPC is redshifted. This bathochromic shift is most probably caused by 
the attached oxazole24 ring, which expands the π-electron system of the light absorbing 
xanthone chromophore. 

The absorption properties of quinolones rQ and Q are nearly identical. The only difference 
is a slight decrease in absorption strength of rQ. The fully saturated side chain of rQ and the 
side chain comprising a carbon-carbon double bond of Q might exhibit slightly different 
strengths of electronic interaction with the quinolone chromophore. This potentially affects 
the absorption properties of the light absorbing chromophore and leads to a minor decrease 
in absorption strength of rQ compared to Q. 

  

                                                
 
24 oxazole is a five-membered ring composed of three carbon atoms, one oxygen atom, and one nitrogen atom 

with one carbon atom between the oxygen and nitrogen atoms 
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In a previous study, characteristic absorption coefficients of cXPC and Q in PhCF3 for 
selected wavelengths were published [5]. The more accurately determined values of the 
absorption coefficients, which were measured in the framework of the present study, are 
summarized in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Characteristic absorption coefficients of cXPC, rQ and Q determined in PhCF3 
in a 1-mm cuvette (type: Hellma 110-QS) at given reference points: 350 nm for 
cXPC and 317 nm for rQ and Q. 

compound characteristic absorption coefficient  

cXPC in PhCF3 ε(350 nm) = 8805 M-1 cm-1 

rQ in PhCF3 ε(317 nm) = 4268 M-1 cm-1 

Q in PhCF3 ε(317 nm) = 5003 M-1 cm-1 

 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy on the fs-ps Time Scale: Experimental Details 
The fs-ps broadband pump-probe setup has been introduced in Chapter 2.1 and is discussed 
in detail in Ref. [33]. Briefly, a Ti:sapphire amplifier system (CPA 2001, Clark-MXR) with 
a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used to pump a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier 
(NOPA) which provides pulses with a center wavelength of ~710 nm. After compression and 
frequency doubling in a BBO-crystal (100 µm nominal thickness) pump pulses with a center 
wavelength of ~ 355 nm were achieved. The beam with a pulse energy of about 400 nJ was 
focused with a spot size of ~ 150 µm (FWHM) into a d = 0.5 mm flow cell containing the 
sample solution with an optical density below 1 within the probed spectrum. A flow cell 
with fused silica windows with a thickness of just 0.2 mm was used for TA measurements 
both on the fs-ps and the ns-µs time scale to allow direct comparability. A supercontinuum 
(285–720 nm) was generated and used as probe by focusing another part of the Ti:sapphire 
laser into a CaF2 (4 mm thickness) disk executing a circular translatory motion to avoid 
degradation of the crystal due to cumulative effects of the high laser intensity. The relative 
polarization of pump and probe pulses was set to the magic angle (θ = 54.78°) to avoid 
contributions from the rotational relaxation to the observed kinetics. A computer controlled 
delay line was used to set pump-probe delays up to Δt = 2 ns. After the interaction in the 
sample, the probe light was dispersed with a fused silica prism and detected with a 524 pixel 
CCD.  
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Spectral and Temporal Characterization of the Excitation Pulse 

The excitation pulse applied in fs-ps TA was spectrally characterized with the help of a fiber 
coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000+). The measured spectrum is exemplarily 
shown in Figure 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.2 Spectrum of the typical excitation pulse used in the fs-ps TA measurements: 

data and fit with Gaussian with parameters λ0 = 356.8 nm, FWHM = 4.9 nm 
(= 770 cm-1 ). The corresponding Fourier limit is Δt = 40 fs. 

The depicted excitation spectrum was measured in an early TA measurement series in March 
2011. All presented fs-ps TA measurements with an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm 
were conducted with comparable spectral characteristics of the excitation pulse. Relying on 
the spectral shape of the pump pulse, the physical limit of the temporal pulse width is 
Δt = 40 ps.  

However, due to the poor solubility of the components and due to the complex association 
processes of catalyst and substrate it was required to deviate slightly from well established 
measurement conditions, which are typically applied in fs-ps TA spectroscopy to achieve a 
high temporal resolution. Therefore limitations regarding the temporal resolution had to be 
accepted. To achieve a sufficient signal intensity and a high relative contribution of transient 
signal originating from catalyst-quinolone complexes cXPC·rQ and cXPC·Q, the TA 
measurements with an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm were performed in a rather 
thick flow cell with 0.5 mm optical path length and a relatively high excitation energy 
density of up to ~2.3 mJ/cm² (EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm). Therefore the TA setup was 
optimized toward a rather high excitation energy which not necessarily coincides with the 
highest temporal resolution. The effective temporal width of the excitation pulse was in the 
order of Δt = 80 fs in all fs-ps measurements, which was experimentally confirmed in an 
autocorrelation measurement [232]. 
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Effective Temporal Resolution in fs-ps Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

The achievable temporal resolution of a fs-ps TA measurement is not only determined by the 
temporal width of the excitation pulse. In the present study, the rather thick flow cell 
negatively affected the achievable temporal resolution. Due to the 0.2 mm fused silica 
windows and the 0.5 mm solvent layer, the laser pulse propagated effectively through 
0.9 mm of bulk material. In particular, the temporal broadening of the excitation pulse 
caused by dispersion within the bulk material and the group velocity mismatch [233] 
between the excitation wavelength and each spectral component of the probe pulse lead to a 
decrease in temporal resolution. 

Within the course of the present study an estimation of the temporal resolution is required to 
understand the underlying process. Therefore the achieved temporal resolution has to be 
determined. For an accurate quantification, the temporal width of the coherent artifact, which 
is caused by interaction of pump and probe pulse within the bulk material of the glass 
windows and the solvent, represents a meaningful estimate [234]. Therefore the coherent 
artifact was measured in pure solvent to avoid signals caused by overlying molecular 
dynamics. The profile plot of the coherent artifact of a fs-ps TA measurement of pure PhCF3 
after λEXC = 355 nm excitation in a 1 mm flow cell is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3 Profile plot of fs-ps TA of pure PhCF3 (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, 

DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 1.0 mm, ΔOD > 0 in red, ΔOD < 0 in blue). 

The symmetric double conical shape of the coherent artifact in the profile plot impressively 
demonstrates the effect of group velocity mismatch (GVM) between pump pulse 
(λEXC = 355 nm) and each spectral component of the probe spectrum. Whereas the artifact is 
relatively narrow in the spectral region around the excitation wavelength, it significantly 
broadens with increasing spectral distance. For a more accurate view on the coherent artifact, 
Figure 4.4 shows the sub-ps signal of selected spectral traces of the transient data matrix. 
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Figure 4.4 Coherent artifact in pure PhCF3 of selected spectral traces (λEXC = 355 nm, 

EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm), measured in a 1.0 mm flow cell. 

The temporal width of the coherent artifact of approximately Δt = 400 fs at a probe 
wavelength of 305 nm (purple line, Figure 4.4) represents the limit of the achievable 
temporal resolution in this measurement. Although the coherent artifact was measured in a 
1 mm flow cell whereas the presented fs-ps TA measurements of the photocatalytic system 
were performed in a 0.5 mm flow cell, this measurement can provide a valid estimate of the 
achievable temporal resolution in the 0.5 mm flow cell. As the artifact is caused by 
interaction of pump and probe pulse both within the solvent and the glass windows of the 
flow cell, the temporal width of the coherent artifact in a 0.5 mm flow cell roughly scales 
with the factor 0.64 compared to the temporal width in a 1.0 mm flow cell, as shown in 
Equation 4.1: 

 
 

2 ⋅ 0.2 mm + 0.5mm
2 ⋅ 0.2 mm + 1.0 mm

= 0.64  (4.1) 

Hence, the limit of the effective temporal resolution in a 0.5 mm flow cell under comparable 
measurement conditions is 0.64 · 400 fs = 240 fs at the edges of the probe spectrum. 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy on the ns-µs time scale: Experimental Details 

For transient absorption measurements on the ns-µs time scale, a pulsed ns laser system 
(EKSPLA NT242) with 1 kHz repetition rate and integrated OPO for spectral tunability was 
used as pump. The ns laser is electronically synchronized with the Ti:sapphire amplifier 
system, running at 1 kHz repetition rate as well. The supercontinuum, generated by the fs 
laser system as described above was used for spectrally resolved probing. This setup for 
fs-ps TA spectroscopy, combining two electronically connected laser sources, provides a 
temporal resolution better than 2.5 ns and allows recording transient absorption spectra up to 
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temporal delays of some hundred µs. The details have been described in detail elsewhere 
[App A.1]. 

The sample solution is permanently pumped through a degasser (Knauer Smartline Online 
Degasser) to keep the oxygen concentration low in order to decrease effects of oxygen 
mediated triplet quenching. In order to ensure comparability between all TA measurements, 
the ns-µs measurements were conducted in the same flow cell, which was already used for 
fs-ps TA spectroscopy. Only the diffusion-controlled sensitization experiments with pure 
xanthone (Chapter 4.2.3) with an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 348.5 nm were conducted 
in a commercially available flow cell (Hellma 137-QS) with thicker glass windows. 

In all measurements with an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm, the energy of the 
pump pulse was E ≅ 3 µJ at the place of the sample. Applying a Gaussian fit function on the 
strongly inhomogeneous beam profile resulted in a full width half maximum of the beam 
profile of FWHM ≅ 400 µm. These parameters (E ≅ 3 µJ, FWHM ≅ 400 µm) would lead to a 
medium excitation energy density of 0.6 mJ/cm² in the focus of the pump pulse assuming a 
homogenous, Gaussian-shaped beam profile (compare 2.3 mJ/cm² in the fs-ps TA 
measurements). However, an exact comparability of both values is not given due to the 
strongly inhomogeneous beam profile in the ns-µs TA measurements. Relying on the 
absolute signal strength at early times after excitation, the excitation energy density in the 
ns-µs TA measurements in the probe focus (FWHM ≅ 25-30 µm) was generally 2-3 times 
higher compared to the excitation energy density in the fs-ps TA measurements. A small 
factor of 2-3 in excitation energy density still provides an adequate comparability of the 
reaction dynamics for both types of TA spectroscopy and does not represent a fundamental 
change in reaction conditions. 

Measurement Protocol and Data Processing 

In this section, the measurement protocol, which ensures constant conditions and therefore 
comparability of the individual measurements, is defined. Although the laser setup applied 
for fs-ps TA spectroscopy provides relatively stable measurement conditions, some essential 
physical parameters, particularly regarding the energy, the spectrum and the beam profile of 
the excitation pulse are required to be checked and potentially realigned from day to day. 

The excitation pulse was spectrally characterized after passing a diffusing plate using a 
miniature fiber optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB200+). The averaged intensity of the 
laser beam was measured using a high sensitivity thermopile sensor device (Coherent 
FieldMaxII with Coherent PS10Q sensor). The medium pulse energy was calculated from 
the averaged laser power assuming a repetition rate of exactly 1 kHz. Usually pump and 
probe beam were overlapped at the z-position where the focused probe beam has its 
minimum diameter (FWHM). During the TA measurements, the sample flow cell was placed 
at this position. This ensures a high degree of homogeneity of the beam profile and a high 
excitation energy density within the probed sample volume. Prior to each measurement the 
spatial profiles of pump and probe beam were characterized at this position using a laser 
beam camera (Photon Inc. USBeamPro, Model 2323).  
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All TA measurements performed in the framework of this study were conducted at room 
temperature. The following measurement routine was performed each day before starting the 
fs-ps TA measurements. Deviations exceeding the tolerance limits were corrected. 

1. Excitation energy equals E = 400 nJ (± 10%)? 

2. Spectrum of the excitation pulse symmetric, approximately Gaussian-shaped and 
centered around λ = 355 nm (± 1 nm)? 

3. Beam profile approximately Gaussian-shaped with FWHM = 150 µm (± 20 µm)? 

4. Stability of the beam profile during movement of the delay line from t = 0 ps to 
t = 1800 ps: 

a. FWHM of beam profile constant (± 10%)? 

b. Centroid position of Gauss fit of beam profile constant within 5 µm in x-and 
in y-direction? 

Each scan was performed using the LabVIEW-based measurement acquisition software25 
with the following parameters:  

• Time scale: “poly-lin-log” or “riedle_mini” 

• Number of linear points: 80 or 100 

• Averages per point: 1200-2000 

• Number of scans: 3 

These parameters resulted in a data matrix with 358 to 448 measured spectra for different 
pump-probe delays and lead to a measurement time typically between 60 to 90 minutes. At 
least 2 of the 3 scans were selected and averaged for the further data processing. The chirp 
correction was manually conducted for each measurement on the basis of the coherent 
artifact. All measurements performed within one day are based on the same wavelength 
calibration, which assigns a wavelength scale to the data matrix. The wavelength calibration 
is based on the characteristic absorption spectra of selected optical filter [33]. 

  

                                                
 
25  program path at the Chair for BioMolecular Optics (Ludwig Maximilian University): 
 \\johann\agriedle\Software_und_Treiber\Labview\messprogramme\Z22_Breitband\CCD-

Kamera_v2plus_2012_06_26 (2013-11-30) 
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Another aspect that has to be considered is the stability of the sample solution during the 
measurement. Consumption of the substrate or photo-degradation of the photocatalyst would 
significantly distort the result of a TA measurement. Therefore the ratio of the photons 
absorbed during the measurement (nγ)  and the amount of substance of the photocatalyst 
cXPC in the sample solution (ncXPC) provides a good estimate of the average number of 
excitation cycles of one photocatalyst molecule. During a TA measurement, which can last 
up to 2 hours, with an averaged excitation energy of 400 nJ, an excitation repetition rate of 
500 s-1 and an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm, approximately 4.3 µE26 photons are 
absorbed by the photocatalyst assuming an infinity optical density of the sample solution, as 
calculated in Equation 4.2: 

 
 
nγ = 400 nJ ⋅ 500s−1 ⋅ 7200s

Eγ λ = 355nm( ) = 2.6 ⋅1018 = 4.3µE  (4.2) 

The amount of substance was ncXPC = 4 µmol of the photocatalyst and nQ = 10 µmol of the 
substrate in a typical sample solution (V = 4 ml, [cXPC] = 1 mM, [Q] = 2.5 mM). Hence, a 
photocatalyst molecule undergoes statistically approximately one excitation cycle within a 
measurement. Considering that not every excited photocatalyst is bound to a substrate and 
that excitation of a bound catalyst-substrate complex not necessarily leads to product 
formation, consumption of the substrate does not cause any significant change in 
measurement conditions. Furthermore, the estimated quantities in Equation 4.2. of the 
measurement time and the amount of absorbed photons represent upper limits of the actual 
values. 

Overlaying Transient Signals from the Solvent and from Quinolone? 
The presented TA measurements comprise overlying signals of different origin and therefore 
show rather complex dynamics. To allow for an accurate decomposition of these signals, it is 
required to identify background signals originating from the solvent. Therefore, in this 
section the results of a fs-ps TA measurement of the pure solvent PhCF3 are discussed. 

A basic concept of photocatalysis is, that exclusively photo-excitation of the photocatalyst 
leads to the conversion of the substrate – and not the direct excitation of the substrate. In 
particular in the present approach for enantioselective photocatalysis, direct excitation of the 
substrate would lead to a competing, racemic product formation, which lowers the 
enantiomeric excess (% ee). Hence, it is required to ensure that no overlying photochemical 
processes are caused by direct photo-excitation of the substrate. Therefore a reference 
measurement with an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm on a sample solution just 
containing Q in PhCF3 was performed. To fulfill the requirements of a true photocatalytic 
reaction, the TA spectrum of this measurement should not deviate from the TA signal of the 
pure solvent PhCF3 measured under the same experimental conditions. Figure 4.5 shows 

                                                
 
26 the rarely used unit einstein (E) is defined as 1 E = 1 Mol of photons 
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selected transient spectra of the fs-ps TA measurements of pure PhCF3 (a) and the substrate 
Q in PhCF3 (b) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation. 

 
Figure 4.5 a) Selected transient spectra of pure PhCF3 after excitation. b) Selected 

transient spectra of Q after excitation. Both measurements conducted under the 
same experimental conditions (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, 
DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 1 mm). 

Although the solvent PhCF3 does not absorb in the spectral region around the excitation 
wavelength, an upcoming and long lasting transient absorption between 420 and 600 nm is 
observed (boxed region, Figure 4.5 a). This effect can be readily explained by the generation 
of a solvated electron, which typically shows a broad unstructured absorption in the visible 
and near-infrared spectral region [235], depending on the solvent. 

The fs-ps TA measurement of the sample solution containing the substrate Q diluted in 
PhCF3 (Figure 4.5 b), which theoretically does not absorb at the excitation wavelength, 
shows qualitatively the same behavior. As there are no significant deviations between the 
TA signal of the pure solvent and the signal of the sample solution containing the substrate 
Q, direct photo-excitation of the substrate at an excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm can 
be definitely negated. This is an important prerequisite for the spectroscopic investigation of 
the present catalyst-substrate system. To quantify the excited state dynamics of the solvated 
electron, the temporal evolution of the integrated TA signal between 420 and 600 nm (boxed 
region, Figure 4.5 a) is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Temporal evolution of the integrated transient absorption signal of pure PhCF3 

in the wavelength region from 420 – 600 nm (boxed region, Figure 4.5 a). 

Whereas the life time of the solvated electron exceeds the accessible pump-probe delay of 
this measurement, its exponential increase is described by a time constant of τ1 = 12.4 ps, 
which is comparable to values published in literature [235]. The observed signal is up to ten 
times lower in intensity compared to the TA signal of the photocatalytic system. Therefore 
its contribution to the TA signal of the photocatalytic system can be safely neglected. 
Particularly the absorption of the photocatalyst in these measurements again lowers the 
contribution of the signal of the solvated electron to the total signal intensity. As both in the 
TA measurements and in the irradiation experiments no reasonable amount of degradation of 
the photocatalyst could be observed, potential reactions between the solvated electron and 
the photocatalyst can be neglected. 

Comparability of the Individual fs-ps TA Measurements 
The later discussion requires the subtraction of selected transient spectra of different 
measurements. Particularly the TA signal of the pure photocatalyst cXPC will be subtracted 
from the signal of a measurement of a sample solution containing both the photocatalyst 
cXPC and quinolone rQ or Q. Although the measurement protocol (vide supra) ensures 
approximately constant measurement conditions, the exact subtraction requires a more 
accurate quantification of the measurement conditions to account for small deviations in 
excitation energy density between the measurements. Therefore in this section, a meaningful 
scaling factor is introduced and discussed. 

In the framework of the present study, not only direct measurement data, which represent 
physical properties of a given sample solution, containing both cXPC and Q, are shown. 
Also processed measurement data, which explicitly characterize the physical properties of 
the catalyst-quinolone complexes cXPC·rQ and cXPC·Q are discussed. Therefore, the 
distinction between a solution containing certain amounts of catalyst cXPC and substrate Q 
and the actual catalyst-quinolone complex cXPC·rQ or cXPC·Q is essential for the 
interpretation of the measurement data. Also quinolone-quinolone dimerization has to be 
considered. A quantitative description of the complexation and dimerization processes 
between cXPC, Q and rQ is given in Chapter 4.2.4. Hence, an unambiguous nomenclature 
is introduced and shown in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 Applied nomenclature: cXPC·Q refers explicitly to the catalyst-substrate 
complex, whereas cXPC + Q refers to a sample solution in which the catalyst 
cXPC and the substrate Q are diluted in PhCF3. 

 symbol sample 

a) Q, rQ unbound quinolone 

b) rQ·rQ, Q·Q dimerized quinolone 

c) cXPC uncomplexed chiral xanthone-based 
photocatalyst 

d) cXPC·rQ, cXPC·Q catalyst-quinolone complexes 

e) cXPC + rQ, cXPC + Q 
sample solution containing 

entries a) - d) with initial concentrations: 
[cXPC]0 = 1.0 mM, [rQ]0 = [Q]0 = 2.5 mM 

 

Generally, after λEXC = 355 nm excitation, the transient absorption signal TA(cXPC + Q) of 
sample solution cXPC + Q contains overlaying transient signatures both of uncomplexed 
cXPC and of catalyst-substrate complexes cXPC·Q: 

    TA cXPC + Q( ) = TA cXPC i Q( ) + TA cXPC( )  (4.3) 

Q is not directly optically excited in this type of measurement and therefore it does not 
contribute to the excited state spectrum. To calculate the transient signal TA(cXPC·Q) of the 
pure catalyst-substrate complex on the basis of this measurement, it is required to subtract 
TA(cXPC), the overlying transient signal of cXPC from TA(cXPC + Q), which was 
measured in an independent measurement. Therefore a scaling factor α, which accounts for 
the contribution of uncomplexed photocatalyst cXPC to the total signal intensity in 
TA(cXPC + Q) has to be introduced: 

    TA cXPC i Q( ) = TA cXPC + Q( ) − α ⋅ TA cXPC( )  (4.4) 

The easiest approach is to calculate the scaling factor α on the basis of the ratio of 
uncomplexed photocatalyst under consideration of the absorption coefficient of complexed 
and uncomplexed photocatalyst at the excitation wavelength:  

 
   
α =

cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⋅
ε355nm cXPC( )

ε355nm cXPC i Q( )  (4.5) 

However, this simplification is only valid if both measurements were performed under 
exactly the same conditions – particularly regarding the excitation energy density. Since the 
excitation energy density slightly differed between the measurements, these deviations are to 
take into account for an accurate signal analysis. 
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The measurement data reveal significant differences in the fs-ps TA signal of cXPC and of 
cXPC + Q, but not in the wavelength region between 400 and 450 nm. The signal intensity 
in this spectral region can be used as probe for the relative excitation energy density. 
Figure 4.7 shows transient spectra at pump-probe delays of Δt = 0.35, 1, 10 and 100 ps of 
cXPC and of the sample solutions cXPC + rQ and cXPC + Q. 

 
Figure 4.7 Selected transient spectra of fs-ps TA of cXPC (left), cXPC + rQ (middle) and 

cXPC + Q (right) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation. The signal intensities at 400 
and at 450 nm (black arrows) were used as probe for the actual excitation 
energy density in each measurement (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, 
DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 0.5 mm). 
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The determination of an averaged signal intensity at 400 and 450 nm for different pump-
probe delays allows the calculation of a meaningful scaling factor, which accounts for 
differences in excitation energy density between the individual measurements. Table 4.4 and 
Table 4.5 therefore show the values of the TA signal intensity of the selected data points. 

Table 4.4 Signal intensity at 400 and 450 nm: the excitation energy density in the fs-ps 
TA of sample solution cXPC + rQ ([rQ] = 2.5 mM, [cXPC] = 1.0 mM) is 
1.34-fold higher compared to the measurement of cXPC ([cXPC] = 1.0 mM). 

 TA(cXPC) TA(cXPC + rQ) 
( )

( )
TA
TA
cXPC rQ
cXPC

+
 

400 nm, 0.35 ps 2.14 mOD 3.02 mOD 1.41 

400 nm, 1 ps 2.06 mOD 2.89 mOD 1.40 

400 nm, 10 ps 2.67 mOD 3.56 mOD 1.33 

400 nm, 100 ps 2.99 mOD 3.64 mOD 1.22 

450 nm, 0.35 ps 2.28 mOD 3.10 mOD 1.36 

450 nm, 1 ps 2.28 mOD 3.28 mOD 1.44 

450 nm, 10 ps 3.12 mOD 4.10 mOD 1.31 

450 nm, 100 ps 3.4 mOD 4.19 mOD 1.23 

averaged value   1.34 
 
Table 4.5 Signal intensity at 400 and 450 nm: the excitation energy density in the fs-ps 

TA of sample solution cXPC + Q ([Q] = 2.5 mM, [cXPC] = 1.0 mM) is 1.07-
fold higher compared to the measurement of cXPC ([cXPC] = 1.0 mM). 

 TA(cXPC) TA(cXPC + Q) 
( )
( )

TA
TA
cXPC Q
cXPC

+
 

400 nm, 0.35 ps 2.14 mOD 2.11 mOD 0.99 

400 nm, 1 ps 2.06 mOD 2.28 mOD 1.11 

400 nm, 10 ps 2.67 mOD 3.01 mOD 1.13 

400 nm, 100 ps 2.99 mOD 3.20 mOD 1.07 

450 nm, 0.35 ps 2.28 mOD 2.11 mOD 0.93 

450 nm, 1 ps 2.28 mOD 2.48 mOD 1.09 

450 nm, 10 ps 3.12 mOD 3.52 mOD 1.13 

450 nm, 100 ps 3.40 mOD 3.83 mOD 1.13 

averaged value   1.07 
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These results show, that the excitation energy density in the fs-ps TA measurements of 
sample solution cXPC + rQ and sample solution cXPC + Q were slightly higher compared 
to the fs-ps TA measurement of the pure photocatalyst cXPC in PhCF3. Moreover, these 
results in combination with the amount of uncomplexed photocatalyst (Table 4.7) and the 
absorption coefficients of cXPC and cXPC·Q (Figure 4.13) allow for the exact 
determination of the scaling factor α. This factor allows a quantitative subtraction of the TA 
signal of cXPC from the measurement of sample solution containing cXPC and Q or rQ to 
obtain the TA signal of cXPC·Q without overlaying signal from uncomplexed photocatalyst. 

 
   
αcXPC+rQ = 1.34 ⋅

cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
cXPC i rQ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⋅
ε355nm cXPC( )

ε355nm cXPC i rQ( )  (4.6) 

 
   
αcXPC+Q = 1.07 ⋅

cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⋅
ε355nm cXPC( )

ε355nm cXPC i Q( )  (4.7) 

The first factor in this equation accounts for the different excitation energy density in each 
measurement (Tables 4.4 and 4.5), the second factor displays the fraction of uncomplexed 
cXPC in the sample solution (Table 4.7) and the last factor is required due to a different 
absorption coefficient of cXPC and cXPC·Q at the excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm 
(Figure 4.13). Insertion of all quantities leads to a value of the scaling factor α: 

 
  
αcXPC+rQ = 1.34 ⋅ 0.269

0.731 + 0.269
⋅ 6638

6465
= 1.34 ⋅ 0.27 ⋅1.03 = 0.37  (4.8) 

 
  
αcXPC+ Q = 1.07 ⋅ 0.269

0.731 + 0.269
⋅ 6638

6465
= 1.07 ⋅ 0.27 ⋅1.03 = 0.30  (4.9) 

To determine the TA signal of the pure complex cXPC·rQ from the measurement of sample 
solution cXPC + rQ, the TA signal of pure cXPC is to subtract after multiplication with 
0.37. To determine the TA signal of the pure complex cXPC·Q from the measurement of 
sample solution cXPC + Q, the TA signal of pure cXPC is to subtract after multiplication 
with 0.30. It should be noted that this approach is only valid on the ps time scale, where 
overlying diffusion-controlled processes between catalyst and substrate can be neglected, 
which typically occur on the time scale of tens and hundreds of ns, when both compounds 
are diluted in the few mM range. 
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Spectroelectrochemistry 

Spectroelectrochemistry was carried out in water-free acetonitrile (MeCN) with 150 mM 
tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Bu4N+ BF4

-) as the supporting electrolyte. Bulk 
electrolysis was performed using a computer controlled potentiostat (Gamry Interface 100) 
and a three-electrode arrangement in a 0.2 mm glass cuvette utilizing a platinum wire mesh 
working electrode, a platinum wire mesh auxiliary electrode, and a silver wire 
pseudoreference electrode (Optically Transparent Thin Layer Electrochemical Cell, 
Frantisek Hartl, University of Reading). The cuvette was placed in a computer controlled 
diode array spectrophotometer (Jenoptik Specord S 100) to measure the full optical spectral 
range at once. Spectra of the electrochemically generated anions and cations were recorded 
by passing the light from the spectrophotometer through the platinum mesh working 
electrode. A blank spectrum consisting of the cuvette filled with solvent and supporting 
electrolyte was subtracted from each data set. A detailed description of the applied 
experimental setup can be found in Ref. [236]. 
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4.2.3 For a Basic Understanding: Diffusion Controlled Sensitization of the 
[2+2] Photocycloaddition with Pure Xanthone as Sensitizer 

The Triplet State of Xanthone 

The design of the chiral photocatalyst cXPC is based on the idea that the covalently bound 
chiral binding site does not significantly affect the photophysical properties of the xanthone 
chromophore, which contributes the photocatalytic activity. Xanthone, which has a strong 
(ε ≅ 10,000 M-1 cm-1) absorption band in the ultraviolet spectral region around 337 nm, is an 
organic chromophore which is versatilely applied in different fields of photochemistry. In 
particular the triplet state properties have attracted major scientific interest. The ultrafast ISC 
within 1.5 ps [230], the strong dependency of the triplet energy on the solvent environment 
[237, 238, 239, 240, 241] and its relatively high triplet energy of ET = 310 kJ/mol (3.2 eV) 
[165] make xanthone an interesting candidate for the sensitization of many different 
chemical reactions. Referring to the idea of triplet sensitization, the diffusive sensitization of 
the [2+2] photocycloaddition of quinolone Q, in which diluted xanthone acts as 
photosensitizer, depicts a well suited reference system. The understanding and quantification 
of the reaction dynamics within this reference system provides a basis for the understanding 
of the more complex reaction dynamics within the catalytic active system.  

A ns-µs TA measurement series was performed to investigate the intrinsic reaction dynamics 
of the diffusion-controlled xanthone sensitized [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted 
quinolones. The excitation wavelength was λEXC = 348.5 nm in all measurements, which 
provides selective excitation of the xanthone chromophore. Although the absorption of 
quinolones MQ and Q extends weakly beyond 348.5 nm, the contribution of TA signal of 
directly excited quinolone can be neglected. Its contribution after λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation 
is more than 100 times lower in intensity compared to the strength of the TA signal 
originating from directly excited xanthone. A list of all prepared and measured samples is 
given in Table 4.6. All sample solutions were prepared by Mark Maturi (Group of Thorsten 
Bach) in the chemistry laboratories at the TUM. 

Table 4.6 Samples prepared for ns-µs TA. 

sample description concentration reaction of interest 

1 xanthone 
[xanthone] = 1 mM 

in PhCF3 
intrinsic triplet dynamics of 

xanthone 

2 xanthone + 
MQ 

[xanthone] = 1 mM  
[MQ] = 4.3 mM in PhCF3 

TTET from xanthone to MQ 
ET(MQ) < ET(xanthone) 

3 xanthone + 
Q 

[xanthone] = 1 mM 
[Q] = 5.0 mM in hCF3 

triplet sensitized 
[2+2] photocycloaddition of Q 

ET(Q) < ET(xanthone) 
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On the ns-µs time scale, after excitation, pure xanthone in PhCF3 shows a sharp, intense 
transient absorption band centered around 640 nm and a weaker one around 294 nm. 
According to the literature [238], this spectrum can be unambiguously identified with the 
absorption of the xanthone T1 state. The ultrafast ISC (τISC = 1.5 ps) [230] cannot be 
resolved in this measurement as the instrument response function within this type of setup 
has a full width half maximum of ~ 2.5 ns. For this reason, the T1 spectrum seems to appear 
instantaneously after excitation. The resulting profile plot is shown in Figure 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.8 Profile plot of ns-µs TA of pure xanthone in partially degassed PhCF3 after 

λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation (d = 1 mm, ΔOD > 0 in red, ΔOD < 0 in blue). 

Fitting exponential decay curves to the transient data matrix only provides limited 
information of the temporal evolution of a selected spectral region. For a more meaningful 
interpretation of the transient data and in particular to reveal the spectral changes caused by 
the corresponding process, a more sophisticated data analysis is required. Therefore the 
transient data set is analyzed with the help of global fit analysis27, which provides the exact 
signature of the spectral changes caused by a certain process. The data analysis presented in 
this chapter will primarily rely on global fit analysis. Detailed information about this method 
can be found in Appendix A.1. The global fit analysis of the ns-µs TA measurement of pure 
xanthone in PhCF3 (Figure 4.8) results in decay associated difference spectra (DADS), 
which are shown in Figure 4.9. 

                                                
 
27 program path at the Chair for BioMolecular Optics (Ludwig Maximilian University): 
 \\johann\agriedle\Software_und_Treiber\Labview\Global-Fit-Programm (2014-03-01) 
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Figure 4.9 DADS analysis of the ns-µs TA data: the decay of the T1 spectrum (violet line) 

is described by a time constant of tTRIP = 295 ns. An additional decay 
component (grey line) is described by a time constant of τX = 1241 ns. 

The temporal evolution of the transient spectrum is dominated by a τ1= 295 ns process. This 
process describes the decay of the T1 specific absorption bands around 294 and 640 nm. The 
negative amplitude of the corresponding DADS (violet line, Figure 4.9) around 337 nm, the 
spectral position of the xanthone ground state absorption maximum, indicates the 
repopulation of the xanthone ground state within this process. A second DADS is associated 
with a time constant of τ2 = 1241 ns (grey line, Figure 4.9). Since its relative amplitude is 
low and the spectrum cannot be clearly identified with any known spectral signature, it is not 
discussed in detail. This intermediate state, which decays within 1241 ns is populated from 
the T1 state, which can be clearly seen in the wavelength region around 400 nm, where both 
DADS are mirror images of each other. Hence, the xanthone T1 state not only decays back to 
the ground state but also to a 1241 ns lived intermediate state. Photochemical triplet 
reactions of xanthone upon collision with a ground state xanthone or oxygen or intrinsic 
photochemical triplet processes can explain this behavior. The photophysical processes of 
xanthone after λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation are schematically shown in Scheme 4.8. 

 
Scheme 4.8 Photophysics of xanthone in PhCF3: the time constants represent the life time 

of the parent state—not the inverse rate of the underlying process. States 
displayed in grey were spectroscopically not accessible in this type of 
measurement. 

The xanthone triplet life time of τTRIP = 295 ns, which is limited both by inter-system 
crossing to the singlet ground state, by oxygen-mediated triplet quenching and by a further 
unspecified photochemical process, determines the temporal window for photocatalytic 
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processes. The observed xanthone triplet life time in partially degassed PhCF3 is 
significantly smaller than published values in completely degassed solvent in the range of 
tens of µs [237]. To observe a reasonable amount of triplet sensitization in ns-µs TA, the 
diffusion-controlled TTET process needs to be triggered to occur not significantly slower 
than 295 ns but not faster than 2.5 ns, the temporal resolution of the TA setup. Common 
quenching constants for diffusion limited TTET processes are in the order of 
KQ = 109 M-1 s-1. Hence, to obtain a diffusion limited triplet sensitization process which is 
described by a rate of kQ ≅ (295 ns)-1, a quencher concentration of ~3.4 mM is required. 
Although quinolones MQ and Q are not soluble at high concentrations, a concentration in 
the few mM range can be readily achieved. The subsequent sensitization experiments were 
conducted under quinolone concentrations of [MQ] = 4.3 mM and [Q] = 5.0 mM. 

Evidence of Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer from Xanthone to Quinolone 

The triplet state dynamics of pure xanthone in partially degassed PhCF3 were sufficiently 
characterized in the previous section. In this section, the intrinsic TTET process from 
xanthone to MQ is discussed. In comparison to quinolone Q, quinolone MQ cannot undergo 
a [2+2] photocycloaddition from its triplet state due to the absent side chain (compare 
Scheme 4.7). Therefore MQ serves as reference compound to study the TTET process 
without overlaying reaction dynamics, which make an accurate data analysis more difficult.  

The global fit analysis of the ns-µs TA measurement of sample solution xanthone + MQ 
after λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation is shown in Figure 4.10. For comparison, the triplet-triplet 
absorption of MQ (black line) from [App A.6] is also plotted in Figure 4.10. Due to the 
relatively high concentration of MQ in combination with an optical path length of 1 mm, the 
wavelength region below 390 nm was spectroscopically not accessible in this type of 
experiment. 

 
Figure 4.10 DADS of the ns-µs TA of sample solution xanthone + MQ ([MQ] = 4.3 mM) 

in partially degassed PhCF3 after λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation, measured in a 
flow cell with 1 mm thickness: decay of the xanthone T1 state (blue), decay of 
the quinolone T1 state (red) and comparison to the T1 absorption of MQ (black) 
from [App A.6]. 
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The temporal evolution of the transient spectrum is dominated by two processes: one process 
described by a time constant of τ1 = 102 ns and a second process with a characteristic time 
constant of τ2 = 611 ns. The τ1 = 102 ns DADS (blue line, Figure 4.10) shows the decay of a 
sharp and intense absorption band around 640 nm, which is characteristic for the xanthone 
triplet state (vide supra). The negative amplitude of the τ1 = 102 ns DADS around 430 nm is 
characteristic for the population of a new state. In contrast, the τ2 = 611 ns DADS (red line, 
Figure 4.10) with a positive amplitude in this spectral region exactly renders the decay of 
this previously populated intermediate state back to the ground state. The comparison of the 
spectral features of this transient state with the triplet absorption of MQ (black line, 
Figure 4.10) unambiguously identifies this state with the quinolone triplet state 3[MQ]. In 
summary, the xanthone triplet state decays and simultaneously the quinolone triplet state is 
populated, which is characteristic for a TTET process. The quinolone located triplet state 
3[MQ] itself decays by inter-system crossing back to the ground state. The observed increase 
of the quinolone T1 life time in partially degassed PhCF3 (τTRIP = 611 ns) in comparison to 
the life time measured in air equilibrated MeCN (τTRIP = 116 ns [App A.6]) can be readily 
explained with the lower oxygen concentration in PhCF3. A scheme depicting the diffusion 
controlled TTET process from xanthone to quinolone MQ in PhCF3 and the subsequent 
decay of the quinolone T1 state 3[MQ] is shown in Scheme 4.9. 

 
Scheme 4.9 TTET from xanthone to MQ: the time constants represent the life time of the 

parent state — not the inverse rate of the underlying process. States displayed 
in grey are spectroscopically not accessible in this type of measurement. 

This measurement proves the TTET process from xanthone to quinolone. Reference 
quinolone MQ is not able to undergo further chemical transformations from its T1 state, and 
therefore this experiment allows the quantification of the reaction dynamics of the energy 
transfer process. Since the xanthone triplet life time both in pure solvent and in the 
environment of quinolone MQ was accurately measured, kQ, the effective rate of the 
diffusion controlled TTET, can be easily calculated as shown in Equation 4.10. The rate kQ 
is the difference of the rate, displaying the xanthone T1 life time in the environment of 
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quinolone MQ (τTRIP
-1 = 1/102 ns) and the rate displaying the intrinsic T1 life time of 

xanthone in the environment of partially degassed PhCF3 (τTRIP
-1 = 1/295 ns). 

 ( ) ( )1 1 6 1
Qk 102 ns 295 ns 6.4 10 s− − −= − = ⋅  (4.10) 

With an effective concentration of [MQ] = 4.3 mM, the quenching constant KQ, which 
describes the linear dependence between the rate of diffusion controlled quenching kQ and 
the quencher concentration [MQ], can be calculated according to Equation 4.11: 

 
  
KQ MQ( ) = kQ

MQ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= 6.4 ⋅106 s−1

4.3 mM
= 1.5 ⋅109 s−1 M−1  (4.11) 

The determined quenching constant of KQ = 1.5 · 109 s-1 M-1 characterizes the system of 
triplet donor xanthone and triplet acceptor MQ in the environment of PhCF3 as solvent. The 
determined value corresponds very well with values reported in literature for related TTET 
processes [165]. The decay of the xanthone triplet signatures and the simultaneous 
population of the MQ triplet state in combination with a reasonable value of the quenching 
constant clearly identifies the underlying process as a TTET process. 

Sensitization of the [2+2] Cycloaddition of Substituted Quinolones by Triplet-Triplet 
Energy Transfer 

Both the intrinsic triplet decay of xanthone and the dynamics of the TTET from xanthone to 
quinolone were quantified. In this section, the [2+2] photocycloaddition of quinolone Q 
sensitized by TTET from xanthone is discussed. In Chapter 4.1 the [2+2] photocycloaddition 
of Q after direct photo-excitation was fundamentally investigated. It has been shown that the 
formation of the cyclobutane ring occurs via a triplet mechanism in which a quinolone triplet 
1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad] represents the key intermediate state. The quinolone diradical 
3[Q-dirad] is formed from the quinolone triplet state 3[Q] within 0.651 ns and decays within 
29 ns either to the ground state of the product or back to the starting material. 

The global fit analysis of the data matrix of the ns-µs TA measurement of sample solution 
xanthone + Q is shown in Figure 4.11. Again, the wavelength region below 390 nm was 
spectroscopically not accessible due to the relatively high concentration of Q in combination 
with an optical path length of 1 mm. For comparison, the absorption of 3[Q-dirad] 
(black line) from [App A.6] is plotted in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 DADS of the ns-µs TA of sample solution xanthone + Q ([Q] = 5.0 mM) in 

partially degassed PhCF3 after λEXC = 348.5 nm excitation, measured in a flow 
cell with 1 mm thickness: decay of the xanthone T1 state (blue), decay of the 
quinolone diradical 3[Q-dirad] (red) and comparison to the absorption spectrum 
of 3[Q-dirad] measured after direct photo-excitation (black) from [App A.6]. 

The temporal evolution of the transient spectrum is dominated by two processes: one 
process, described by a time constant of τ1 = 41 ns, and a second process with a 
characteristic time constant of τ2 = 99 ns. Due to the relatively high signal intensity of 
ΔOD ≤ 50 mOD and the clearly exponential decay dynamics both observed time constants, 
which are rather close to each other, were easily distinguishable in the data analysis. The 
τ1 = 41 ns DADS (blue line Figure 4.11) shows the decay of the sharp and intense xanthone 
triplet absorption band around 640 nm. The negative amplitude of this DADS around 
370 nm is characteristic for the population of a new state. However, not the quinolone triplet 
3[Q] state which exhibits its characteristic absorption band around 430 nm, but a new state 
with a characteristic absorption around 370 nm is populated within this process. The 
τ2 = 99 ns DADS (red line, Figure 4.11) with a positive amplitude in this spectral region 
exactly renders the decay of this intermediate state. The comparison of the spectral features 
of this transient state with the absorption spectrum of the quinolone diradical 3[Q-dirad] 
from [App A.6] (black line, Figure 4.11) unambiguously identifies this transient state with 
the quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical state 3[Q-dirad]. 

It seems that the quinolone diradical 3[Q-dirad] is directly populated from the xanthone T1 
state. However, it has been shown (Chapter 4.1), that after direct photo-excitation of 
quinolone Q, the triplet state 3[Q] decays within 0.651 ns to 3[Q-dirad]. Since the diffusion 
limited TTET process occurs on the time scale of tens of nanoseconds, the quinolone located 
triplet state 3[Q] is actually not populated in this type of diffusion-limited sensitization 
experiment. The depopulating process of 3[Q], the formation of 3[Q-dirad] is considerably 
faster than the populating process, the TTET from xanthone to Q. Furthermore, the observed 
life time τDIRAD of 3[Q-dirad] in the sensitization experiments (τDIRAD = 99 ns) is significantly 
longer than observed in acetonitrile after direct photo-excitation (τDIRAD = 29 ns). Since 
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3[Q-dirad] exhibits triplet character, this observation can be again explained with a lower 
oxygen concentration in the present measurement. A scheme depicting the diffusion 
controlled TTET process from xanthone to Q in PhCF3, the cyclization forming the triplet 
1,4-diradical, the second ISC to the singlet 1,4-diradical and the subsequent decay either to 
the product or to the starting material is shown in Scheme 4.10. The structure of 3[Q-dirad] 
is shown in Scheme 4.4 in Chapter 4.1. 

 
Scheme 4.10 TTET from xanthone to quinolone Q and subsequent 

[2+2] photocycloaddition: the time constants represent the life time of the 
parent state — not the inverse rate of the underlying process. States displayed 
in grey are spectroscopically not accessible in the ns/µs measurement. 

This measurement proves the sensitization of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of Q by TTET 
from xanthone. Since the xanthone T1 life time both in absence and in presence of Q was 
measured, kQ, the effective rate of the diffusion controlled TTET, can be easily calculated as 
shown in Equation 4.12. The rate kQ is the difference of the rate displaying the life time of 
the xanthone triplet state in the environment of Q (τTRIP

-1 = 1/41 ns) and the rate displaying 
the intrinsic life time of the xanthone triplet state in the environment of partially degassed 
PhCF3 (τTRIP

-1 = 1/295 ns). 

  
kQ = 41 ns( )−1 − 295 ns( )−1 = 20.4 ⋅106 s−1  (4.12) 
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With a concentration of [Q] = 5.0 mM, the quenching constant KQ, which describes the 
linear dependence between the rate of diffusion controlled quenching kQ and the quencher 
concentration [Q], can be calculated according to Equation 4.13: 

 
  
KQ rQ( ) = kQ

Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= 20.4 ⋅106 s−1

5.0 mM
= 4.1 ⋅109 s−1 M−1 (4.13) 

The determined quenching constant of KQ = 4.1 · 109 s-1 M-1 characterizes the system of 
triplet donor xanthone and triplet acceptor Q in the environment of PhCF3 as solvent. The 
determined value is higher than observed for MQ (KQ = 1.5 · 109 s-1 M-1) but still 
corresponds very well with values reported in literature for related TTET processes [165]. 
The deviation between MQ and Q can be explained with a change in diffusional motion of 
the quinolone. Potentially the non-polar side chain of Q in the rather low-polar solvent 
environment of PhCF3 improves the diffusional motion of the quinolone chromophore. 
Another explanation would be that the side chain operates as antenna and positively affects 
the efficiency of the TTET process between xanthone and Q. 
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4.2.4 Accessing the Mechanistic Details of Enantioselective Photocatalysis 
with Transient Absorption Spectroscopy on Multiple Time Scales and Quan-
tum Chemistry 

 Unexpected Observations on the fs-ps Time Scale 
The design of the catalyst-substrate system is based on the idea of sensitization by TTET. 
Particularly the energy levels of the involved triplet states seem to allow for TTET from the 
xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC to the substrate Q. Since the 3[Q] spectrum is already 
known (Chapter 4.1) and the 1[cXPC]* and 3[cXPC] spectra are easy to measure with the 
help of transient absorption spectroscopy on the fs-ps time scale, a clear picture about the 
expected excited state dynamics both in fs-ps TA and in the ns-µs time domain evolved. The 
only uncertainty in this experimental framework is the actual rate of the TTET process. 
However, the comparison with related systems clearly suggests a rather fast energy transfer 
between both closely stacked chromophores on the 10 ps time scale 
[242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249]. The following reaction steps are therefore expected 
to be observed consecutively in the TA measurements: 

• Selective photo-excitation of cXPC: instantaneous absorption signal of the 
xanthone photocatalyst S1 state 1[cXPC] 

• Ultrafast ISC of cXPC within ~1.5 ps after excitation: depletion of the 1[cXPC]* 
absorption and simultaneous increase of the 3[cXPC] absorption 

• TTET from the cXPC to Q within tens of picoseconds: depletion of the 3[cXPC] 
absorption and simultaneous increase of the 3[Q] absorption around 430 nm 

• First and second cyclization of quinolone: depletion of the 3[Q] spectrum within 
0.651 ns and simultaneous increase of the 3[Q-dirad] absorption spectrum around 
370 nm with subsequent product formation within 29 ns 

However, already on the fs-ps time scale the actually observed excited state dynamics of the 
sample solution cXPC + Q heavily deviate from the expected behavior. The profile plot of 
the corresponding fs-ps TA measurement is shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 Profile plot of fs-ps TA of sample solution cXPC + Q ([cXPC] = 1.0 mM, 

[Q] = 2.5 mM) in partially degassed PhCF3 (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, 
DFWHM = 150 µm) measured in a 0.5 mm flow cell. 

On a first view it can be seen, that the transient spectrum only shows dynamics on the time 
scale up to 10 ps. After 10 ps the TA signal remains nearly constant. ISC of xanthone within 
1.5 ps and internal conversion processes between nπ* and ππ* states of the singlet and the 
triplet state on the few ps time scale [230] might readily explain the observed behavior. 
Slight spectral changes on the time scale of ~1000 ps, which can be particularly seen in the 
310 nm time trace (blue line, Figure 4.12) are due to a change of pump-probe overlap within 
the measurement, which was verified by further measurements. However, the expected 
processes, the TTET on the 10 ps time scale, and the formation of the quinolone triplet 
1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad] on the sub-ns time scale can be definitely not observed in this 
measurement. These observations and the related fundamental questions gave the starting 
signal for a deeper and more detailed analysis of the present photocatalytic system, which 
lead to unexpected results and to the postulation of a new sensitizing mechanism in organic 
photocatalysis. 

Quantifying the Association Processes 
For an enantioselective chemical process, generally the interaction between a chiral host 
compound and a pro-chiral target is required. In the present catalyst-substrate system the 
interaction between the chiral catalyst cXPC and the pro-chiral substrate Q is mediated 
through a hydrogen binding motif. cXPC comprises a hydrogen binding site which is 
adapted to bind a substrate molecule Q in a defined geometric orientation. The pro-chiral 
substrate Q comprises a complementary hydrogen bonding motif. The complexation of the 
rigid photocatalyst cXPC and the pro-chiral substrate Q sterically hinders the formation of 
one enantiomer of both possible product enantiomers, depending on the actual chirality of 
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cXPC. Therefore, photo-excitation of a stacked catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q 
provides enantioselective product formation. 

However, the hydrogen bonding motif not only leads to the expected complexation of cXPC 
and Q, it also allows for the dimerization of quinolones forming quinolone dimers rQ·rQ 
and Q·Q. The quinolone-quinolone dimerization is shown in Scheme 4.11. Whereas the 
dimerization of the photocatalyst in an enantiomerically pure solution of cXPC is negligible 
[250], the dimerization of rQ and Q causes a significant effect on the actual equilibrium 
between uncomplexed and complexed cXPC: quinolone-quinolone dimerization competes 
with catalyst-substrate complexation. Therefore the association equilibrium of all 
components in a given sample solution containing cXPC and Q has to be thoughtfully 
considered and quantified. 

 
Scheme 4.11 Dimerization of rQ and Q: depending on the initial concentration of rQ and Q, 

an equilibrium of association (kass) and dissociation (kdiss) is established. 

The amount of quinolone monomers and dimers in a given sample solution depends on the 
rates of association (kass) and dissociation (kdiss). The actual rates are experimentally not 
accessible, but the ratio of both rates, the binding constant KQQ, describing the equilibrium 
concentration of monomers and dimers can be experimentally determined. With the help of a 
NMR titration series, performed by Mark Maturi and Andreas Bauer in the group of 
Thorsten Bach, a value for the binding constant in toluene at room temperature was 
determined: 

 
   
KQQ =

kass
kdiss

=
Q i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⋅ Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= 3027 M−1 (4.14) 

According to this value, in a solution with an initial quinolone concentration of 
[Q]0 = 1.0 mM, the effective concentration of non-dimerized quinolones is [Q] = 0.332 mM 
whereas the concentration of quinolone-quinolone dimers is [Q·Q] = 0.334 mM. However, 
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not only the binding constant for quinolone-quinolone dimerization, but also the binding 
constant for catalyst-substrate complexation was determined in this measurement series. The 
catalyst-substrate complexation is schematically shown in Scheme 4.12. 

 
Scheme 4.12 Complexation of quinolones rQ and Q and the photocatalyst cXPC to 

cXPC·rQ (top) and cXPC·Q (bottom), the photocatalytic active complex. 

Hence, a value of KcXPCQ, which quantifies the complexation of cXPC and Q, was 
determined: 

 
   
KcXPCQ =

kass
kdiss

=
cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⋅ Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
= 5865 M−1  (4.15) 

Since quinolone-quinolone dimerization is competing with catalyst-substrate complexation, 
the calculation of an effective equilibrium concentrations requires to take both processes into 
account. Therefore, Equation System 4.16 describes both association processes and allows 
for the calculation of the effective equilibrium concentration at given initial concentrations 
of [Q]0 and [cXPC]0.  

The dimerization of quinolone is described by the binding constant KQQ (Equation 4.14): 

 
   
KQQ =

Q i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⋅ Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

 (4.16 a) 
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The complexation of Q and cXPC to the catalyst-substrate complex is described by the 
binding constant KcXPCQ: 

 
   
KcXPCQ =

cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⋅ Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

 (4.16 b) 

The initial concentration [cXPC]0 can be divided into complexed cXPC·Q and unbound 
cXPC: 

 
   

cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦0 = cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (4.16 c) 

The initial concentration [Q]0 can be divided into catalyst-substrate complexes cXPC·Q, 
unbound Q and Q·Q dimers: 

 
   

Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦0 = cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + 2 ⋅ Q i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (4.16 d) 

Solutions of Equation System 4.16 for typical applied initial concentrations [Q]0 and 
[cXPC]0 are listed in Table 4.7. At conditions, which were used for TA measurements 
(Table 4.7, d), 27% of cXPC is uncomplexed, whereas 73% of cXPC is complexed to 
cXPC·Q. However, at concentrations, which were used for photocatalytic experiments 
[5, 156] (Table 4.7, e), 18% of cXPC is unbound whereas 82% is complexed to cXPC·Q. 
The photocatalytic experiments were usually conducted at a temperature of T = -25 °C 
[5, 156], whereas the binding constants were determined at room temperature, which drives 
the equilibrium in the photocatalytic experiments even more to the complex cXPC·Q. 

Table 4.7 Effective concentrations (in mM) of quinolone monomers (Q), quinolone 
dimers (Q·Q), unbound photocatalyst (cXPC) and catalyst-substrate complexes 
(cXPC·Q) in PhCF3 at room temperature, calculated with the binding constants 
KQQ = 3027 M-1 and KcXPCQ = 5865 M-1 solving Equation System 4.16. The TA 
measurements discussed in this thesis were conducted under conditions (d) 
whereas the photocatalytic experiments in Ref. [5] and [156] were conducted 
under conditions (e). 

 [Q]0 [cXPC]0 [Q] [Q·Q] [cXPC] [cXPC·Q] 

a) 0.1 0.1 0.056 0.010 0.075 0.025 

b) 1.0 0.1 0.319 0.308 0.035 0.065 

c) 1.0 1.0 0.204 0.126 0.455 0.545 

d) 2.5 1.0 0.464 0.652 0.269 0.731 

e) 5.0 0.5 0.792 1.898 0.089 0.411 
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The Ground State Absorption Properties of the Photocatalytic Active Complex 

In the previous section the dimerization of Q to the dimer Q·Q and the complexation of 
cXPC and Q to the catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q was quantified on the basis of 
experimental data. Due to both association processes, the absorption spectrum of the sample 
solution containing both cXPC and Q always comprises contributions from the dimer Q·Q 
and the complex cXPC·Q. Since the relative concentration of all contributing compounds 
can be calculated on the basis of the binding constants, the actual absorption spectrum of the 
complex cXPC·Q and furthermore its wavelength dependent absorption coefficient 
ε(cXPC·Q) can be determined according to the Beer-Lambert law: 

 

   

ε cXPC i Q( ) = 1
cXPC i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

OD cXPC + Q( )
d

− ε cXPC( ) ⋅ cXPC⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

−ε Q( ) ⋅ Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ + 2 ⋅ Q i Q⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

 (4.17) 

The dimerization of quinolone proceeds via hydrogen bonding, which is generally a weak 
interaction and does not largely affect the optical properties of the quinolone chromophore. 
Hence, the absorption coefficient of the dimer Q·Q is assumed to be twice the absorption 
coefficient of the monomer Q. Insertion of the calculated concentrations of each compound 
from Table 4.7 leads to Equation 4.18 and provides the quantitative description of the 
absorption spectrum of the complex cXPC·Q. 

 

   

ε cXPC i Q( ) = 1
0.731 mM

OD cXPC + Q( )
1 mm

− ε cXPC( ) ⋅ 0.269 mM

−ε Q( ) ⋅ 0.464 mM + 2 × 0.652 mM( )

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

 (4.18) 

The resulting UV/Vis absorption spectrum of the complex ε(cXPC·Q) compared to the 
spectra ε(cXPC), ε(Q) and its sum spectrum ε(cXPC) + ε(Q) is shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13 Wavelength dependent absorption coefficients: ε(Q) (blue line), ε(cXPC) (red 

line), and ε(cXPC·Q) (cyan line) compared to the expected absorption 
spectrum of the complex ε(cXPC)+ ε(Q) (cyan dotted line) in PhCF3, 
measured in a d = 1 mm cuvette at initial concentrations of [Q]0 = 2.5 mM and 
[cXPC]0 = 1.0 mM. 

Assuming that the photophysical properties of the light absorbing chromophores remain 
constant in the closely stacked catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q, its absorption spectrum 
should exactly render the sum of the spectra of Q and cXPC (cyan dotted line, Figure 4.13). 
However, although the measured absorption spectrum of its constituents ε(cXPC·Q) (cyan 
line, Figure 4.13) comprises strong contributions of the absorption spectra of its constituents 
ε(cXPC) and ε(Q), it strongly deviates from the expected sum spectrum ε(cXPC) + ε(Q). 
The close stacking of catalyst and substrate affects the electronic properties of both 
chromophores. In particular the shape and the strength of the absorption spectrum of 
cXPC·Q deviate from the expected behavior. Whereas in a large spectral range the 
absorption strength of cXPC·Q is lower than expected, between 350 and 370 nm an 
additional absorption emerges, which overlays with the red edge of the first cXPC 
absorption band. Also the characteristic sharp absorption band of cXPC around 295 nm is 
shifted to longer wavelengths in the complex cXPC·Q.  

The absorption strength of cXPC·Q, which is in the order of 104 M-1 cm-1 is comparable to 
common organic chromophores. With regard to the TA measurements performed in the 
framework of this study, in particular the absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength 
λEXC = 355 nm is of major interest. At 355 nm the complex cXPC·Q exhibits nearly the 
same absorption strength (ε355 nm = 6465 M-1 cm-1)  compared to cXPC 
(ε355 nm = 6638 M-1 cm-1). However, in order to quantify the relative amounts of optical 
excitation of the complex cXPC·Q and pure cXPC in a sample solution at an excitation 
wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm not only the absorption coefficient is of interest. Moreover the 
contributions of both complexed cXPC·Q and uncomplexed cXPC to the total optical 
density at the excitation wavelength is the determining quantity. By multiplication of the 
wavelength dependent absorption coefficient ε(λ) with the mole fractions from Table 4.7 and 
an optical path length of d = 0.5 mm used in the TA measurements, the contribution of each 
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constituent to the total optical density of the sample solution can be easily calculated. The 
result is shown in Figure 4.14. 

 
Figure 4.14 Total optical density (black dotted line) of sample solution cXPC + Q and 

contributions of Q (blue line), cXPC (red line) and cXPC·Q (cyan line) in 
PhCF3 at an initial concentration of [Q]0 = 2.5 mM and [cXPC]0 = 1.0 mM and 
d = 0.5 mm optical path length. Relative concentrations of all compounds from 
Table 4.7. 

According to this analysis, excitation at λEXC = 355 nm leads to a contribution of 73% of 
cXPC·Q and 27% of cXPC to the total excited state signal of the sample solution 
cXPC + Q. Under consideration of this distribution, the exact transient signal originating 
from cXPC·Q can be calculated by subtraction of a consistently scaled transient spectrum of 
cXPC. In the next section, the picture that stacking of catalyst and substrate leads to new 
electronic properties of the complex cXPC·Q, which are not present in its constituents cXPC 
and Q will be put on solid ground with the help of ab initio calculations. 

Ab Initio Calculations: New Photophysical Properties of the Catalyst-Substrate Com-
plex  

For the interpretation of the UV/Vis absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q and the observations in 
the TA measurements, quantum chemical calculations in the gas phase were conducted. The 
results presented in this section are relying on ab initio calculations performed by Igor 
Pugliesi (Ludwig Maximilian University). 

The singlet ground state geometries of Q, cXPC and the complex cXPC·Q were optimized 
with the M062X density functional and the double ζ basis set 6-31G*. Frequencies were 
computed at the equilibrium geometries to verify that the optimized geometries are true 
minima. For all calculations the Gaussian09 ab initio suite was employed [251]. The 
xanthone chromophore moiety cXPC was found to be planar. Also for Q the quinolone 
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chromophore moiety is planar, while in the gas phase the butenyloxy chain is folded over the 
chromophore unit with the double bond nearly aligned with the CC double bond next to the 
C-O functional group. In the cXPC·Q ground state geometry cXPC and Q are parallel and 
3.2 Å apart from each other. 

To simulate the UV/Vis spectra of cXPC, Q and cXPC·Q, vertical energies were calculated 
using the M062X/6-31G* ground state geometries. The resolution of identity coupled cluster 
method RI-CC2 [252, 253, 254] implemented in Turbomole [255] was used with the 
Karlsruhe double ζ basis set def2-SVP and the triple ζ basis set def2-TZVP as auxiliary basis 
set [256]. To reduce computational costs for the cXPC·Q complex, the aliphatic cage 
carrying the chiral hydrogen binding site of cXPC was replaced by a hydrogen atom forming 
the reduced photocatalyst HXPC. For all three species the core electrons were frozen. The 
reduced xanthone-based photocatalyst HXPC compared to the full molecule cXPC is shown 
in Scheme 4.13. 

 
Scheme 4.13 Chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC and the reduced xanthone-based 

photocatalyst HXPC applied to reduce the computational costs of the ab initio 
calculations. 

The calculated spectra of Q and HXPC show their first strong transition at 291 and 293 nm 
and correspond very well to the measured UV/Vis absorption spectra (Figure 4.13) of Q and 
cXPC under consideration of the 0.2 eV blue-shift intrinsic to the RI-CC2 method [257] and 
the absence of the solvent. The calculated transitions can be associated with the measured 
absorption bands at 317 nm for Q and with 350 nm for cXPC. The spectral position and the 
intensity of the calculated transitions are schematically shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15 Calculated absorption spectra at the RI-CC2/SVP/TZVP level of theory on 

M062X/6-31G* ground state optimized geometries. 

The calculated absorption spectrum of HXPC·Q (Figure 4.15 c) reveals two new absorption 
bands at 301 and 306 nm that are red-shifted with respect to the Q and HXPC spectra. These 
transitions can be associated with the increased absorption around 355 nm in the UV/Vis 
absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q. In comparison to the calculated transitions of the 
photocatalyst HXPC (Figure 4.15 b) the lowest ππ* transition of the complex cXPC·Q is 
red-shifted (Figure 4.15 c), as seen as well in the measured UV/Vis spectrum of cXPC·Q 
and cXPC (Figure 4.13). The lowest ππ* transitions of HXPC·Q involve orbitals, which are 
delocalized over both the xanthone and the quinolone moiety of the complex. Furthermore a 
partial CT character of this delocalized excited singlet state in which negative charge is 
transferred from Q to HXPC is present. The orbitals involved in both ππ* transitions are 
shown in Figure 4.16. It can be clearly seen, that these transitions are composed of orbitals, 
located both on the xanthone and the quinolone moiety of the catalyst-quinolone complex, 
but dominated by the xanthone moiety. However, in comparison to the calculated spectrum, 
the measured spectrum comprises stronger contributions of Q and cXPC located transitions. 
A systematic underestimation of transitions located exclusively on Q and cXPC in the 
calculations can explain these deviations between experiment and theory. 
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Figure 4.16 Orbitals involved in the one electron excitations describing the lowest two 

ππ* transitions of HXPC·Q. 

The weaker transition at 306 nm of the complex HXPC·Q is composed to 54% of one 
electron excitations from a π orbital localized on Q to a π orbital on HXPC. Additionally 
there is a transition with 15% from a π orbital localized on HXPC to a π orbital on Q. This 
transition is thus of charge transfer character. The stronger band at 301 nm is of locally 
excited character with a one electron ππ* excitation mainly localized on HXPC (56%) and a 
one electron ππ* mainly excitation localized on Q (20%). This transition is assigned to the 
increased absorption around 355 nm in the measured spectrum of cXPC·Q (Figure 4.13). 
The calculations show, that the increased absorption in cXPC·Q is due to excitonic coupling 
composed of transitions involving orbitals located both on the xanthone and the quinolone 
moiety. According to the calculations, λEXC = 355 nm excitation in the TA measurement 
directly involves these delocalized excited states. 

Furthermore the T1 state of the complex 3[cXPC·Q] was investigated. The geometry of 
3[cXPC·Q] has been optimized at the M062X/6-31G* level of theory using the Gaussian09 
ab initio suite [251]. The obtained equilibrium geometry is very similar to that of the singlet 
ground state. Also the M062X/6-31G* lowest triplet state of cXPC·Q has a delocalized 
character: Both singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) of the T1 state are π orbitals, 
one localized on the xanthone moiety and one on the quinolone moiety. Both SOMOs of the 
T1 state of the complex cXPC·Q are shown in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17 Singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) of the delocalized T1 state of 

cXPC·Q. 

The SOMOs describing the triplet state are π orbitals, one localized on the xanthone moiety 
and one on the quinolone moiety. Thus, the T1 state is of charge transfer character, in which 
charge density equivalent to one electron is transferred from the quinolone to the xanthone 
moiety of the complex. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is localized on the 
quinolone moiety whereas the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is localized on 
the xanthone moiety. Hence, the T1 state is generated by electron transfer from Q to cXPC. 

Photophysical Properties of the Photocatalyst cXPC 

The TA spectrum of sample solution cXPC + Q is composed of signals originating both 
from cXPC and from cXPC·Q. The relative intensity of both signals depends on the actual 
concentration of cXPC and cXPC·Q in the sample solution and the ratio of the absorption 
coefficient at the excitation wavelength. To allow for separation of both contributions in the 
data analysis, the photophysical properties and in particular the excited state dynamics of the 
xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC have to be reliably quantified. Therefore, TA 
spectroscopy on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale was performed on cXPC in PhCF3. 

Comparable to pure xanthone [230], after excitation of the lowest optical accessible 
transition, the fs-ps TA spectrum of cXPC is dominated by ultrafast ISC on the few ps time 
scale and a long-lived T1 state. Selected transient spectra of the fs-ps TA measurement after 
λEXC = 355 nm excitation are shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18 Selected transient spectra from fs-ps TA of cXPC ([cXPC] = 1.0 mM) in 

partially degassed PhCF3 (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm, 
d = 0.5 mm). The temporal evolution of the signal within the boxed spectral 
regions is shown in Figure 4.20. 

Particularly the excited state dynamics on the few ps time scale are overlaid by a multiplicity 
of processes, such as internal conversion both in the singlet and in the triplet manifold of 
xanthone [230], vibrational relaxation and solvation. Hence, the exact absorption spectrum 
of the cXPC excited singlet state 1[cXPC]* is not readily accessible. However, the transient 
absorption signal of the early transient spectra between 345 and 350 nm (boxed region (ii), 
Figure 4.18) is a S1 specific absorption and therefore suited to monitor the decay of the 
1[cXPC]* state. 

The T1 spectrum of cXPC exhibiting an absorption band in the UV, centered around 310 nm, 
and a broad absorption in the long-wave visible spectral region with two characteristic 
maxima around 570 and 640 nm is comparable to the T1 spectrum of pure xanthone with 
characteristic peaks around 294 and 640 nm (Figure 4.9). The splitting of the long-wave 
triplet absorption band into two sub-bands can be also observed for pure xanthone in a rather 
nonpolar solvent environment [240]. 

The analysis of the transient data matrices of sample solution cXPC + Q, in which not only 
cXPC contributes to the observed dynamics, requires an accurate quantification of the ISC 
process of 1[cXPC]*. However, conventional data analysis methods relying on single and 
multi channel fits (“band integral”) or a global data analysis (“global fit”) do not reveal a 
coherent picture of the process. Therefore maximum entropy analysis [258], which was 
developed in the group of Bernhard Dick (University of Regensburg), is applied to reliably 
quantify the excited state dynamics of cXPC on the few ps time scale. In comparison to the 
maximum entropy analysis, conventional data analysis algorithms generally provide one 
time constant, which most likely describes the dynamics of the underlying process, usually 
assuming an exponential decay model. In contrast, maximum entropy analysis describes the 
probability p(τ) of each time constant τ within a selected interval to describe the process 
causing spectral changes on the basis of an exponential function. The resulting probability 
curves for selected spectral traces are shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19 Maximum entropy analysis of selected spectral traces from the fs-ps TA of 

cXPC in PhCF3 after λEXC = 355 nm excitation. Values below 1 ps are clipped, 
due to the temporally broad coherent artifact in this measurement. 

The maximum entropy analysis clearly reveals a time constant of τISC = 4.1 ps to describe the 
ISC process of 1[cXPC]*, which is comparable to pure xanthone (τISC = 1.5 ps [230]). To 
prove the reliability of the obtained time constant, a sum of exponential functions28 was 
fitted to describe the temporal evolution of the integrated transient absorption signal of the 
selected spectral regions (boxed regions, Figure 4.18). The data points and the resulting fit 
curves with τISC = 4.1 ps as fixed parameter are shown in Figure 4.20. The values of the 
remaining fit parameter τFWHM, τ1, τ2 and τ3 are given in the figure caption. 

 
Figure 4.20 a) Integrated signal of a 1[cXPC]* specific absorption band, fit with 

τFWHM = 94 fs, τ1 = 0.08 ps, τISC = 4.1 ps (fixed, from maximum entropy 
analysis), τ2 = 120 ps, τ3 = inf. b) Integrated signal of a 3[cXPC] specific 
absorption band, fit with τFWHM = 186 fs, τISC = 4.1 ps (fixed, from maximum 
entropy analysis), τ3 = inf. 

                                                
 
28  program path at the Chair for BioMolecular Optics (Ludwig Maximilian University): 
 \\johann\agriedle\Software_und_Treiber\Labview\Auswertung_Spektroskopie\band integral (2014-01-25) 
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The temporal evolution of the selected spectral regions on the few ps time scale is rather 
complex. Although a sum of up to 4 exponential functions is used to describe the transient 
signal, there are still minor deviations between fit curve and data points. However, the time 
constant of τISC = 4.1 ps seems to be a good compromise to describe the major component of 
the temporal evolution. 

The life time of 3[cXPC] clearly exceeds the accessible temporal window of the 
experimental setup used for fs-ps TA spectroscopy. To quantify the life time of 3[cXPC], TA 
spectroscopy on the ns-µs time scale was required. The transient spectra of the ns-µs TA 
measurement of cXPC after λEXC = 355 nm excitation are rather unspectacular and 
exclusively show the exponential decay of the 3[cXPC] specific absorption. Therefore the 
transient data matrix is not shown in a profile plot. The ISC from singlet to triplet manifold 
cannot be resolved within this type of measurement. However, the global fit analysis of the 
data matrix provides the most reliable spectral rendering of the 3[cXPC] absorption. The 
resulting DADS are therefore shown in Figure 4.21. 

 
Figure 4.21 DADS from ns-µs TA of cXPC ([cXPC] = 1.0 mM) in partially degassed 

PhCF3 (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 0.5 mm). 

The 3[cXPC] spectrum is dominated by an absorption band in the UV, centered around 
310 nm and a broad absorption in the long-wave visible spectral region with two 
characteristic maxima around 570 and 640 nm (cyan line, Figure 4.21). In the environment 
of partially degassed PhCF3 as solvent the 3[cXPC] life time is τTRIP = 273 ns. The DADS 
associated with τ2 = inf. renders the base line and therefore proves that the decay of 3[cXPC] 
is not overlaid by competing processes as observed for pure xanthone (vide supra). This 
indicates that cXPC is sufficiently photo-stable in the environment of partially degassed 
PhCF3 at room temperature. 

The results presented in this section provide a solid base for the investigation of the more 
complex dynamics observed in the TA measurements of sample solution cXPC + Q. Not 
only the ultrafast ISC of cXPC, described by a time constant of τISC = 4.1 ps, was quantified 
but also the spectral shape of the 3[cXPC] absorption was characterized with high precision, 
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which will help to identify cXPC triplet species occurring in the photocatalytic process of 
cXPC and Q. 

Spectroelectrochemistry 

To identify a potential charge separation process within the catalyst-quinolone complex, the 
radical ion spectra of quinolone and the xanthone-based photocatalyst were measured with 
the help of spectroelectrochemistry. 

Spectroelectrochemical measurements usually require a thin optical glass cuvette and 
therefore a rather dense solution and a high amount of sample for a sufficient signal 
intensity. Since the chiral xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC requires a laborious synthesis 
route, the nearly identical, but synthetically cheaper compound tBuXPC was used for 
spectroelectrochemistry. The light absorbing xanthone-based chromophore, which 
determines the photophysical properties is equal in cXPC and in tBuXPC. In comparison to 
pure xanthone, the chromophores both of cXPC and tBuXPC are complemented by an 
additional oxazole ring. The structures of tBuXPC and cXPC are shown in Scheme 4.14. 

 
Scheme 4.14 Structure of tBuXPC (right), used instead of cXPC (left) in the 

spectroelectrochemistry measurements. The chromophore is identical since 
both compounds have an oxazole ring attached to the xanthone backbone. 

The spectroelectrochemical measurements reveal a very strong (ε ≅ 18,000 M-1 cm-1) 
absorption band centered around 390 nm of the radical anion tBuXPC·-.  

Since the reference quinolone rQ is less reactive compared to the substrate Q, rQ was 
employed for the determination of the quinolone radical cation spectrum. However, 
spectroelectrochemistry measurements performed on Q revealed equal absorption properties 
of the cation Q·+ [236]. The quinolone radical cation rQ·+ shows an increased absorption 
around 300 nm with respect to its ground state absorption spectrum. The 
spectroelectrochemical reduction and oxidation processes are shown Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22 Spectroelectrochemical raw data of the reduction of tBuXPC (a) and of rQ (b), 

measured in acetonitrile, voltages against NHE. The ground state absorption 
spectra (blue lines) were measured without applying any voltage. 

Photo-Induced Charge Separation from the Delocalized Triplet State and Charge Re-
combination in the Reference Complex 

For an elementary understanding of the rather diverse excited state dynamics of the 
photocatalytic active complex cXPC·Q, the analysis starts with a more simple approach. 
Therefore, in a first measurement series, the reference complex cXPC·rQ, was studied. The 
use of reference quinolone rQ, which cannot react in a [2+2] photocycloaddition, provides 
insights into the early steps of the reaction, as already shown for the diffusion-controlled 
sensitization of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of quinolone by xanthone (Chapter 4.2.3). 

One major issue that has to be considered is the multiplicity of different transient signals 
contributing to the transient absorption spectrum of sample solution cXPC + rQ. Particularly 
the signals originating from cXPC·rQ and from uncomplexed cXPC are required to be 
separated to provide an accurate analysis of the excited state dynamics of the catalyst-
quinolone complex cXPC·rQ. As the limit of the temporal resolution was estimated to be 
approximately 240 fs (Chapter 4.2.2), the investigation of the transient absorption signal at a 
pump-probe delay of Δt = 350 fs seems to be suited as basis for the discussion of the very 
early steps of the reaction. Therefore, Figure 4.23 a) shows the transient spectrum after 
λEXC = 355 nm excitation of sample solution cXPC + rQ (red line) compared to the 
spectrum of the pure photocatalyst cXPC (blue line) at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 350 fs. 
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Figure 4.23 a) TA(0.35 ps) of sample solution cXPC + rQ (red line) and of cXPC (blue 

line) (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 0.5 mm), b) 
TA(0.35 ps) of complex cXPC·rQ (cyan line) and comparison to the inverse 
ground state absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q (black dotted line) 

The transient spectra of the sample solution cXPC + rQ and of pure cXPC show 
qualitatively comparable characteristics. Since the spectrum of cXPC + rQ (red line, 
Figure 4.23) comprises a reasonable contribution of the excited state absorption of cXPC, 
the spectral similarity is not too surprising. On a closer view, it can be seen that there are 
significant deviations between both spectra in the wavelength region between 320 and 
340 nm (black arrow, Figure 4.23 a): Whereas the spectrum of cXPC is smooth in this 
region, the spectrum of sample solution cXPC + rQ is lower in intensity and shows an 
overlaying structuring. For an exact quantitative determination of the transient spectrum of 
cXPC·rQ at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 350 fs, the spectrum of cXPC has to be subtracted 
from the data, using the scaling factor derived in Chapter 4.2.2. The scaling factor of 0.37 
considers both the relative concentration (Table 4.7) and the relative absorption coefficients 
(Figure 4.13) of uncomplexed cXPC and complexed cXPC·rQ at the excitation wavelength 
and takes the specific excitation energy density in each measurement into account. 

    TA 350 fs,cXPC i Q( ) = TA 350 fs,cXPC + Q( ) − 0.37 ⋅ TA 350 fs,cXPC( )  (4.19) 

The resulting transient spectrum of the complex cXPC·rQ and its comparison to the inverted 
ground state absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q is shown in Figure 4.23 b). It can be clearly 
seen, that the transient spectrum (cyan line) comprises strong contributions of the ground 
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state absorption spectrum of the catalyst-quinolone complex cXPC·Q (black dotted line), 
which appears inversely as ground state bleach. Characteristic features both of the xanthone 
and the quinolone moiety of the complex cXPC·Q reappear in this early transient spectrum. 
Minor deviations can be readily explained by a structured overlaying excited state 
absorption. The analysis of the early transient absorption spectra give clear evidence, that 
excitation at λEXC = 355 nm actually leads to an excited state, which involves both the 
xanthone and the quinolone moiety of the complex. As this excited state is neither localized 
on the quinolone nor on the xanthone moiety, it is referred to this state as a delocalized 
excited state. Hence, the initially proposed picture [156], that photo-excitation leads to a 
xanthone located excited state, which is transferred by excitation energy transfer to the 
quinolone, must be reconsidered. As the complexation of both chromophores and 
particularly the interaction of the π-orbitals lead to new optically accessible electronic states, 
as shown in the ab initio calculations (vide supra), the observed excited state is considered as 
the lowest excited singlet state 1[cXPC·rQ]* of the catalyst-quinolone complex. As the 
temporal resolution was approximately 240 fs in these measurements, the delocalized 
excited state 1[cXPC·rQ]* is either directly populated upon photo-excitation or formed faster 
than 240 fs from a cXPC localized excited state. However, as the ab initio calculations 
support the picture of an optically accessible delocalized excited state of the catalyst-
quinolone complex, the direct photo-excitation of cXPC·rQ to 1[cXPC·rQ]* is more likely. 

For an understanding of the photocatalytic reaction, the excited state dynamics of the 
complex cXPC·rQ need to be quantified. As already observed in the initial fs-ps TA 
measurement of sample solution cXPC + Q, the transient spectra do not show significant 
excited state dynamics on the time scale 10 ps < Δt < 2000 ps, but only on the few ps time 
scale. The xanthone-based photocatalyst cXPC, which undergoes ISC within τISC = 4.1 ps, 
presumably affects the excited state properties of cXPC·rQ and therefore causes as well a 
rather fast ISC of the singlet state 1[cXPC·rQ]* to the triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] of the 
complex. However, due to a multiplicity of overlaying dynamics in the transient signal of 
sample solution cXPC + Q on the few ps time scale, conventional analysis methods are not 
sufficient for an exact quantification of the ISC dynamics. For an accurate data analysis, the 
following contributing processes, which affect the observed transient absorption signal, have 
to be taken into account: 

• ISC of 1[cXPC·rQ]* 

• ISC of 1[cXPC]*: τISC = 4.1 ps (vide supra) 

• Rise of the absorption signal of the solvated electron: τ = 12.4 ps (vide supra) 

• Internal conversion of 3[cXPC] within the triplet manifold: ~ 10 ps (for xanthone 
[230]) 

• Vibrational relaxation of cXPC and cXPC·rQ: few ps – tens of ps [259] 

• Solvation processes: hundreds of fs – tens of ps [260] 

Yet, only the ISC process of 1[cXPC]* within τISC = 4.1 ps and the rise of the absorption of 
the transient absorption of the solvated electron within τ = 12.4 ps have been reliably 
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quantified. For the quantification of the excited state dynamics and particularly the ISC 
process of 1[cXPC·rQ]*, maximum entropy analysis [258] is applied, which was already 
introduced and applied for the analysis of the TA signal of cXPC (vide infra). The resulting 
probability curves of a selected probe wavelength, which is exemplarly for all other spectral 
traces, are shown in Figure 4.24. In Figure 4.24 not only the probability curves for cXPC 
and sample solution cXPC + rQ, but also for sample solution cXPC + Q, which is discussed 
in detail in the next section, are shown. 

 
Figure 4.24 Maximum entropy analysis of the 310 nm spectral trace of the fs-ps TA of 

cXPC (black), cXPC + rQ (blue) and cXPC + Q (red). Remarkable is the 
asymmetric shape of cXPC + rQ and cXPC + Q which is due to the overlying 
τ = 4.1 ps component from uncomplexed cXPC. The light grey arrows indicate 
the ordinate for each graph. 

The probability curve of cXPC (black line) is of symmetric shape whereas the probability 
curves of the catalyst-quinolone complexes cXPC·rQ (blue line) and cXPC·Q (red line) are 
of asymmetric shape. However, this behavior is in agreement with the expectations: the 
falling edge of the curves indicates that a broader distribution of processes contributes to the 
observed excited state dynamics. As λEXC = 355 nm photo-excitation of both sample 
solutions cXPC + rQ and cXPC + Q leads to a contribution of 28% (Chapter 4.2.2) of 
uncomplexed cXPC to the total number of excited molecules, the intrinsic dynamics of 
cXPC in the transient spectrum cannot be neglected. The falling edges of the probability 
curves of the catalyst-quinolone complexes reflect the overlaying intrinsic ISC process of 
uncomplexed cXPC within τISC = 4.1 ps. Hence, the maxima of the probability curves, 
which are centered around τ = 1.8 ps (cXPC + rQ) and τ = 2.2 ps (cXPC + Q) reflect the 
excited state dynamics of the catalyst-quinolone complexes. The fs-ps TA spectra of sample 
solutions cXPC + rQ and cXPC + Q do not reveal further processes up to a pump-probe 
delay of Δt = 2 ns. As the ISC process of the catalyst-quinolone complexes was already 
expected to occur on the few ps time scale, the observed time constants of τ = 1.8 and τ = 2.2 
can be safely identified with the ISC process of 1[cXPC·rQ]* and 1[cXPC·Q]*, respectively. 

According to this picture, the transient data matrix of sample solution cXPC + rQ for pump-
probe delays 10 ps < Δt < 2000 ps is exclusively composed of triplet-triplet absorption signal 
of 3[cXPC] and of 3[cXPC·rQ]. The relative contribution of each component to the total 
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signal intensity can be deduced from the ratio of complexed and uncomplexed photocatalyst 
(Table 4.7) and the ratio of the absorption coefficients of both compounds at the excitation 
wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm (Figure 4.13). According to these quantities, the spectrum of 
3[cXPC] has a contribution of 28% to the total signal, whereas the spectrum of 3[cXPC·rQ] 
accounts for 72% of the signal. This estimation was already used to calculate the excited 
state absorption of the singlet state 1[cXPC·rQ]* of the complex (Figure 4.23, 
Equation 4.19). For a meaningful discussion of the triplet-triplet absorption of 3[cXPC·rQ] a 
pump-probe delay of Δt = 100 ps was chosen. Therefore Figure 4.25 a) shows the TA signal 
at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 100 ps both of sample solution cXPC + rQ (red line) and of 
cXPC (blue line). Figure 4.25 b) shows the triplet-triplet absorption of the complex 
3[cXPC·rQ] which was calculated on the basis of the spectra shown in Figure 4.25 a). 

 
Figure 4.25 a) TA(100 ps) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of sample solution cXPC + rQ 

(red line) and cXPC (blue line) in PhCF3. b) TA(100 ps) of the complex 
cXPC·rQ (cyan line) and comparison to the inverse ground state absorption 
spectrum of cXPC·Q (black dotted line) 

The 3[cXPC·rQ] spectrum with characteristic absorption maxima around 315 nm and a 
broad absorption in the long-wave spectral region between 570 and 640 nm (cyan line, 
Figure 4.25 b) is qualitatively comparable to the triplet-triplet absorption spectrum of 
3[cXPC] (blue line Figure 4.25 a). However, in the ultraviolet spectral region, the TA 
spectrum of cXPC·rQ comprises strong contributions of the ground state absorption 
spectrum of cXPC·Q (black dotted line, Figure 4.25 b), which appear inversely as ground 
state bleach. This observation again supports the picture, that the whole catalyst-quinolone 
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complex cXPC·rQ still remains in an excited state. The triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] involves 
the whole complex and is neither located on the quinolone nor the xanthone moiety. 

To follow the excited state dynamics of 3[cXPC·rQ], ns-µs TA spectroscopy with an 
excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm was performed on the sample solution cXPC + rQ. 
As the reference compound rQ is not able to undergo a [2+2] cycloaddition, this 
measurement might reveal a deeper understanding of the early reaction steps, which lead to 
product formation in the photocatalytic active complex cXPC·Q. As a profile plot reveals 
information about the spectral properties of a certain state but provides only limited insights 
into the spectral changes caused by the underlying processes, the more meaningful DADS 
analysis of the ns-µs TA measurement of sample solution cXPC + rQ is shown in 
Figure 4.26. 

 
Figure 4.26 a) DADS of ns-µs TA after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of cXPC + rQ. b) 

Radical ion spectra of tBuCPC·- and rQ·+. c) Difference spectra of the triplet 
states 3[cXPC] and 3[cXPC·rQ] with respect to the ground state absorption of 
cXPC and cXPC·rQ. 

The spectral changes in the transient spectrum can be described by two processes with 
characteristic time constants of τ1 = 44 ns and τ2 = 188 ns. The DADS related with an infinity 
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time constant (black line, Figure 4.26 a), which renders the base line, indicates that product 
formation or a reasonable amount of photo-degradation of the photocatalyst do not occur in 
this type of experiment. 

However, it has to be kept in mind, that generally both the ns-µs TA spectrum and the 
DADS comprise contributions both of cXPC and cXPC·rQ. The life time of the T1 state 
3[cXPC] in partially degassed PhCF3 is τTRIP = 273 ns (Figure 4.21). Hence, the τ1 = 44 ns 
DADS unambiguously reflects a process, which exclusively involves 3[cXPC·rQ], the triplet 
state of the catalyst-quinolone complex. This DADS is composed of multiple contributions, 
which are marked in different colors (Figure 4.26 a). In the ultraviolet spectral region, the 
absorption around 305 nm slightly increases, which is indicated by a negative amplitude of 
the DADS (marked in light blue). The major component is a broad upcoming absorption 
band around 390 nm, appearing as well as signal with negative amplitude in the DADS 
(marked in light green). In the visible spectral region between 540 and 670 nm, the positive 
amplitude of the DADS renders the decay of an absorption band (marked in red). As the 
underlying process exclusively involves the excited state dynamics of the triplet state of the 
complex 3[cXPC·rQ], this decaying absorption is associated with the depopulation of this 
state, which can be seen by comparison to the triplet-triplet absorption of 3[cXPC·rQ], 
which is shown on the same wavelength scale (red line) in Figure 4.26 c). The rather low 
amplitude of the DADS in this spectral region (red line, Figure 4.26 a) is probably an effect 
of the global data analysis. As both observed time constants τ1 = 44 ns and τ2 = 188 ns are of 
comparable magnitude, the spectral changes cannot always be perfectly assigned to the 
corresponding DADS in the global fit analysis. 

However, the question remains still unanswered, which kind of state is actually populated 
from the triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ]. The upcoming absorption bands (marked in light blue and 
light green, Figure 4.26 a) so far cannot be associated with any known spectral signatures. A 
localization or transfer of the triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] on the quinolone moiety of the 
complex would lead to an upcoming absorption band centered around 430 nm, which 
represents the maximum of the quinolone triplet-triplet absorption (Figure 4.10), and not 
around 390 nm as seen in the DADS. The comparison of the upcoming absorption bands 
with the absorption spectra of the spectroelectrochemically determined radial ion spectra of 
tBuXPC·-, which is similar to the absorption of cXPC·- (light green line, Figure 4.26 b), and 
rQ·+ (light green line, Figure 4.26 b) provides an answer to the question of the nature of the 
populated state. According to this, the upcoming absorption bands can be associated with the 
radical ion spectra of cXPC·- and rQ·+. Whereas the upcoming absorption band around 
390 nm can be clearly identified with the spectrum of cXPC·- (light green line, 
Figure 4.26 b) the increasing absorption around 300 nm can be identified with the spectrum 
of rQ·+ (light green line, Figure 4.26 b). It has to be kept in mind, that the 3[cXPC·rQ] 
spectrum already shows excited state absorption in this spectral region and therefore the 
related DADS, which only renders the spectral changes caused by the underlying process, is 
not too high in amplitude in this spectral region. 

As the τ1 = 44 ns DADS on the one hand is exclusively related with the triplet state of the 
complex 3[cXPC·rQ] and on the other hand all spectral contributions of the DADS were 
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identified, the data base is sufficient to describe the underlying process. The DADS is 
composed of spectral signatures, which render both the decay of the complex triplet state 
3[cXPC·rQ] and the population of a radical ion pair, comprising the spectra of cXPC·-, the 
radical anion of the photocatalyst and of rQ·+, the radical cation of quinolone. Hence, the 
time constant of τ1 = 44 ns can be associated with a charge separation process, in which one 
electron is transferred from the quinolone moiety to the xanthone moiety of the complex, 
forming the radical ion pair of cXPC·-/rQ·+. As the ab initio calculations already revealed a 
charge transfer character of the delocalized T1 state 3[cXPC·rQ], in which negative charge 
density is transferred from the quinolone to the xanthone moiety of the complex, the term 
“charge localization” instead of “charge transfer” might be better suited for the description 
of the underlying process. Furthermore, the observed process depicts the transition of the 
delocalized triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] into a radical ion pair of cXPC·-/rQ·+ in which the 
individual properties of the components cXPC and Q of the complex reappear and the 
electronic states become localized again. 

As the DADS related with τ1 = 44 ns is fully understood, the DADS related with τ2 = 188 ns 
is discussed in the next section. Since the DADS related with an infinity time constant (black 
line, Figure 4.26 a) exactly renders the base line of the TA spectrum, the τ2 = 188 ns DADS 
exclusively represents decay processes, which lead back to the ground states of cXPC and 
cXPC·rQ. Whereas a contribution of the decay of the T1 state 3[cXPC] of uncomplexed 
cXPC in the τ1 = 44 ns DADS could be definitely negated, its contribution to the τ2 = 188 ns 
DADS has to be considered. The ns-µs TA of cXPC revealed an intrinsic triplet life time of 
τTRIP = 273 ns (Figure 4.21). The triplet life time of uncomplexed cXPC might vary slightly 
around this value due to changes in oxygen concentration between the measurements, as the 
applied degasser does not provide accurately reproducible measurement conditions. 
Additionally overlaying diffusion controlled triplet state quenching by diluted quinolone 
decreases the observed triplet life time of 3[cXPC] in the sample solution cXPC + rQ 
compared to pure cXPC. Furthermore, the global fit analysis is not perfectly suited to 
differentiate between two time constants, which are rather comparable. Hence, the DADS 
related with τ2 = 188 ns comprises both the decay of the triplet state of 3[cXPC] and the 
subsequent dynamics of the recently formed radical ion pair of cXPC·-/rQ·+. Therefore, the 
time constant of τ2 = 188 ns represents an averaged value of the time constant of both 
processes. 

The τ2 = 188 ns DADS can be divided into different contributions, which are marked in 
different colors (Figure 4.26). The contributions originating from the decay of 3[cXPC], the 
triplet state of the uncomplexed photocatalyst, can be identified by comparison of the DADS 
with the difference spectrum of 3[cXPC], measured after direct excitation of pure cXPC 
(cyan line, Figure 4.26 c). Furthermore, the DADS comprises spectral signatures appearing 
with positive amplitude of the recently established absorption bands of the radical ion pair 
cXPC·-/rQ·+, which can be seen by comparison of the DADS to the measured absorption 
spectra of cXPC·- and rQ·+ (light green line, light blue line, Figure 4.26 b). This behavior 
indicates an underlying charge recombination process within the radical ion pair 
cXPC·-/rQ·+, which leads back to the ground state of cXPC·rQ. 
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In summary, photo-excitation of the complex cXPC·rQ leads to a delocalized excited singlet 
state 1[cXPC·rQ]*, which undergoes fast ISC within 1.8 ps to a delocalized triplet state 
3[cXPC·rQ]. The triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] has an intrinsic charge transfer character in which 
electron density is transferred from the quinolone to the xanthone moiety of the complex. 
This state is relatively stable and decays within 44 ns into a radical ion pair cXPC·-/rQ·+ in 
which the charges become localized on the xanthone and the quinolone moiety of the 
complex. The charge separated state cXPC·-/rQ·+ is relatively long-lived and decays within 
188 ns by charge recombination to the ground state of the complex XPC·rQ. The relatively 
long life time of the charge separated state cXPC·-/rQ·+ of 188 ns can be readily explained 
by a persistent spin correlation exhibiting triplet character. Therefore it is referred to the 
radical ion pair cXPC·-/rQ·+ as spin correlated radical ion pair with triplet character 
3[cXPC·-/rQ·+]. The spin correlation makes a fast charge recombination process spin-
forbidden and therefore less favored [99]. 

The previous analysis was based on a global fit analysis, which renders the spectral changes 
caused by a certain process. To confirm the established picture, the discussion in this section 
refers to transient spectra, which provide the spectral properties of a certain state and not the 
dynamics of an underlying process. As the focus lies on the charge separated state 
3[cXPC·-/rQ·+], which is populated within 44 ns and depopulated within 188 ns, a transient 
spectrum at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns is chosen for the further analysis. At a pump-
probe delay of Δt = 132 ns, the population of the parent state 3[cXPC·rQ] has dropped to less 
than 5% of the initial population (τ1 = 44 ns = 1/3·132 ns) and the charge separated state 
3[cXPC·-/rQ·+] is still sufficiently populated. However, the transient spectrum at a pump-
probe delay of Δt = 132 ns also comprises contributions of the triplet-triplet absorption of 
3[cXPC]. Hence, for the preparation of the transient absorption spectrum of cXPC·rQ at 
Δt = 132 ns, the overlaying triplet-triplet absorption of 3[cXPC] needs to be subtracted from 
the measured spectrum. The scaling factor derived in Chapter 4.1.2 is only valid on the ps 
time scale and cannot be applied in this case. Overlaying diffusion controlled TTET 
processes between uncomplexed cXPC and rQ, which lower the contribution of transient 
signal of uncomplexed cXPC, have to be taken into account. Therefore the spectrum of 
3[cXPC] was manually scaled and subtracted from the transient absorption spectrum. The 
scaling factor was determined by setting the transient absorption in the wavelength region 
between 480 and 600 nm to zero, since the radical ion spectra both of cXPC·- and rQ·+ do not 
show significant absorption bands beyond 480 nm (Figure 4.22). The resulting spectrum, 
which renders the absorption spectrum of the spin correlated radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/rQ·+] 
is shown in Figure 4.27 a) and for comparison the absorption spectra of the radical ions 
tBuXPC·- (similar to cXPC·-) and rQ·+ are shown in Figure 4.27 b). 
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Figure 4.27 a) TA(132 ns) and TA(4500 ns) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of the complex 

cXPC·rQ. The wavelength region between 480 and 600 nm (boxed region) 
was used to determine of the scaling factor for the spectral subtraction of the 
triplet spectrum 3[cXPC]. b) Radical ion spectra of tBuCPC·- and rQ·+. 

By comparison of the transient absorption spectrum at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns 
(grey line, Figure 4.27 a) with the reference spectra in Figure 4.27 b) it can be clearly seen, 
that the transient spectrum at Δt = 132 ns is exclusively composed of the sum of the 
absorption spectra of the radical ions cXPC·- (light green line) and rQ·+ (light blue line). 
Slight deviations in intensity in the ultraviolet spectral region can be readily explained by an 
incomplete oxidation of rQ in the spectroelectrochemistry measurements. Furthermore the 
ground state absorption of cXPC·rQ reappears inversely as structured overlaying ground 
state bleach in the ultraviolet spectral region. In summary, the transient absorption spectrum 
in combination with the spectroelectrochemistry data strongly support the picture of an 
intermediate spin correlated charge separated state 3[cXPC·-/rQ·+], which is formed from the 
delocalized triplet state of the complex 3[cXPC·rQ]. 

The combination of the results of the transient absorption measurements on multiple time 
scales with the spectroelectrochemical measurements and the ab initio calculations reveal a 
coherent picture of the photophysical processes within the catalyst-quinolone complex 
cXPC·rQ. A scheme of the full mechanism is shown in detail in Scheme 4.15. 
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Scheme 4.15 Mechanism of charge localization and subsequent recombination of the charge 

separated state. 

Although the presented measurements are based on the non-reactive quinolone rQ, the 
results provide a reliable insight into the early reaction steps of the more complex reaction 
dynamics in the photocatalytic active complex cXPC·Q, which comprises the actual 
quinolone substrate Q. As the electronic properties of the chromophores of both quinolones 
rQ and Q are identical, a charge separation process on the 44 ns time scale is expected to 
occur in cXPC·Q after photo-excitation as well. The present results indicate a charge 
transfer mechanism instead of a TTET process to account for the sensitization of the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition within the photocatalytic active complex cXPC·Q. It seems, that 
the close stacking between catalyst and substrate actually affects the course of the reaction 
and changes the reaction pathway from a triplet to a radical cation mediated mechanism. 
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The Charge Separated State as the Parent State of the [2+2] Photocycloaddition in the 
Photocatalytic Active Complex 

The analysis of the TA measurements both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale of the 
reference complex cXPC·rQ in the previous section revealed the excitation of a delocalized 
singlet state 1[cXPC·rQ]* which undergoes a rather fast ISC within 1.8 ps to a delocalized 
triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ]. From the delocalized triplet state 3[cXPC·rQ] a charge separation 
process forms the spin correlated radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/rQ·+]. Since reference quinolone 
rQ is not able to undergo further chemical transitions from its radical cation state rQ·+, the 
charge separated state 3[cXPC·-/rQ·+] decays back to the ground state of the complex 
cXPC·rQ. However, the photocatalytic complex cXPC·Q comprising the actual quinolone 
substrate Q is able to undergo chemical transitions from its excited state. As the radical 
cation state is generally considered as a potential parent state of the [2+2] cycloaddition 
[194], a radical initiated mechanism becomes likely in the present catalyst-substrate complex 
cXPC·Q. The following section finds answers to the question if a radical cation mechanism 
accounts for the enantioselective formation of the cyclobutane ring. 

Analogue to the previous section, the early processes after photo-excitation are discussed 
first. Comparable to the transient signal of sample solution cXPC + rQ, the signal of sample 
solution cXPC + Q is composed of signals originating both from uncomplexed cXPC and 
from catalyst-substrate complexes cXPC·Q. The signal of cXPC contributes 28% to the total 
number of excited molecules, whereas the signal of the complex cXPC·Q has a contribution 
of 72%. As the excitation of a delocalized excited singlet state was found in the reference 
complex cXPC·rQ, a similar process is expected in the photocatalytic active complex 
cXPC·Q as well. Therefore Figure 4.28 a) shows the transient spectrum after λEXC = 355 nm 
of the sample solution cXPC + Q (red line) compared to the spectrum of the pure 
photocatalyst cXPC (blue line) at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 350 fs. Figure 4.28 b) shows 
the transient spectrum of the complex cXPC·Q after λEXC = 355 nm excitation at a pump-
probe delay of Δt = 350 fs which was calculated on the basis of the spectra shown in 
Figure 4.28 a). 
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Figure 4.28 a) TA(0.35 ps) of sample solution cXPC + Q (red line) and of cXPC (blue 

line) (λEXC = 355 nm, EEXC = 400 nJ, DFWHM = 150 µm, d = 0.5 mm), b) 
TA(0.35 ps) of complex cXPC·Q (cyan line) and comparison to the inverse 
ground state absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q (black dotted line) 

Comparable to the Δt = 350 fs transient absorption spectrum of the sample solution 
cXPC + rQ (Figure 4.23), both transient spectra in Figure 4.28 a) show qualitatively 
comparable characteristics. On a closer view, it can be seen that there are significant 
deviations between both spectra in the wavelength region between 320 and 340 nm (black 
arrow, Figure 4.28 a). Whereas the spectrum of cXPC is smooth in this region, the spectrum 
of sample solution cXPC + Q is lower in intensity and shows an overlaying structuring. For 
an exact quantitative determination of the transient spectrum of cXPC·Q at a pump-probe 
delay of Δt = 350 fs, the spectrum of cXPC has to be subtracted from the data, using the 
scaling factor derived in Chapter 4.2.2. 

The resulting transient spectrum of the complex cXPC·Q and its comparison to the inverted 
ground state absorption spectrum of cXPC·Q is shown in Figure 4.28 b). Comparable to 
cXPC + rQ, it can be clearly seen, that the transient spectrum (cyan line) comprises strong 
contributions of the ground state absorption spectrum of the catalyst-quinolone complex 
cXPC·Q (black dotted line), which appear inversely as ground state bleach in the transient 
signal. Minor deviations can be readily explained by a structured overlaying excited state 
absorption. This result gives clear evidence, that excitation at λEXC = 355 nm actually leads 
to an excited state, which involves both the xanthone and the quinolone moiety of the 
complex, as already observed for the reference complex cXPC·rQ. 
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The ISC process of the delocalized excited singlet state was already quantified in the 
previous section (Figure 4.24). The slight deviation of both time constants (τISC = 2.2 ps for 
cXPC·rQ and τISC = 1.8 ps for cXPC·Q) can be both explained by the measurement 
uncertainty and a slight change in electronic properties of the chromophore due to different 
side chains in rQ and Q. Considering the rather fast ISC of cXPC within 4.1 ps, the transient 
data matrix of sample solution cXPC + Q for pump-probe delays Δt > 10 ps is exclusively 
composed of triplet-triplet absorption signal of 3[cXPC] and 3[cXPC·Q]. Therefore 
Figure 4.29 a) shows the TA signal at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 100 ps both of sample 
solution cXPC + Q (red line) and of cXPC (blue line). Figure 4.29 b) shows the triplet-
triplet absorption of the complex 3[cXPC·Q] which was calculated on the basis of the spectra 
shown in Figure 4.29 a). 

 
Figure 4.29 a) Measured TA(100 ps) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of cXPC + Q (red 

line) and cXPC (blue line) in PhCF3. b) TA(100 ps) of complex cXPC·Q (cyan 
line) and comparison to the inverse ground state absorption spectrum of 
cXPC·Q (black dotted line) 

The 3[cXPC·Q] spectrum with characteristic absorption maxima around 315 nm and a broad 
absorption in the long-wave spectral region between 570 and 640 nm (cyan line, 
Figure 4.29 b) is qualitatively comparable to the triplet-triplet absorption spectrum of 
3[cXPC] (blue line, Figure 4.29 a). However, in the ultraviolet spectral region, the TA 
spectrum of cXPC·Q comprises strong contributions of the ground state absorption spectrum 
of cXPC·Q (black dotted line, Figure 4.29 b), which appear inversely as ground state bleach. 
This observation again supports the picture, that as well the triplet state 3[cXPC·Q] involves 
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the whole catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q and is neither located on the quinolone nor 
the xanthone moiety. 

To follow the excited state dynamics of 3[cXPC·Q], ns-µs TA spectroscopy with an 
excitation wavelength of λEXC = 355 nm was performed on the sample solution cXPC + Q. 
While the excited state dynamics of sample solution cXPC + Q on the fs-ps time scale are 
identical to the excited state dynamics of cXPC + rQ, significant deviations are expected to 
be observed on the ns-µs time scale. As a profile plot reveals information about the spectral 
properties of a certain state but provides only limited insights into the spectral changes 
caused by the underlying processes, the more meaningful DADS analysis of the ns-µs TA 
measurement of sample solution cXPC + Q is shown in Figure 4.30. 

 
Figure 4.30 a) DADS of ns-µs TA after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of cXPC + Q. 

b) Expected ground-state bleach after product formation, calculated on the 
basis of the absorption spectra of cXPC·Q and Q. c) Absorption spectrum of 
the quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad] from [App A.6]. d) Difference 
spectra of the triplet states 3[cXPC] and 3[cXPC·Q] with respect to the ground 
state absorption of cXPC and cXPC·Q. 
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The spectral changes in the transient spectrum can be described by two processes with 
characteristic time constants of τ1 = 44 ns and τ2 = 97 ns. The DADS related with an infinity 
time constant (black line, Figure 4.30 a) rendering the base line overlaid by a ground state 
bleach (marked in blue), which corresponds very well to the expected spectral signature after 
product formation (blue line, Figure 4.30 b), proves product formation within this 
experimental setup. As the enantioselectively formed product P does not absorb in the 
probed spectrum [5] this observation can be clearly assigned to product formation. 

It has to be kept in mind, that initially a catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q was optically 
excited and therefore the transient spectrum reflects the spectral changes with respect to the 
ground state absorption of the catalyst-quinolone complex. However, after product 
formation, the catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q dissociates to catalyst cXPC and product 
P, which does not show significant absorption in the probed spectral range. Therefore, after 
product formation, the remaining ground state bleach (Figure 4.30 a) renders the inverted 
absorption spectrum of the catalyst-substrate complex ε(cXPC·Q) subtracted by the 
absorption spectrum of the photocatalyst ε(cXPC), as shown in Figure 4.30 b), 

The dynamics of the fastest process, observed in the ns-µs transient spectrum of sample 
solution cXPC + Q are comparable to the τ1 = 44 ns process in sample solution cXPC + rQ. 
Hence, the time constant of τ1 = 44 ns was applied for the description of ns-µs dynamics of 
sample solution cXPC + Q and set as fixed parameter in the global fit analysis. A treatment 
of the time constant as an independent fit parameter would lead to a value of τ = 39 ns, but 
reveals inconsistencies in the spectral analysis, as both processes in the transient spectrum 
proceed on a very similar time scale (τ1 = 44 ns and τ2 = 97 ns). As the only difference 
between the complexes cXPC·rQ and cXPC·Q is in the side chain of the quinolone, which 
does not affect the electronic properties and the excited state dynamics of the complex, this 
analogy is justified. 

Although the transient spectrum is composed of contributions originating both from 
uncomplexed cXPC and from catalyst-substrate complexes cXPC·Q, the τ1 = 44 ns DADS is 
exclusively related with the T1 dynamics of the complex 3[cXPC·Q]. The DADS is mainly 
composed of two contributions, which are marked in different colors in Figure 4.30 a). 
Comparable to the τ1 = 44 ns DADS of the reference complex cXPC·rQ the DADS of 
cXPC·Q renders the decay of the delocalized triplet state 3[cXPC·Q], which can be seen by 
comparison of the spectral segments of the DADS marked in red (Figure 4.30 a) with the 
triplet-triplet absorption of 3[cXPC·Q] shown on the same wavelength scale (red line) in 
Figure 4.30 c). However, an upcoming absorption band of a spin correlated radical ion pair 
3[cXPC·-/Q·+] cannot be observed in this DADS. In contrast, a well-structured transient 
absorption band, centered around 375 nm emerges, which appears with negative amplitude 
in the DADS (marked in violet, Figure 4.30 a). This upcoming absorption band can be 
neither identified with the triplet-triplet absorption of the quinolone localized T1 state 3[Q], 
which is centered around 430 nm (Figure 4.10), nor the absorption of the cXPC radical 
anion cXPC·- around 390 nm (Figure 4.22). However, by comparison of the spectral position 
and shape of the emerging absorption band with the absorption of the triplet quinolone 
diradical 3[Q-dirad] (Figure 4.30 b), the populated state can be clearly identified with the 
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quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical state 3[Q-dirad]. Particularly the characteristic shape of the 
absorption around 375 nm and the sharp and intense absorption band around 305 nm 
(marked in violet, Figure 30 a) support this picture. 

Contrary to the excited states dynamics of the reference complex cXPC·rQ, the delocalized 
triplet state 3[cXPC·Q] seems to decay directly to the quinolone located triplet diradical state 
3[Q-dirad]. The spin correlated radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] is not sufficiently populated in 
this experiment and its spectral signatures cannot be detected. As the spin correlated radical 
ion pair 3[cXPC·-/rQ·+] is formed within 44 ns in the reference complex cXPC·rQ, a charge 
localization process forming the spin correlated radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] is as well 
postulated in the catalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q. As the radical ion pair state 
3[cXPC·-/Q·+] is not significantly populated to be detected with transient absorption 
spectroscopy, the depopulating rate of the radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] must be faster than 
its populating rate kCS = (44 ns)-1. Therefore, the radical ion pair state 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] is not 
significantly populated and cannot be detected with transient absorption spectroscopy. 

The further discussion requires the differentiation between the triplet and the cation 
mediated reaction mechanism of the [2+2] photocycloaddition. Therefore, Scheme 4.16 
shows the structures of the quinolone radical cation Q·+ (left), the quinolone triplet 
1,4-diradical with a 5-membered ring 3[Q-dirad] (middle), which was already introduced and 
discussed in Chapter 4.1 with respect to the [2+2] photocycloaddition after direct photo-
excitation of Q, and the hypothetical quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical with a 7-membered ring 
3[Q-dirad-7] (right). 

 
 

Scheme 4.16 Structures of the quinolone radical cation Q·+ (left), the quinolone triplet 
1,4-diradical with a 5-membered ring 3[Q-dirad] (middle) and a hypothetical 
quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical with a 7-membered ring 3[Q-dirad-7] (right). 

The question has to be answered, which processes actually lead from the spin correlated 
radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] to the quinolone triplet diradical 3[Q-dirad]. The quinolone 
triplet diradical state 3[Q-dirad] is the central intermediate state of the 
[2+2] photocycloaddition, in which the first of the two newly formed bonds of the 
cyclobutane ring has been closed (Scheme 4.16). As the rate-limiting step, the formation of 
the radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] within τ = 44 ns is rather slow, the intermediate processes 
are spectroscopically not accessible. Therefore the order of the necessary individual steps, 
which are formation of the first bond (vide infra) and the back-electron-transfer to reach the 
neutral diradical, cannot be deduced from spectroscopic experiments. The present reaction 
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could be potentially explained by the formation of a 7-membered ring (Scheme 4.16), 
forming the quinolone diradical 3[Q-dirad-7], which is however a very unlikely process. 
Potentially, the comparison of the results of the product analysis from photocatalytic 
irradiation measurements using quinolones with a systematically altered substitution pattern 
of the side-chain as substrate with related systems might provide more details of the actual 
course of the reaction. Certain substitution patterns could stabilize or exclude the occurrence 
of certain electronic states with a defined charge and radical density distribution. If the 
irradiation measurements reveal significantly deviating reaction yields with certain 
substitution patterns, a more detailed investigation could be supported by time resolved 
spectroscopic measurements both on the fs-ps and on the ns-µs time scale. However, in the 
framework of the present thesis the question about the mechanistic details of the 
intermediate steps between the radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] and the triplet diradical 
3[Q-dirad] remains unanswered, but many thought-provoking impulses could be provided. 

Contrary to the observed photochemical processes of quinolone Q after direct photo-
excitation (Chapter 4.1), where the first bond is formed from the triplet state 3[Q], in the 
present system, the first bond seems to be formed from the quinolone radical cation state Q·+. 
Generally, an important prerequisite for the first cyclization is a radical character located on 
one of the carbon atoms, which are involved in the [2+2] photocycloaddition. Both the 
quinolone triplet state 3[Q] and the quinolone radical cation state Q·+ are suited to exhibit a 
radical character located on the relevant carbons of the quinolone chromophore (compare 
Scheme 4.16). According to this, it should cause only a minor effect on the dynamics of the 
first cyclization reaction, if the parent state is a quinolone triplet state 3[Q] or a quinolone 
radical cation state Q·+. The only prerequisite for the reaction seems to be the radical density 
located on the relevant carbon-carbon double bond of the quinolone chromophore. After 
direct photo-excitation of quinolone Q, the triplet 1,4-diradical state 3[Q-dirad] was found to 
be formed within τ = 651 ps [App A.6] from the quinolone triplet state 3[Q]. A comparable 
time constant is expected for the formation of the subsequent intermediate state from the 
quinolone radical cation Q·+ as well. 

In summary, the τ1 = 44 ns DADS, which describes the decay of the delocalized triplet state 
3[cXPC·Q] to the quinolone located triplet 1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad], is composed of three 
different processes. The rate determining process is the charge localization within 44 ns 
forming the spin correlated radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+]. The quinolone located radical 
cation state Q·+ then decays to the subsequent intermediate quinolone located state. This 
reaction is estimated to occur on the sub-ns time scale, with a time constant comparable to 
τ = 651 ps, observed for a related process after direct photo-excitation of Q [App A.6]. 

As the τ1 = 44 ns DADS allows no deeper insight, the τ2 = 97 ns DADS is discussed in the 
next section. In contrast to the previously discussed DADS, the τ2 = 97 DADS cannot be 
exclusively related with the dynamics of the excited state of the complex [cXPC·Q]. 
Overlaying dynamics originating from uncomplexed cXPC have to be taken into account. 
As diluted quinolone Q is a more efficient triplet quencher, compared to quinolone rQ, as 
seen in the diffusion controlled sensitization experiments (Chapter 4.2.3), the intrinsic triplet 
life time of the uncomplexed photocatalyst cXPC is expected to be further decreased in 
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sample solution cXPC + Q compared to sample solution cXPC + rQ, where a life time in 
the order of τ = 188 ns was estimated. Hence, the τ2 = 97 ns DADS renders both the excited 
state dynamics of the complex cXPC·Q and the uncomplexed photocatalyst cXPC. The 
spectral segments of the DADS representing the decay of the photocatalyst T1 state 3[cXPC] 
are marked in cyan in Figure 4.30 a) and can be identified by comparison with the reference 
spectrum (cyan line), shown in Figure 4.30 c). Furthermore the DADS comprises the 
spectral signatures of the decay of the recently established quinolone diradical state 
3[Q-dirad], which are marked in violet (Figure 4.30 a) and can be identified with the 
reference spectrum of 3[Q-dirad] from [App A.6], shown in Figure 4.30 b). 

As the DADS related with an infinity time constant comprises significant contributions of a 
permanent quinolone ground state bleach, a significant amount of the quinolone diradical 
3[Q dirad] decays by second cyclization to the desired product P. However, as already 
observed after direct excitation of quinolone Q, a reasonable amount of the diradical 
population decays by retrosynthetic disconnection forming the ground state of the catalyst-
substrate complex cXPC·Q. According to Scheme 4.5, it is easy conceivable, that the 
catalyst-product complex cXPC·P tends to dissociate due to steric reasons caused by the 
rather bulky, newly formed cyclobutane ring, whereas the catalyst-substrate complex 
cXPC·Q remains stable. 

In summary, photo-excitation of the complex cXPC·Q leads to a delocalized excited singlet 
state 1[cXPC·Q]*, which undergoes fast ISC within 2.2 ps to the delocalized triplet state 
3[cXPC·Q] of the complex. The triplet state 3[cXPC·Q] has an intrinsic charge transfer 
character in which electron density is transferred from the quinolone to the xanthone moiety 
of the complex. This state is relatively stable and decays within 44 ns into a spin correlated 
radical ion pair 3[cXPC·-/Q·+] in which the charges become localized on the xanthone and the 
quinolone moiety of the complex. According to the picture obtained by transient absorption 
spectroscopy, the quinolone radical cation Q·+ within the spin correlated radical ion pair 
3[cXPC·-/Q·+] represents the parent state of the subsequent [2+2] photocycloaddition of the 
quinolone. In this model, the radical cation seems to establish a sufficient radical character 
located on the relevant carbon atom of the chromophore. This leads to a fast first cyclization 
process. Subsequent charge recombination within the complex forms the quinolone located 
triplet diradical 3[Q-dirad], which decays within 97 ns either to the product P or back to the 
starting material Q, which is still bound to the complex. 

The previous analysis was based on a global fit analysis, which renders the spectral changes 
caused by a certain process. To confirm the established picture, the discussion in this section 
refers to transient spectra, which provide the spectral properties of a certain state and not the 
dynamics of an underlying process. As the focus lies on the quinolone located triplet 
diradical 3[Q-dirad] which is populated within 44 ns and depopulated within 97 ns, a 
transient spectrum at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns is chosen for the further analysis. At 
a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns, the population of the parent state 3[cXPC·Q] has 
dropped to less than 5% of the initial population (τ1 = 44 ns = 1/3·132 ns) and the quinolone 
located triplet diradical state 3[Q-dirad] is still sufficiently populated. However, the transient 
spectrum at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns also comprises contributions of the triplet-
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triplet absorption of 3[cXPC]. Therefore, as already shown for the reference complex 
cXPC·rQ, the triplet spectrum 3[cXPC] was subtracted with a reasonable scaling (boxed 
region, Figure 4.31 a). The resulting spectrum, which renders the absorption spectrum of the 
quinolone located triplet diradical state 3[Q-dirad] is shown in Figure 4.31 a) (grey line). For 
comparison, the absorption of the quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad], which was 
measured after direct photo-excitation of Q [App A.6], is shown on the same wavelength 
scale in Figure 4.31 c). To show product formation in this measurement, the transient 
spectrum at the very late pump-probe delay of Δt = 4500 ns comprising the ground state 
bleach is shown in Figure 4.31 a) (black line) and for comparison the expected ground-state 
bleach after product formation, calculated on the basis of the absorption spectra of cXPC·Q 
and Q. 

 
Figure 4.31 a) TA(132 ns) after λEXC = 355 nm excitation of the complex cXPC·Q. 

b) Expected ground-state bleach after product formation, calculated on the 
basis of the absorption spectra of cXPC·Q and Q. c) Absorption spectrum of 
the quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad] from [App A.6]. The spectral 
contribution of the quinolone triplet 1,4-diradical can be identified by 
comparison of the colored segments (violet line) of the TA with the spectrum 
of 3[Q-dirad] in c). 

By comparison of the transient absorption spectrum at a pump-probe delay of Δt = 132 ns 
(grey line, Figure 4.31 a) with the reference spectrum in Figure 4.31 c) it can be clearly seen, 
that the transient spectrum is exclusively composed of the quinolone located 1,4-diradical 
spectrum of 3[Q-dirad], overlaid by the ground state bleach of cXPC·Q. The characteristic 
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spectral regions are marked in violet in Figure 4.31 a). Furthermore the ground state 
absorption of cXPC·Q reappears inversely as structured overlaying ground state bleach in 
the ultraviolet spectral region. The transient absorption spectrum in combination with the 
spectroscopic results obtained after direct photo-excitation of the reference complex 
cXPC·rQ and quinolone Q [App A.6] clearly support the picture of a quinolone located 
triplet diradical state 3[Q-dirad] as an intermediate state of the [2+2] photocycloaddition in 
the photocatalytic active complex cXPC·Q. 

In contrast to direct photo-excitation of Q, where a triplet-mechanism accounts for the 
formation of the cyclobutane ring, the first cyclization in the catalyst-substrate complex 
cXPC·Q occurs from the quinolone radical cation state Q·+, as discussed on the basis of the 
DADS of cXPC·Q in combination with the results from the reference complex cXPC·rQ. 
The bond formation is assumed to proceed with a comparable time constant below 1 ns as 
seen in Q after direct photo-excitation [App A.6]. However, after charge recombination 
within the catalyst-substrate complex, which occurs significantly faster than 44 ns, the 
subsequent quinolone located diradical state 3[Q-dirad] exhibits triplet character. From the 
diradical 3[Q-dirad] either the second cyclization leads to product formation or the recently 
established bond breaks by retrosynthetic disconnection forming the starting material Q. 

The combination of the results of the transient absorption measurements on multiple time 
scales with the spectroelectrochemical measurements and the ab initio calculations reveal a 
coherent picture of the photophysical processes within the catalyst-substrate complex 
cXPC·Q. A scheme of the full mechanism is shown in detail in Scheme 4.17. 
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Scheme 4.17 Full mechanism of the photocatalyzed enantioselective [2+2] cycloaddition. 
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Photo-excitation of the 355 nm transition of the photocatalyst-substrate complex cXPC·Q 
leads to a delocalized singlet state. The optical properties of this state are still dominated by 
the xanthone photocatalyst, as can be seen in the ab inito calculations, but also comprise 
significant spectral contributions of the quinolone (Figure 4.13). Within 2.2 ps, the 
delocalized singlet state 1[cXPC·Q]* undergoes ultrafast ISC forming a delocalized triplet 
state 3[cXPC·Q]. Then, on the time scale of 44 ns, the triplet state, which already has an 
intramolecular charge transfer character, decays into a spin-correlated radical ion pair 
3[cXPC·-/Q·+], in which the individual properties of the constituents reappear, comprising the 
radical ions cXPC·- and Q·+. Due to the triplet character of the formed spin correlated radical 
ion pair, the intermolecular charge recombination is spin-forbidden and therefore the charge 
separated state is intrinsically long-lived [99]. The radical cation Q·+ represents the parent 
state of the subsequent [2+2] cycloaddition, which decays to the quinolone 1,4-diradical 
3[Q-dirad]. The formed quinolone 1,4-diradical 3[Q-dirad] state already contains the full 
stereoisomeric information for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. The second bond 
formation of the bound quinolone 1,4-diradical leads to the chiral product P, which then 
dissociates from the complex due to strong steric effects. Within the stacked complex 
cXPC·Q the second cyclization occurs in 97 ns, which is somehow comparable to the time 
constant of 30 ns observed after direct photo-excitation of Q [App A.6]. 
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4.2.5 Exciplex and Excimer States in DNA and Radical Cation Mediated 
[2+2] Photocycloaddition Reactions 

In conclusion, it was demonstrated that in closely stacked organic complexes new electronic 
properties appear which can be efficiently utilized to drive photocatalytic processes. The 
observed reaction pathway depicts a new sensitization mechanism which has, to the author’s 
best knowledge, never been described in organic photocatalysis before. The mechanism was 
not only found to be new, it also has a significant effect on the actual course of the [2+2] 
photocycloaddition of the substituted quinolone, which is non-covalently bound to the chiral 
photocatalyst. Whereas after direct photo-excitation of substituted quinolones, a triplet 
mechanism is clearly evident [App A.6], the [2+2] photocycloaddition within the catalyst-
substrate complex occurs by a radical cation mediated mechanism. Through the combination 
of broadband TA spectroscopy covering time scales from fs to µs with state-of-the-art 
theoretical methods and spectroelectrochemistry, for the first time a clear picture of the 
major steps of the complex mechanism behind the catalyzed enantioselective 
[2+2] photocycloaddition in closely stacked xanthone-quinolone complexes has emerged. 
However, some questions about the details of the mechanism, particularly regarding the 
steps leading from the quinolone radical cation to product formation, remain to be elucidated 
with the help of further measurements. 

It is commonly accepted that the photophysical properties of strongly coupled systems, such 
as closely stacked molecular assemblies, are not always composed of the sum of the 
properties of the individual constituents. An example, which is very well comparable to the 
present system and which has been intensively investigated is the stacking of the 
nucleobases in DNA [119, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266]. Comparable to the present system, 
the aggregation of the constituents of the DNA occurs both via hydrogen bonding and via 
ππ-interaction [267]. π-stacking in planar aromatic molecules facilitates the formation of 
excimer (excited dimer) and exciplex (excited complex) states, in which the excitation is 
shared between two closely spaced molecules [263]. Mainly the ππ-interaction determines 
the fate of excited electronic states in DNA. This leads to formation of intrastrand exciplex 
states with near unity quantum yields [263, 266]. These exciplex states with a varying life 
time, ranging from 100 ps to the ns time scale were observed whenever adenine is stacked 
with itself, with thymine [263] or cytosine [266]. The formation of exciplex states, 
exhibiting charge transfer character, was observed to be clearly faster than 400 fs [263]. 
However, not only in DNA the formation of exciplex states can be observed. Also pyrene in 
solution tends to show abnormal excited state dynamics at high concentration when the 
stacking of molecules becomes predominant. Moreover, pyrene was the first molecule in 
which the formation of excimer states was actually observed by Förster and Kaspar in 1955 
[268]. The formation of excimer states of pyrene can be directly deduced from the 
fluorescence properties at varying concentrations [269, 270, 271]. According to the 
definition, an excimer or exciplex, is a dimer or complex which is associated in its 
electronically excited state and which is dissociative in its ground state [271, 272]. In 
contrast, in the present system already the ground state absorption properties of the complex 
cXPC·Q are affected by ππ-interaction of both closely stacked chromophores cXPC and Q. 
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This behavior does not strictly match the given definition of the term “exciplex”, which 
requires a dissociative ground state. Therefore the term “delocalized excited state” was 
applied in the framework of this study. 

The observed reaction mechanism, comprising a delocalized excited state as the key 
intermediate state of the subsequent reaction is not only highly interesting with respect to 
organic photocatalysis. Also for damage formation in DNA, where the occurrence of 
delocalized excited states is observed as well [119, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266], this 
mechanism has to be seriously considered as a new potential reaction pathway towards the 
photo-induced formation of pyrimidine dimers [273]. 

According to literature, Yoon and coworkers already observed a radical-mediated 
mechanism using a ruthenium-based catalyst for the sensitization of the [2+2] cycloaddition 
of enones29 [274, 275]. This type of mechanism was first described by Krische and Bauld 
[276]. Chiba and coworkers, who are following an electrochemical approach for electron-
transfer-induced intermolecular [2+2] cycloaddition reactions, report a cation radical-
mediated [2+2] cycloaddition between enol ethers and several unactivated 
olefins [277, 278, 279]. 

 

                                                
 
29  an enone is a functional group consisting of a conjugated system of a ketone (carbonyl group bonded to two 

other carbon atoms) and an alkene (unsaturated compound containing at least one carbon-to-carbon double 
bond) 
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5. Conclusion and Outlook 

This thesis illustrates how an elaborate combination of different transient absorption 
techniques covering multiple time scales can lead to a fundamental understanding and 
unambiguous disentanglement of the role of sensitizing mechanisms, reaction mechanisms 
and reactive intermediate states in photocatalysis. Photocatalytic reactions, which are 
currently applied and still improved in chemical synthesis, involving largely different 
sensitizing mechanisms, were investigated with experimental techniques offering a very high 
quality. The results were interpreted on the basis of an advanced and complex data analysis 
to obtain a deep understanding of the underlying molecular processes. The gained 
mechanistic picture of largely different systems reveal how state-of-the-art transient 
absorption spectroscopy in the near ultraviolet and visible spectral range covering the whole 
time scale from sub-ps up to µs without any gap provides fundamental insights onto the 
molecular level of photochemistry. In many cases, the analysis of the measurement data, 
obtained by transient absorption experiments, on the basis of well established standard 
methods such as fitting a sum of exponential functions to the transient decay curve only 
slightly scratches the surface of the underlying mechanism and still leaves the whole truth 
buried. In contrast to that, a suited and well-considered data analysis, which is precisely 
adapted to the problem, leads to unexpected results and surprising insights, as demonstrated 
in the present thesis on the basis of many different examples. 

Due to the very laborious chemical synthesis of DNA-based molecules, such as flavin 
capped DNA hairpin structures (Chapter 3.3) or benzophenone dinucleotides (Chapter 3.4), 
often low amounts of the sample molecule in the 100 nanomole regime are supplied from 
synthetic chemistry for transient absorption measurements where usually rather dense 
concentrations in the mM regime are required for a sufficient signal intensity. In case of the 
flavin capped DNA hairpins, problems related to the low amount of the available sample 
could be circumvented since the attached flavin chromophore exhibits a suitably high 
absorption coefficient ε. In contrast to that, the investigation of the benzophenone 
dinucleotides required the optical excitation of a nπ* transition of the benzophenone 
chromophore which usually exhibits a very low absorption coefficient ε in the order of 
ε ≅ 100 M-1 cm-1. Hence, reliable time constants describing the excited state dynamics could 
only be obtained by applying a global data analysis, in which global time constants τi were 
used for a mathematical description of the whole transient data matrix including the entire 
spectral range from the ultraviolet to the red edge of the probe spectrum. 

A further result of the present thesis is regarding the approach to utilize DNA as inert 
environment to study photo-induced processes of covalently linked chromophores. The 
spectroscopic investigation both of flavin capped DNA hairpins and of benzophenone 
dinucleotides demonstrated, that even the nucleobases thymine and cytosine, which exhibit 
the highest one-electron oxidation potential and which therefore should provide a non-
reactive environment for an optical excited chromophore, are generally not suited to serve as 
inert backbone for every kind of photochemical reaction. 
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A rather complex fit model taking diffusion limited dynamics into account was required for 
a full interpretation of the time resolved spectroscopic data of flavin photocatalysis 
(Chapter 3.5). Numerous previous efforts to force the data analysis into a coherent picture 
based on exponential decay modeling failed. The application of a diffusion fit model, 
however, based on the Einstein Smoluchowski Theory of diffusion resolved all 
inconsistencies, which were related with the strictly exponential approach. Moreover, the 
application of this model surprisingly revealed many microscopic insights onto the reaction 
mechanism on the molecular level, which were later confirmed by other research groups 
[189]. Furthermore the decomposition of the transient data matrices into species associated 
spectra (SAS) of the contributing intermediate states allowed for the comparison of the 
spectral properties of the transient species with previously published spectra of the different 
redox and protonation states [146] and therefore provided a reliable assignment of the 
occurring intermediate states. 

The decomposition of the transient data matrices into species associated spectra has been as 
well applied in the investigation of specific donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) molecules 
presented in Chapter 3.2 and proved, that during the photo-induced intramolecular electron 
transfer processes the radical anion state of the fluorenone bridge becomes actually 
populated and is not tunneled. This observation was on the one hand not directly accessible 
by just relying on standard fit routines for transient data analysis and on the other hand not 
expected, as the determined damping coefficient β indicated a coherent tunneling process, in 
which the bridge state is not populated. This observation was corroborated by further 
transient absorption measurements in the infrared spectral domain and by femtosecond 
stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS). This investigation has proven that the damping 
coefficient β is not always a reliable quantity for assessing the underlying electron transfer 
mechanism of a given charge transfer reaction to coherent superexchange or incoherent 
hopping. 

The calculation of species associated spectra revealed the spectral properties of all occurring 
intermediate states within the course of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted 
quinolones (Chapter 4.1). For the first time, the [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted 
quinolones has been fully resolved and quantified by transient absorption spectroscopy in 
combination with quantum yield measurements. The investigation required time resolved 
spectroscopy both on the ps and on the ns time scale since the involved processes cover a 
huge temporal range. For instance the vibrational relaxation processes after excitation and 
the inter-system crossing to the triplet state were found to occur on the low ps time scale 
whereas the second inter-system crossing back to the singlet manifold, which is required for 
the second bond formation, occurs on the ns time scale. 

The present thesis also demonstrates, that pre-aggregation of photocatalyst and substrate is 
generally one essential approach toward a highly efficient utilization of incident photons in 
homogeneous photocatalysis. A close proximity of catalyst and substrate usually ensures that 
after photon absorption the catalyst cannot undergo a competing deactivation process with a 
significant probability. However, as shown in flavin photocatalysis, where a close proximity 
of catalyst and substrate implies a competing, nonproductive singlet reaction pathway, the 
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highest achievable quantum yield for product formation was only in the few percent regime. 
Room for improvement of this reaction cannot only be found by optimizing the triplet 
reaction pathway, as briefly discussed in Chapter 3.5. Moreover it is conceivable to enhance 
the singlet reaction pathway by slowing down the charge recombination process within the 
formed radical ion pair. Applicable tools toward this issue are provided by Marcus Theory. 
Photo-induced conducting of an electron away from the light absorbing chromophore to a 
catalytically active center or tweaking the energetic landscape of the reactants in order to 
drive the charge recombination process in the inverted region are reasonable approaches 
which can be utilized to stabilize a charge separated state. 

More complex chemical reactions, for instance photoredox catalysis involving many 
consecutive electron and proton transfer steps between photocatalyst and substrate, as 
observed in flavin photocatalysis, are leading to a significant decrease of the total quantum 
efficiency since diffusion of the reactants causes the separation of an initially formed 
catalyst-substrate pair. This leads to an interruption of the reaction pathway and therefore to 
a waste of absorbed photons. In case that diffusive control of a photocatalytic reaction 
cannot be avoided, a rather simple sensitization mechanism should be attempted. 

A further key element toward efficient photoredox catalysis, which is particularly required 
when diffusion limited processes cannot be avoided, is to establish long-lived intramolecular 
charge separated states. As discussed in Chapters 3.1 and 3.2 donor-bridge-acceptor 
molecules, in which after photo-excitation an electron is conducted away from the light 
absorbing chromophore to an electron acceptor moiety, can be utilized to establish long-
lived charge separated states to provide photoredox capabilities with a sufficiently high 
quantum efficiency. In this context, DNA represents a well-studied model system for the 
investigation of long-range intramolecular charge transfer processes and in particular with 
regard to its distance dependence. 

The present thesis for the first time has provided a time resolved spectroscopic investigation 
of the charge transfer dynamics in flavin capped DNA hairpins. A rather small damping 
coefficient of β = 0.2 Å-1 was roughly estimated on the basis of the time-resolved data to 
describe the distance dependence of the intramolecular charge transfer processes. It has been 
shown, that the synthesized flavin DNA hairpins can be utilized to establish long-lived 
charge separated states with yields up to ΦCS = 0.14. A potential approach toward the 
improvement of flavin photocatalysis might be to link the flavin capped DNA hairpin 
structure or an analogue flavin-based acceptor-bridge system to a photocatalytic active 
electron donor site. After photo-induced reduction of the flavin chromophore by electron 
transfer from the donor site the oxidized electron donor site then serves as redox catalyst for 
the oxidation of an external substrate molecule. Since flavin is generally capable of two 
subsequent electron transfer processes, it is conceivable to drive two independent one 
electron redox processes by absorbing only one photon which would theoretically allow for 
product quantum yields up to ΦP = 200%. 

A further approach, which is astonishingly little noticed in recent literature, is to drive the 
charge recombination process within a photo-induced radical ion pair or a covalently linked 
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donor-bridge-acceptor molecule in the inverted regime [58]. Fot this approach it is required 
to tweak the redox properties of the involved reactants very precisely in order to 
thermodynamically strongly favor the charge separation and to inhibit or to slow down the 
charge recombination process. Time resolved spectroscopic methods may help to find an 
adapted catalyst-substrate pair which exhibits suited redox properties. 

The intensive research on largely different photocatalytic systems on the basis of time-
resolved spectroscopy and the related mechanistic understanding revealed many both 
interesting and promising ideas for further improvements of existing or the development of 
new photocatalysts: 

For instance, an remarkable improvement toward DNA mediated enantioselective 
photocatalysis would be to test the discussed approach to replace the benzophenone 
chromophore by 4-amino-benzophenone, which exhibits more suited excited-state properties 
both of excited singlet and triplet state in comparison to pure benzophenone (Chapter 3.4). In 
the environment of a photo-excited 4-amino-benzophenone, relying on the presented 
estimations and calculations, the nucleobases thymine and cytosine should provide an inert 
backbone for enantioselective photocatalysis. Therefore, first the photophysical properties – 
in particular the S1 life time in environment of the sugar backbone – have to be determined 
on the basis of ultrafast time resolved spectroscopy. To study the photocatalytic capability, a 
suited pro-chiral substrate has to be found. Since the reaction mechanism and all occurring 
intermediate states of the intramolecular [2+2] cycloaddition of substituted quinolones have 
been intensively investigated by transient absorption spectroscopy, quinolone seems to be a 
perfectly suited pro-chiral target for the spectroscopic investigation of enantioselective DNA 
mediated photocatalysis. 

In the group of Thorsten Bach (Technical University Munich) new catalysts in particular for 
enantioselective photocatalytic processes are currently under development. For instance, 
research is going on to couple a coordination metal complex to a chiral hydrogen bonding 
motif. Since coordination metal complexes often undergo photo-induced electron transfer 
reactions, this seems to be a promising approach toward enantioselective photoredox 
catalysis. The different redox states of coordination metal complexes are usually easily 
distinguishable by their absorption in the ultraviolet and visible spectral range and therefore 
this system is well adapted for time resolved spectroscopic investigations. 

Also one important question for the future will be, how to transfer the new sensitizing 
mechanism, which involves delocalized excited states and is found in closely stacked 
catalyst-substrate complexes (Chapter 4.2), to other photocatalytic systems. Potentially the 
formation of delocalized excited states in bound catalyst-substrate-systems provides access 
to new, undiscovered reaction pathways of certain substrate molecules. 

Another idea in terms of enantioselective photocatalysis is a further improvement of the 
existing xanthone-based photocatalyst. Replacing the xanthone moiety by thioxanthone, in 
which one oxygen atom is replaced by a sulfur atom heavily affects the optical properties of 
the light absorbing chromophore and therefore leads to a strong redshift of the absorption 
spectrum. This would provide the possibility of enantioselective photocatalysis in the visible 
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spectral domain. Transient absorption spectroscopy can provide answers to the question, 
whether actually the same sensitizing mechanism, which has been already found in the 
xanthone-catalyzed enantioselective [2+2] photocycloaddition of substituted quinolones, 
applies here as well. 

The present thesis illustrates that on the one hand molecular photocatalysis has become a 
fully developed technique which is versatilely applied in chemical synthesis but on the other 
hand still leaves room for improvement until it finds broad application both in industry and 
in energy production. It is still a long way until the forecast of the future of one of the 
pioneers of photochemistry Giacomo Luigi Ciamician, who was already quoted in the 
introduction of the present thesis, will become true. The further intensive cooperation 
between the research fields of physics and chemistry can essentially help to achieve this 
goal. 

At present, one of the leading pioneers who is substantially pushing forward the research on 
chemical utilization of sun light in the spirit of Giacomo Luigi Ciamician, is the American 
scientist Daniel G. Nocera from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Nocera’s 
“artificial leaf”, a heterogeneous photoredox catalytic system based on silicon 
semiconductors and earth abundant catalysts [2] seems to be a very promising approach for 
solar hydrogen production on the industrial scale, which is not too far away from series 
production. The recently increasing global interest on chemical utilization of sunlight – also 
beyond the scientific community – is strongly corroborated by the fact, that Nocera’s efforts 
to harness solar energy earned him a place in Time magazine’s 2009 list of the 100 most 
influential people, an honor that he shared with US Secretary of Energy Steven Chu [280].  

In face of mankind’s growing energy demand it cannot yet surely be answered if the incident 
solar energy will cover a remarkable amount of the global energy requirements in the future. 
However, there is no doubt that science and engineering cannot circumvent addressing the 
demand of a secure, carbon-neutral, and plentiful low-cost energy source in pursuing the 
goal of utilizing the sun as a green, alternative energy [281]. Definitely in the future the 
contribution of solar energy – also beyond silicon-based photovoltaics – to the worlds energy 
supply will constantly grow and become more and more important. The present thesis 
hopefully represents a significant building block in the framework of the development of 
sustainable and green energy sources for the future of the mankind. 
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16  Time resolved spectroscopy in photocatalysis 
16.1  UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy: More than just ε! 

The basic principles of optical spectroscopy were discovered in the nineteenth cen-

tury. The German optician Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787–1826) was the first one, who 

observed effects of atomic absorption processes in the spectrum of the sun. Narrow 

black absorption lines, which are now named Fraunhofer lines, correspond to opti-

cal transitions of the elements in the solar atmosphere. The spectral position of 

these lines allows conclusions on the composition of the atmosphere. Later, in the 

middle of the nineteenth century, the physicist Gustav Robert Kirchhoff and the 

chemist Robert Wilhelm Bunsen were the first who discovered previously unknown 

elements (Caesium and Rubidium) with the help of optical spectroscopy. The signif-

icant development of spectroscopic techniques since then has pushed spectroscopy 

to become one of the most important scientific tools. As a recent example, the Curi-

osity rover, which was landed by NASA on Mars in 2012, carries a spectrometer for 

the visible and UV spectral range for the optical analysis of matter. 

Since there are a huge number of different spectroscopic techniques which are 

already described in detail elsewhere, we will only give a brief introduction on 

UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy in the context of time-resolved spectroscopy and 

photocatalysis. In general, UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy provides a wavelength 

dependent optical density OD(λ). The Beer–Lambert-Law 

 � � � � � �c d OD

o

I
T 10 10

I

�� � � �� � � �  (16.1) 

allows calculating the molar absorption coefficient ε(λ), a quantity describing mo-

lecular properties, from the measured optical density OD(λ), the concentration c of 

the sample and the optical path length d. However, the UV/Vis absorption spectrum 

can provide much more information than just ε values, which arise from the spectral 

distribution of possible optical absorption and thereby the energy differences. In 

particular, effects caused either by self aggregation or by the complexation of cata-

lyst and substrate are often well distinguishable in UV/Vis spectroscopy by encoun-

tering additional absorption bands with increasing concentration. Also a change of 

the dipole moment of the excited chromophore between the ground state and its 

excited state can be often seen with the help of absorption spectroscopy in a variety 

of polar solvents.  

Two different types of self-aggregation of dyes in solution are discussed in the 

literature: H-aggregates and J-aggregates. J-aggregates, named after their inventor 

Jelley and H-aggregates, are named for the hypsochromic shift (to shorter wave-
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lengths) of their UV/Vis absorption spectrum when they are aggregated. In the 

1930s Günter Scheibe from the Technical University of Munich and Edwin E. Jelley 

from the Kodak Research Laboratory in Harrow, UK observed independently an 

unusual behavior of pseudoisocyanine (PIC) chloride in aqueous solution and in 

ethanol. The absorption maximum was shifted to higher wavelengths and became 

more intense and sharp upon increasing the dye concentration. Dye aggregates with 

an absorption band that is bathochromically shifted (to longer wavelengths) with 

respect to the monomer absorption band are generally termed Scheibe aggregates or 

J-aggregates. [1–3] Substituted perylene diimides which are also used as a light ab-

sorbing chromophore in photocatalysis [4] show – depending on their substituents – 

very strong effects due to J-aggregation in their absorption spectrum. [5, 6] 

Self-aggregation does not necessarily need to affect the energy levels of elec-

tronic states but it still can result in changes of the vibronic structure of the electron-

ic absorption. Figure 16.1 shows for instance how self-aggregation of 4-(3′-butenyl-

oxy)quinolone, a pro-chiral target in enantioselective photocatalysis [7, 8], changes 

the shape of the UV/Vis absorption properties with increasing concentration. It can 

be clearly seen, that the spectral position of the absorption band is not influenced 

by aggregation whereas the shape of the absorption band broadens with increasing 

concentration. 

The ability of a chromophore to change its absorption and fluorescence proper-

ties due to a change in solvent polarity is called solvatochromism. A hypsochromic 

shift (to shorter wavelengths) of a transition with increasing solvent polarity corre-

sponds to negative solvatochromism whereas a bathochromic shift (to longer wave-

lengths) with increasing solvent polarity corresponds to positive solvatochromism. 

Since polar solvents energetically stabilize states with larger dipole moment, the 

sign of the solvatochromism generally depends on the change in dipole moment 

 

Figure 16.1: Normalized absorption of 4-(3′-butenyloxy)quinolone in trifluorotoluene at different 
concentrations.
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between the ground state and the excited state. The effects of solvatochromism do 

not necessarily have to affect all ground state transitions of the chromophore. For 

example, only the second optical accessible transition of riboflavin tetraacetate 

(RFTA) shows solvatochromism whereas the first accessible transition is nearly 

unaffected by a change of solvent polarity (Figure 16.2, right panel). The solvato-

chromism of RFTA is not only caused by a change of polarity. A major part of the 

solvatochromism of RFTA originates from a change in hydrogen bonding between 

solvent and chromophore. [9, 10] 

The second example to demonstrate the effects of solvatochromism we chose 

from the group of fluorescin dyes. The dianion of eosin Y (2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromo-

fluorescin), which has now been reported to provide photocatalytic capability [11], 

shows a strong negative solvatochromism of its energetically lowest absorption 

band (Figure 16.2, left panel). A solvent dependent change of the hydrogen bonding 

is suggested to strongly affect the ground state absorption properties. [12] Also the 

monomeric and the dimeric form of eosin Y are distinguishable by their absorption 

properties. [13] It is reported in the literature that the solvent polarity not only af-

fects the ground state absorption spectra but also the excited state dynamics and 

absorption properties of eosin dyes. The lifetime of the S1 state, for instance, strong-

ly decreases when diluted in water and in other protic solvents. The occurrence of 

hydrogen-bond assisted non-radiative deactivation competes with fluorescence 

and, therefore, leads to an ultrafast relaxation of the excited singlet state back to the 

ground state. [14] 

Intramolecular charge transfer states play a major role in photoredox catalysis. 

Excitation of these states generally leads to a strong change in the dipole moment of 

the chromophore with respect to its ground state. Especially coordination com-

plexes, which are often used as photoredox catalysts, exhibit intramolecular charge 

  

Figure 16.2: Negative solvatochromism of eosin Y (2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromo-fluorescin-dianion, left) and 
positive solvatochromism of riboflavin tetraacetate (right). The empiric values of the polarity of the 
solvents on the Reichardt scale are 1.00 for H2O, 0.65 for ethanol (EtOH), 0.46 for acetonitrile 
(MeCN), and 0.44 for dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) [15].
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transfer states, so-called metal-to-ligand charge transfer states (MLCT). The excita-

tion of a MLCT transition causes a significant charge rearrangement within the co-

ordination complex in its excited state and, hence, strongly affects the ground state 

absorption properties with increasing solvent polarity. 

Ruthenium centered metal complexes are a well investigated group of coordina-

tion complexes due to their versatile application in photoredox catalysis. In refer-

ence [16] and reference [17] the solvatochromism of different ruthenium centered 

coordination complexes is described and a hypsochromic shift of the ground state 

absorption spectrum with increasing solvent polarity was found which corresponds 

to a negative solvatochromism. According to reference [17] the excitation of a MLCT 

transition of the ruthenium centered coordination complex leads to a decrease in 

dipole moment of the investigated asymmetric coordination complex. The polar 

solvent environment stabilizes the polar ground state of the chromophore and, 

hence, enlarges the energetic gap between the ground state and the excited state. 

This causes the blue shift of the ground state absorption spectrum.  

When considering the influence of polar solvent molecules on excited states, it 

has to be mentioned that immediately after excitation both the nuclear configura-

tion of the chromophore and the solvent environment remain in the ground state 

configuration. Then, on the time scale of hundreds of femtoseconds to a few ps, the 

energy is redistributed among intrachromophore modes.  The fastest solvation pro-

cesses take place on the same sub-ps time scale, with a strong dependence on the 

particular solvent, and diffusive solvent motion occurs on a somewhat longer ps 

time scale. [18–20] The similarity in time scale for vibrational relaxation and solva-

tion makes their interplay highly complicated. After the two processes have con-

cluded, the excited chromophore and the solvent environment are in equilibrium. 

This causes, at the same time, an increase of the energy of the electronic ground 

state. As a consequence, a rather large shift of the emission spectrum to longer 

wavelengths is found. 

To describe the effects of the solvent polarity on optical properties and chemical 

reactivity as well in a simple model is not sufficient. The effective polarity of a sol-

vent is influenced by a huge number of effects: On the one hand the dielectric con-

stant (ε) and the permanent dipole moment (μ) are contributing to the intensity of 

the solvent polarity. On the other hand, effects between solvent and solute caused, 

for instance, by nonspecific Coulombic, directional, inductive and dispersion inter-

actions are contributing to the effective solvent polarity as well as hydrogen bond, 

electron pair donor/acceptor and solvophobic interactions. [21] The empiric scale of 

Christian Reichardt reduces all contributing effects on a one-dimensional scale de-

scribing the effective polarity of a solvent and can be found in reference [15]. On this 

scale the highest empiric value of polarity of one is assigned to water whereas the 

lowest value of 0.006 is attributed to cyclohexane. A fundamental overview of solv-

atochromism, solvatochromic dyes and their use as solvent polarity indicator is 

presented by Reichardt in reference [22]. 
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16.2  Time-Resolved spectroscopic methods from fs to μs to 
elucidate photocatalytic processes 

16.2.1  Transient absorption spectroscopy: Signals, time scales, 
and data processing 

In the previous section, an introduction to UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy was 

given and it was exemplified how optical spectroscopy is able to provide more than 

only static information of the ground state absorption properties of a molecule. 

However, to understand the mechanism of a photocatalytic reaction, it is not suffi-

cient only to rely on steady state spectra. Even bimolecular photocatalytic reactions 

include multiple intermediate steps, which may occur on a huge range of different 

time scales. Whereas intramolecular electron transfer processes, and the closure or 

breaking of covalent bonds occur on time scales down to the fs regime (10−15 s), dif-

fusion limited bimolecular reactions or triplet chemistry happen on time scales up 

to the μs regime (10−6 s) or even beyond. For this reason it would be a great benefit 

for the understanding of photocatalysis to observe the individual steps of the photo-

catalytic reaction in slow motion.  

Since many of these processes cause changes in the optical properties of the 

sample, time resolved spectroscopic methods come into play. There are numerous 

different spectroscopic techniques, which can be used for the investigation of excit-

ed state dynamics. The most common methods provide time resolved emission or 

absorption properties from the near UV to the IR range of the electromagnetic spec-

trum. Common methods for the time resolved observation of emission are streak 

lifetime imaging, time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) and fluorescence 

upconversion, to mention only the most common ones. Since these techniques only 

allow the investigation of electronic states which emit photons, the accessible in-

sight into the excited state dynamics is quite limited. Much more information is 

provided by time resolved absorption spectroscopy. There are also various spectro-

scopic techniques to access largely different time scales and spectral windows: laser 

flash photolysis, time resolved infrared spectroscopy, femtosecond stimulated Ra-

man spectroscopy [25], multi-photon absorption spectroscopy and 2D spectroscopy 

to mention again only a few of them.  

The modern version of ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is a 

direct successor of the flash photolysis technique developed by R. G. W. Norrish 

and G. Porter around 1950. [23, 24] In their experiments, which earned them the 

Nobel prize in chemistry in 1967, they used light bursts with millisecond duration 

from discharge lamps to trigger fast chemical reactions. The course of the reac-

tion was monitored by taking photographs of the absorption of the sample at 

different delay times after the excitation. Thereby, the sample was exposed to a 

second light flash with a continuous spectrum that was dispersed in a poly-

chromator before illuminating the photo plates. The basic idea behind this is that 
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different intermediate states of the photoinduced reaction have different absorp-

tion properties. 

Here we will only focus on time resolved absorption spectroscopy which covers 

the visible, the near UV and near IR spectral region. The following chapter describes 

how transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy on largely different time scales can be 

applied to photocatalytic reactions to gain deep insights into the underlying reac-

tion mechanism and to obtain a fundamental understanding of the intermediate 

steps. In combination with a suitable data analysis, one is enabled to cover a huge 

field of questions. With regards to the investigation of photocatalytic processes, 

especially the following questions are of specific interest: 

 Which are the intermediate steps of the photocatalytic reaction? 

 Is the catalytic reaction singlet or triplet chemistry? 

 How does diffusion contribute to the reaction dynamics? 

 Are intramolecular charge transfer processes involved? 

 Are catalyst-substrate-complexes formed and which impact has the complex 

formation on the electronic properties of a molecule? 

Time resolved spectroscopic methods provide the quantitative and qualitative de-

termination of the kinetics of intermediate states in light-induced chemical reac-

tions within the experimental limits such as time resolution, maximum pump-probe 

delay and spectral probe detection bandwidth. Since the fastest molecular electron-

ic processes occur on the fs time scale, ultrafast spectroscopic techniques are neces-

sary to resolve these processes. There are many different approaches for the meas-

urement of photo-induced reaction kinetics. In this chapter we present two spectros-

copic techniques allowing the determination of time resolved absorption spectra on 

timescales from tens of fs to hundreds of μs when they are combined. 

In general, time resolved absorption spectroscopy is a pump-probe technique: 

The sample is first optically excited by a spectrally defined pump pulse tuned into 

resonance with a selected electronic transition or vibronic feature and then probed 

with a broadband white light pulse after a chosen delay time Δt. This procedure is 

repeated for selected values of Δt until the whole temporal window is covered with 

the desired temporal resolution. The chosen method which determines the pump 

probe delay Δt depends on the observed time window: On the one hand, for Δt val-

ues from tens of fs to few ns, a computer controlled mechanical delay stage to con-

trol the optical path length of pump- or probe-pulse is reasonable. An increase of the 

optical pathway by 3 μm corresponds to a temporal delay of ~ 10 fs between pump 

and probe pulse whereas an increase of 30 cm corresponds to a ~ 1 ns delay. To re-

solve ultrashort processes on this time scale, it is necessary that the duration of 

pump and probe pulse also have to match these temporal conditions. On the other 

hand, to cover time scales larger than some ns or even in the μs or ms range, a me-

chanical delay is no longer feasible. Here electronic delay triggering provides the 

desired temporal accuracy and time window. 
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One aspect which all methods of transient absorption spectroscopy have in 

common is the kind of signals that contribute to the observed transient spectrum. 

Since all common pump-probe techniques measure the change of absorption with 

respect to the ground state absorption and not the pure absorption spectrum of the 

excited state or product states, the more correct term for the presented methods 

would be “transient differential absorption spectroscopy”, which is sometimes 

used. In general there are four major contributions to the transient absorption spec-

trum. The change of absorption of the excited state with respect to the ground state 

absorption can be either positive (ΔOD > 0) or negative (ΔOD < 0): 

 Excited state absorption (ESA), ΔOD > 0   

Absorption of excited state > absorption of ground state 

 Ground state bleach (GSB), ΔOD < 0   

Absorption of excited state < absorption of ground state 

 Stimulated emission (SE), ΔOD < 0   

Stimulated emission amplifies probe light within the spectral region of the fluo-

rescence 

 Product absorption (PA), ΔOD > 0   

Newly formed species will absorb in general and their absorption will differ 

from the absorption spectra of the reactants 

The signal of the stimulated emission can be clearly assigned to an excited singlet 

state – usually the S1 state. Stimulated phosphorescence of the triplet state is gener-

ally not often observable in transient absorption spectroscopy since it usually in-

volves a spin forbidden transition from the triplet state back to the ground state, 

which has singlet character. The ground state bleach corresponds to a lack of 

ground state absorption due to the excitation of a fraction of molecules within the 

probed sample volume. The ground state bleach is specifically suited to quantify the 

fraction of molecules which populate an intermediate or product state of the photo-

chemical reaction: Its persistence indicates that not all of the excited molecules 

have relaxed back to the ground state. Figure 16.3 a) shows the ground state absorp-

tion spectrum and the fluorescence spectrum of riboflavin tetraacetate (RFTA), a 

versatile investigated organic photocatalyst. The transient differential absorption 

spectrum of RFTA immediately after excitation at 450 nm is shown in Figure 16.3. b) 

Since the majority of common pure organic chromophores does not exhibit sup-ps 

excited state dynamics after excitation into the S1 state, only the signal of the first 

excited singlet state is contributing to the measured overall differential transient 

absorption spectrum at a pump-probe delay of 1 ps. One exception for instance is the 

organic chromophore xanthone, which undergoes inter-system crossing on the time 

scale of 1.5 ps. [26] The comparison of Figure 16.3 a) and Figure 16.3 b) clearly shows 

how the signals of ground state bleach and stimulated emission in the transient 

differential absorption spectrum correspond to ground state absorption and emis-

sion spectra. 
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16.2.2  Spectroscopy on the fs to ps time scale 

Several technical approaches for time resolved absorption spectroscopy are availa-

ble to cover a huge range of time scales. The speed of light is the determining physi-

cal quantity when choosing the adequate experimental technique for the measure-

ment of time resolved absorption spectra on different time scales. In the 1980s of the 

last century the first femtosecond lasers based on dye technology became available 

and allowed seminal investigation into fundamental dynamical processes. Only 

with the discovery of the modelocked Ti:sapphire, utilizing a solid-state laser mate-

rial with the necessary broad gain bandwidth, laser pulses with fs duration became 

readily and reliably accessible. [27, 28] This discovery made the investigation of 

complex chemical reaction dynamics on the fs time scale possible for many labora-

tories. The initial work that was relying on the more complex CPM technology was 

rewarded with a Nobel Prize in chemistry for Prof. Ahmed Zewail in 1999.  

 

 

Figure 16.3: UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra of riboflavin tetraacetate (top). Difference 
spectrum of the S1 state of riboflavin tetraacetate (bottom) 1 ps after excitation at λ = 480 nm. 
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As mentioned before, time resolved absorption spectroscopy is a pump-probe 

technique. It does not only require ultrashort laser pulses, also an accurate control 

of the temporal delay between pump and probe pulse within the sample cell is es-

sential. For the measurement of reaction kinetics on time scales from tens of fs 

(10−15 s) up to a couple of ns (10−9 s) the temporal delay can be easily adjusted by 

changing the optical pathway of pump or probe beam by moving a reflector on a 

mechanical delay stage. Mechanical delay stages provide accuracy on the μm scale, 

which is sufficient (c ‧ 10 fs = 3 μm) to obtain a time resolution of tens of fs. At the 

other end, mainly the limitations given by diffractive optics inhibit continuously 

tunable temporal delays, which are larger than a couple of ns (c ‧ 10 ns = 3 m). 

Megerle et al. [29] provide an overview over a state-of-the-art setup for an accu-

rate measurement of transient absorption (TA) spectra on time scales of fs to ns, 

which is schematically drawn in Figure 16.4. This section only gives a brief introduc-

tion into the ultrafast TA spectroscopy.  

Modern amplified femtosecond laser sources, which are applied in femtosecond 

transient absorption spectroscopy, provide ultra short laser pulses centered around 

800 nm with a duration of 35–150 fs and pulse energies of about 1 mJ at a repetition 

rate of a few kHz. Due to the very short duration of the laser pulses, the peak intensi-

ties are in the gigawatt regime. By focusing a small part of the pulses into a trans-

parent solid – usually a crystal – a supercontinuum is generated. [31, 32, 39] The 

spectral shape and the stability of the generated supercontinuum strongly depend 

on the crystal material. The parametric amplification of a selected region of this 

supercontinuum allows the direct generation of ultrashort pulses with new wave-
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Figure 16.4: Scheme of a state-of-the-art ultrafast pump-probe spectrometer. [29] Tunability of the 
pump pulse is provided by a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) and second harmonic 
generation (SHG) in a BBO crystal. The prism compressor (PC) compresses the NOPA output pulse in 
the time domain. The variable attenuator (VA) adjusts the energy for the super continuum genera-
tion (SCG) in the calcium fluoride crystal (CaF2). The prism spectrometer (PS) detects the spectrally 
dispersed probe pulse after passing the sample with the help of a CCD array. The combined half-
wave plate (λ/2) and wire-grid polarizer (WG) allow adjusting of the intensity of the pump beam.  
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lengths in the spectral range between 450 nm and the central wavelength of the 

laser source. Further mixing processes such as second harmonic generation (SHG), 

sum frequency generation (SFG) and difference frequency generation (DFG) even 

enlarge the accessible wavelength region down to 189 nm. [33–35] These pulses 

usually have durations down to below 20 fs, a spectral bandwidth of tenths of THz 

and a pulse energy of hundreds of nJ to many μJ. They can be used for excitation of a 

photocatalytic active chromophore at any desired spectral region.  

Another part of the laser is focused into a further crystal for supercontinuum 

generation. This second supercontinuum is used for probing the transient response 

of the sample. Therefore, an extremely broad and stable white light is desired to 

gain detailed spectral information within the complete spectral window at once. 

White light generated in a high quality calcium fluoride (CaF2) crystal provides a 

stable probe spectrum within the wavelength region from 290 to 720 nm, when 

pumped with the fundamental of a Ti:Sa laser at 775 nm. [36] To prevent damage 

during supercontinuum generation, the crystal has to be kept constantly in motion. 

Care has to be taken to not negatively affect the shot-to-shot stability of the generat-

ed white light by the permanent movement. A translation motion of the CaF2 crystal 

within the focal plane provides the best supercontinuum properties for transient 

absorption spectroscopy. This motion avoids detrimental effects that would be 

caused by rotation of the crystal. Using a sapphire crystal instead of the CaF2 crystal 

provides the advantage that the sapphire crystal is more stable against photo dam-

age and does not need to be translated. However, the generated supercontinuum 

extends only weakly into the blue (~ 440 nm). 

The spectral position of the CaF2 white light can be shifted to adjacent spectral 

regions when pumping the supercontinuum generation with the second harmonic 

or even with an arbitrary chosen wavelength, which is generated by an additional 

optical parametric amplifier, instead of the fundamental. [32] Figure 16.5 shows 

 

Figure 16.5: Supercontinuum, generated with 775 nm (blue line), with 1100 nm (purple line), and 
with 2200 nm (violet line) pump pulse in CaF2. The long wavelength cutoffs are given by spectral 
filters that suppress the pump pulses.
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supercontinua, which are generated in a CaF2 crystal pumped with femtosecond 

pulses of different wavelengths. As an alternative to the supercontinuum genera-

tion, also a second tunable parametric amplifier can be used for probing the excited 

sample. The probe pulses, which are generated by a parametric amplifier, are spec-

trally much narrower than a supercontinuum and, hence, provide less spectral in-

formation of the excited state. But in terms of pulse-to-pulse stability and achievable 

time resolution, this method provides advantages. For recording of broadband tran-

sient spectra with this method, it is necessary to repeat the measurement several 

times with different probe wavelengths to cover the whole spectral range of interest. 

Usually in photocatalysis the excited state dynamics in the sub-ps regime only 

play a minor role, since photocatalysis is a bimolecular reaction and diffusion pro-

cesses usually occur on the time scale of hundreds of picoseconds or slower. But for 

the characterization of the underlying sensitizing mechanism, sometimes it be-

comes inevitable to understand the ultrafast dynamics on the fs time scale. Especial-

ly if there is pre-association of catalyst and substrate, dynamics on the femtosecond 

time scale may be interesting. For instance, electron transfer between the excited 

state of the photocatalyst flavin and the amino acid tryptophane, both covalently 

bound to DNA and, hence, in close proximity, occurs on the 100 fs time scale. [38] 

The achievable time resolution of a transient absorption measurement strongly 

depends on the duration of the pump pulse, which is used for excitation. The dura-

tion of the probe pulse is not significantly affecting the achievable time resolution if 

the spectral resolution of the detection is accurate enough. [39] Hence, a com-

pressed pump pulse is desired for a high time resolution. The output of a parametric 

amplifier can be easily compressed by passing a prism compressor, which allows 

pulse durations in the sub-20-fs regime in the visible and even in the near UV spec-

tral range. To keep the pulse duration short, the use of reflective optics instead of 

bulk glass material is recommended to avoid additional chirp due to effects of dis-

persion. [29] Also the use of ultrathin windows for the sample cell minimizes the 

effect of additional chirp on the pump pulse. Furthermore, effects caused by overlap 

of pump and probe pulse within the window material, which also negatively affect 

the achievable time resolution, are minimized. 

Time resolved spectroscopic pump-probe techniques require multiple excitation 

cycles of the probed sample volume to obtain a low-noise transient absorption spec-

trum with a sufficient density of data points to obtain a high time resolution. When 

using laser sources with a kHz repetition rate, the duration of a reasonable standard 

measurement ranges from 20 minutes to 2 hours depending on the averaging and 

the desired density of data points. Even if the quantum yield of the photocatalytic 

conversion of the substrate is in the low percent regime, the use of a flow cell is 

inevitable to keep the reaction conditions constant during the measurement. In 

addition, effects of the photo degradation of the photocatalyst can be avoided when 

measuring in a flow cell. A flow cell, which fulfills both the issues of a thin sample 

size and thin windows of the cell is depicted in Figure 16.6. [29] 
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Another aspect that has to be covered especially when investigating photocata-

lytic reactions is the total amount of the sample and the effective concentration of the 

photocatalyst and substrate within the sample solution which is available for the 

spectroscopic measurement. Due to a limited length of pump-probe overlap within 

the sample cell, which usually does not exceed ~ 1 mm, the optical density and; 

hence, the concentration of the sample solution needs to be sufficiently high. On the 

one hand, depending on the energy density of the pump pulse, the optical density at 

the excitation wavelength has to be high enough to generate a reasonable signal of 

the excited state within the probed spectral region. Also, the optical density within 

the probed spectrum has to be low enough not to completely absorb any part of the 

probe spectrum. An optical density of about 0.5 but not higher than 1 is recommend-

ed. Especially when product formation or photo degradation of the catalyst plays a 

major role, one has to be aware of the number of total excitation cycles of one mole-

cule in the sample solution. Performing a transient absorption measurement of a 

common chromophore (ε = 10 ‧ 103 M−1 cm−1) under standard conditions of ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy (d = 120 μm; signal = 10 mOD, spot size of pump 

pulse: ~ 100 μm), the amount of excited molecules within a measurement time of one 

hour is in the range of hundreds of nanomoles. Considering a sample volume in the 

milliliter regime and a concentration of the chromophore in the mM and sub-mM 

regime, the excitation probability of one chromophore already comes close to unity. 

16.2.3  Spectroscopy on the ns to μs time scale 

In the previous section an experimental method for the measurement of photo-

induced reaction kinetics on time scales from tens of fs up to a couple of nanosec-

 

Figure 16.6: Scheme of the custom-made flow cell designed for low dispersion and a small optical 
path length. Reprinted from reference [29] with permission from Springer. 
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onds was presented. Since particularly in bimolecular reactions, the relevant inter-

mediate steps may occur on much longer time scales, ultrafast transient absorption 

spectroscopy on this time scale is no longer sufficient and new experimental ap-

proaches are needed. Laser flash photolysis has become the standard tool to gain 

time resolved spectroscopic data on the ns and μs time scale. But in comparison to 

the presented ultrafast spectroscopic techniques, it brings some drawbacks: First to 

our knowledge, common commercially available systems provide a temporal resolu-

tion not below 7 ns. Although it is possible to cover the time scale up to ~ 10 ns using 

a pump-probe setup with a sufficiently long mechanical delay stage, the obtained 

time constants on the ns time scale are not reliable due to a possible change of over-

lap of pump and probe beam within the sample cell while moving the delay mirrors. 

Only a very accurate beam alignment gives access to reliable time constants in the 

few ns region. Second, in comparison to the presented ultrafast transient absorption 

setup, the measurement conditions are completely different in classical laser flash 

photolysis. For instance, the Laser Flash Photolysis Spectrometer LP920 from Edin-

burgh Photonics [37] works with excitation pulse energies in the millijoule regime 

whereas the excitation energies in ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy are 

many magnitudes smaller and remain in the hundred nanojoule regime. The need 

for much higher pump energies is due to the lack of spatial coherence of the probe 

light generated in a pulsed discharge. Therefore a sample volume of about 5 mm 

diameter and 10 mm length is typically used. The high energy density of the pump 

pulse and the large optical path length for the probe means the concentration of the 

chromophore has to be much lower in laser flash photolysis. The concentration is 

also much lower than typically used for the synthetic investigations. These issues 

make the transient kinetics obtained by laser flash photolysis difficult to compare 

directly with transient data measured in ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy. 

To avoid all these problems, a transient absorption setup is desirable, which allows 

the measurement of time resolved reaction kinetics from time scales of femtosec-

onds up to microseconds within one measurement. In the following chapter an 

experimental approach is presented which covers all these requirements. 

It has been shown that the key element for the access of different time scales is 

an accurate control of the temporal delay between pump and probe pulse. Whereas 

an electronic control of the pump-probe delay on time scales below the 100-ps re-

gime is not practical due to physical limitations, in contrast for time scales in the ns 

regime or moreover in the μs regime, an electronic control of the temporal pump 

probe delay is easily accessible. An experimental technique for TA spectroscopy on 

the ns-μs time scale which can be easily integrated into an existing setup for transi-

ent absorption measurements on the fs-ps time scale will be presented here. 

The basic idea of this approach is to combine two pulsed laser sources. The ex-

isting fs laser source is complemented by a second pulsed laser source. To perform 

pump-probe spectroscopy and to control the temporal delay between pump and 

probe pulse accurately, both laser sources need to be triggered by a common clock. 
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Since a mode-locked Ti:sapphire of fiber oscillator cannot be easily triggered, we 

use the fiber seed laser of our amplified Ti:sapphire system as a master clock. This 

allows delaying the electronic trigger signal for the second laser source and control-

ling the temporal delay between the two laser pulses with the help of an electronic 

delay generator. This is always possible if the 

 repetition rates f1 and f2 of the two lasers are identical or an integral multiple, and 

 Q-switching of at least one laser source can be externally triggered to high pre-

cision. 

It is also possible to perform pump-probe spectroscopy with two independent 

pulsed laser sources without synchronization. In this approach the two laser 

sources, which have to be triggered with slightly different repetition rates, are com-

bined to one pump-probe setup: The first laser generates the pump pulse, the sec-

ond laser delivers the probe pulses. Depending on the frequency difference Δf = f1−f2, 

the pump-probe delay changes from pulse to pulse. Now the pump-probe delay Δt 

only has to be measured for every excitation cycle and the obtained value has to be 

assigned to the corresponding measured spectrum. [40] Sorting the recorded spectra 

according to their assigned pump-probe Δt delay results in a full transient spectrum 

of the investigated photo-induced reaction. We will not expand on this method, but 

would like to point out, that it is pursued by others. [41] In this section we will only 

focus on transient absorption techniques where the temporal pump-probe delay can 

be directly controlled. In terms of time resolution and duration of a single measure-

ment, this method is clearly favorable. 

To allow probing the excited sample over a broad spectral range at once, a fs la-

ser system is suggested for the generation of a spectrally broad white light continu-

um, which can be used as a probe pulse. Such a femtosecond continuum is spatially 

coherent and has a sub-ps duration. It is therefore superior to any other broadband 

light source for transient absorption spectroscopy in our opinion. It allows meas-

urements in an extremely small sample volume and with very low optical load of the 

sample. Since amplified fs laser sources are anyway available in many laser labora-

tories due to their use as a fs-ps pump probe spectroscopy and in view of the superi-

or continuum generation with fs laser pulses in bulk materials, the astonishing 

situation arises, that the femtosecond system is better used for the detection than for 

the pump, i. e. the triggering of the reaction cycle. 

It is highly desirable that the temporal window of the ns-μs transient absorption 

setup directly attaches to the end of the time windows of the fs-ps pump setup with-

out any gap. This requires two things. The temporal duration of the additional laser 

source has to be in the low ns-regime and the electronic jitter of the second laser 

should be sub-ns. Further advantages of the application of a ns laser source are the 

comparatively low investment costs – as compared to a second fs system – and the 

availability of easy to handle optical parametric oscillators (OPO) for ns pulses. This 

provides an easy tunability of the excitation wavelength within a huge spectral 
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range. The diode pumped solid state laser NT242 from the Lithuanian manufacturer 

EKSPLA [37], which has an easy to handle OPO integrated within the laser housing, 

fulfills all the above requirements. The following discussion of a suggested setup for 

ns-μs TA spectroscopy is mainly based on this laser. 

By the use of the fs seed laser as a master clock, only the precision of the delay 

generator and the trigger jitter of the ns system contribute to the achievable stabil-

ity. Up-to-date electronic delay generators, e.g. the DG535 from Stanford Research 

Systems [37] provide temporal accuracy of better than 100 ps. The NT242 has a 

measured trigger jitter of below 200 ps. Both values are well below the measured 

pulse length of the ns OPO of about 2.5 ns. Since the DG645 delay generator pro-

vides an Ethernet and a RS232 interface, it can be controlled by the computer used 

for data recording. This also allows a simple implementation of the communication 

software into the existing LabVIEW routines, which are already in use for the ac-

quisition of transient spectra. [29] A simplified scheme of the combined setup is 

given in Figure 16.7. 

The combination of these components allows the measurement of transient ab-

sorption spectra up to pump-probe delays of some hundreds of μs with a time reso-

lution below 3 ns. A good estimate of the over-all time resolution, which was 

achieved during a measurement, is provided by the full width half maximum 

(FWHM) of the instrument response function. The width of the instruments response 

function (IRF) can be obtained from fitting the convolution of a Gaussian with the 

sum of the exponential functions on the measured decay kinetics. If the slowest 

kinetics of a sample are well below 1 ns, as this is often found for excited state 

 

Figure 16.7: Simplified scheme of pump probe setup for the measurement of TA spectra on time 
scales from ns to hundreds of μs. The fs pulse from the Ti:Sa system is still used for super continu-
um generation (SCG) in the calcium fluoride crystal (CaF2). The Nd:YAG laser provides ns pump pul-
ses and is electronically synchronized with the Ti:Sa laser. Parametric amplification in an optical 
parametric oscillator (OPO) provides tunability of the pump wavelength. The prism spectrometer 
(PS) detects the spectrally dispersed probe pulse after passing the sample. 
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quenching by forward and back electron transfer [42], the IRF can be directly read 

off the raw data. 

Within the presented setup, the fs laser source, which generates the probe con-

tinuum, is triggered by the signal of its own seed laser. The ns laser source, which is 

used for excitation, is triggered by the same laser clock, but the trigger signal first 

passes the delay generator, which delays the signal for a variable delay time. How-

ever, for pump probe spectroscopy, a reversed pulse sequence is needed: The sam-

ple first has to be excited and then to be probed. To fix this issue, one has to consid-

er some details regarding the trigger sequence. Consequently, the measurement of 

one transient spectrum requires two cycles of the laser clock. After passing the delay 

generator, the first trigger signal releases the ns pump pulse whereas the fs probe 

pulse is released not until the next trigger pulse. Since two cycles of the laser clock 

are necessary to generate one transient spectrum, both the jitter of the seed laser 

and the jitter of the electronic control of the ns laser system contribute to the 

achievable over-all time resolution. In practice we find that the seed laser stability is 

so high that it actually does not contribute. 

Another issue regarding the triggering sequence has to be solved: When measur-

ing transient absorption spectra, usually transient spectra with pump-probe delays 

smaller than zero are recorded to obtain a flat base line, which serves as reference. 

For the measurement of transient spectra with negative pump-probe delays Δt < 0, 

the delay generator would need to generate a delay ΔtDG of the trigger signal, which is 

larger than the inverse repetition rate 1/f of the signal, since the probe pulse has to be 

released first. However, the used delay generator does not provide this functionality. 

To solve this problem and to access negative pump-probe delays, a second delay 

generator is introduced, which generates a fixed pre-delay Δt0. This then allows the 

measurement of transient spectra of negative pump-probe delays at the expense of 

clipping the temporal pre-delay Δt0 at the end of the observable time window. 

The final issue, which limits the window of accessible pump-probe delays is 

that the EKSPLA NT 242 requires two trigger pulses: the first one for triggering the 

Nd:YAG rods for pumping the laser cavity and the second one for Q-switching and 

outcoupling the laser pulse. For an efficient amplification within the laser medium 

of the EKSPLA NT 242, a temporal delay of ~ 200 μs between the first and second 

trigger pulse is required. This presently leads to a clipping of the observable time 

window by 200 μs. It would also be possible to circumvent this problem by a further 

computer controlled delay generator. 

A more fundamental issue that should be noted is the exchange of the sample 

solution within the sample cell. Since the primary aim of photocatalysis is the con-

version of a substrate into a product, every excitation pulse leads to a certain 

amount of product formation, as discussed in the previous section. However, the 

measurement of reliable transient absorption spectra, which requires the acquisi-

tion of a huge number of data points, is only feasible under stable conditions within 

the probed sample volume. Therefore a constant exchange of the excited sample is 
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inevitable. Since the flow cells with ultrathin glass windows, which are necessary to 

achieve a high time resolution in fs measurements, are not always easy to handle, 

the use of commercially available flow cells (e.g. Hellma 137-QS [37]) with path 

lengths of 1 mm or 2 mm are suggested for TA measurements on the ns-μs time scale. 

This also allows the measurement at somewhat reduced concentrations that are 

comparable to the ones used in synthetic work. 

For recording a transient spectrum of a selected pump-probe delay Δt, at least 

some hundred excitation cycles are necessary to obtain a low-noise difference ab-

sorption spectrum. Due to a shot-to-shot referencing combined with the repetition 

rate of f = 1 kHz of both the fs and the ns laser source, the temporal delay between 

two consecutive excitation pulses is Δt = 2 ms. The typical volume current within the 

circuit of the sample solution, which is pumped by a micro annular gear pump 

(HNP Mikrosysteme GmbH, model mzr-2921 [37]), is 18 ml/min. Considering the 

dimensions of the cross-sectional area of the applied flow cell (1 mm × 10 mm) and 

the volume current, the flow speed of the sample solution within the flow cell can 

be estimated to be 30 μm/ms. With a spot size of the excitation pulse of ~ 300  μm, 

roughly 20 % of the excited sample volume is replaced between two consecutive 

excitation pulses. Assuming a model reaction in which a substrate is converted into 

an equally absorbing product with a reaction quantum yield of 50 %, the ratio of 

the signal contribution of the formed product molecules to the over-all signal is 

5 % when neglecting diffusion processes, which would lead to a further decrease of 

the product contribution. The excitation probability was assumed to be 10 %, con-

sidering the usual excitation energy densities combined with a typical extinction 

coefficient of ~ 10,000 M−1 cm−1 of the chromophore. Our experience is that in the 

particular flow conditions, pump light focus diameter and possibly a reduced laser 

repetition rate have to be carefully considered for any measurement that pushes the 

limits of detection window and sensitivity. 

To summarize: For reliable time resolved spectroscopic measurements of pho-

tocatalytic processes, performing the measurements in a flow cell is inevitable. If 

the presented prerequisites are met, commercially available standard components 

are sufficient for the measurement of time resolved absorption spectra. But if, for 

example, highly absorbing products in large amounts are produced within the 

observed photochemical reaction, the presented system has to be modified. One 

possibility is the use of flow cells with a small cross-section area, either obtained by 

using a thin optical path length or a narrow flow channel, to increase the flow 

speed within the flow cell. 

To demonstrate the versatility of the presented setup for application in photoca-

talysis, the flavin sensitized photo-oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol to its corre-

sponding aldehyde is chosen as a model reaction. [43] Figure 16.8 shows that the 

photocatalytic process comprises several intermediate processes and species, which 

occur on largely different time scales. The time constants, which are applied to per-

fectly describe the decay dynamics, span five magnitudes of time and range from 
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few ns to hundreds of μs. All occurring time constants can be obtained within just 

one measurement. A detailed description of the spectroscopic investigation of flavin 

catalysis and the underlying intermediate steps can be found in reference [43]. 

16.2.4  Rate models and the determination of the species associated spectra of the 
intermediate states 

Time resolved differential absorption spectroscopy both on the fs-ps and on the 

ns-μs time scale generally provides data matrices which describe the change of opti-

cal density ΔOD with respect to the ground state, depending on pump-probe delay 

Δt and spectral position λ. These data matrices � �OD , t� � �  contain spectral infor-

mation of the intermediate states and species. But generally this spectral infor-

mation is not directly accessible. Data processing is required to gain this spectral 

information. The species associated spectrum εi(λ) (SAS) of an intermediate state or 

a species allows their identification and the temporal evolution renders the kinetics 

of the process. 

λ (nm)  

Figure 16.8: Decay associated difference spectra Ai(λ) (DADS), obtained from a single TA measure-
ment, which was performed with the presented ns-μs setup of the flavin sensitized oxidation of 
methoxy benzyl alcohol to the corresponding aldehyde. 
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After the measurement the obtained data matrix has to be chirp-corrected in 

the case of sub-ps time resolution. The chirp correction is necessary since the dif-

ferent colors in the probe pulse arrive at slightly different times in the sample due 

to group velocity dispersion. This chirp of the broadband probe pulse generates a 

wavelength dependent time-zero. After chirp correction a sum of time dependent 

exponential fit functions can be applied to describe the decay dynamics of each 

individual spectral trace.  

 � � � � � �i
i

i

tOD ,t A exp
	 

�� �� � � � 
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�  (16.2) 

Usually the amplitudes Ai(λ) and the time constants τi(λ), which are both wave-

length dependent, are the fit parameters. More sophisticated fit functions can be 

used to describe more complex processes such as diffusion, which will be discussed 

in the following section. The data evaluation on the basis of single spectral traces 

has a number of disadvantages: 

 Inferior signal to noise ratio 

 Effects of spectral diffusion, e.g. caused by solvation or vibrational cooling re-

sult in additional non-exponential contributions to the decay signal 

 Contributions of similar time constants cannot be clearly distinguished 

 No complete spectral information of intermediate states is obtained 

A more powerful method of data evaluation, which avoids these drawbacks, is the 

so-called global data analysis or global fit. No longer a set of wavelength dependent, 

individual time constants λτi(λ) is applied to the data matrix ΔOD(λ, t) to describe 

the decay dynamics of each single time trace independently from each other. More-

over, global data analysis tries to apply exponential terms with global wavelength 

independent time constants τi with a wavelength dependent amplitude Ai(λ) to de-

scribe the decay dynamics of the full spectral window of the data matrix ΔOD(λ, t): 

 � � � � � �i
i

i

tOD ,t A exp �� � � � 
�� . (16.3) 

Since the amplitudes Ai(λ) describe the spectral composition of each decay with the 

time constant τi, the obtained Ai(λ) are called decay associated difference spectra 

(DADS). Fita et al. [44] suggest a formalism for this kind of data analysis. But before 

applying the global fit routine on transient data, it is recommended to rescale the 

wavelength scale from a scale linear in Δλ to a scale linear in ΔE to avoid the en-

hancement of the weight of the long-wave components. The number of the applied 

time constants τi is directly linked to the number of processes which occur within 

the observed time window. Every process which populates an intermediate or final 

product state leads to an additional time constant τi in the global fit. Intermediate 

states which are not significantly populated, e.g. if the depopulating rate kout of the 
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corresponding state is much higher than the populating rate kin, do not contribute 

significantly to the global fit. But these states are generally not accessible in TA 

spectroscopy as well. 

Now the challenge is to extract the species associated spectra (SAS) or the spe-

cies associated difference spectra (SADS) from the DADS. But first, the difference 

between SADS and SAS has to become clear. The SAS describe the true absorption 

spectrum of a certain intermediate state or species whereas the SADS only describe 

the spectral changes of this intermediate state with respect to the ground state ab-

sorption spectrum and the fluorescence spectrum of the chromophore. But the cal-

culation of the SAS first requires the extraction of the SADS from the DADS, which 

are directly obtained as a result of the global fit routine. The conversion from SADS 

to SAS is very easy: It just requires adding the wavelength dependent absorption 

spectrum abs(λ) and the wavelength dependent fluorescence spectrum fluo(�) of the 

excited chromophore to the SADS as shown in Equation 16.4, where � and � are 

scaling factors. 

 � � � � � � � � � � 4
1 1 1SAS SADS abs fluo� � � � � � �� � �� � �  (16.4) 

The multiplication of the wavelength dependent fluorescence intensity by �4 is re-

quired due to the conversion factor of the Einstein coefficient between spontaneous 

and stimulated emission and due to rescaling the fluorescence intensity per wave-

length interval �� to the corresponding quantity per frequency interval ��. [45] One 

has to keep in mind that in a fluorometer, the spectral shape of the spontaneous 

emission is measured whereas in TA spectroscopy the spectral shape of the stimu-

lated emission is detected. 

The difference between DADS Ai(�), SADS and SAS �i(�) can be well explained 

with the following simplified example: A spectrally well characterized chromophore 

is optically excited. The well confined absorption spectra �i(�) of the ground state, 

the first excited singlet state (S1) and the lowest triplet state (T1) are assumed to be 

known and are depicted in Figure 16.9. Fluorescence does not play a role for the 

sake of simplicity. 

After excitation of the chromophore into the S1 state, let there be two competing 

processes, which depopulate this state: internal conversion with a rate of 

� � 1

ICk 100 ps
�

�  and inter-system crossing with a rate of � � 1

ISCk 100 ps
�

�  as well. The 

internal conversion process converts the population from the S1 state back to the 

ground state and the inter-system crossing process converts the population from the 

S1 state to a third state, the triplet state T1. Due to both processes depopulating the 

S1 state, the overall rate kS1 which describes the depopulation of the S1 state can be 

written as the sum of kIC and kISC. Therefore, the life time of the S1 state is �S1 = 50 ps. 

 � � � � 11

S1 S1 IC ISCk k k 50 ps
��

� � � � �  (16.5) 
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Since kIC and kISC are equal, the branching ratio between internal conversion and 

inter-system crossing is 1:1. This means that for each excited chromophore in the 

S1 state both the probability to decay back to the ground state and the probability to 

decay into the long-lived triplet state T1 are 50 %. The Jablonski diagram in Fig-

ure 16.10 provides a schematic overview of the excited state dynamics. 

The species spectra of all populated excited states are contributing in different 

ways to the transient difference absorption spectrum, and generally, the spectra of 

these states do not directly appear in the measured data set. Immediately after exci-

tation of the model chromophore, there are only two signal contributions: The de-

population of the ground state leads to the negative signal of the ground state 

wavelength  

Figure 16.9: Optical absorption spectra of ground state (a), excited singlet state (b) and lowest trip-
let state (c) of an example chromophore. Since the spectra ε(λ) describe the wavelength dependent 
absorption properties of each state they are named species associates spectra (SAS). 

S1

T1

S0 ground state

τTRIP = 10 ns

τIC = 100 ps

τISC = 100 ps50 %

50 %

γ

Figure 16.10: Jablonski diagram of the example chromophore 
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bleach (GSB) whereas the population of the S1 state results in a positive signal of 

excited state absorption (ESA) due to the possible excitation into a higher state. The 

simulated transient signal directly after excitation is shown in Figure 16.11 a). 

With the beginning of the inter-system crossing (ISC) process on the time scale 

of 100 ps, the transient signal now contains contributions of all three states and the 

spectra of the contributing individual states are no longer directly accessible. Apply-

ing the global fit to the full data matrix provides a fit described by two time con-

stants: �1 = 50 ps, the life time of the S1 state and �2 = 10 ns, the life time of the T1 state 

with the corresponding amplitude spectra A1(�) and A2(�). These spectra A1(�) and 

A2(�) are the so-called DADS and are shown in Figure 11 b) and c), respectively. The 

amplitude spectrum A1(�) shows, that the S1 absorption in the middle decays and 

simultaneously both the ground state and the T1 state are populated. Since the 

quantum yield for the triplet state T1 is only 50 %, its contribution to A2(�) is only 

half as intense as the amplitude of the S1 decay in A1(�). 

The whole population of the T1 state decays back to the ground state, which can 

be seen, by comparing the contributions of the amplitudes of  the decay of the 

T1 ESA and the recovery of the GSB in A2(�). The full spectral information of the in-

termediate states now can be extracted from these DADS. 

When understanding the relation between DADS, SADS and SAS of the previ-

ously presented model reaction, now a more formal treatment can be introduced. It 

can be seen by comparison of Figure 16.9 and Figure 16.11, that the DADS Ai(�) are 

composed of a linear combination of the SAS �i(�), including the ground state ab-

sorption spectrum �S0(�). Consequently, the SAS can be obtained as linear combina-

tions of the DADS. The inverse of the relative yield of the corresponding state deter-

wavelength  

Figure 16.11: Transient difference absorption spectrum directly after excitation (a), A1(λ), DADS of the 
τ = 50 ps component, that describes the decay of the S1 state and the population of the T1 state (b) 
and A2(λ), DADS of the τ = 10 ns decay of the triplet state (c)
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mines the weighting coefficient of the DADS. It can be written as fraction of the in-

volved rates ki. 

 � � � � � � � �S1 50 ps 10 ns S0A A� � � � � � �� �  (16.6) 

 � � � � � � � � � �ISC IC
T1 10 ns S0 10 ns S0

ISC

k k
A 2 A

k

�� � � � �� � �  � � � �  (16.7) 

A more general treatment of the data analysis is given in the following section. To 

introduce a mathematical description the use of a rate model is recommended. A rate 

model is based on the assumption, that an arbitrarily chosen intermediate state i is 

populated from a state i-1 with rate k1 and decays with rate k2 into subsequent inter-

mediate states or the final product state. This allows describing the temporal behav-

ior of the population of the observed state ni(t) by the following differential equation: 

 � � � �i
i 1 i 1 2 i

dn
n k n t k n t

dt
�� � �  � � . (16.8) 

For the full description of a rate model, involving more than one state, the differen-

tial equations for each state, which are no longer independent from each other, can 

be written in matrix formalism, as shown in Equation 16.9. 

 

1 11 1

2 21 22 2

3 31 32 33 3

n k 0 0 n

n k k 0 n

n k k k n

	 
 	 
 	 
�
� � � � � �

� �� � � � � �� � � � � � �� � �� � � � � �
� � � � � �� � � � � �

� �
� �
� �
� � � � � �

. (16.9) 

If there is no repopulation from lower to higher states, which means that the matrix A 

is a lower triangular matrix, the diagonal elements kii = (�i)−1 represent the decay rate 

of state i and are directly obtained as the inverse of the time constants from the 

global fit. By solving the differential equation system 16.9 one can obtain mathemat-

ical terms for ni(t) which describe the population dynamics of each state i. 

How to solve such a differential equation system is demonstrated by the follow-

ing example of a sequential model involving three states. A scheme of the process is 

provided in Figure 16.12. 

The population dynamics ni(t) of each state are described by a differential 

equation, which relates the temporal behavior of state i � �in t�  with its current popu-

lation ni(t). 

 

1 1 1

2 1 1 2 2

3 2 2

n k n

n k n k n

n k n

� � 
� �  � 
� � 

�
�
�

 (16.10) 
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Now, according to Equation 16.9, a matrix can be introduced for an easier treatment 

of the differential equation system: 

 

1 1 1

2 1 2 2

3 2 3

n k 0 0 n

n A k k 0 n

n 0 k 0 n

	 
 	 
 	 
�
� � � � � �

�  � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � ��� � � � � �

�
�
�

n . (16.11) 

Since the introduced matrix A is a triangular matrix, the diagonal entries of A give 

the multiset of eigenvalues of A.  

 1 1 2 2 3k k 0� � � � � � � �  (16.12) 

The eigenvector xi of each eigenvalue �i is required for the further treatment and 

solving of the differential equation system: 

 
1

2 3

1 2

2

1 2

1
0 0

k
1 0

k k
1 1k

k k

	 

� � 	 
 	 
� � � � � �� �� � �� � � �� �� � � � � �� �� � � � �� �
� �� �

1x x x . (16.13) 

Finally, the information, which is needed to solve the differential equation system, 

is complete. An exponential approach with free parameters ci solves the differential 

equation system. 

 � � � � � � � �1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3t c exp λ t c exp t c exp t�    �   �  �   � n x x x  (16.14) 

The parameters ci now only have to be adapted to the boundary conditions. Reason-

able boundary conditions for the temporal behavior of the intermediate states of a 

sequential three state model in transient absorption spectroscopy are: 

 � � � � � � � � � �1 0 2 3 i 3 0n 0 n n 0 0 n 0 0 n t 0 0 n t n� � � � � �� � . (16.15) 

The solution for the excited state dynamics of the presented sequential three state 

model, which matches the given boundary conditions, is given in Equation 16.16. 

Figure 16.12: Sequential three state model: State 1 with popula-
tion n1(t) decays with rate k1 to state 2. State 2 with population 
n2(t) decays back to the ground state with rate k2. 
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� � � �
� � � � � �

� � � � � �

1 0 1

1 1
2 0 1 2

1 2 1 2

2 1
3 0 1 2

1 2 1 2

n t n exp k t

k k
n t n exp k t exp k t

k k k k

k k
n t n exp k t exp k t 1

k k k k

�  � 
� �

�  �  � � � �� � � �� �
� ���  �  � �  �� �� � � �� �

 (16.16) 

One sees readily that the population of the initially excited state 1 decays with a 

single exponential rate as assumed. State 2 gets populated with k1 and depopulated 

with k2. For the final state 3 both rates are important again, even though there is no 

direct path from state 1 to state 3. This is only mediated by state 2, but by its in-

volvement, the rate k1 also becomes important for the population of the final state. 

For processes with more than three contributing excited states, which have to 

be described by a more complex system of rate equations, applying a numeric solu-

tion might be more practical to gain reasonable results. Since it now should be clear 

how to obtain solutions for a rate equation system, the functions ni(t) describing the 

excited state dynamics can be used for the interpretation of the results of the global 

fit. The transient data matrix �OD(�, t) can be written as the time dependent popula-

tion dynamics ni(t) of state i multiplied by the corresponding SAS �i(�), which de-

scribes the wavelength dependency. 

 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1 1 2 2 3 3 0 S0OD ,t n t n t n t n t� � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��  (16.17) 

Equation 16.17 contains the population dynamics of the intermediate states ni(t). 

The next step towards obtaining the SAS �i(�) of state i, is equalizing the whole ex-

pression with the result of the global fit (Equation 16.3). 

 � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1 2t t
1 1 2 2 S0 1 2n t n t A e A e

� � � �� � � � � � �� � � �  � �  �� � (16.18) 

Now, the population dynamics ni(t) of each state, which can be calculated by solv-

ing the differential equation system, given in Equation 16.9, has to be inserted into 

Equation 16.18. The independent population dynamics ni(t) are written as a sum of 

exponential terms with individual time constants �i. The last step is to sort the dif-

ferent time dependent exponential terms on the left side of Equation 16.18. Now the 

relation between SAS �i(�) and DADS Ai(�) can be directly seen by comparison of the 

wavelength dependent pre-factors of the individual time dependent exponential 

terms of both sides of the equation. 

The global fit is one of the most powerful evaluation methods of transient ab-

sorption dynamics. But, nevertheless, before it provides confidential results, it 

requires either a detailed knowledge of the spectra of all occurring intermediate 

states or a detailed knowledge of the reaction kinetics of each intermediate state. It 

is not sufficient just to know the decay dynamics of each state – also a majority of 
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the off-diagonal elements of the matrix in Equation 16.9 has to be identified. Esti-

mating the quantum yield of the intermediate states, for instance with the help of 

the time dependent intensity of the ground state bleach, may help determining the 

off-diagonal elements. 

Since there have been various further approaches developed over the years to in-

terpret the outcome of the transient spectroscopy, and since the investigated prob-

lems vary widely, the interested reader is referred to a more general treatment of data 

analysis given in a recent review. [46] There it is nicely explained, whichever model 

assumption is made or not made, one has to input into the various data treatments. 

To demonstrate the application of the global fit, the spectroscopic investigation 

of the flavin sensitized photo-oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol (MBA) is used as a 

model reaction. After excitation and inter-system crossing (ISC) of the riboflavin 

tetraacetate (RFTA) chromophore, a first electron transfer from the MBA to the triplet 

state 3RFTA leads to the radical anion RFTA∙‒. The MBA is only a weak chromophore 

and renders no contribution to the transient absorption signal within the probed 

(a) RFTA

(b) 3RFTA*

(c)  RFTA∙–

(h)  FMNH∙(d)  RFTAH∙

(g)  FMN∙–

(f)  3FMN*
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Figure 16.13: Absorption spectra of the ground state RFTA (a) and (e), the triplet state 3RFTA (b) and 
(f), the radical anion state RFTA∙‒ (c) and (g) and the neutral protonated state RFTAH∙ (d) and (h) of 
riboflavin tetraacetate. The spectra on the right side are reprinted from reference [47] with permis-
sion from Elsevier, the spectra on the left side are extracted from the DADS, which were obtained 
by applying a global fit on the data matrices ΔOD(λ, t) of the time-resolved spectroscopic investiga-
tion of the photocatalytic oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol. [43, 48] 
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spectral range. The next step of the reaction is the protonation of the radical. [47] 

The extracted SAS of the occuring intermediate states of the flavin photocatalyst 

and their assignment to known spectra [47] of the different redox and protonation 

states of flavin are shown in Figure 16.4. 

Another field of application is the combination of global fit analysis with the 

methods of spectroelectrochemistry. Especially when charge transfer processes 

between two chromophores, either of intermolecular or intramolecular character, 

are suspected to occur within the investigated reaction, the combination of these 

experimental techniques can help to recognize and allocate these intermediate 

states. One example of the successful combined application of the presented data 

analysis and spectroelectrochemistry is given in reference [49]. Here, the intramo-

lecular charge transfer of a donor-bridge-acceptor molecule was investigated. The 

main aspect of the study was to proof an incoherent hopping mechanism, which 

transports an electron from the donor site of the molecule to its acceptor site. Inco-

herent hopping includes that the charge transfer state is temporarily located on the 

bridge molecules, which link electron donor and acceptor. The bridge consists of 

alternatively one, two or three covalently linked fluorenone molecules. The spectra 

of the radical anion of a single fluorenone and of two covalently linked fluorenone 

molecules were determined with the help of spectroelectrochemistry. The spectra of 

the radical anions exhibit a strong absorption band centered around 550 nm and 

575 nm, respectively. The decomposition of the transient spectra with the help of 

the global data analysis clearly showed a significant spectral contribution of the 

fluorenone radical anion absorption to the intermediate spectra and proved the 

proposed reaction mechanism via incoherent hopping. The spectra are shown in 

Figure 16.14. 

 

Figure 16.14: Spectra of the fluorenone anion (dark grey line), the anion of two covalently linked 
fluorenones (bright grey line), and the SAS of an intramolecular charge transfer state of a complex 
donor-bridge-acceptor molecule (blue and red line), where the electron is temporarily located on the 
fluorenone moiety of the molecule. [10] 
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16.3  Diffusion limited reactions  

16.3.1  Diffusion limited excited state quenching with time dependent reaction rate 

For intermolecular photo-sensitization processes, a close proximity between donor 

and acceptor molecule is inevitable due to a strong distance dependence of the 

common sensitizing mechanisms. In general, there are two different mechanical 

approaches to allow photo-induced sensitization: diffusive sensitization after photo-

excitation and complex formation before photo-excitation. This chapter will de-

scribe the challenges in transient absorption spectroscopy which are related to the 

investigation of diffusion controlled sensitizing mechanisms. 

A very widely accepted principle of the data analysis in transient absorption 

spectroscopy is the exponential decay modeling. It is based on the assumption, that 

the number of excited molecules which decay to a lower state within an infinitesi-

mal time period dt is proportional to the total number of molecules which are mo-

mentarily in the observed excited state. However, to describe the ultrafast popula-

tion dynamics on the ps (10−12 s) time scale of diffusion limited reactions, the 

exponential decay modeling is inappropriate and a more sophisticated model is 

required. The reaction rate k, which is a constant in exponential decay modeling, 

turns into a time dependent quantity k(t) when describing diffusion limited dynam-

ics. The time dependency of k(t) is usually negligible for reaction dynamics on the 

ns time scale but causes major deviations from strongly monoexponential decay 

dynamics on the low ps time scale. 

The time dependency of the reaction rate can be justified qualitatively: Directly 

after excitation, there is a certain average distance d0 between excited sensitizer 

molecule and quencher molecule, which only depends on the initial quencher con-

centration [Q0]. The quencher molecules are randomly distributed around the sensi-

tizer molecules if there are no effects of attracting or repulsive forces. This average 

distance d0 is the determining quantity of the reaction rate k since, due to the laws 

of diffusion, the average distance is related to the average time until collision be-

tween two molecules occurs. The values of d0 are typically between 1 and 

5 nanometers when using quencher (substrate) concentrations between 10 and 

1000 mM which are common for photocatalytic processes. Electron transfer reac-

tions and energy transfer mechanisms require a sub-nm distance to work efficiently.  

To quantitatively model the time dependency of the reaction rate k(t) the follow-

ing ideas are used: After excitation the sensitizer molecules with a quencher mole-

cule in close proximity are quenched first whereas excited sensitizer molecules 

without a quencher molecule in close proximity remain in the excited state. These 

excited chromophores are able to decay spontaneously back to the ground state 

within the life time � of the excited state. These effects lead to an increase in the 

average distance d0 between excited sensitizer molecules and quencher and, hence, 

to a decrease in reaction rate k. A detailed derivation of an applicable mathematical 
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model can be found in the book of S. A. Rice, who provides an excellent overview of 

diffusion limited reaction kinetics. [50] A short summary is presented in the follow-

ing section. 

For the derivation of a mathematical model which describes diffusion limited 

bimolecular processes, some simplifications are inevitable. The model is based on 

the Einstein–Smoluchowski-Theory of diffusion and assumes a spherical chromo-

phore with radius R located at the origin of a spherical coordinate system as shown 

in Figure 16.15. The sensitizer is enclosed by the quencher molecules, which are 

described as a scalar field instead of discrete molecules. This means that at least in 

first approximation the distribution function of the quencher is continuous. The 

concentration [Q] of the quencher is much higher than [S], the concentration of the 

sensitizer. Inside the spherical chromophore, the quencher concentration equals 

zero for t ≤ 0. 

The homogeneous initial concentration of the quencher is [Q0]. The following 

discussion is based on the assumption that the excited chromophore is separated 

far enough from the next excited chromophore that competing processes can be 

neglected. For an easy mathematical description, a normalized quencher density 

 (r) which depends on the distance r with respect to the coordinate origin is in-

troduced. 

 � � � �
0

Q r
r

Q

� �
� � �
� �� �

 (16.19) 

The assumption, which was applied with the introduction of the model, can be ex-

pressed by the following boundary conditions: 

 

� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

r,t 0 t 0 r R

r,t 1 t 0 r R

r,t 1 t 0 r

 � � !

 � � �

 � � ��

. (16.20) 

Figure 16.15: Spherical sensitizer with radius R sur-
rounded by the quencher Q which is described as sca-
lar field in spherical coordinates [Q(r)]
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This model assumes that the excited chromophore is quenched when the quencher 

molecule Q is at an encounter distance R. Hence, the quencher concentration at 

encounter distance R equals zero independently of t, which can be expressed by a 

fourth boundary condition. 

 � � � �r,t 0 t 0 r R � � �  (16.21) 

Due to Fick’s laws of diffusion the concentration gradient at an arbitrarily chosen 

distance r = r0 with r0 > R leads to a particle current density J(r0) crossing the spheri-

cal surface. The particle current density can be written as the product of the diffu-

sion constant D and the concentration gradient at r = r0. 

 � �
0

0

r r

c
J r D

r
�

"�
"

 (16.22) 

The particle current I(r0) of quencher molecules Q crossing this spherical surface is 

obtained by multiplication of the particle current density J by the area of the spheri-

cal surface. 

 � �
0

2
0 0

r r

c
I r 4 r D

r
�

"� #
"

 (16.23) 

Now we have to calculate the net loss of quencher Q within a spherical shell with 

radius r0 and an infinitesimal thickness dr. First of all, the particle current I(r0 + dr) 

through the external spherical surface with radius r0 + dr has to be formulated. 

 � � � �
0

2

0 0

r r dr

c
I r dr 4 r dr D

r
� �

"� � # �
"

 (16.24) 

The net loss of quencher Q within this spherical shell now can be calculated by sub-

traction of the particle current, which is flowing into the shell, by the particle cur-

rent, which is flowing out. 

 � � � � � �
� � �

" "� � � # � # �
" "

0 0

2
2

0 0 00

r r r r dr

c c
I r I r dr 4 r D 4 r dr D

r r
 (16.25) 

To obtain the rate of loss of concentration of Q per unit time within this spherical 

shell of infinitesimal thickness one has to divide the net particle loss of this spheri-

cal shell by its volume 2
04 r dr# . 
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The concentration c in Equation 16.26 now can be expressed with the normalized 

quencher density  (r) according to Equation 16.19: 

 
2

2
0

2
D

t r r r

	 
" "  " � �� �" " "� �
 (16.27) 

The right hand side of Equation 16.27 contains two spherically symmetric deriva-

tives of  (r, t) which can be replaced by the Laplace operator. 

 2D
t

" � $  
"

 (16.28) 

This equation describes the diffusion of matter as well as the diffusion of heat and 

its solution has been already studied. In consideration of the boundary conditions 

in Equations 16.20 and 16.21 the complementary error function erfc(x) solves the 

differential equation. 

 � � R r R
r,t 1 erfc

r 4 D t

% &�' ' � � ( )
' '* +

 (16.29) 

The time dependent particle current I(t) of quencher Q diffusing towards the excited 

chromophore at encounter distance R per infinitesimal time interval represents the 

time dependent reaction rate k(t) of excited state quenching. The particle current at 

encounter distance R can be obtained by insertion of  (R,t) into Fick’s law of diffu-

sion, which is formulated in Equation 16.30. The obtained rate k(t) describes the 

dynamics of the non-stationary quenching process assuming, that the excited state 

life time is infinite. The quencher concentration [Q0] is given in units of particles per 

unit volume, e.g., m−3. 
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It can be seen that the rate starts at very large values at early times t. However, 

when we insert the rate into the decay function, and include the intrinsic life time � 

of the excited state which is quenched, we see immediately that the t-term in the 

denominator is more then balanced by the multiplication of the rate by t. 

 � � � �� �diff diff 0

2Rt
n t n exp k t) t n exp 4 RD Q 1 t

4Dt

% &� �' '� �� ��  � �  � � #   � ( )� � � ��' '� �* +

 (16.31) 

The result can also be written as a product of an exponential term with t in the ex-

ponent and an exponential term with the square root of t in the exponent: 

 � � � �diff 0 0

2R tt
n t n exp exp 4 RD Q t exp 4 RD Q

4D

% &	 
 ' '� � � ��  �  � #    � #  � � ( )� � � ��� � ' '* +
. (16.32) 

This means that the temporal evolution is given by i) the spontaneous decay of the 

sensitizer excitation, ii) a classical rate term, and iii) a stretched exponential. The 

last term is the result of the non-equilibrium situation caused by the ultrafast excita-

tion. It deviates strongly from the widely used multi-exponential modeling and can 

only be poorly compensated in an exponential model by adding ever more time 

constants. 

For t��  the reaction rate k(t) becomes time independent. This time independ-

ent rate k∞ linearly depends on the initial quencher concentration [Q0] and describes 

the dynamics of the stationary quenching process. 

 0k 4 RD Q� � �� #  � �  (16.33) 

The proportionality constants have to be multiplied by the product of the Avogadro 

constant NA and 1000 l mol−1 m−1 to allow inserting the quencher concentration in 

units of mol l−1 instead of m−3, which was used until now. 

 3 mol
A 0k 4 RD N 10 Q� � �� #    � �  (16.34) 

Typically all proportionality constants in Equation 16.34 are put together into one 

factor, usually named Kq, which describes the dependence of the time constant k∞ of 

the stationary quenching process on the quencher concentration [ mol
0Q ]. A huge 

number of quenching constants Kq for different sensitizer quencher combinations 
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and a variety of sensitizing mechanisms in different solvents can be found in Monta-

li et. al., “Handbook of Photochemistry”. [51] Typical values for Kq range from 

Kq = 105 l mol−1 s−1 for slow triplet quenching processes up to Kq = 1010 l mol−1 s−1 for fast 

singlet quenching processes.  

The last step toward applying the model of diffusion limited reaction kinetics on 

transient absorption spectra is the derivation of a suitable diffusion fit function, 

which can be applied to the measured data set. Since signals in TA spectroscopy are 

generally proportional to the number of molecules n(t) which are momentarily in 

the observed state, a quantity proportional to Equations 16.31 and 16.32 results. Note 

that the diffusion fit function includes the intrinsic life time � of the excited state, 

which is quenched. Diffusion terms only become significant, if this time is long. 

However, this just corresponds to the requirement of a long intrinsic excited state 

lifetime of the sensitizer for efficient catalysis. 

16.3.2  Application of the diffusion fit function to experimental data 

In the last section the derivation of a fit function, which describes the diffusion con-

trolled reaction kinetics of a photo-sensitizer and a quencher molecule, was shown. 

The derivation of the model was based on the Einstein–Smoluchowski-Theory of 

diffusion. It should be noted that we are actually interested in the time dependence 

of the electron transfer from or toward the substrate, but this is just a different way 

of looking at the fluorescence quenching of the sensitizer. As the optical signature of 

the sensitizer is typically more accessible, this focus on the sensitizer is actually 

closely related with the time resolved spectroscopy. From the synthetic viewpoint of 

photocatalysis, the substrate is obviously more in the focus. 

Table 16.1: Rate constants Kq for the stationary regime of diffusive quenching at room temperature 
for selected sensitizer-quencher pairs. 

sensitizer quencher solvent Kq

[109 M−1 s−1] 

sensitizing  
mechanism

eosin Y 2-phenyl-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline

DMSO 0.8 not known

riboflavin  
tetraacetate 

4-methoxybenzylalcohole 98 % MeCN
2 % DMSO

1.9 singlet
photo-oxidation 

riboflavin  
tetraacetate 

4-methoxybenzylalcohole 50 % MeCN
50 % H2O 

4.0 singlet
photo-oxidation 

riboflavin  
tetraacetate 

4-methoxybenzylalcohole 50 % MeCN
50 % H2O 

0.02 triplet
photo-oxidation 

xanthone  
(derivative) 

1,3-pentadiene trifluorotoluene 2.6 triplet-triplet  
energy transfer 
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We now apply and test the derived function on photoinduced reaction kinetics, 

which are controlled by diffusion. As a model reaction the diffusive quenching pro-

cess of the S1 state of riboflavin tetraacetate (RFTA) by methoxybenzyl alcohol 

(MBA) was chosen. The reductive quenching process produces a radical pair com-

prising the flavin radical anion and the radical cation of the benzyl alcohol. After 

formation of the radical pair, typically a fast electron back-transfer tends to offset 

the oxidation of the alcohol. Two neutral ground state molecules result and the 

energy of the absorbed photon is converted to heat. Since the rate of the charge 

recombination process 1kb−ET at common substrate concentrations below 1 mol/l is 

much faster than the diffusion limited rate of the initial electron transfer step 1kET, no 

considerable population of the charge separated radical pair state occurs. Hence, 

the only visible process is the reductive S1 quenching. Signals of the involved inter-

mediate radicals won’t be observable due to the fast charge recombination process. 

A Jablonski diagram of the model reaction is shown in Figure 16.16. 

The transient signal of stimulated emission is a unique sign for excited sensitiz-

ers. It clearly show diffusion limited decay dynamics, signaled by non-exponential 

kinetics and is therefore chosen for the application of the diffusion fit function. 

Instead of using the signal of only one individual spectral trace within the spectral 

RFTA•–

RFTA

1RFTA*

CH2OH

CH2OH OMe

hν

OMe1kb-ET

1kET

•+

 

Figure 16.16: Jablonski diagram of the reductive quenching of the S1 state of riboflavin tetraacetate 
(RFTA). The rate 1kET is controlled by diffusion of RFTA and methoxybenzyl alcohol (MBA). 
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region of the stimulated emission, the integrated signal of all spectral traces con-

taining major signal contributions of the stimulated emission was selected for the 

further data processing. This minimizes the influence of spectral diffusion caused 

for instance by solvation or vibrational cooling and decreases the statistic error of 

the measurement.  

Figure 16.17 shows, that diffusive decay dynamics are not accurately enough 

described by an exponential fit function. The residuum, i. e. the difference between 

the data and the fit function, deviates systematically from the measured decay data. 

In contrast, the application of the diffusion fit function, given in Equation 16.31, 

results in a very good fit in the range of tens to hundreds of ps (see Figure 16.18 

and 16.19). Still, the fit to the measured data points (red line, Figure 16.18) is not yet 

perfect in the first few ps. 

 

Figure 16.17: Exponential fit applied to the transient signal of the stimulated emission. The main 
time range of hundreds of ps is augmented by a 1.5 ps component discussed below. Upper panel: 
experimental data and fit. Lower panel: residuum on an expanded scale. 

 

Figure 16.18: Diffusion fit function (Equation 16.34, red line) and extended diffusion fit function 
(Equation 16.35, blue line) applied to the transient signal of the stimulated emission.
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For a full description of the decay dynamics of the observed model reaction an 

additional term has to be added (blue line, Figure 16.18) to the diffusion fit function 

in Equation 16.31. From another TA measurement which was performed without 

using any solvent by diluting RFTA directly in the highly viscous MBA, the intrinsic 

rate 0
ETk  of the electron transfer from MBA to RFTA could be determined to 

� � 1
0
ETk 4 ps

�
� . Adding an exponential term, describing the quenching processes with 

this intrinsic rate 
 

0
ETk , to the diffusion fit function leads to an extended fit function 

shown in Equation 16.35. Applying this fit function to the transient data leads to a 

perfect description of the measured S1 decay dynamics. The fit parameters are the 

radius of the chromophore R, the diffusion constant D and the relative amplitudes 

nnondiff and ndiff of both exponential terms. 

� � , -0
nondiff diff 0ET

S1

2 Rt
n t n exp k t n exp 4 R D [Q] 1 t

4 D t

% &� �' '� ��  �  �  � � #   � ( )� ��' '� �* +

 (16.35) 

The additional term has to be added due to apparent pre-association of chromo-

phore and quencher. The reductive quenching of pre-associated pairs of RFTA and 

MBA is not a diffusion limited process. It occurs with the constant reaction rate 0
ETk  

which was already obtained when both reactants are in closest proximity. The con-

tribution of the constant reaction rate 0
ETk  to the overall decay dynamics becomes 

more dominant with increasing the quencher concentration. This is in line with a 

statistical association. 

The detailed investigation of flavin photocatalysis has shown that the addition of 

water to the solvent improves the reaction quantum yield for product formation. For 

this reason, Figure 16.19 shows the diffusion limited decay dynamics of the integrated 

 

Figure 16.19: Diffusion fit function with an additional exponential decay according to Equation 16.35 
applied on TA data of the reductive quenching of excited RFTA by MBA. [43]
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stimulated emission of RFTA in a solvent mixture of acetonitrile and water at different 

MBA concentrations. The extended diffusion fit function from Equation 16.35 has 

been applied to describe the measured data points. It has to be noted, that in water, 

the intrinsic time constant for electron transfer changes from � � 1
0
ETk 4 ps

�
�  in pure 

acetonitrile to � � 1
0
ETk 0.9 ps

�
�  in a mixture of acetonitrile and water. 

The simultaneous application of the diffusion fit function to the transient ab-

sorption data at varied MBA concentration not only provides an excellent modeling 

of the diffusion limited kinetics. It provides moreover a detailed microscopic insight 

into the molecular processes: 

For instance, the encounter distance R is a fit constant, which is directly ob-

tained from applying the fit function to the transient data. It provides a rough esti-

mate of the distance at which an electron transfer between substrate and excited 

photocatalyst becomes efficient. It has to be noted that the underlying assumption 

that electron transfer occurs at a certain encounter distance is a heavy simplification 

of the theory of electron transfer. But this simplification seems to be justified due to 

a strong exponential distance dependency of the common theoretical models of 

electron transfer dynamics. Usually, exponential damping coefficients for distance 

dependent electron transfer processes are on the scale of 1 Å−1.[10] In contrast, the 

average distance between photocatalyst and quencher is on the scale of some nm, 

when working under substrate concentrations, which are usually used in photoca-

talysis and are in the mM range. Hence, the assumption of instantaneous electron 

transfer, which occurs at a certain encounter distance R, is legitimate. The resulting 

interaction radius was determined to R = 3.8 Å for the observed model reaction in a 

1:1 solvent mixture of acetonitrile and water. 

Another insight into molecular processes is provided by the fit of the relative am-

plitudes of diffusion fit function ndiff and of the exponential term nnondiff, which de-

scribes the non-diffusive quenching of pre-associated sensitizer-quencher pairs. In 

particular, the interesting quantity is the ratio of both amplitudes since its dependen-

cy on the substrate concentration allows the direct determination of the association 

constant of catalyst and substrate. For the model reaction an association constant of 

K = 0.63 M−1 in a solvent mixture of acetonitrile and water was determined, as shown 

in Figure 16.20. 

Also the last fit parameter, the diffusion constant D, has to be discussed. The 

Stokes–Einstein equation relates the diffusion constant D to macroscopic accessible 

physical quantities such as temperature T, viscosity . of the solvent and the effec-

tive radius Reff of the diffusing molecule, which is supposed to be spherical. 

 
B

eff

k T
D

6 R
�

#.
 (16.36) 

It has to be mentioned that Reff in the denominator of Equation 16.36 is not directly 

related with the encounter distance R for electron transfer between photo-sensitizer 
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and quencher. The Reff is the effective radius of the molecule, which is relevant for 

diffusion. Not only the size of a spherical model of the diffusing molecules deter-

mines Reff but rather the size of the molecule including the shell of associated sol-

vent molecules can be directly linked to Reff. Since not only the quencher molecules 

but also the photo-sensitizer are contributing to the diffusion process, Reff gives a 

description of an effective intermediate radius of both molecules, which is relevant 

for diffusion. 

Figure 16.21 shows the concentration dependency of the fit parameter D resulting 

from applying the extended fit function from Equation 16.35 to the observed S1 decay 

dynamics. The slight decrease of D with higher concentrations of the substrate can 

be explained by the increase of the solvent viscosity due to adding large amounts of 

the highly viscous methoxy benzyl alcohol to the solvent with a low viscosity. 

 

Figure 16.20: Ratio of relative amplitudes of diffusion fit function and of the exponential term, which 
describes the non-diffusive quenching of pre-associated sensitizer-quencher pairs according to 
Equation 16.35. 

 

Figure 16.21: Diffusion constant D derived from the diffusion limited S1 decay dynamics at different 
concentrations of the highly viscous substrate MBA. D was obtained from applying the fit function, 
given in Equation 16.35, on the diffusion limited decay dynamics of the S1 state of RFTA. 
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For the observed model reaction, which was performed in different solvents, the 

analysis of the fit of the diffusion constant D offers the following results: Reff in-

creases from Reff = 4.5 Å in pure acetonitrile to Reff = 8.0 Å in the solvent mixture of 

acetonitrile and water. This result suggests that a solvent shell of associated water 

molecules is able to slow down the diffusive movement of the interacting particles. 

In summary, it has been shown that the presented model of diffusion limited 

excitation quenching applied to experimental data provides much more data than 

only a perfect description of the decay curve. It offers deep insights into molecular 

processes and extends the previous model of diffusion limited reaction kinetics, 

which still divides the diffusion limited decay of a signal into three contributions: 

static quenching, non-stationary quenching and stationary quenching dynamics. [52] 

Especially for the investigation of photocatalytic processes, a more sophisticated 

model seems to be a great help to obtain a deep knowledge of the underlying reac-

tion mechanisms. 

The literature provides only very few examples where diffusion limited excited 

state dynamics obtained by time resolved spectroscopic techniques are quantitative-

ly described with the help of suitable fit functions. The application of a very similar 

model of diffusion controlled decay modelling, which is also based on Einstein–

Smoluchowski-Theory, including a Coulomb potential between the reactants, is 

presented in reference [53]. The model can well describe the diffusion influenced 

fluorescence quenching reaction of rhodamine B and ferrocyanide. A more general 

discussion of the model, which describes diffusion controlled fluorescence quench-

ing by electron transfer based on Marcus Theory can be found in reference [54]. It 

has to be mentioned, that the temporal resolution of the transient spectroscopic 

techniques, which were applied in this work, was 60 ps. This is somewhat critical, 

since the decay curves at earlier times are very important for the correct modelling. 

Some theoretical considerations on distance distribution and photo-induced elec-

tron transfer between diluted reactants in solution regarding Marcus theory are 

presented in reference [55]. Diffusion controlled fluorescence quenching by long 

range electron transfer in highly viscous non-polar solvents was investigated in 

reference [56]. 

16.4  Costs of photocatalysis: The reaction quantum yield 

16.4.1  Requirements for an accurate definition of the quantum yield 

In photochemistry, the term “quantum yield” has been used for many different 

quantities over the years. From a physical point of view and in the context of photo-

catalysis it should describe the ratio of the number of product molecules formed to 

the number of absorbed photons. Usually a high quantum yield / is desired for an 

efficient photocatalytic process. At this point efficiency is focused onto the best 
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possible use of the available light. As early investigations on the fundamentals of 

photocatalysis are not so much concerned yet about the use of the photons but ra-

ther worry about the endurance of the photocatalyst and the ability to quantitatively 

convert a substrate, it becomes understandable why other usages have surfaced. 

This section will provide a rigid definition of the term “quantum yield” and sug-

gest an easy and cheap method for the accurate determination in homogeneous 

catalysis. A detailed discussion of the difficulty to properly report photonic efficien-

cies and quantum yields in heterogeneous photocatalysis can be found in Nick 

Serpone, “Relative photonic efficiencies and quantum yields in heterogeneous pho-

tocatalysis”. [57] One of the main aspects for an accurate usage is that the quantum 

yield / has to describe the properties of a molecular reaction independently of the 

experimental boundary conditions. It is not sufficient to report a quantity which 

strongly depends on the measurement setup since the result is not reproducible. 

Whereas the number of incident photons impinging on the external reactor walls is 

relatively easy to measure, it is more sophisticated to determine the number of the 

photons actually absorbed by a photocatalyst molecule. 

Depending on the sensitizing mechanism and the subsequent reaction mecha-

nism of the photocatalytic reaction, the quantum yield / can be affected by a huge 

number of physical quantities. The solvent environment causes the largest influence 

on the photo-induced reaction. But also temperature, irradiation wavelength and its 

bandwidth, and the concentration of catalyst and substrate may affect the efficiency 

of the catalytic reaction. In particular when intermediate steps of the photocatalytic 

reaction are limited by diffusion, the concentration of the substrate plays a major 

role on reaction dynamics and, hence, on the total efficiency of the reaction. [43] 

Usually the temperature strongly affects the viscosity of the solvent and, therefore, 

also changes the diffusion dynamics on the microscopic scale. But a change of tem-

perature can also cause major effects in template photocatalysis, where complexa-

tion of the catalyst and substrate is required for the photocatalytic reaction. If the 

catalyst-substrate binding is mediated through hydrogen bonding, where binding 

energies are close to kB‧T, a change of temperature dramatically changes the equilib-

rium of associated and non-associated catalyst-substrate complexes and therefore 

affects the quantum yield / of the desired template mediated photocatalytic pro-

cess. [7, 8 ,58] Also, the oxygen concentration in the solvent has to be taken into 

account. Oxygen is known to efficiently quench triplet states and for this reason 

strongly reduces the life time of intermediate states with triplet character, which 

may affect the over-all reaction quantum yield /. Another aspect which has to be 

considered is a wavelength dependent definition of /. For example, in organometal-

lic coordination complexes, which are used for photocatalysis, there are examples 

where it is possible to excite different states depending on the excitation wave-

length. [59–61] Only the excitation of metal-to-ligand-charge-transfer transitions 

(MLCT) directly leads to photocatalytic active states. Also competing absorption of 

the substrate or the formed product has to be considered when discussing the wave-
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length dependency of the quantum yield. For the determination of the optimal envi-

ronment for an efficient photocatalytic reaction, it can be essential to measure / 

under a variety of conditions. Therefore, / needs to be easy to measure. 

A seminal contribution to this debate is given by Nick Serpone in “Suggested 

terms and definitions in photocatalysis and radiocatalysis” discussing a large num-

ber of terms and definitions for the application in photocatalysis. [62] The following 

definition of the quantum yield / strongly relies on this work. Generally, in chemis-

try, the quantum yield can be determined for lots of processes such as reactant dis-

appearance, light emission, product formation and various other events occurring as 

a result of a photochemical process. Since generally in catalysis the disappearance of 

a substrate molecule does not necessarily lead to formation of the desired product 

molecule, determining the quantum yield by taking the number of disappearing 

reactant molecules into account is not appropriate. Rather considering the actually 

formed product molecules results in a meaningful definition of the quantum yield /. 

Whereas in heterogeneous photochemistry the term quantum yield / describes the 

ratio of the total number of photons incident on the reactor walls and the number of 

product molecules formed [57, 62], in homogeneous catalysis a more accurate defini-

tion is required to describe the actual efficiency of a molecular process. 

The definition, given in Equation 16.37, fulfills all the previously discussed con-

ditions. The quantum yield / is directly defined as the ratio of the number of pho-

tons which are actually absorbed by the photocatalyst Nabs and the number of 

formed product molecules Nproduct. In Equation 16.37 the amount of substance nproduct 

can be inserted instead of the total number Nproduct of molecules, which were formed 

within the catalytic process. The corresponding quantity nabs describing the number 

of moles of absorbed photons can be expressed by the occasionally used physical 

unit einstein, which is equivalent to one mole of photons. 

 
abs abs

product product

N n

N n
�/ � �  (16.37) 

It should be noted that this definition of the wavelength dependent reaction quan-

tum yield is most precise, if quasi-monochromatic light is used. This can either orig-

inate from a laser source, e.g. in basic studies, or from high power light emitting 

diodes (LEDs) with a spectrum narrower than the typical width of molecular absorp-

tion bands. [63] On the other hand, Maschmeyer and Che have argued for the solar 

spectrum as proper reference. [64] While this is eventually the proper measure for 

an industrial process, much greater insight can be gained from wavelength selective 

determinations. If a range of wavelengths has been used, the convolution of the 

spectrum of a broad light with the catalyst absorption spectrum and the wavelength 

dependent intrinsic yield will give the overall efficiency. 

In terms of efficient photocatalysis, typically the formation of a product mole-

cule is the desired process to occur with a high quantum yield. In enantioselective 
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photocatalysis for instance not only the formation of a product molecule is essen-

tial. Only product molecules which exhibit the proper chirality contribute to the 

number of desired product molecules formed. 

Another aspect which has to be considered when determining the quantum 

yield / is the change of reaction environment during photocatalysis since product 

molecules are formed and substrate molecules are consumed. Upcoming product 

absorption within the spectral region of irradiance may lead to completely new 

photochemical processes within the solution. The primary, desired photocatalytic 

process will be overlaid by another competing photochemical process with un-

known products formed. A further contribution to the change of the reaction envi-

ronment involves the catalytic cycle of the light absorbing photocatalyst. Particular-

ly in photoredox catalysis, the oxidation state of the catalyst has changed after the 

primary photocatalytic process. Typically the reacted photocatalyst is catalytically 

inactive and needs to be regenerated in order to retrieve its full photocatalytic capa-

bility and to complete the catalytic cycle. The regeneration of the photocatalyst with 

the help of sacrificial electron donor and acceptor molecules in solution may impact 

the reaction conditions, since they are consumed with catalyst regeneration. [65] 

Therefore monitoring the photon absorption for a long period of the photocatalytic 

reaction is not beneficial for the determination of a meaningful product quantum 

yield / which solely has to describe the yield of the primary photocatalytic reaction. 

This problem is normally overcome by determination of the quantum yield /λ at 

small conversions of the reactants, usually less than 10 %, a point not often respect-

ed in heterogeneous photocatalysis, where the focus is usually complete transfor-

mation of the substrate. [62] 

With the discussed requirements on an accurate definition of the product 

quantum yield / and an unambiguous definition, we now focus on experimental 

techniques which readily allow for the determination of the required quantities. 

Whereas the denominator in Equation 16.37, the product yield, is relatively easy to 

measure in a chemistry lab using standard analytical methods, more sophisticated 

methods are required for the determination of an exact value of the numerator, the 

amount of the actually absorbed photons. The following summary is based on the 

article “Laboratory apparatus for the accurate, facile and rapid determination of 

visible light photoreaction quantum yields”. [66] The classical chemical actinomet-

ric procedures for the determination of the quantum yield, which are standardized 

by IUPAC [51, 67, 68] are often too laborious and newly developed ones are in most 

cases only suitable within the UV spectral region [69, 60, 71]. Efficient solar harvest-

ing does, however, require primarily absorption in the visible. 

Our experimental approach for an easy determination of the number of pho-

tons, which are actually absorbed by the photocatalyst, is shown in Figure 16.22. 

The homogeneous photochemical reaction of interest is performed in a standard 

cuvette with 10 mm optical path length. Since photochemical or photocatalytic ac-

tive chromophores generally only absorb selected parts of the electromagnetic spec-
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trum, the illumination spectrum has to be adapted to the absorption properties. 

Modern high power light emitting diodes (LEDs) provide high photon fluxes at a 

variety of well defined spectral regions which allows the choice of the optimized 

light source for a given photocatalytic chromophore. [72, 73] The emitted light from 

the LED is imaged with the help of a commercially available camera lens into the 

sample solution to drive the photocatalytic process. In order to facilitate the meas-

urement of the absorbed illumination power and to provide stable conditions to the 

photo-induced process, the optical density of the sample solution within the illumi-

nation spectrum has to be set to values between 0.3 and 1.0. This provides, on the 

one hand, a reasonable amount of absorption of the irradiating photons but, on the 

other hand, the absorption takes place within the whole cuvette volume and not in a 

thin solvent layer at the front side of the cuvette. This would be the case when per-

forming the irradiation under very high optical densities. The transmitted residual 

light, which passes through the cuvette with the sample solution, is continuously 

measured by a dedicated and calibrated solar cell. The illumination dependent out-

put current of the solar cell is converted with the help of a low Ohm resistor into a 

illumination dependent voltage which can be easily measured with a multimeter. 

The comparison of illumination levels, which were detected with the solar cell, and 

the values of illumination power, which were measured with a calibrated thermo-

pile powermeter, results in a nearly perfect linearity between output voltage and 

effective incident illumination power. The use of a solar cell instead of a laser 

powermeter provides an easy and inexpensive measurement method of the trans-

mitted illumination power.  

Finally, for the determination of the number of actually absorbed photons with-

in the sample cell, first the transmitted illumination power has to be measured once 

with and once without the sample solution within the beam path of the focused LED 

light. Not only absorption by the photocatalytic chromophore leads to a decrease in 

illumination power. The back reflection at the terminal air glass interface accounts 

for a sizable contribution to the illumination power decline as well, which is still in 

camera lens
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Figure 16.22: Setup for the easy and cheap determination of the product quantum yield Φ of a pho-
to-induced reaction: A camera lens images a high power LED into the sample solution, which is 
constantly stirred. The power of the transmitted light is measured with the help of a commercially 
available solar cell as a power meter. Reprinted from reference [66] with permission from the Royal 
Society of Chemistry. 
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the few percent regime and has to be considered when calculating the absorbed 

illumination power. A more detailed description of all these issues can be found in 

reference [66]. With the absorbed power determined, the duration of illumination 

immediately gives the number of absorbed photons Nabs. Together with the total 

volume of the solution and the independently determined concentration of prod-

ucts, finally the desired value for the yield is found. 

We do not want to undervalue the importance to determine other quantum 

yields like the triplet or photoluminescence yields. They can greatly contribute to 

the full characterization of photocatalysts or photocatalytic processes. Therefore, we 

briefly refer to related techniques in the following section. 

A completely different technical approach for the determination of the triplet 

quantum yield of some organic dyes with the help of picosecond laser double-pulse 

fluorescence excitation and time resolved fluorescence detection [74] is presented in 

reference [75]. In this two-pulse excitation technique a sequence of picosecond laser 

pulses is used to determine the yield of triplet state population after photo-

excitation. The first pulse strongly excites the molecules to the excited singlet state. 

From there they decay either back to the ground state or to the triplet state. The 

second pulse probes the fluorescence reduction by triplet formation, since the fluo-

rescence signal is proportional to the population of the excited singlet state, which 

has – in contrast to the triplet state – the ability to fluoresce. A modified version of 

this technique that decouples the triplet yield and cross section determination has 

been presented recently. [76] 

The determination of photoluminescence quantum yields can readily be per-

formed with a commercial spectrofluorometer. A suitable standard, usually a well 

fluorescing dye solution is needed for absolute values. Relative values and the 

change with experimental parameters can be determined even more easily. Finally, 

we want to point the interested reader to a very informative review on light intensity 

distribution in photocatalytic reactors with some comments on the reaction quan-

tum yield within the focus of heterogeneous photocatalysis in reference [77]. 

16.4.2  Determination of the quantity of excited molecules in transient absorption 
measurements 

Transient absorption spectroscopy on multiple time scales is in itself a powerful tool 

for the determination of quantum yields either of the population of an intermediate 

state or of the formation of a product molecule. Deactivation processes of electroni-

cally excited states and recombination of charge separated states are the most 

important processes which are competing with product formation and, therefore 

lower the over-all product quantum yield / in homogeneous photocatalysis. Both 

processes result in the formation of ground state molecules of catalyst and sub-

strate. Therefore, the analysis of the ground state bleach (GSB) recovery in transient 
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absorption measurement allows the determination of the number of molecules 

which are still in an intermediate state or the final product state at selected points of 

time after excitation. [78] However, the determination of the quantum yield of in-

termediate or final states using this method requires that the GSB is not significantly 

overlaid by absorption of the state of interest, which is a prerequisite rather of a 

purely theoretical nature. If either GSB or the overlaying absorption spectrum of the 

intermediate state are well structured or exhibit significant characteristic spectral 

features, the linear combination of spectra can be easily deconvoluted to obtain the 

contribution of each spectrum and thereby the population of the intermediate 

states. If in fact the GSB and the excited state absorption of all intermediate states of 

a photochemical reaction are spectrally sufficiently separated from each other, the 

quantum yield of each intermediate state and the final product state can be deter-

mined readily. For this procedure the intensity of the ground state bleach immedi-

ately after excitation of the light absorbing chromophore has to be scaled to 100 % 

to account for the degree of optical excitation. Then the ratio of the GSB intensity at 

a certain pump-probe delay �t to the intensity of the initial GSB directly provides the 

quantum yield of the observed excited intermediate state of the system. Often tran-

sient absorption spectroscopy in the visible and near UV spectral region is reported 

in the literature, where GSB and excited state absorption are not well enough sepa-

rated from each other. To still utilize the introduced technique for the direct calcula-

tion of the quantum yield for all intermediate states, an extended range of observa-

tion and the highest possible fidelity [79] has to be sought. This is the reason why we 

continuously try to improve the femtosecond spectrometer. 

Sometimes, at the beginning of an investigation, only the wavelength depend-

ent extinction coefficient �1(�) of just one intermediate state or of the final product is 

known beyond the spectrum of the catalyst and substrate. In this case methods of 

spectroelectrochemistry can provide in addition the wavelength dependent extinc-

tion coefficient �1(�) of radical anion and radical cation states of the participating 

molecules. In case of photoredox catalysis these spectra may directly appear in the 

transient absorption spectrum. Since transient absorption spectroscopy provides the 

wavelength dependent change of absorption OD(�) in units of optical density, the 

application of the Beer–Lambert-Law reveals the effective concentration of mole-

cules, which are momentarily in the observed intermediate state. Now, only the 

information of the concentration of the initially excited photocatalyst molecules is 

missing for the calculation of the quantum yield of the observed radical state. Since 

the extinction coefficient of the ground state absorption spectrum is accessible with 

UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy and also the excitation energy, focal size and the 

optical path length within the sample cell is straightforward to measure, the excita-

tion probability of each molecule within the excited sample volume can be easily 

determined. 

A relatively accurate estimation of the excitation probability Pexc in transient ab-

sorption measurements is shown in Equation 16.38. [28] The Pexc usually depends on 
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the excitation energy of the pump pulse Epump, the central excitation wavelength �, 

the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the excitation pulse diameter D within the 

sample cell and the absorption coefficient of the excited molecule at the excitation 

wavelength �. The factor ln(2) results from the conversion from a Gaussian beam 

profile with a FWHM D of the beam diameter to a homogeneous circular beam pro-

file with diameter D. To avoid effects of multi photon excitation it is reasonable to 

keep the excitation probability below 10 % in transient absorption measurements. 

An excitation probability of 10 % will typically lead to a contribution of two photon 

processes of less than 1 % to the transient signal. 
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� � � �pump
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2

A
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P n ln 2

Nhc D 2

� 1 � �  
� #

 (16.38) 

This estimate assumes that the ESA strength is similar to the ground state absorp-

tion. Since photocatalysts are expected to be good absorbers, this assumption is 

most often justified.  

Multiplication of the excitation probability Pexc with the effective concentration 

of the photocatalyst in the sample solution results in the concentration of the initial-

ly excited molecules and the quantum yield of an observed intermediate state can 

be easily calculated, if its extinction coefficient �(�) is known. Since Equation 16.38 

provides an average excitation probability for the whole cross-section area of the 

excitation beam but usually only a small fraction of this volume – usually the centre 

area – is within the probed sample volume, there are minor deviations to the actual 

excitation probability which have to be explicitly modeled if very quantitative re-

sults are needed. 

16.4.3  Example of the spectroscopic determination of reaction quantum yields: 
Flavin photocatalysis 

The riboflavin tetraacetate (RFTA) sensitized photo-oxidation of methoxy benzyl 

alcohol (MBA) is a well suited example for the determination of the reaction quan-

tum yield /2 It allows to prove the picture of the underlying reaction mechanism, 

which was obtained with the help of time resolved absorption spectroscopy on a 

large range of time scales. The spectroscopic details of the investigation of the reac-

tion have been described in detail elsewhere. [43] In brief summary: The first electron 

transfer from MBA to the photo-excited catalyst RFTA is the determining step for the 

subsequent processes of the photocatalytic reaction. If the singlet state of RFTA is 

quenched by electron transfer from MBA, fast charge recombination occurs within 

the formed spin-correlated radical pair on the time scale of 50 ps. This process is fast 

in comparison to the subsequent processes of product formation and does not signif-

icantly contribute to the photocatalytic product formation since it leads back to the 
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ground state of photocatalyst and substrate. However, the situation is completely 

different, when the first electron transfer occurs after inter-system crossing of the 

photocatalyst, i. e. when the RFTA is allowed to reach its triplet state. Charge recom-

bination within a formed spin-correlated radical pair with triplet character is a spin-

forbidden process and; therefore, it is significantly slowed down in comparison to 

the spin-correlated ion pair with singlet character. [80, 81] Now the subsequent reac-

tion steps, which begin with the protonation of the formed radical anion of RFTA, 

may occur with reasonable yield since competing processes take place on a very slow 

time scale. A scheme of the full mechanism is depicted in Figure 16.23. 

In order to achieve a high reaction quantum yield, the main task is to drive the 

reaction in the triplet manifold of the photocatalyst. The inter-system crossing of 

RFTA occurs on the 10 ns time scale with quantum yields up to more than 70 % if 

there are no competing processes deactivating the excited singlet state. [82, 83, 84] 

Since diffusive quenching processes of excited states in solvents take place on a 

comparable time scale and this time scale strongly depends on the quencher concen-

tration, a change of the concentration of the substrate allows an easy and effective 

control of the reaction pathway. At high concentrations of the substrate, the diffusive 

quenching of the excited state of RFTA is fast in comparison to the inter-system 

crossing dynamics and the reaction is driven to the non-productive electron transfer 

in the singlet manifold with immediately subsequent charge recombination. In con-

trast, at very low MBA concentrations, the excited singlet state quenching dynamics 

are slow in comparison to the intersystem-crossing process. From now on the triplet 

yield of the photocatalyst comes closer to the intrinsic triplet quantum yield since the 

yield of the singlet radical pair formation has significantly dropped. This provides an 

 

Figure 16.23: Reaction mechanism of flavin sensitized photo-oxidation of methoxy benzyl alcohol to 
the corresponding aldehyde. [43, 48] 
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effective population of the triplet state of RFTA, from where the productive steps of 

the photocatalytic reaction start with the drawback that low substrate concentra-

tions include slow diffusive triplet quenching. However, an effective and relatively 

fast quenching of the RFTA triplet state is required for the next reaction step, the 

generation of a spin-correlated radical ion pair with triplet character via electron 

transfer from MBA to the RFTA in its triplet state. But when the substrate concentra-

tion is too low, the diffusion limited electron transfer becomes slower than the intrin-

sic lifetime of the RFTA triplet state and the majority of the RFTA triplet population 

decays back to the ground state or is quenched by diluted oxygen. 

From the point of view of a chemist, a very basic idea to increase the triplet life-

time of RFTA would be to conduct the photocatalysis under oxygen free conditions. 

However, diluted oxygen is required for this type of reaction since it thermally re-

oxidizes the photocatalyst which remains in its fully reduced form as a result of the 

catalytic aldehyde production. So the only remaining parameter to drive the photo-

catalytic reaction into its efficiency maximum is to adjust the substrate concentra-

tion: On the one hand, the concentration has to be low enough for an efficient popu-

lation of the triplet state but, on the other hand, it has to be high enough for a 

reasonable generation of the spin-correlated triplet radical pairs, which is a diffu-

sive process. With the help of the time resolved spectroscopic methods, it was pos-

sible to quantify each intermediate step of the flavin-sensitized photo-oxidation and 

especially to understand and to predict the diffusion limited reaction dynamics. 

Since the data analysis was based on a very complex model describing diffusion 

controlled reaction dynamics, which was presented in the last section, verification 

by another independent measurement strongly supports the credibility of the devel-

oped model. 

Often time resolved spectroscopic methods do not directly give access to the to-

tal reaction quantum yield of a photo-induced reaction. This is due to the fact that 

typically not all intermediate states and species are observed reliably and more 

importantly, that the reaction quantum yield might be small. In this case the prod-

uct would have to be detected with very high sensitivity in a sea of other species. 

But transient absorption spectroscopy reveals a lot of information which can be 

used to calculate quantum yields of the contributing intermediate steps. The quan-

tum yield of an intermediate step can be determined either, if all contributing reac-

tion rates ki are known, or if the relative quantum yields of competing reaction 

pathways can be determined by analyzing the time dependent intensities of the 

ground state bleach or of other transient signatures with known extinction coeffi-

cients. How to calculate quantum yields on the basis of the underlying rate model 

is shown as follows: For instance, after photo-excitation, an intermediate parent-

state is depopulated by three different processes, described by the rate constants k1, 

k2 and k3 resulting in three different sub-states, named state 1, 2 and 3. The yield for 

the population of state 1, which leads to the product formation, is given by dividing 

rate k1, which populates this state, by the sum of rates k1 + k2 + k3, which depopulate 
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the parent-state. This results in the following equation, describing the quantum 

yield of this intermediate step: 

 
1

1

1 2 3

k

k k k
/ �

� �
. (16.39) 

The total reaction quantum yield / of a photocatalytic reaction, in case of a sequen-

tial reaction, can be written as product of the quantum yields /i of the intermediate 

steps which are contributing to the product formation. 

 1 2 3/ �/ / / � (16.40) 

Since the flavin sensitized MBA oxidation involves two redox steps, the catalysis 

comprises two reduction processes of the photocatalyst. Taking the inter-system 

crossing and the competing non-productive electron transfer in the singlet state of 

RFTA into account, the product quantum yield is given by Equation 16.41. Since the 

non-productive singlet quenching and the productive triplet quenching process via 

electron transfer are both diffusion controlled processes, and, hence, both rates 

depend on the substrate concentration, also the over-all reaction quantum / yield 

depends on the substrate concentration. 

 � � � � � �T ET I PT I ET II PT IIMBA MBA MBA� � � � � �/ �/ �/ / / / /� � � � � �  (16.41) 

We find that the first proton transfer process and both the second electron and pro-

ton transfer do not depend on the substrate concentration. A possible explanation 

for this finding is the presence of large amounts of water that greatly increases the 

overall efficiency. As water is dissociated to a sizable degree, protons and eventually 

the extra electron can be buffered by this reservoir and the yield become independ-

ent of the catalyst and substrate concentration. Many rates of the competing pro-

cesses are known from additional transient absorption measurements which we 

performed, and we can now write the over-all reaction quantum yield by inserting 

these rates into Equation 16.41. 
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 (16.42) 

Whereas the first factor, which describes the triplet quantum yield, contains the 

substrate concentration only in the denominator, the second factor, which describes 

the yield of the formation of the spin-correlated triplet radical pair, contains the sub-

strate concentration both in the numerator and in the denominator. Since the rate of 

the diffusive triplet quenching by electron transfer 3kET is much slower in comparison 

to the singlet quenching process 1kET, not necessarily the full kinetic diffusion model 
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has to be applied to describe the triplet quenching process. Here a linear dependency 

between substrate concentration and diffusive reaction rate seems to be sufficient for 

modeling the quenching process. However, for the calculation of a rate describing 

diffusion controlled dynamics on the ultrafast time scale, a linear dependency be-

tween concentration and reaction rate is not longer sufficient. In the last section we 

introduced a mathematical model for diffusive decay modeling on the ultrafast time 

scale, which is used here. According to Equation 16.30 the diffusive singlet quench-

ing rate 1kET, which depends on the substrate concentration as well, can be written as 

 � �1 2
ET

1 1
k t, MBA 4 R D MBA

R Dt

� �
� �� � � �� # �� � � �� �#� �

. (16.43) 

Comparable to the diffusive triplet quenching process, which was approximated by 

a linear correlation, Equation 16.43 also exhibits a strictly monotonic increasing 

relation between substrate concentration and reaction rate. Under consideration of 

the monotonic behavior of both singlet and triplet quenching with increasing sub-

strate concentration, Equations 16.41 and 16.42 exhibit an efficiency maximum at a 

certain substrate concentration with trailing edges both with increasing and de-

creasing concentration. 

For the calculation of the over-all reaction quantum yield, which is generally 

time independent, the time dependent reaction rate has to be converted into a time 

independent quantity. By integration from time zero to infinity of an exponential 

function describing the decay of an excited state by diffusion, an average, time in-

dependent reaction rate can be determined. 

 � � � �� �1 0 1
ETET

t 0

k MBA dt exp k t, MBA t

�

�

� � � �� � � � � �3  (16.44) 

As shown in the previous section, both diffusive and non-diffusive quenching, 

caused by pre-association of catalyst and substrate, are contributing to the over-all 

singlet quenching process and have to be considered when calculating the effective, 

time independent electron transfer rate. Integration of an exponential function, 

describing the decay of the excited singlet state only considering the diffusive 

quenching process, from time zero to infinity results in a time independent average 

quenching rate, which still depends on the substrate concentration. 
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Now all contributing contributions of Equation 16.41 are known and the over-all 

concentration dependent reaction quantum yield can be expressed by quantities 

which were all determined by time resolved absorption spectroscopy. The result is 

given as solid line in Figure 16.24. Since the data analysis and especially the diffu-

sive decay modeling is based to some degree on simplifications and assumptions, 

verification of the predicted substrate concentration dependent reaction quantum 

yield will strongly support the credibility of the understanding of the photocatalyt-

ic reaction. 

The comparison of predicted over-all reaction quantum yield in Figure 16.24, 

which was calculated with the help of the diffusion-based model, and the actual 

over-all reaction quantum yield determined with the help of the presented setup for 

the measurement of reaction quantum yields and UV/Vis steady state spectroscopy 

perfectly confirms the understanding of the photocatalytic process obtained by time 

resolved spectroscopy. The reaction can be driven in its efficiency maximum, which 

corresponds to a product quantum yield of 3 %, by adjusting the substrate concen-

tration in the 25 mM range. 

16.5  From light absorption to chemistry: Sensitizing mechanisms 
in homogeneous photocatalysis 

16.5.1  Sensitization by excitation energy transfer 

Sensitization by excitation energy transfer (EET) processes is sometimes considered 

for photocatalysis but only plays a minor role in homogeneous photocatalysis. 

Therefore, we will only comment very briefly on some basic considerations. 

 

Figure 16.24: Concentration dependent reaction quantum yield of flavin sensitized photo oxidation 
of methoxy benzyl alcohol on a logarithmic x-coordinate. [43] 
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Generally there are two different mechanisms to distinguish: Singlet excitation 

energy transfer via Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [85] and triplet triplet 

energy transfer (TTET) via Dexter [86]. A scheme of both processes is given in Equa-

tion 16.46 and 16.47. 

 � � � 44� � 44� �abs. EET1 * 1 *C S h C S C S  (16.46) 

 � � � 44� � 44� � 44� �abs. ISC EET1 * 3 * 3 *C S h C S C S C S  (16.47) 

Since excited singlet states and triplet states of organic chromophores are usually 

easily distinguishable with the help of their optical absorption properties, time 

resolved absorption spectroscopy in the visible is a well suited tool for the investiga-

tion of EET sensitization processes both in the singlet and triplet manifold. Whereas 

triplet sensitization mechanisms are often applied meaningfully, applications for 

singlet sensitization processes are hardly imaginable in photocatalysis, since the 

EET usually occurs between two optical accessible excited states. Then in terms 

of efficient photocatalysis a direct excitation of the substrate is more convenient. 

A senseful exception might be the case where the lowest optical transition of the 

substrate leads to the n#* state and consequently the absorption strength is very 

low. Furthermore, the lifetime of excited singlet states is usually limited by fluores-

cence decay and inter-system crossing and does commonly not exceed a couple of 

nanoseconds and; therefore, diffusion limited sensitizing becomes inefficient. If 

there is no catalyst-substrate pre-association, the expected time scale for triplet EET 

sensitization is in the ns and μs range, when the reaction dynamics are controlled by 

diffusion of the reactants. Therefore, long lived triplet states are better suited for 

photo-sensitization. Especially when the following requirements are matched, ap-

plications of TTET can improve the efficiency of a photocatalytic process: 

 Triplet sensitization with a photo-sensitizer with high triplet quantum yield /T 

to substrate with low intrinsic /T to increase the total reaction quantum yield 

for a triplet reaction 

 Triplet sensitization with a photo-sensitizer, which has a lower energy gap 

between the optically accessible singlet and the triplet state to allow irradia-

tion at longer wavelengths to expand the usable irradiation spectrum far into 

the visible 

 Triplet sensitization of weakly bound catalyst-substrate complexes to allow 

selective sensitization to provide stereoselective photochemistry. [7, 87] 

16.5.2  Photoredox catalysis: Requirements on catalyst and substrate 

The general mechanism of a photocatalytic reaction comprises two initial steps: The 

excitation of the chromophore and the sensitization of the substrate. The sensitiza-
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tion is the use of the excitation energy from the photocatalyst in its excited state for 

the suitable modification of the substrate in its ground state to start a chemical con-

version. The minor importance of the genuine energy transfer processes such as 

singlet energy transfer via Förster resonance energy transfer [85] or triplet triplet 

energy transfer via the Dexter mechanism [86] is discussed in the preceding section. 

The more important sensitization process is photo-induced electron transfer where 

light serves as energy source for intra- and intermolecular electron transport. De-

pending on the catalytic system and the sensitizing mechanism, the temporal delay 

between photo-excitation and sensitization can cover the time range from 1‧10−13 s, 

e.g. for intramolecular charge transfer reactions in electronically strongly interact-

ing systems, to 1‧10−6 s, e. g. for slow diffusion limited intermolecular charge transfer 

reactions. [43, 51, 88] This section will provide examples of different photo-induced 

sensitization mechanisms in photocatalysis with strong connection to the applica-

tion of time resolved spectroscopic methods. The examples are chosen from photo-

redox catalysis, which is one of the most important sensitizing mechanisms in pho-

tocatalysis. [89, 90] Photoredox catalysis relies on the general property of excited 

states that they are usually more easily reduced or more easily oxidized than the 

ground state. Therefore, the excited photocatalyst can serve either as highly reactive 

electron donor or electron acceptor. [90] 

From the perspective of time resolved spectroscopy it causes a major difference 

if the excited state quenching of the photocatalyst occurs in its excited singlet or 

triplet state. Since charge recombination within the formed spin correlated radical 

ion pair (RIP) with triplet character is a spin forbidden process, the charge separated 

state within the triplet RIP is more stable. [80] This allows the subsequent reaction 

steps to take place with significant yields. In terms of efficient photocatalysis it is, 

therefore, often advantageous to drive the electron transfer process in the triplet 

state of the photocatalyst. [43] A lifetime of the charge separated radical ion pair in 

the microsecond range is considered to be sufficient for efficient catalysis and this 

has been achieved in many artificial systems as reviewed in various review papers 

and chapters, although only in a limited number of cases this has been combined 

with a close to unity total reaction quantum yield. [80, 91, 92] 

The sensitization by electron transfer, either photo-induced oxidation or reduc-

tion of the substrate by the excited photocatalyst, comprises two spectroscopically 

accessible steps in the singlet manifold and three steps in the triplet manifold, re-

spectively. All contributing intermediate steps are shown in Equations 16.48 and 

16.49, where C is the photocatalyst and S is the substrate and hν stands for the inci-

dent photon, which is absorbed by the photocatalyst. 
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From Equation 16.48 and 16.49 it can be seen, that the photocatalyst remains in its 

reduced or oxidized state after the photo-induced radical ion pair formation and, 

therefore, needs to be regenerated in order to retrieve its full photocatalytic capabil-

ity and to complete the catalytic cycle. On the other hand it can be seen, that the 

electron transfer process between excited photocatalyst and substrate needs to be 

thermodynamically allowed.  

First we will comment on the latter: The actual sensitizing mechanism of a pho-

tocatalytic reaction strongly depends on the electrochemical and photophysical 

properties of catalyst and substrate. Calculating the change of Gibbs energy �G0 

according to Rehm and Weller [94], which is shown in Equation 16.50, helps to pre-

dict the sensitizing mechanism or to find a suitable photocatalyst for the desired 

reaction. The standard oxidation potential of the electron donor in its ground state 

is � �0E D D
� �

, the standard reduction potential of the electron acceptor in its ground 

state is � �0E A A
� �

. These can be easily measured by cyclovolametry. The quantity r 
stands for the electron donor-acceptor distance which can be deduced from quan-

tum chemical calculations or knowledge of the molecular structure. The quantity 

00E�  represents the energy with respect to the ground state of the excited state, 

which is quenched by ET. For the excited singlet state 00E�  can be readily read off 

the absorption spectrum. The change of �G0 serves as driving force for the ET reac-

tion between donor and acceptor and has to be below zero, to thermodynamically 

allow the ET process. 
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The corresponding data of common organic photo-sensitizers, which are applied in 

homogeneous photocatalysis, and of the very useful Ru(bpy)3
2 are listed in Ta-

ble 16.2. [95] Although these data provide a first idea of the underlying mechanism, 

an experimental proof of the actual sensitizing mechanism is crucial for a full un-

derstanding of the photo-catalytic reaction. Especially time-resolved spectroscopic 

methods on multiple time scales provide detailed insights into the photo-induced 

sensitization processes.  

The re-oxidation or re-reduction of the photocatalyst after the photo-induced 

primary ET to its ground state is generally a required process in terms of catalysis. 

Otherwise the total photo-induced charge transfer process should be discussed as 

photochemistry, since the light-absorbing chromophore is consumed with the con-

version of one substrate molecule. However, the second ET step might seem useless 

for the desired reaction, but it is necessary for the total catalytic cycle. It is also pos-

sible to drive the desired conversion of the substrate with the regeneration step of 

the photo-formed radical ion of the catalyst. [98] But in this situation, time resolved 

spectroscopy is not the perfect tool for the investigation of the actual sensitization 

process of the substrate since the starting point of the reaction is not anymore de-
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fined by the pump pulse. It is the photo-induced generation of the reactive radical 

ion species of the photocatalyst that is easily and directly accessible. Tracing the 

second ET step with methods of time resolved spectroscopy is much more challeng-

ing, especially if both ET steps are limited by diffusion of the reactants. Then, if both 

the sacrificial reactant and the substrate are diluted with comparable concentration, 

the diffusion limited quenching process occurs on equal time scales and, therefore, 

both processes are difficult to distinguish with the help of time-resolved spectrosco-

py. The intermediate species might even not be present in high enough concentra-

tion for a secure detection. 

Another aspect, which has to be considered when comparing photoredox chem-

istry in the singlet and in the triplet manifold, is the achievable reaction rate for the 

ET step. It has been found that quenching of excited singlet states by electron trans-

fer is usually fast in comparison to the quenching of a triplet state of the same 

chromophore by electron transfer. [43, 99] Also the listed diffusive, concentration 

dependent quenching rates Kq of excited photo-sensitizers by suitable quencher 

molecules in Montali et al. “Handbook of Photochemistry” [51] strongly support this 

picture. When discussing rates of inter- and intramolecular ET processes, the Mar-

cus Theory is indispensable for an accurate explanation of the involved processes. 

[100, 101] The Marcus Equation relates the electron transfer rate kET to the electronic 

coupling Hif between initial and final state, the reorganization energy � and the 

change of Gibbs energy �G0. 
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A well suited example for this effect is the diffusion limited quenching of excited 

riboflavin by intermolecular electron transfer from 4-methoxybenzylalcohol, which 

is 200-fold slower when quenching the triplet state in comparison when quenching 

the excited singlet state (Table 16.1 and Ref. [43]). Also the quenching of excited 

Table 16.2: Electrochemical and photophysical data of selected organic sensitizers in comparison 
with the photoredox catalyst Ru(bpy)32+ 

sensitizer E0 (D+ ∙/D)
vs. SCE [V]

E0 (A/A− ∙)
vs. SCE [V]

�00 [nm] ES1 [eV] ET1 [eV] /T 

anthracene a 1.09 (MeCN) −1.95 (DMF) 375 3.31 1.84 0.7 
benzophenone a −1.83 (MeCN) 384 3.23 3.00 1
eosin Ya b −1.38 (MeCN) 571 2.17 1.83 0.3 
riboflavin a c −0.29 e (H2O) 495 2.50 2.17 0.7 
xanthone a −1.77 (DMF) 370 3.35 3.21 1
Ru(bpy)32+ d 1.29 −1.33 452 2.74
(a) reference [51] (b) 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromo-fluorescin-dianion (c) reference 96 (d) reference [97]
(e) vs. NHE 
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states of benzophenone from a covalently bound DNA nucleobase occurs roughly 

20 times faster in the excited singlet state than in the triplet state. [102] The Marcus 

theory provides two explanations for this behavior: Due to the usually energetically 

lower lying triplet state in comparison to the optical accessible excited singlet states 

in organic chromophores (Table 16.2), the absolute value of the change of Gibbs 

energy �G0 is smaller when the excited state quenching by electron transfer occurs 

in the triplet regime. This leads to a decrease in the electron transfer rate ket and 

therefore to a decrease in reactivity [99] and clearly can be seen by calculating the 

�G0 values according to Rehm and Weller (Equation 16.47) and inserting the result 

into the Marcus equation (Equation 16.51). Another explanation for the decrease in 

the rate of electron transfer ket can be a change in the coupling term 
2

ifH  which 

describes the electronic coupling between initial state and final state of the charge 

transfer reaction. Generally speaking, on the one hand, in photocatalyst’s triplet 

chemistry provides the advantage of spin-forbidden charge recombination but, on 

the other hand, it has the disadvantage of a slow electron transfer process in com-

parison to singlet chemistry. 

As a further example, irradiation of organometallic coordination complexes 

such as Ru(bpy)3
2+ which are often used as redox photocatalysts, due to their versa-

tile optical and electrochemical capabilities [91, 103, 104], leads to a species which 

exhibits catalytic activity. [104] This is a convenient and often used method for the 

photo-induced activation of a catalyst [105], also adsorbed on a solid [65, 107–109]. 

Covalently bound to a platin or palladium centered catalytic active site forming a 

donor-bridge-acceptor-system, ruthenium organometallic coordination complexes 

can also serve as intramolecular electron donor sites and, therefore, provide photo-

induced water splitting capability. [110] 

For further information on photosensitization by reversible electron transfer the 

early but still informative review article from Kavarnos and Turro [111] is strongly 

recommended.  

16.6  Epilogue 

In this final chapter we have described, how modern transient spectroscopy can 

contribute decisively to the understanding of the mechanisms governing chemical 

photocatalysis. The methods developed in our laboratories over the last years allow 

the excitation of the catalyst at any selected wavelength. This is important to ensure 

that indeed the catalyst and not the substrate is excited. In addition it allows one to 

investigate whether higher electronic states or vibrational excess energy influences 

the outcome and efficiency of the processes. 

We now have a detection range from the UV, as low as 250 nm, and out to NIR, 

as high as 1700 nm available at a temporal resolution of better than 50 fs. With the 

help of an auxiliary tunable nanosecond laser we can measure without gaps out to 
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the high μs range. This enormous detection range allows one to identify many of the 

reaction intermediates. As a consequence, the transient optical spectroscopy does 

not restrict itself anymore to the determination of specific rates, but it renders a 

complete picture of a multistep reaction chain. 

For this analysis it is far from sufficient to fit exponential models to the signal at 

an individual wavelength. Such an approach has been used many times in the past, 

since early experiments only had single detection wavelengths available and the 

investigators relied on their a priori knowledge where a specific chemical species 

could be detected. Instead, a global analysis of the whole spectral range has to be 

performed to arrive at an unambiguous interpretation. 

From such an analysis it can readily be determined whether a reaction proceeds 

via singlet or triplet states. For singlet schemes a pre-association is desired, as the 

short singlet lifetime does not allow efficient diffusional encounters. We showed, 

however, that such an approach can easily lead to rapid charge recombination after 

the initial electron transfer that starts the catalysis. Pre-association is, however, 

highly desired for stereoselective reactions. 

When the initial dynamics is intersystem crossing in the catalyst, the aim has to 

be to generate a high triplet yield. As this takes typically some nanoseconds, the 

subsequent step of charge transfer to the substrate cannot be boosted by pre-

association but has to be enabled by diffusion. The time resolved spectroscopy 

should then be repeated for a number of substrate concentrations. What is most 

important is that the analysis of the resulting set of data has to be performed com-

prehensively in order to obtain the true system behavior and not just effective val-

ues for each value of the concentration. The final set of parameters which truly de-

scribes the reaction has to model the complete spectrum and all concentrations 

simultaneously. From such a comprehensive analysis, a clear picture of the diffu-

sional encounter and separation results. Such information has previously only been 

used very rarely and as a matter of fact the community of ultrafast spectroscopists 

has not considered it possible to analyze these rather complex situations. On the 

other hand, the chemists working on chemical photocatalysis have not dared to 

apply transient spectroscopy from the femtosecond to the microsecond range to 

their complex problems. 

We hope that the present account and the evolving original work by our efforts 

will encourage more researchers to use the new methods and capabilities. Not only 

chemical photocatalysis, but also the sustainable energy source water splitting [112] 

and a wide range of issues in green chemistry should be able to profit. The detailed 

understanding of the reaction mechanisms is not only of academic interest, but it 

can readily lead to strategies for improving the efficiency of the use of the photons. 

Even so, the solar photons are free of direct cost, and they should be used diligently 

to keep the demand on collection space low. Only with high reaction quantum 

yields new routes to solar energy harvesting, in particular the solar backed produc-

tion of fuels, will gain the necessary technical and industrial acceptance.  
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ABSTRACT: Donor−bridge−acceptor (D−B−A) systems in which a 3,5-
dimethyl-4-(9-anthracenyl)julolidine (DMJ-An) chromophore and a naphtha-
lene-1,8:4,5-bis(dicarboximide) (NI) acceptor are linked by oligomeric 2,7-
fluorenone (FNn) bridges (n = 1−3) have been synthesized. Selective
photoexcitation of DMJ-An quantitatively produces DMJ+•-An−•, and An−• acts
as a high-potential electron donor. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy
in the visible and mid-IR regions showed that electron transfer occurs
quantitatively in the sequence: DMJ+•-An−•−FNn−NI → DMJ+•-An−FNn

−•−NI → DMJ+•-An−FNn−NI−•. The charge-shift
reaction from An−• to NI−• exhibits an exponential distance dependence in the nonpolar solvent toluene with an attenuation
factor (β) of 0.34 Å−1, which would normally be attributed to electron tunneling by the superexchange mechanism. However, the
FNn

−• radical anion was directly observed spectroscopically as an intermediate in the charge-separation mechanism, thereby
demonstrating conclusively that the overall charge separation involves the incoherent hopping (stepwise) mechanism. Kinetic
modeling of the data showed that the observed exponential distance dependence is largely due to electron injection onto the first
FN unit followed by charge hopping between the FN units of the bridge biased by the distance-dependent electrostatic attraction
of the two charges in D+•−B−•−A. This work shows that wirelike behavior does not necessarily result from building a stepwise,
energetically downhill redox gradient into a D−B−A molecule.

■ INTRODUCTION
Achieving distance-independent “wirelike” electron transfer in
molecular donor−bridge−acceptor (D−B−A) systems requires
a detailed understanding of how electron transfer depends on
molecular structure.1 Systematic studies of electron transfer
involving covalently linked D−B−A systems have examined a
variety of bridge molecules, including DNA base pairs;2

peptides in proteins;3 porphyrins;4 saturated alkane σ systems;5

and unsaturated alkene, alkyne, and aromatic π-conjugated
spacers.6 In most of these D−B−A systems, electron transfer
from D to A occurs by the coherent superexchange mechanism,
which involves mixing of virtual states having charge formally
on the bridge with the initial donor state and requires the
virtual bridge states to be energetically much higher in energy
than the donor state. McConnell used second-order perturba-
tion theory to derive an expression for the bridge-mediated
electronic coupling VDA between D and A with identical B units
that mediate the electronic coupling:7

=
Δ Δ

−⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟V

V V
E

V
E

n

DA
DB BA

DB

BB

DB

1

(1)

where VDB and VBA are the matrix elements that couple D to B
and B to A, respectively, n is the number of identical B units,
VBB is the electronic coupling between B units, and ΔEDB is the

energy gap between the donor and bridge states. When VBB ≪
ΔEDB, the distance dependence of the electronic coupling is
described by

= −β −V V e R R
DA 0

( )/20 (2)

where V0 is the coupling at the van der Waals contact distance
R0, R is the D−A distance, and β is the attenuation factor, given
by eq 3:

β = Δ
r

E
V

2
ln DB

BB (3)

in which r is the length of one bridge segment. Since theory
shows that the electron-transfer rate constant kDA is propor-
tional to VDA

2,8 the distance dependence of kDA via the coherent
superexchange mechanism is exponential and is given by2a,9

= −β −k k e R R
DA 0

( )0 (4)

When the energies of the virtual states having charge on the
bridge become resonant with that of the initial state or drop
below it, the bridge states become real, and incoherent charge
hopping from one distinct redox site to the next can occur.10
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Under these conditions, the perturbation theory assumptions
inherent in the superexchange mechanism break down, and the
observed small β values are strictly phenomenological. Thus,
depending on the energies of the charge-separated states
involving the bridge molecules, the incoherent hopping
mechanism should become more efficient than the coherent
superexchange process at long distances, so measurements of
the distance dependence of the electron-transfer rate are often
employed to differentiate between these mechanisms. Charge
transport within π-linked D−B−A molecules has been studied
under a variety of conditions2−4,5b,6d,11 to identify the molecular
properties that determine the crossover from superexchange to
hopping when molecular systems exhibit a combination of
these mechanisms.7,12 However, lengthening the bridge often
changes other system parameters, such as bridge redox
potentials and molecular conformations.6c Nevertheless, the
shallow distance dependence of the charge-hopping mechanism
should be favorable for constructing a molecular wire that
allows efficient electron transfer over long distances.
While determining β has been the object of many

experimental6d,11b,13 and theoretical14 studies, concerns have
been raised as to the reliability of β in assessing the role of
superexchange in a given electron-transfer reaction.15 The
observed β values for π-conjugated bridges range from those
characteristic of fully conducting bridges (β close to zero) to
those of nearly insulating ones (β > 0.5 Å−1), while σ bridges
have very high β values near unity.15b By convention, β = 0.2−
0.3 Å−1 is considered to be the lower limit of the superexchange
regime, with lower values attributed to a significant
contribution from the incoherent hopping mechanism.14a,b

For D−B−A systems in which the charge-hopping mechanism
is operative, it is difficult to assign an upper limit to the
observed phenomenological β value because several potential
mechanisms can result in such behavior, which is the principal
focus of this paper.
For sufficiently long bridges, theory has identified three

conditions under which the incoherent hopping mechanism can
exhibit an exponential distance dependence with a β value
similar to that for the single-step coherent superexchange
mechanism.14 In general, these conditions all reflect an
asymmetry in the hopping rates between bridge sites in the
forward (toward A) and backward (toward D) directions and/
or the competition of hopping with different channels for
charge depopulation of the bridge.14 First, if the charge-
hopping rates between independent bridge sites are the same, a
significant difference in the rates of charge recombination from
the bridge to the donor and charge trapping by the terminal
acceptor can lead to a large β value. Second, the distance-
dependent electrostatic attraction of the two charges in D+•−
B−•−A can provide asymmetries in the rate constants that lead
to significant β values.14a Third, injection of the electron onto
the bridge may result in polaron formation resulting from
significant charge delocalization over multiple bridge sites along
with the structural and solvent distortions that accompany it,
which may result in significant β values.16

We now report on a series of D−B−A molecules for which
we have experimentally shown the electron transfer to proceed
solely by stepwise, incoherent hopping yet exhibit a significant
β value in a nonpolar solvent. Previous studies of D−B−A
systems with reported β values as high as 1.47 Å−1, which were
attributed to the hopping mechanism, mostly involved charge
transport in DNA, where the polar solvent (water) and
counterions provided a means for polaron-like hopping.17

Utilizing femtosecond visible pump/visible probe and visible
pump/mid-IR probe transient absorption spectroscopies, we
have unequivocally identified the reduced bridge as an
intermediate in the charge-transfer process and determined
the charge separation time as a function of the D−A distance
using distinctive spectroscopic tags for the electron arrival at
the acceptor. The D−B−A system that we employed consists of
an anthracene radical anion electron donor produced by
photoexcitation of 3,5-dimethyl-4-(9-anthracenyl)julolidine
(DMJ-An) to its charge-transfer state, DMJ+•-An−•; a series
of fluorenone oligomers FNn (n = 1−3) as the bridges; and
naphthalene-1,8:4,5-bis(dicarboximide) (NI) as the electron
acceptor (Figure 1). Photoexcitation of DMJ-An produces

DMJ+•-An−• quantitatively,17 and An−• acts as a high-potential
electron donor. The FNn bridges are advantageous because
their reduction potentials change only modestly as n increases
(−1.27, −1.14, and −1.08 V vs SCE for n = 1−3, respectively;
see the Supporting Information). The aforementioned hopping
mechanisms are discussed below along with comparisons with
the coherent superexchange mechanism.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. The synthesis and characterization of DMJ-An−FNn−

NI (n = 1−3) were reported earlier,18 while those of DMJ-An−FNn (n
= 1, 2) are described in the Supporting Information. All reagents were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All final products
were purified by normal-phase preparative thin-layer chromatography
prior to characterization. All solvents were spectrophotometric grade

Figure 1. (top) D−B−A molecules and (center) model compounds
used in this study. Results were compared to the (bottom) analogous
molecules studied previously.25
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or distilled prior to use. Intermediates and the resulting products were
characterized by 1H NMR and UV−vis spectroscopy and high-
resolution mass spectrometry.
Optical Spectroscopy. Steady-state absorption spectroscopy was

performed using a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. All solvents
were spectroscopic grade and used as received, except for
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene, which were further purified
through a GlassContour solvent system immediately prior to use.
Spectroelectrochemistry was carried out in argon-purged N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) with 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 as the supporting
electrolyte. Bulk electrolysis was performed using a computer-
controlled potentiostat (CH Instruments) and a three-electrode
arrangement in a 2 mm glass cuvette utilizing a platinum wire mesh
working electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode, and a silver wire
pseudoreference electrode. The cuvette was placed in a computer-
controlled spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-1800). Spectra of the
electrochemically generated anions were recorded by passing the light
from the spectrophotometer through the platinum mesh and sweeping
from 800 to 350 nm every 2 min. A blank spectrum consisting of the
cuvette filled with solvent and supporting electrolyte was subtracted
from each data set.
Femtosecond visible pump/visible probe transient absorption

measurements were made using the 416 nm frequency-doubled
output from a 2 kHz regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system
as the pump.6a A white-light-continuum probe pulse was generated by
focusing the IR fundamental into a 1 mm sapphire disk.19 Detection
with a charge-coupled device (CCD) spectrograph has been described
previously.19 The optical density of all samples was maintained
between 0.3 and 0.5 at 416 nm. The samples were placed in a 2 mm
path length quartz cuvette equipped with a vacuum adapter and
subjected to five freeze−pump−thaw degassing cycles prior to
transient absorption measurements. The samples were irradiated
with 1.0 μJ, 416 nm laser pulses focused to a 200 μm spot. Typically,
5−7 s of averaging was used to obtain the transient spectrum at a given
delay time. The total instrument response function (IRF) for the
pump−probe experiments was 150 fs. The transient absorption
kinetics at a given wavelength was determined by using a nonlinear
least-squares fit to a general sum of exponentials (Levenberg−
Marquardt algorithm) convolved with a Gaussian function to account
for the finite instrument response. The three-dimensional (3D) data
set (ΔA vs time and wavelength) was analyzed using global fitting to
obtain decay-associated difference spectra (DADS) (see the
Supporting Information).
Femtosecond visible pump/mid-IR probe transient absorption

spectroscopy was performed on DMJ-An−FNn (n = 1, 2) and DMJ-
An−FN2−NI. The data were obtained in THF because toluene is too
absorptive in the 1500−1800 cm−1 spectral region. Complementary
femtosecond visible transient absorption data in THF were also
obtained for direct comparison with the transient IR results. The
femtosecond IR transient absorption setup was based on a 1 kHz
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spitfire Pro, Spectra-Physics)
seeded by a Ti:sapphire oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics). The 1
mJ, 45 fs output of the amplifier was split into two beams of equal
energy that were used to pump two separate optical parametric
amplifiers (TOPAS-C, Light Conversion) to generate the tunable
visible pump (290−2600 nm) and mid-IR probe (1000−4000 cm−1)
pulses. A gradient neutral-density filter wheel was used as the first
turning mirror in the mid-IR beam path. By adjustment of the amount
of reflectance, the intensity of the mid-IR probe pulse could be
attenuated to a level below the detector saturation limit. The mid-IR
beam was then split into vertically displaced probe and reference
beams before the sample with a wedged ZnSe window, and
multichannel detection of the ∼400 cm−1 bandwidth IR probe light
was achieved using a dual-array, 2 × 64-element mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT) detector (InfraRed Associates, Inc.). The 400 nm
pump pulse was produced from the 800 nm fundamental by second-
harmonic generation, chopped at 500 Hz, and sent down an optical
delay line before being focused at the sample with a 10 cm off-axis
silver parabolic mirror along with the probe and reference beams. The
probe beam was horizontally polarized, and the pump beam

polarization was set to the magic angle (54.7°) to eliminate
contributions from rotational motion of the molecule in solution.
The IRF was ∼300 fs. The sample cell consisted of a 2 mm Teflon
spacer between two 2 mm thick CaF2 windows (Harrick Scientific
Products, Inc.). The pump beam was rejected with an iris after passing
through the sample, and the probe and reference beams were
dispersed by an imaging spectrometer (Triax 190, HORIBA Jobin
Yvon) equipped with a 75 groove/mm grating. Typically ∼250 cm−1
of mid-IR light was imaged onto the 64 pixels of the MCT detector.
However, our data in the same spectral window had three times the
density of pixels as a result of interleaving of the spectra obtained at
three grating positions and reconstitution of the recorded spectrum.
Each time point was the sum of three spectra, each of which was
obtained after 4 s of averaging.

■ RESULTS
Steady-State Spectroscopy. The ground-state absorption

spectrum of DMJ-An in toluene exhibits a broad charge-transfer
absorption maximum at 367 nm with a broad emission
maximum at 519 nm, resulting in an excited singlet charge-
transfer state with an energy of 2.89 eV.17,20 The ground-state
absorption spectra of DMJ-An−FNn−NI and DMJ-An−FNn
have absorption maxima at 360 and 380 nm and a shoulder at
398 nm, with the prominent vibronic structure coming from
overlapping contributions of the DMJ-An charge-transfer
absorption and the NI acceptor Franck−Condon progression
(Figure 2). As the bridge length increases, additional broad

features resulting from the increased conjugation of the FN
bridging units appear between 300 and 360 nm, along with a
weak band at 450 nm whose intensity grows in proportion to
the length of the bridge, which is assigned to FNn.

21

Ion-Pair Distances and Energies. Given that photo-
excitation of DMJ-An results in quantitative subpicosecond
charge separation to produce DMJ+•-An−• with a spectroscopi-
cally determined energy of 2.89 eV in toluene,17,20 the energy
levels for the charge-separated states DMJ+•-An−FNn

−•−NI
and DMJ+•-An−FNn−NI−• were determined in toluene using
eq 5:

Δ = Δ + − +
ε

−
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟G G E E

e
r r

sign( )
1 1

F I I F
2

S I F (5)

where ΔGI and ΔGF are the energies above ground state for the
initial and final ion pairs, respectively, EI and EF are the redox
potentials for the initial and final ions between which the
electron is transferred, respectively, rI and rF are the initial and
final ion-pair distances, respectively, e is the electron charge, εS

Figure 2. Ground-state absorption spectra of DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n =
1−3) normalized at 380 nm.
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is the static dielectric constant of the solvent (2.38 for toluene),
and sign(EI − EF) is negative when EF > EI and positive when
EI > EF. The parameters used in eq 5 are listed in Table S1 in
the Supporting Information, and the energy levels of the
relevant states are illustrated in Figure 3 and listed in Table S2.

Visible Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. The data
in Figure 3 show that the reaction DMJ+•-An−•−FNn−NI →
DMJ+•-An−FNn

−•−NI leading to the reduction of the FNn
bridge is exergonic for n = 1−3. To test this result, model
compounds DMJ-An−FNn (n = 1, 2) consisting of only the
donor and bridge were studied. Their ground-state absorption
spectra are shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
DMJ-An−FN3 proved to be very insoluble and was not
examined. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra in toluene
were recorded using 416 nm pulses to excite the charge-transfer
band of DMJ-An.18 The relative extinction coefficients of FNn
(n = 1−3) versus DMJ-An at 416 nm result in ∼70% selective
excitation of DMJ-An. Since the energy of the lowest excited
singlet state of DMJ-An is lower than those of FNn (n = 1−3),
energy transfer from FNn to DMJ-An likely occurred within the
150 fs IRF, as the transient spectra at the earliest time points
strongly resemble that of DMJ+•-An−•, with a more intense
band in the red (λ > 600 nm) than in the blue (λ < 500 nm).22

The 3D data sets (ΔA vs time and wavelength) were analyzed
using global fitting to obtain the DADS that are shown in
Figure 4 along with the spectroelectrochemical spectra for
FN1

−• and FN2
−•. The DADS for DMJ-An−FN1 shows two

bands at ∼485 and 572 nm, while that for DMJ-An−FN2 shows
two bands at ∼485 and 606 nm. The band near 485 nm is
assigned to DMJ+•,22 while the 572 and 606 nm bands are
assigned to FN1

−• and FN2
−•, respectively, on the basis of the

spectra of FN1
−• (560 nm) and FN2

−• (579 nm) determined
by spectroelectrochemistry in DMF (Figure 4). The modest red
shift of the transient absorption maximum of FN2

−• relative to
that of FN1

−• (34 nm for the transient spectra in toluene and
19 nm for the spectroelectrochemical data in DMF) is
consistent with the presence of an electronic interaction
between the two FN bridge units within FN2

−•. The global fits
yielded a charge-separation time constant (τCS) of 21 ps and a
charge-recombination lifetime (τCR) of 6.0 ns for DMJ-An−
FN1 and gave τCS = 30 ps and τCR = 3.9 ns for DMJ-An−FN2.
Transient absorption measurements on DMJ-An−FNn−NI

(n = 1−3) were performed under the same conditions (Figure
5). The transient spectra show the formation of 480 nm (ε =

26 000 M−1 cm−1) and 610 nm (ε = 7200 M−1 cm−1)
absorption bands characteristic of NI−•.23 In comparison, the
DMJ+• absorption at 485 nm is weak (εmax = 4500 M

−1 cm−1)22

and overlaps with that of NI−•, and therefore, it could not be
observed distinctly. Additional broad features were observed at
early times at wavelengths consistent with the formation of
FNn

−• as determined by spectroelectrochemistry and femto-
second transient absorption spectroscopy of the model
compounds without the NI acceptor. Once again, the 3D
data sets were analyzed using global fitting to obtain the DADS
(Figures S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information). The kinetic
data associated with these spectra are given in Table 1. For
DMJ-An−FN1−NI, the first charge-separation step (CS1) from
An−• to FN1 was too rapid to be resolved with our IRF.
Monitoring the appearance and decay of the NI−• absorption

bands yielded the time constants for the second charge-
separation step (CS2) from FN1

−• to NI (the defined effective
charge-separation time) and charge recombination back to the
ground state as τCS2 = 0.9 ps and τCR = 54 ns, respectively. The
charge-recombination time constants for all of the full D−B−A

Figure 3. Energy levels for the electronic states relevant to the
electron-transfer pathways for DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n = 1−3), as
determined by eq 5.

Figure 4. Spectroelectrochemical data of partially reduced FN1 (black)
and FN2 (green) in DMF/0.1 M TBAPF6 compared with the decay-
associated difference spectra (DADS) obtained by singular value
decomposition of the 3D transient absorption data sets (ΔA vs time
and wavelength) for DMJ-An−FN1 (blue) and DMJ-An−FN2 (red) in
toluene.

Figure 5. Transient absorption spectra of DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n = 1−
3) in toluene at 293 K at the indicated times following a 150 fs, 416
nm laser pulse. Insets: transient kinetics at 480 nm (black) and fits to
the data (red).
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systems were determined using nanosecond transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy, as they are significantly longer than 3 ns.18

For DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n = 2, 3), CS1 could be resolved,
giving τCS1 = 5.6 ps for n = 2 and 13 ps for n = 3. It should be
noted here that τCS1 for DMJ-An−FN2−NI is faster than that
for DMJ-An−FN2. Since the transient absorption maximum of
FN2

−• is red-shifted relative to that of FN1
−•, there is some

conjugation between the two FN bridge units within FN2
−•.

Thus, attaching the NI acceptor to the second FN bridge unit
can plausibly affect the electronic coupling between the FN
units and the donor, thereby increasing the initial charge-
separation rate in DMJ-An−FN2−NI. Kinetic analysis of the
NI−• absorption bands showed that τCS2 = 24 ps and τCR = 420
ns for DMJ-An−FN2−NI and τCS2 = 334 ps and τCR = 5 μs for
DMJ-An−FN3−NI. Additionally, transient absorption measure-
ments on DMJ-An−FNn (n = 1, 2) and DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n
= 1, 2) were performed in THF under the same conditions as
discussed above. The transient absorption spectra and kinetic
analyses are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information.
Femtosecond IR Transient Absorption Spectroscopy.

Visible pump/mid-IR probe spectroscopy was performed on
DMJ-An−FNn (n = 1, 2) and DMJ-An−FN2−NI as an
additional check on whether bridge reduction occurs in these
molecules. The data were obtained in THF because toluene is
too absorptive in the 1500−1800 cm−1 region. The data for
DMJ-An−FNn (n = 1 shown in Figure 6 and n = 2 shown in

Figure S5 in the Supporting Information) indicate that the
1720 cm−1 carbonyl stretching band24 of FNn is bleached with a
time constant τ = 1.3 ps, which is longer than the 300 fs IRF of
the apparatus. Therefore, the bleaching results from FNn

−•

formation rather than 1*FN or 1*FN2 formation. Charge
recombination in DMJ+•-An−FNn

−• occurs with τCR =120 ps
(n = 1) and 170 ps (n = 2). The transient IR data for DMJ-An−
FN2−NI are shown in Figure 7 and the kinetics is presented in
Figure S5. The 1720 cm−1 bleaching appears with τCS1 =1.1 ±
0.5 ps and decays with τCS2 =19 ± 4 ps, which agrees to within

experimental error with the appearance of the absorption
changes at 1600, 1640, and 1677 cm−1 (τCS2 =16.2 ± 0.5 ps)
resulting from NI−• formation. The charge-separation rate
constants in more polar THF are somewhat larger than those
observed in less polar toluene and are in excellent agreement
with the corresponding visible transient absorption spectra and
kinetics in THF (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information).

■ DISCUSSION
Determining the β Value. Femtosecond transient

absorption measurements on DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n = 1−3)
at early times showed broad spectra consistent with the
formation of FNn

−• followed by formation of the characteristic
NI−• peaks. The DADS data (Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information) revealed the sequence DMJ+•-An−•−FNn−NI →
DMJ+•-An−FNn

−•−NI→ DMJ+•-An−FNn−NI−• for n = 2 and
3 but could not clearly separate a distinct FN−• spectrum for n
= 1, although the early-time spectra for n = 1 (Figure 5)
suggested that FN−• may have been present in very low
concentrations. Complementary femtosecond transient IR data
confirmed that the FNn

−• bridge was reduced prior to NI
reduction. A logarithmic plot of τCS2 versus the donor−acceptor
distance (rD−A) is shown in Figure 8. The rate constant for
electron arrival on NI decays exponentially with rD−A with β =
0.34 Å−1. This phenomenological β value cannot be attributed to
the usual superexchange mechanism because the transient spectra
show that stepwise electron transfer occurs in DMJ-An−FNn−
NI (n = 2, 3, and most likely also n = 1). In Figure 8 these data
are compared with those obtained previously for the analogous

Table 1. Electron-Transfer Time Constants

compound τCS1 (ps) τCS2 (ps) τCR (ns)

DMJ-An−FN1−NI − 0.9 ± 0.3 54 ± 1
DMJ-An−FN2−NI 5.6 ± 1.4 24 ± 3 420 ± 20
DMJ-An−FN3−NI 13 ± 1 334 ± 40 5000 ± 400
DMJ-An−FN1 21 ± 3 − 6.0 ± 0.2
DMJ-An−FN2 30 ± 3 − 3.9 ± 0.2

Figure 6. Femtosecond IR transient absorption spectra for DMJ-An−
FN1 in THF as a function of time following a 40 fs, 400 nm laser pulse.

Figure 7. Femtosecond IR transient absorption spectra for DMJ-An−
FN2−NI in THF as a function of time following a 40 fs, 400 nm laser
pulse.

Figure 8. Plots of ln kCS2 vs rDA for DMJ-An−FNn−NI (n = 1−3) and
DMJ-An−Phn−NI (n = 1−5). The red lines are the linear fits to the
data.
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molecules having p-phenylene (Phn) bridges.
25 The DMJ+•-

An−Phn−•−NI states are all virtual, so electron transfer to NI
occurs strictly by the coherent superexchange mechanism.
Interestingly, the β value for the FNn bridge series is
coincidentally nearly identical to that for the Phn bridge series,
even though experiment shows that the charge-separation
mechanisms differ.
Since there is clear spectroscopic evidence of bridge

reduction prior to electron arrival at the terminal acceptor in
the DMJ-An−FNn−NI systems, it is logical to deduce that the
electron is initially transferred from An−• to the nearest FN
unit. While the demonstrated red shifts in the FN2

−• and FN3
−•

transient spectra relative to that of FN−• indicate that the
electron may be delocalized to a small degree beyond the first
bridge unit, the delocalization is most likely modest because of
the electrostatic attraction by DMJ+•. Since the individual
bridge units are identical, we cannot experimentally differ-
entiate between different FN sites. Nevertheless, by examining
the data within the framework of several charge-hopping
models, we can ascertain which of these models best describes
the data.
As noted above, theory indicates that a significant

phenomenological β value is possible for stepwise electron
transfer if one or more of the following conditions is true: (1)
the rates of charge hopping between independent bridge sites
are the same but the rates of recombination to the donor and
separation to the acceptor are significantly different; (2) the
distance-dependent electrostatic attraction of the charges
provides asymmetries in the forward and backward electron-
hopping rates; and (3) significant electronic coupling between
the bridge sites exists, which may cause injection of the electron
onto the bridge to result in polaron formation.16 For the
molecules presented here, the modest red shift of the transient
absorption maximum of FN2

−• relative to that of FN1
−• is

consistent with some electronic interaction between the two
FN bridge units within FN2

−•; however, the observed spectral
changes are far smaller than those expected for a fully
delocalized radical anion.26 In addition, |ΔG| ≤ 0.06 eV for
electron transfer between FN bridge sites (Figure 3 and Table
S2 in the Supporting Information), and the total reorganization
energy λ = λS + λI is ∼0.2 eV because the solvent reorganization
energy (λS) for nonpolar toluene is approximately zero and the
internal reorganization energy for electron transfer between FN
bridge sites (λI) is ∼0.2 eV (Table S3 in the Supporting
Information). The resultant height of the activation barrier for
electron transfer between FN bridge sites precludes substantial
delocalization at room temperature. Thus, it is unlikely that
polaron formation plays a significant role in the charge-transfer
dynamics within DMJ-An−FNn−NI, so we will focus on
unbiased and biased charge hopping between discrete FN sites
to model the data.
Unbiased Charge Hopping. If bidirectional electron

hopping between each pair of FN units occurs at the same
rate (kh) and there is a substantial difference between the rates
of charge removal from the bridge by recombination from the
FN unit closest to the oxidized donor (k1,D) and charge transfer
to the acceptor from the FN unit adjacent to it (kN,A) (Figure 9,
k1 = k2 = kh), kinetic modeling

14b predicts that
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where ΔEDB is the energy change for charge injection from the
donor to the first bridge site, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
the absolute temperature, and N is the number of bridge sites.
The derivation of eq 6 using the conservation of flux can be
found in the Supporting Information, eq 6 can be simplified to
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where kd = k1,DkN,A/(k1,D + kN,A). The numerator of eq 7 does
not depend on distance, but the denominator does; therefore,
when kd(N−1)/kh ≪ 1, the standard series expansion of the
exponential function gives
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Since N = 1 + R/r, where r is the distance between FN units
and R is the overall distance over which the electron is
transferred, eq 7 can be written as

= −Δ −k k e eE k T k R k r
ET d

/ /DB B d h (9)

which gives β = kd/khr and kh = kd/βr. The data for DMJ-An−
FN1 and DMJ-An−FN1−NI give 1/τCR = k1,D = 1.7 × 108 s−1

and 1/τCS2 = kN,A = 1.1 × 1012 s−1, respectively, which in turn
yield kd = 1.7 × 108 s−1. Since the FN−FN distance is r = 8 Å
and the measured value of β is 0.34 Å−1, this model predicts
that kh = 6.3 × 10

7 s−1. However, the observed rates of electron
arrival on NI (1/τCS2) in DMJ-An−FN2−NI and DMJ-An−
FN3−NI far exceed this predicted charge-hopping rate. Since
the electron removal rates at the two ends of the bridge are
substantially different, the failure of this simple kinetic model to
describe the data indicates that the assumption of equal forward
and backward hopping rates between the bridge sites is not
fulfilled.

Biased Charge Hopping. As a result of the electrostatic
attraction of DMJ+• during electron transfer from An−• to
individual FNn bridge units and ultimately to NI, the system
can be described in terms of an asymmetric random walk.27

The kinetic scheme is illustrated in Figure 9 (k1 ≠ k2) and
involves a treatment similar to that of the unbiased hopping
model given above except that the rates of site-to-site hopping
toward (k1) and away (k2) from the donor are assumed to be
different. In this case, kET is given by
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Figure 9. Kinetic schemes for the unbiased (k1 = k2 = kh) and biased
(k1 ≫ k2) charge-hopping mechanisms following electron injection
onto the bridge. kh is the rate constant for electron hopping between
adjacent bridge (B) units, while k1 and k2 are the electron-hopping
rates toward the donor (D) and the acceptor (A), respectively. k1,D is
the rate constant for charge transfer to the donor from the bridge unit
adjacent to it, kD,1 is the rate constant for charge transfer from the
donor to the first bridge unit, and kN,A is the rate constant for charge
transfer to the acceptor from the bridge unit adjacent to it.
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where α = k1/kN,A − 1/(ξ − 1) and ξ = k2/k1 and it is assumed
that k1 ≫ k2 because in the case of electrostatic attraction, the
rate of electron hopping toward the positively charged donor
(k1) is usually larger than that for hopping toward the neutral
acceptor (k2) (see the Supporting Information for the
derivation). Comparison of eq 10 with the standard exponential
distance dependence in eq 4 yields

β = −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟r

k
k

1
ln 2

1 (11)

In this case, the rate constant for the electron-transfer process is
also characterized by an exponential distance dependence.
Using eq 11 with r = 8 Å and β = 0.34 Å−1, one calculates k1/k2
≈ 15. The free energy changes for moving the electron from
the first FN−• to the other two FN sites in the presence of
DMJ+• for the series DMJ+•-An−FN−•−FN−FN → DMJ+•-
An−FN−FN−•−FN → DMJ+•-An−FN−FN−FN−• are ΔG =
0.06 and 0.03 eV, respectively (Table S2 in the Supporting
Information). Thus, at room temperature, the expected values
of k1/k2 ≈ e−ΔG/kBT are 11 and 3.3, which are within an order of
magnitude of the charge-hopping rate ratio predicted using the
observed β value and the biased hopping model.

■ CONCLUSIONS
With the use of femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy
in the visible and mid-IR regions, the D−B−A systems studied
here allowed us unequivocally to observe stepwise electron
transfer while measuring an exponential distance dependence of
the rate for the overall charge-separation reaction. The
observed exponential distance dependence is attributed to
electron injection onto the first FN unit followed by
subsequent charge hopping within the FNn bridge biased by
the electrostatic attraction of the charge on DMJ+•, with
ultimate trapping at NI. This unusually high β value is likely a
result of DMJ-An being a push−pull donor, where the charge-
transfer excited state that is populated upon photoexcitation is
dominated by a fully charge-separated radical ion pair state,
DMJ+•-An−•.17 The ultrafast formation of DMJ+• provides an
electrostatic attraction that slows electron injection from An−•

to the bridge and the subsequent electron hopping along the
FN units to the NI trap site. These results show that D−B−A
molecules designed to have stepwise, energetically downhill
redox gradients do not necessarily exhibit wirelike behavior.
Moreover, they highlight the need for a thorough knowledge of
the mechanistic details of charge transport in D−B−A
molecules that are utilized in systems for solar energy
conversion and organic electronics, where wirelike properties
are targeted.
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Charge-transfer processes through DNA have been intensively
investigated over recent years with the aid of a variety of
methods and model systems.[1–6] It is now well established that
a positive charge moves through the duplex by a hopping
mechanism, using the purine bases—and here particularly
dG—as stepping stones.[7] Under ideal conditions a positive
charge can hop over more than 200 bp before it is trapped.[8]

In contrast, an excess electron, which introduces a negative
charge into the duplex, hops through the double strand only
over about 10–20 bp, with the pyrimidine bases acting as step-
ping stones in this case.[9–16]

In nature, FAD and FMN cofactors, in the oxidized state, are
known to photooxidize duplex DNA, which leads to severe oxi-
dative DNA damage, particularly at guanine sites.[17–18] The fact
that UV-A or visible light causes mutations[19] even though
DNA features no absorption in this wavelength region is
thought to be the result of such flavin-cofactor-mediated DNA
photooxidation processes.[20]

Detailed information on the dynamics and lifetime of flavin-
dependent photooxidation of DNA as the basis for UV-A pho-
tocarcinogenesis can be obtained from ultrafast UV/Vis spec-
troscopy.[21] We therefore synthesized and investigated a series
of DNA hairpins to gain insight into the flavin-triggered photo-
oxidation of selected DNA sequences. For the study the DNA
hairpins depicted in Figure 1 were prepared. All feature the
flavin derivative 1 as a capping structure stacking on top of
the hairpins.[22]

Melting point measurements were performed to ensure that
the hairpins (H1–H7 and HT1) are fully closed at room temper-
ature (see the Supporting Information). CD spectra show that
the hairpins each adopt a B-type DNA double-helix structure
(Supporting Information). The hairpins each feature a strong
absorption below 280 nm due to the absorption of the DNA
bases. The absorption maxima at 360 nm and 450 nm corre-
spond to flavin transitions and allow the selective excitation of
the covalently bound chromophore. The intensity of the flavin
fluorescence at 550 nm is sequence-dependent.

In the first hairpin series H1–H3 we introduced one AT base
pair between the dG electron donors and the flavin acceptor
cap. In addition we used either a (dG)2 (H2) or even a (dG)3
(H3) sequence rather than a single dG as the electron-donating
unit. It is known that the electron donation capabilities of ade-
nines[23–24] are lower than those of guanines and that for gua-
nines they increase with the number of dG bases in a row.[25–30]

As a reference duplex we synthesized H4, containing a flavin
cap and no dG base. Relative to the fluorescence intensity
measured for compound 1, the fluorescence was found to be
quenched in all hairpins. The strongest flavin fluorescence was
measured for the reference duplex H4, but even here the de-
tected fluorescence is significantly lower than that of the free
flavin 1. This suggests that the oxidation potential of the excit-
ed-state flavin is high enough to oxidize both dG and dA
bases, yielding the flavin radical anion and the dA and dG radi-
cal cations.[31]

The photoinduced dynamics of the hairpin structures with
the flavin cap were measured with a femtosecond broadband
pump-probe setup.[32] The sample solutions were irradiated
with a sub-50 fs pulse at 480 nm to excite the flavin selectively
and were probed with a white light pulse to obtain the transi-

Figure 1. Structures of the DNA hairpins H1–H7, of the flavin derivative 1
used as cap, and of the tryptophan derivative 2 introduced into hairpin HT1.
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ent absorption in the spectral region between 300 and 750 nm
up to delay times of 1 ns. The transient spectra of all hairpins
each consist of three major contributions that can be assigned
to flavin transitions (Figure 2A). Two bands with negative tran-

sient absorption indicate the ground-state bleach (around
450 nm) and the stimulated emission (around 550 nm) of the
flavin. These bands are partially overlaid with the excited state
absorption, which contributes a positive absorption change
and has a prominent maximum around 370 nm.

For the free flavin compound 1, the transient signatures
decay monoexponentially with a fluorescence lifetime of t=

2 ns (Supporting Information). The decay dynamics of the
flavin cap in the hairpin structures are governed by the ultra-
fast electron transfer (ET) from the bases, which quenches the
singlet excited state of flavin. The observed dynamics are more
complex and require multiexponential fits.[33] Typically, two to
three exponential terms and one constant signal lasting
beyond the measurement range were necessary for a good
parametrization of the data (Supporting Information). The
complexity of the quenching dynamics prohibits the full and
direct interpretation of the obtained time constants. Instead,
we used the fit curves to determine the delay times when the

signal of the stimulated emission has decayed to 1/e of the ini-
tial value at Dt=0. The 1/e time constants that are compiled
in Table 1 were found to be suitable for a consistent classifica-
tion of the ET dynamics.

The hairpins H1–H7 show very similar dynamics, both in the
stimulated emission and in the absorption band (see Fig-
ure 2B). The first result of this study is therefore that the
charge recombination, which takes place in the Coulomb field
established by the Fl·� and dA·+/dG·+ ions, is faster than the
initial forward ET process. In order to measure the hidden
charge recombination rate we replaced the electron-donating
dG unit by a more strongly donating tryptophan unit.[34] To
ensure proper closing of the hairpin, which we found to be
too unstable otherwise, we had to insert additional dG:dC
base pairs in the stem. In the hairpin HT1, we indeed mea-
sured an extremely fast forward ET within 100 fs, allowing us
to determine the rate of charge recombination as about 1 ps.
This experiment also allowed us to identify the spectral signa-
ture of the flavin radical anion (see Figure 2A). The main differ-
ence from the flavin S1 spectrum is the missing stimulated
emission around 550 nm. The excited state absorption of the
radical around 370 nm is similar to the S1 absorption in
strength but appears slightly red-shifted.

In the hairpin structure H1, the ET leads to the decay of the
flavin excited state on a timescale of 38 ps. If we replace the
single dG base by a (dG)2 or (dG)3 sequence, the decay time is
shorter (26 ps), indicating that the ET is now slightly faster, in
agreement with the fact that dG bases stacked in homo-dG
sequences possess a reduced oxidation potential.

As with the steady-state fluorescence experiments, we ob-
serve that the flavin excited singlet state still decays rather
quickly even in the dG-free reference hairpin H4. Here, the
electron is donated by the dA base. The time constant for this
process is 63 ps, and hence only slightly longer than in the dG-
containing hairpins (26 ps), showing that dA photooxidation
by the excited flavin is slower only by a factor of two to three.

From the short flavin–donor distances we can safely assume
that the ET process in the first hairpin series is governed by a
direct superexchange-based mechanism, in which the charges
do not hop over intermediate charge carriers but are directly
transferred from the dG nucleobases to the excited flavin and
back.[35–36] This direct-ET-based situation changes totally in the
hairpin series H5–H7, in which a (dA:dT)3 cassette is situated
between the hairpin cap and one, two, or three dG electron
donors.[25] Over the rather large distance of 13.5 � between the
flavin and the first dG base, electron donation is now dominat-

Figure 2. A) Transient absorption spectrum at Dt=200 fs of the hairpins H4
(S1 state of flavin) and HT1 (flavin radical anion). B) Decay of the transient
signal integrated over the spectral region of the excited state absorption
(top) and of the stimulated emission (bottom). Red: H4, violet: H1, green:
H2 ; dotted lines: 1/e level of the initial amplitude.

Table 1. Decay times (t) of flavin excited state and quantum yields (F)
for formation of the long-lived charge-separated state (after 1 ns).

Sample t1/e [ps] Fcs [%] Sample t1/e [ps] Fcs [%]

H1 38�2 <0.5 H2 26�4 <0.5
H3 26�1 <0.5 H4 63�3 <0.5
H5 49�3 3�1 H6 50�3 7�1
H7 52�3 14�1 HT1 0.10�0.05 0
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ed by a hopping mechanism.[35,37] For all three hairpins we find
identical S1 decay timescales of 50 ps, not affected by the
number of dG bases. We believe that in these systems the
charges hop through the spacing dA:dT sequence and that
this hopping rate is now governing the rate of flavin photo-
reduction. The rate of electron donation from the (dG)n bases
to a putative dA·+ hopping intermediate is clearly slower. The
data therefore show that the charge-hopping reaction is
slower than electron donation from a dG to a close dA·+ .

The (dA:dT)3 cassette used as a spacer has another impor-
tant consequence: in the hairpins H5–H7 we do not observe a
complete charge recombination but a partial escape of the
injected positive charge. The positive charge in the (dA:dT)3
cassette hops to the adjacent (dG:dC)n cassette. From there,
charge recombination is substantially slower because the elec-
tron has moved out of the Coulomb field of the flavin radical
anion. This process leads to the formation of a long-lived,
charge-separated state. Most interestingly, the yield of forma-
tion of the charge-separated state is influenced by the number
of stacking dG bases. To determine the quantum yield of the
long-lived charge separation we decomposed the transient ab-
sorption spectra at Dt=1 ns into a residual contribution from
the flavin S1 state and the flavin radical anion spectrum known
from HT1. The integral of the flavin radical signature between
330 nm and 410 nm (Figure 3, shaded area) was used to quan-
tify the quantum yield of the long-lived charge separation. In
the hairpin H5, with just one dG electron donor, about 3% of
the flavin is still in the radical anion state at Dt=1 ns. In H6,
with a (dG:dC)2 sequence, the amount has increased to 7%
and in hairpin H7, possessing a (dG:dC)3 sequence, we even
find a fivefold increase to 14% (Table 1).

In summary, by using short-time spectroscopy we were able
to decipher the dynamics of flavin-induced photoxidation of
DNA, which is one factor contributing to UV-A-induced photo-
carcinogenesis.[38–39] We were able to show that long-lived,
charge-separated states can be created in particular sequences
by using flavin as photooxidant.[25] This requires fast forward
electron transfer by hopping through dA:dT sequences fol-
lowed by charge trapping in dG:dC sequences.

Experimental Section

DNA synthesis and purification : The synthesis of the oligonucleo-
tides containing the flavin H-phosphonate was performed with an
Expedite 8900 DNA synthesizer and use of a mixed phosphorami-
dite/H-phosphonate/phosphoramidite coupling protocol. For full
oxidation of the flavin an additional oxidation step was necessary
at the end of the synthesis : I2 in MeCN and N-methylmorpholine in
water were used as the first oxidation solution and I2 in MeCN and
NEt3 in water as the second one. Oligonucleotides were cleaved
from the solid support and deprotected by use of conc. ammonia/
ethanol 3:1 for 20 h at room temperature. Analytical and prepara-
tive HPLC were performed on C18 reversed-phase columns
(Macherey–Nagel) with NHEt3OAc (0.1m) in water/acetonitrile as
eluent. The strands were further characterized by MALDI-TOF-MS.
MALDI spectra were recorded with a Bruker Autoflex mass spec-
trometer with 3-hydroxypicolinic acid as matrix substance and
measurement in negative polarity mode.

Melting point experiments : Melting temperatures (Tm) were mea-
sured with a Cary 100 UV/Vis spectrometer and 1 mL quartz cuv-
ettes with 1 cm pathlength. Absorptions of equimolar DNA com-
plements [3 mm in NaCl (150 mm), Tris·HCl (10 mm, pH 7.4)] were
measured at 260 nm. For every strand four temperature cycles
from 5 to 90 8C were recorded; the average melting points are
depicted in the Supporting Information.

CD experiments : CD spectra were recorded at room temperature
with a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter fitted with a Peltier tempera-
ture controller and with 1 mL quartz cuvettes with 1 cm path-
length. The samples contained NaCl (150 mm), Tris-HCl (10 mm,
pH 7.4), and the hairpin structures (3 mm).

Femtosecond transient absorption : The femtosecond broadband
pump-probe setup has been described in detail elsewhere.[32] Brief-
ly, a Ti :sapphire amplifier system (CPA 2001, Clark-MXR) with a rep-
etition rate of 1 kHz was used to pump a noncollinear optical para-
metric amplifier delivering pump pulses at l=480 nm with a
length of 40 fs. The pump pulses were focused into a 250 mm flow
cell containing the cooled sample (10 8C) with a spot size of
150 mm. The pump energy was limited to <1 mJ to avoid nonlinear
effects. A supercontinuum (300–750 nm) was generated and used
as probe by focusing another part of the Ti:sapphire laser into a ro-
tating CaF2 disk. The polarizations of the pump and probe pulses
were set to the magic angle (54.78). After the interaction in the

Figure 3. Decomposition of the transient absorption spectrum at Dt=1 ns
(black line): the residual contribution from the S1 state of flavin (from Dt<
200 fs, red line) is subtracted to obtain the contribution from the long-lived
radical anion of flavin (blue line). The spectra were normalized to the initial
amplitude directly after excitation.
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sample, the probe light was dispersed with a fused silica prism and
detected with a 512 pixel photodiode array. The chirp of the white
light was corrected for prior to data analysis, and the resulting
temporal resolution was better than 100 fs.
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Conformational control of benzophenone-sensitized
charge transfer in dinucleotides†

Thomas Merz,za Matthias Wenninger,zb Michael Weinberger,c Eberhard Riedle,*b

Hans-Achim Wagenknecht*c and Martin Schütz*a

Charge transfer in DNA cannot be understood without addressing the complex conformational flexibility,

which occurs on a wide range of timescales. In order to reduce this complexity four dinucleotide models

1X consisting of benzophenone linked by a phosphodiester to one of the natural nucleosides X = A, G, T,

C were studied in water and methanol. The theoretical work focuses on the dynamics and electronic

structure of 1G. Predominant conformations in the two solvents were obtained by molecular dynamics

simulations. 1G in MeOH adopts mainly an open geometry with a distance of 12 16 Å between the two

aromatic parts. In H2O the two parts of 1G form primarily a stacked conformation yielding a distance

of 5 6 Å. The low lying excited states were investigated by electronic structure theory in a QM/MM

environment for representative snapshots of the trajectories. Photo induced intramolecular charge

transfer in the S1 state occurs exclusively in the stacked conformation. Ultrafast transient absorption

spectroscopy with 1X reveals fast charge transfer from S1 in both solvents with varying yields. Significant

charge transfer from the T1 state is only found for the nucleobases with the lowest oxidation potential:

in H2O, charge transfer occurs with 3.2 � 109 s 1 for 1A and 6.0 � 109 s 1 for 1G. The reorganization

energy remains nearly unchanged going from MeOH to the more polar H2O. The electronic coupling is

rather low even for the stacked conformation with HAB = 3 meV and explains the moderate charge

transfer rates. The solvent controls the conformational distribution and therefore gates the charge

transfer due to differences in distance and stacking.

Introduction

Charge transfer in DNA is a phenomenon with two opposing
‘‘faces’’. On the one hand, charge transfer has been intensively
studied over the last twenty years.1 Yet on the other hand it has
become obvious that charge transfer processes in DNA cannot be
understood without explicitly addressing the manifold of confor-
mational states present in DNA.2 The concept of ‘‘conformational
gating’’ has been presented to describe the influence of DNA
conformations and conformational flexibility on charge transfer.3

The main problem is that the conformational flexibility of double

helical DNA is very complex and occurs on multiple timescales.
Since charge transfer rates strongly depend on the DNA base
environment we expect not to observe single kinetic rate con-
stants for DNA-mediated charge transfer, but rather a distribu-
tion of rates.4 Hence, the central question is how the issue of
conformational influence on charge transfer can be addressed
properly by the combination of time-resolved measurements
and theory. For this purpose, we designed the dinucleotides 1X
as the smallest possible models for photoinduced charge
transfer in DNA. They consist of benzophenone as an artificial
C-nucleoside linked by a phosphodiester bridge to one of the
natural nucleosides (X = A, G, T or C). These dinucleotides
are soluble both in water and in polar organic solvents like
MeOH. It is expected that the conformational scenario changes
significantly between water and MeOH and, therefore, the con-
formational influence on photoinduced singlet and triplet charge
transfer5 can be studied in full detail by both time-resolved
transient absorption spectroscopy and theory, including mole-
cular dynamics and quantum chemical calculations to describe
the charge transfer states.

Using benzophenone as the photo-induced electron acceptor
has the advantage that the dinucleotides 1X represent both
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interesting biologically relevant systems with respect to DNA
damage6 and the starting point for future applications in
chemical biology and photocatalysis. Benzophenone (BP) is a
well characterized organic chromophore for biological photo-
chemistry and chemical photocatalysis due to the very efficient
inter-system crossing (ISC) to the triplet (T1) state.

7–17 With respect
to photoaffinity labeling there are several other advantages:8

(i) benzophenone is chemically more stable than azides and
diazirines, especially under the special or harsh conditions of
peptide and nucleic acid synthesis. (ii) The T1 state of BP is able
to extract hydrogen atoms from unreactive C–H bonds in
biopolymers, e.g., a-hydrogen from amino acids.9 (iii) The absorp-
tion of BP in the UV-A region allows selective excitation outside
the typical absorption range of biopolymers including tryptophan
in proteins and DNA/RNA bases. On the other hand, BP plays an
increasingly important role as an excitation antenna collecting the
light and thereby initiating substrate conversion in photochemical
reactions.10,11 Molecular BP architectures can be considered as
chemical photocatalysts if they bear a substrate binding site,
and substrate conversion occurs initiated by energy or electron
transfer.12 In fact, both processes have been applied success-
fully for the development of BP- and xanthone-based photo-
organocatalysts.13 Template-assisted photocatalysis yields
enantioselective [2+2] cycloaddition14–16 and, more importantly,
templated photoinduced electron transfer can be applied to enantio-
selective aminocyclizations.17 With respect to thementioned proper-
ties of BP and its derivatives, covalent conjugates with nucleosides
and nucleic acids could be of significant interest.18–23 New
photoaffinity labels based on BP-modified nucleic acids could
help to identify DNA- and RNA-binding proteins. On the other
hand, BP as an artificial nucleoside provides the molecular basis
to develop photocatalytically active DNAzymes. Among the few
examples found in the literature, BP-substituted nucleosides have
been prepared as models for ribonucleotide reductases18,19 and as
photoreactive dyads.20 BP has been attached to phosphothioates
in RNA21 and to 20-deoxyuridine in DNA22 to form interstrand
crosslinks. 4-Cyanobenzophenone-substituted 20-deoxyuridines
have been extensively used for photoinduced charge transfer
studies with DNA.23,24

We recently presented the synthesis of a novel C-nucleoside
consisting of BP directly attached to the anomeric center of
20-deoxyribofuranoside.25 Thereby, the chromophore is placed
as an artificial DNA base and can be incorporated synthetically
into oligonucleotides by automated phosphoramidite chemistry. In
the present study, we furnish a complete characterization of the
optical properties of 1 as an artificial nucleoside and in the context
of four different dinucleotides (1G, 1A, 1C and 1T, Scheme 1) to
evaluate the influence of the neighboring DNA base on the BP
properties. The photophysical properties of 1 can be influenced by
two different protic solvents, water and methanol. Time-resolved
measurements of singlet and triplet lifetimes elucidate how
conformational changes control the photophysical properties
of BP and gate the charge transfer in the dinucleotides.

The theoretical part of our work focuses on the dynamics
and electronic structure of the dinucleotide 1G, which is the most
interesting dinucleotide based on the knowledge that BP-initiated

charge transfer could lead to oxidation of guanine,23,26,27 and
the results from the time resolved studies (vide infra) that will
be described. At first, the isolated 1G (and for comparison 1T)
dinucleotides were investigated. Geometry optimizations were
performed for the electronic ground state, and excitation energies
were computed at the resulting minimum energy geometry. Second,
1G was also investigated in two different solvent environments
(H2O and MeOH) via Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and
subsequent hybrid Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics
(QM/MM) calculations. Representative snapshots from related
MD production trajectories were selected, and the individual
geometries reoptimized at the QM/MM level. At the resulting
geometries, excitation energies and other properties of the relevant
low-lying excited states were calculated in the QM/MM framework.
In the following sections we present the detailed results of
these calculations.

Theoretical elucidation of conformations
and molecular dynamics in water
and methanol

First, DFT geometry optimizations (BP functional,28 def-SVP basis
set29) were performed for the isolated 1G and 1T molecules. For
simplicity, 1G and 1T were considered as neutral molecules with a
proton added to the phosphate in all calculations presented here.
Two strongly differing basic geometries of 1G and 1T were found;
(i) a compact, folded structure for 1G as displayed in Fig. 1(b),
with the G and one of the phenyl rings undergoing p-stacking,
and (ii) a stretched, unfolded structure as shown in Fig. 1(a)
(analog figures for the folded and unfolded structure of 1T can
be found in Fig. SI-19, ESI†).

The latter constitutes in both cases a local minimum on the
potential energy surface. At the Coupled Cluster level (CC2model)30

in the same basis the unfolded structure is not stable and folds to
the geometry given in Fig. 1(a). The absence of long-range van der
Waals dispersion in the pure DFT/BP description is mainly respon-
sible for the existence of the unfolded structure, which can be
repaired to some extent, by e.g. the inclusion of Grimme’s-D2
correction,31 which is employed in the subsequent DFT QM/MM
calculations. Nevertheless, the unfolded structure reappears again
if we perform the calculations not in vacuo but in a methanol
environment (vide infra). Hence, both folded and unfolded struc-
tures were further investigated.

Scheme 1 BP nucleoside 1 and dinucleotides 1X with BP as an artificial DNA
base (X = G, T, A, C).
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Next, for the isolated dinucleotides, excitation energies, density
differences between excited and ground state, and related dipole
moment differences of the three lowest singlet states were calcu-
lated at the respective ground state minima. To this end, TD-DFT
(B3LYP functional32,33), as well as TD-CC2 response30,34–36 (often
casually termed as just CC2) were applied. The def-SVP and aug-
cc-pVDZ basis37 sets were used for these calculations (for the latter
basis set excitation energies were computed only). The resulting
excitation energies of the three lowest excited singlet states are
compiled in Table 1 for the unfolded and folded geometries
of 1G and 1T (triplet excitation energies for 1G can be found in
the ESI,† cf. Table SI-2, for comparison).

Fig. 2 depicts the related electron density differences for
the case of the folded geometry of 1G (related electron
density differences of the folded geometry of 1T are displayed
in Fig. SI-20 (ESI†); for the relevant molecular orbitals for 1G
and 1T cf. Fig. SI-21 and SI-22 (ESI†)).

For the folded geometry of 1G the S1, S2, and S3 states are of
(np*), charge transfer (CT), and (pp*) type. The CT state features
depletion of electron density on G, and increase of electron
density on the BP part. Comparison of the TD-DFT vs. TD-CC2
results shows a substantial increase in the energy gap between
the S1 and S2 from 0.18 eV (TD-DFT) to 0.85 eV (TD-CC2, def SVP)
and 0.70 eV (TD-CC2, aug-cc-PVDZ). CT states are notoriously
underestimated by TD-DFT with local, or semi-local functionals

due to the electronic self-interaction problem inherent in DFT.38,39

For isolated folded 1T, on the other hand, only the TD-DFT
calculation features a CT state among the three lowest states.
The order and type of characters are similar to 1G. However, the
gap between the S1 and the CT states is significantly increased,
compared to 1G (0.63 vs. 0.18 eV). For TD-CC2, the CT state
disappears among the three lowest excitations, and the S1, S2
and S3 states correspond to a (np*), (pp*) and (pp*) types,
respectively. Hence, the CT state in the TD-DFT calculation for
1T is just an artifact, caused by the abovementioned electronic
self-interaction problem. Adding diffuse functions has the usual
effect of decreasing the TD-CC2 excitation energies by 0.1–0.2 eV,
which is seen in both cases.

For the unfolded geometry the S1, S2, and S3 states calculated
by TD-CC2 are of (np*), (pp*), and (pp*) type for both 1G and 1T.
The CT state for 1G is clearly absent, which is not too surprising
since the distance between donor (G) and acceptor (BP) is much
larger than in the folded geometry. For TD-DFT, on the other
hand, the CT state is clearly present (as the S2 state) and
features about the same excitation energy as in the folded
geometry. This is the typical irregular behavior of TD-DFT,
since CT states described by that method do not reflect the
proper distance dependence between donor and acceptor
(according to the Coulomb law).

Based on the gas phase results presented so far we conclude
that (i) the distance between the BP and the G subsystems
intimately affects the character of the three relevant, lowest
excited states. In particular there is a low-lying CT state present
for the folded geometry, which is absent for the unfolded one.
(ii) All these excitations are either localized on G, or BP, or both for
the CT state, as is evident from Fig. 2. The sugar and phosphate

Fig. 1 Optimized structures of 1G in the gas phase. The five and six membered
rings are colored in red/green and blue for better recognition. Also the distances
d(C6 O39) and d(C6 C37) are given. (a) Unfolded structure computed with DFT/BP in
the def SVP basis; d(C6 O39) = 15.59 Å and d(C6 C3) = 16.09 Å. (b) Folded structure
computed with CC2/def SVP; d(C6 O39) = 6.92 Å and d(C6 C37) = 6.10 Å.

Table 1 Results for folded and unfolded molecules of 1G and 1T; optimized
ground state; TD B3LYP/def SVP TD CC2/def SVP and TD CC2/aug cc pVDZ

Method

Folded geometry Unfolded geometry

1G 1T 1G 1T

Type o [eV] Type o [eV] Type o [eV] Type o [eV]

TD B3LYP S1 (np*) 3.36 (np*) 3.53 (np*) 3.50 (np*) 3.50
S2 CT 3.54 CT 4.16 CT 3.56 CT 4.42
S3 (pp*) 4.42 (pp*) 4.46 (pp*) 4.45 (pp*) 4.46

TD CC2 S1 (np*) 3.74 (np*) 3.74 (np*) 3.82 (np*) 3.76
def SVP S2 CT 4.59 (pp*) 4.79 (pp*) 4.88 (pp*) 4.82

S3 (pp*) 4.78 (pp*) 4.83 (pp*) 4.96 (pp*) 4.90

TD CC2 S1 (np*) 3.63 (np*) 3.61 (np*) 3.63 (np*) 3.63
a VDZ S2 CT 4.33 (pp*) 4.65 (pp*) 4.69 (pp*) 4.69

S3 (pp*) 4.66 (pp*) 4.68 (pp*) 4.78 (pp*) 4.76

Fig. 2 Electron density difference plots for the first three excited states of the
folded geometry of 1G, calculated with TD CC2 in def SVP basis. Isosurfaces are
plotted for �0.005 a.u., red refers to a decrease, green to an increase in the
density upon excitation. (a) S1: (np*) state; |Dm| = 1.72 D (b) S2: CT state; |Dm| =
10.58 D (c) S3: (pp*) type state; |Dm| = 1.32 D.
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groups linking these two subunits do not play a role and can
therefore be safely omitted from the QM part in the subsequent
QM/MM studies of the system in solvent environments. (iii) A CT
state in 1T cannot be observed, neither in the unfolded, nor the
folded geometry.

In order to generate proper starting structures for a subsequent
QM/MM treatment of 1G in water and methanol solvent environ-
ments, classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
carried out first. Similar MD simulations were also carried out
for 1T, which however will not be further discussed. For the
latter we refer to Fig. SI-26 and SI-27 in the ESI† (Section 4). Also
the technical details of these simulations are described in the
ESI† (Section 4). MD simulations in water and methanol were
performed by starting from either the folded or the unfolded
gas phase structure of 1G (overall four MD simulations). It
turns out that the resulting trajectories are rather independent
of the starting geometry: 1G solvated in water primarily exists in
the folded form, while 1G solvated in methanol primarily exists
in the unfolded form.

The trajectories of the MD simulation of 1G in methanol
(starting from the folded geometry) and of the MD simulation of
1G in water (starting from the unfolded geometry) are displayed in
Fig. 3(a) and (b). The trajectories of the two other MD simulations
with converse starting geometries are included in Fig. SI-25 (ESI†).
The degree of folding is measured by the distances d(C6–C37)
and d(C6–O39) (cf. Fig. SI-18, ESI†), which reflect the spatial
separation of the BP and G subunits. For the isolated molecule
these distances amount to 5–6 Å for the folded, and 15–16 Å for
the unfolded form. Thus, in our MD simulations we consider

geometries with distances of above 10 Å as unfolded (grey
shaded area in Fig. 3), and geometries with distances of below
10 Å as folded forms. Evidently, unfolded 1G in water folds and
stays folded most of the time. In contrast, folded 1G in methanol
unfolds and stays in that form most of the time. Obviously, in the
polar water solvent, the two hydrophobic ring systems BP and G
stick together and undergo p-stacking, while in the less polar
methanol they are individually solvated by methanol molecules.

For the subsequent QM/MM study we have selected five
representative snapshots: from each of the four trajectories, as
indicated in Fig. 3 and in Fig. SI-25 (ESI†), there are two snapshots
related to the water environment, a1GH2O and b1GH2O, corre-
sponding to the folded form, and two related to the methanol
environment, a1GMeOH, and b1GMeOH, corresponding to the
unfolded form; additionally, a fifth snapshot c1GMeOH, which
represents the rather rare event of a folded form in the
methanol environment, was also considered.

Spectroscopic results

For the time resolved measurements and their interpretation
the optical properties of the artificial nucleoside 1 and the
dinucleotides 1X were characterized. The spectra of compound
1 in MeOH (Fig. 4a and b) are typical for all other compounds.
One prominent strong absorption band is centered at 259 nm
(4.79 eV) that corresponds to a 1(pp*) transition located on BP. A
much weaker band is centered at 329 nm (3.77 eV) and corresponds
to the 1(np*) transition of BP.40 The assignment of the bands to
transitions located on BP is corroborated by the high similarity
to the spectrum of BP (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the band positions
are in good agreement with the TD-CC2 excitation energies

Fig. 3 Trajectories of MD run; (a) shows 1G in methanol environment and
(b) 1G in water; the distances d(C6 C37) and d(C6 039) in Å are plotted against
the simulation time in ns. The grey area is the region in which the molecule is
unfolded. The cycles depict the chosen snapshots. (a) MD of 1G MeOH, folded
(4.2 ns; c1GMeOH) and unfolded (4.0 ns; a1GMeOH) starting geometry. (b) MD of 1G
water, folded (4.5 ns; a1GH2O

) starting geometry.
Fig. 4 (a) Absorption of BP and 1 in MeOH at r.t. (b) Phosphorescence of 1, 1C
and 1G at 77 K in MeOH. (c) Phosphorescence of 1, 1C and 1G at 77 K in H2O.
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reported in Table 1. The latter transition allows selective excita-
tion of the BP chromophore outside the nucleic acid absorption
range. This is an important prerequisite for the photochemical
and photobiological applications. Both electronic transitions are
broad and structureless at r.t. due to the thermal population
of low frequency vibrational levels and the interaction with
the environment.

Upon excitation at 355 nm, nucleoside 1 in MeOH shows a
well structured phosphorescence at 77 K. This structure
becomes visible due to the lack of thermal vibrational excita-
tion and the long lifetime of the T1 state. The first vibronic peak
corresponding to the 0–0 vibrationless electronic transition is
found at 413 nm. The shape and the energetic positions are
very similar for all dinucleotides 1X (compare spectra for 1G
and 1C in Fig. 4b). This observation differs from the phospho-
rescence in aqueous buffer solution (Fig. 4c). 1 dissolved in
H2O exhibits the 0–0 peak at 435 nm. Due to the characteristic
intensity pattern we can be sure that we observe a shift and not
a disappearance of the 0–0 subband. The shift compared to the
MeOH solution is interpreted as the exposure of the chromophore
to water. The 0–0 phosphorescence peak of the dinucleotides in
H2O is found to be very similar to MeOH. This shows that the
DNA base adjacent to the BP in the dinucleotides is able to
shield the chromophore from the electrostatic influence of the
water molecules. We therefore expect that the photochemical
reactivity of the BP derivative 1 as part of the synthesized
dinucleotides 1X is more similar to 1 in organic solvents (like
MeOH) than 1 in water. We can confirm the presence of a
preferred stacked (folded) conformation of 1X in water as
suggested by the molecular dynamics simulations.

Electron transfer (ET) between nucleobases and an excited
organic chromophore is well established and usually occurs on
time scales of 10–100 ps when the two moieties are in close
proximity.41,42 We used femtosecond transient absorption (TA)
spectroscopy43 to measure the kinetics of the various compounds.
Directly after excitation of the lowest 1(np*) transition, pure BP
in MeOH shows the spectrum of the S1 state with prominent
absorption maxima at 340 and 580 nm (Fig. SI-9, ESI†). BP in
MeOH serves as reference according to the results obtained with
the steady state spectroscopy. The decay of the singlet spectral
signatures is dominated by very fast ISC.40 Upcoming absorption
bands at 320 and 530 nm can be uniquely assigned to the BP
triplet state T1. We find a lifetime of tS1 = 12.5 ps for the S1 state.
Assuming a quantum yield of FT = 100% for the population of
the BP T1 state in agreement with the literature44 the rate of ISC
is determined as kISC = (tS1)

�1. An analogous modeling will also
be used in the analysis of the more complex TA data of the BP
dinucleotides 1X.

A first measurement series of the BP nucleosides 1X and
reference compound 1 was performed in MeOH (Fig. 5 and
Fig. SI-10 to SI-13, ESI†). Directly after excitation we observe
transient spectra which are very similar to those of pure BP showing
the absorption features of the BP S1 state. The covalently bound
20-deoxyribofuranoside does not significantly affect the excited
state spectral features. The ultrafast ISC is also found for the nucleo-
sides 1X and reference 1, the lifetime of 1 in MeOH is tS1 = 9.4 ps.

The slightly faster ISC compared to BP is reasonable in view of the
covalently bound substituent. In comparison to 1 all nucleosides
1X show a further reduced lifetime of the S1 state and a depen-
dence on the adjacent nucleobase. Especially the lifetime of
compound 1G, where BP is linked to guanine (the nucleobase
with the lowest standard oxidation potential E0) is considerably
reduced: we find tS1 = 7.6 ps inMeOH. All obtained time constants
are summarized in Table 2. The lifetime of the triplet states in
MeOH cannot be determined by the ultrafast TA spectroscopy,
since it exceeds the maximum pump–probe delay of 2 ns.
We therefore set it to infinity for the analysis.

It is interesting to compare the variation of the S1 lifetimes tS1
with the variation of the standard oxidation potential E0 of the
corresponding nucleobase.45 In 1G, which contains the nucleobase
with the lowest E0 and hence is the most easily oxidized, tS1 is
significantly reduced in comparison to all other compounds. This
indicates that ET from the covalently bound nucleobase to the
excited singlet state of BP can compete with the ISC process, which
explains the reduced tS1 of all 1X in comparison to 1. The transient
signature of the intermediate BP radical anion expected at 333 and
720 nm46 is not visible. A charge recombination process, which is
fast in comparison to the ET process, can readily explain the absence
of the spectral signatures of the intermediate charge separated state.

From the inhomogeneous distribution of conformations it
could be expected that the S1 decay time does not conform to a
simple exponential behavior.47 We fitted the curves with a
stretched exponential and obtained somewhat unexpected
exponents around 1.1 and not the expected values below 1. A
rational can be that we have a highly nonstatistical distribution
as we find indeed from the trajectories in Fig. 3. Since this
precludes any reasonable analytical modeling, we decided to
use the single-exponential fit values for further interpretation.

The ET time constant 1tET determined from the measured
lifetime tS1 for all dinucleotides 1X is depicted in Table 2.

Fig. 5 Transient absorption spectra of 1C in MeOH after 358 nm excitation
(a) selected spectra (b) temporal evolution at selected wavelengths (dots) with
corresponding traces from the global fit (lines).
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The ET time constant 1tET was calculated using kISC from
compound 1 as the intrinsic lifetime of the S1 state of BP in
the dinucleotide environment as

1tET
� ��1¼ 1kET ¼ 1

tS1
kISC (1)

We interpret the dependence of the ET rate on the standard
oxidation potential E0 of the nucleobase with the help of
standard Marcus theory.48 For details see the ESI† (Section 3).
We calculate DG0, which serves as the driving force for the ET
reaction between the nucleobase and the BP S1 or T1 according
to Rehm–Weller:49

DG0 ¼ e E0 Dþ�=Dð Þ E0 A=A��ð Þ� � e2

4pe0er
DE00 (2)

where E0 is the one-electron oxidation/reduction potential, e is
the permittivity of the solvent, r is the average donor–acceptor
distance, and DE00 is the energy of the excited state relative to
the ground state. For the lowest BP 1(np*) singlet state, 1DE00
equals 318 kJ mol�1 (3.30 eV, 376 nm) and for the lowest triplet
state 3DE00 is 293 kJ mol�1 (3.04 eV).49 The standard potential
E0 for the reduction of BP is E0 = 1.00 V against the normal
hydrogen electrode (NHE).50 The average distance r between the
donor and acceptor was found from the molecular dynamics
calculations to be 1rMeOH = 3rMeOH = 12 Å for the S1 and T1 states
of all 1X in MeOH, and 1rH2O = 3rH2O = 6 Å in H2O. The use of an
average value instead of the distance distribution is justified
since the distance dependence in eqn (2) only causes minor
variations of DG0. The values of the permittivity of the solvents
are eMeOH = 32.66�e0 and eH2O = 78.36�e0.51 The results of the
calculated DG0 values are listed in Table 3 for BP in its S1 and T1

states in MeOH and in H2O.

The Marcus equation is highly nonlinear and an intuitive
prediction of the dependence of 1kET on DG0 is difficult. From a
detailed consideration we conclude that only l values around
62 kJ mol�1 and HAB = 1.49 meV (12 cm�1) allow a good reproduc-
tion of the experimental observations. We find that the ET process
already seems to be in the Marcus inverted regime for 1G, in
agreement with the reported behaviour in DNA hairpin structures.52

Another approach to verify an ET process between the nucleo-
base and BP in its S1 state is the spectroscopic determination and
analysis of the triplet yield FT for each compound. If a deactivation
pathway of the BP S1 state competes with ISC, the triplet quantum
yield FT of BP should be reduced. For the measurements in
MeOH we are indeed able to quantify FT. By dividing the
integrated transient absorption of an S1 specific absorption band
(303–350 nm, blue shaded area in Fig. 6) directly after excitation
(t = 0.5 ps) by the integrated transient absorption of a T1 specific
absorption band (450–600 nm, red shaded area) at a pump–probe
delay of Dt = 100 ps we calculate FT for each compound. The yield
FT determined in this way (see Table 2) is in good agreement
with the triplet yield calculated from the values of 1kET and kISC
determined above according to eqn (3)

FT ¼ kISC
1kET þ kISC

(3)

Turning to the triplet manifold, we note that in MeOH there are
seemingly no charge transfer processes between the BP moiety
and the attached nucleobase which are faster than a nanosecond.
This stands in contrast to the results in water (see below) and

Table 2 Time constants of excited state dynamics in MeOH and H2O: standard oxidation potential E0 of the nucleobase from ref. 45, tS1 obtained from a global fit,
1tET was calculated by using the S1 lifetime of compound 1 in MeOH as intrinsic lifetime of the S1 state and 3tET from the dynamics of the integrated transient
absorption at 300 400 nm. The triplet yield FT1

was determined by inserting the quantities into a rate model based on eqn (3) (FT1
theor.) and also experimentally by

integration of the triplet specific transient absorption (FT1
exp.)

Sample E0 [V]

MeOH H2O

tS1 [ps]
1tET [ps] 1F

1
theo. 1F

1
exp. 3tET [ns] tS1 [ps]

1tET [ps] 1F
1
theo. 3tET [ns]

BP 12.5 � 0.5
1 9.4 � 0.5
1C 2.14 8.8 � 0.5 140 � 50 0.94 0.92 >2 9.0 � 0.8 210 � 70 0.96 >2
1T 2.11 9.1 � 0.5 290 � 100 0.97 0.97 >2 8.4 � 0.8 80 � 25 0.89 >2
1A 1.96 8.9 � 0.5 170 � 50 0.95 0.89 >2 8.2 � 0.8 65 � 15 0.87 0.310 � 0.040
1G 1.49 7.6 � 0.5 40 � 10 0.81 0.87 B1 4.6 � 0.5 9 � 2 0.49 0.166 � 0.020

Table 3 Change of free energy DG0 corresponding to the oxidation of DNA
nucleobases by the S1 (1DG0) and T1 state (3DG0) of BP in MeOH and in H2O

Sample
E0 44

[V]

MeOH H2O
1DG0

[kJ mol 1]

3DG0

[kJ mol 1]

1DG0

[kJ mol 1]

3DG0

[kJ mol 1]

1C 2.14 20 6 20 5
1T 2.11 22 3 23 2
1A 1.96 37 12 38 12
1G 1.49 82 57 83 58

Fig. 6 SAS of BP S1 (blue) and T1 state (red) after 358 nm excitation of 1C in MeOH.
The shaded integrals were used to determine the relative triplet yield.
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implies gating of electron transfer by conformational changes,
as discussed later in the theoretical part. The calculated DG0

values for 1A, and particularly 1C and 1T for the BP T1 state are
close to zero or even positive inMeOH and effectively prohibit an
ET process. This is in agreement with our measurements. For 1G
we see a weak signature of the BP anion around 333 nm toward
the end of the probe range that might well be due to slow and
inefficient ET between guanine and the BP triplet state.

The species associated spectra (SAS) of compound 1C in MeOH
(Fig. 6) are determined from the decay associated difference
spectra (DADS) directly obtained from a global fit. The species
decaying with 9 ps is assigned as the S1 state, the species with the
long lasting spectral contribution as the T1 state. The corre-
sponding spectra of all other compounds are identical within
experimental precision to these two spectra. The SAS corroborate
our qualitative discussion given above that the early spectral
features are due to the initially populated S1 state, and the later
ones to the T1 state. The lack of sizable anion signatures in the
transient spectra indicates that the back ET is considerably faster
than the forward rates of 3 � 109 to 2.5 � 1010 s�1.

It was shown above that the phosphorescence spectrum of
the BP chromophore in 1 is affected by water as a solvent (Fig. 4).
This influence is, however, not observed for the nucleosides 1X.
To clarify the kinetics behind this observation, a second series of
measurements was performed in H2O, the natural environment
for DNA. Directly after excitation of compounds 1X we observe
the transient signatures of the BP S1 state as already observed in
MeOH. The lifetime of the S1 state reduces with decreasing
standard oxidation potential E0 of the adjacent nucleobase,
similar to what is observed in MeOH. In contrast to the
measurements in MeOH, we also find changes in the transient
spectra for 1G and 1A at delay times in the 100 ps regime
(Fig. 7). They have to be interpreted as a significantly reduced
lifetime of the T1 state due to ET from the adjacent nucleobase.
The spin multiplicity of the dinucleotide is conserved in this
process and the formed intramolecular radical ion pair still
exhibits triplet character.53 All determined time constants are
summarized in Table 2.

The dominant influence of the nucleobases in compounds
1X dissolved in H2O is the singlet ET. A plot of 1kET vs. 1DG0

(see Fig. SI-17, ESI†) confirms the picture which we already
obtained from the measurements in MeOH. We also applied
the Marcus equation for evaluation of the dependence of 1kET
on 1DG0 in H2O. The reorganization energy of l = 67 kJ mol�1

(0.70 eV) is close to the value found for MeOH, while the fitted
electronic coupling strength is HAB = 2.64 meV (21 cm�1).
Again, the parameter HAB is just an effective value and will be
later discussed in connection with the distribution of donor
acceptor distances.

Due to the decay dynamics of the triplet state, i.e. the significant
ET in the triple state, we were not able to quantify the triplet
yield in the same fashion as for MeOH. The transient spectra of
samples 1G and 1A in H2O show a decay of the triplet spectrum
with simultaneously upcoming sharp spectral signatures of the
BP radical anion at 335 nm (Fig. 7 and 8). The assignment of
the spectral features to the spectrum of the BP radical anion is
done in accord with the literature.46 The spectra in Fig. 7 for
compound 1G are exemplary also for compound 1A with the
exception of the precise values of the time constants.

To further clarify the charge transfer dynamics between the
nucleobase and the BP T1 state it seems reasonable to analyze
the dynamics of the integrated transient absorption between 300
and 340 nm due to well distinguishable absorption characteristics
of the excited singlet, triplet, and radical anion state in this spectral
region. A multi-exponential fit provides within experimental error
the same time constants as already obtained from the global data
analysis. The data points and the corresponding multi-exponential
fit curves are depicted in Fig. 8. All data have a sizable offset, i.e. the
integral signal does not decay to zero within the observation
window. This is due to the lasting charge separation in the triplet
state. Such a long living CT state is not unexpected, due to the
remaining spin correlation in the intramolecular radical ion pair.53

Fig. 7 TA spectra of compound 1G in H2O for selected pump probe delays after
358 nm excitation. The wavelength region containing scattered light of the pump
pulse was clipped.

Fig. 8 Integrated transient absorption from 300 to 340 nm of samples 1G, 1A,
and 1C in H2O after 358 nm excitation. The time constants are obtained from
multi exponential fits.
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Despite differing sample concentrations and experimental
conditions, the differing temporal behavior can be well seen
from the displayed curves. Note in particular that the signal for
1C is settled after 100 ps while the signals for 1G and 1A keep
increasing due to the triplet charge transfer.

All processes and the energetics of the involved levels are
summarized for 1G in H2O in Fig. 9. ET is found both in the
singlet and the triplet system, but the charge separation is only
persistent for the triplet system. These observations are similar
to the recent reports on anthraquinone–DNA conjugates.5a From
the experimental data no solid reasoning for this striking observa-
tion can be deduced. The only argument to be invoked would
be spin correlation between the radical ions and the forbidden
character of the back transfer involving spin flip. It should also
be remembered that ET in the triplet system is not found for
MeOH. For an explanation of these observations we turn to
quantum chemical calculations.

QM/MM studies for the energy landscape
of 1G

In the following, the discussion of the results is divided into
two parts discussing 1G solvated in water, and in methanol,
respectively.

According to our MD simulations reported in Fig. 3, 1G
in water almost exclusively exists in the folded form. We
therefore have selected two snapshots a1GH2O, and b1GH2O

which represent the folded configuration. The calculated
singlet excitation energies for these two snapshots are compiled
in Table 4 (for triplet energies at the optimised ground state see
Table SI-7, ESI†).

First we concentrate on the results for the optimized ground
state. The folded snapshots feature a distance between C7 and O39
of about 3.3 Å. As is evident from Table 4, the excitation
energies of the three lowest excited states are very similar for
the two individual snapshots. For all snapshots the S1, S2, and
S3 states are of (np*), (pp*) and (pp*) types. Hence, in contrast
to the isolated molecule, there is no low-lying CT state in the
Franck–Condon region for the folded form of 1G in water.
Apparently, the solvent shell relaxed for the ground state
destabilizes the CT state. Presumably, primarily the BP subunit

is responsible for this effect (BP is not soluble in water); the
solvent shell around BP changes considerably when optimizing
the geometry on the potential energy surface of the CT state.

The density difference plots and dipole differences (relative to the
ground state) corresponding to a1GH2O are displayed in Fig. 10 (for
the relevant molecular orbital contributions cf. Fig. SI-29-a, ESI†).
The density difference of the S1 state looks similar to that of
the S1 state of the isolated system (Fig. 2).

It has the character of a (np*) transition with a dipole moment
difference of about 1.9 D. The S1’ S0 excitation energies of the two
snap shots amount to 320–330 nm, which fits the experimental
value of 329 nm quite well. Relative to the gas phase values, the
solvated molecules appear to be blue shifted by 10–20 nm.

Fig. 9 Excited state energetics and kinetics of 1G in H2O.

Table 4 TD CC2 QM/MM excitation energies o at the respective TD DFT
minima, calculated in aug cc pVDZ basis, respectively. DE corresponds to the
total energy difference of the optimised (np*) state and the (np*) state at the
ground state geometry (aDE = Etot(np*)opt Etot(np*)FC), or of the optimised CT
state and the (np*) state at the ground state geometry (bDE = Etot(CT)opt
Etot(np*)FC); solvent: H2O

Structure State

FC point (np*) state CT state

DE [eV]Type o [eV] Type o [eV] Type o [eV]

a1GH2O S1 (np*) 3.85 (np*) 3.02 CT 2.83 0.08a

S2 (pp*) 4.62 (pp*) 4.57 (np*) 3.38
S3 (pp*) 4.75 (pp*) 4.71 (pp*) 4.18 0.36b

S4 CT 4.74

b1GH2O S1 (np*) 3.80 (np*) 3.12 CT 2.58 0.18a

S2 (pp*) 4.57 (pp*) 4.51 (np*) 3.34
S3 (pp*) 4.61 (pp*) 4.57 (pp*) 4.14 0.20b

S4 CT 4.76

Fig. 10 Electron density difference plots for the first three excited singlet states
of a1GH2O

, calculated with TD CC2 in the aug cc pVDZ basis in the QM/MM
framework at the Franck Condon point. Isosurfaces are plotted for �0.005 a.u.,
red refers to a decrease, green to an increase in the density upon excitation.
(a) S1: (np*) state, |Dm| = 1.86 D (b) S2: (pp*) state, |Dm| = 2.43 D (c) S3: (pp*) state,
|Dm| = 2.46 D.
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S2 and S3 are quite well separated from S1, but the gap between
S2 and S3 is very small. These are (pp*) states with dipole
differences of 2.4–2.5 D.

Geometry optimization on the S1 state surface, which was done
in order to check if on the route downhill to the S1 state minimum a
crossing with a CT state occurs, showed that the above mentioned
distances d(C7–O39) compared to the ground state optimized ones
(see Table SI-5, ESI†), do not alter much. Relative to the FC point the
total energy drops slightly by 0.1 eV (a1GH2O) and 0.2 eV (b1GH2O).
Similarly as at the Franck–Condon point the S1, S2, and S3 states are
again of (np*), (pp*), and (pp*) type, respectively. Again, S2 and S3 are
energetically rather close, while the gap between S1 on the one hand,
and S2, S3 on the other hand, is fairly large. However, a CT state now
comes into play as the S4 state.

Therefore, for a1GH2O and b1GH2O further geometry optimiza-
tions on this CT state surface were performed. The relevant
density difference plots and dipole moment differences related
to a1GH2O are given in Fig. 11. The CT state minimum for the
a1GH2O and b1GH2O snapshots is DE = 0.4 and DE = 0.2 eV below
the FC point (cf. Table 4), hence at about the same energy as the
S1 state minimum (b1GH2O), or slightly below (a1GH2O). This
allows population transfer from the excited S1 state to the dark
CT state with reasonable efficiency.

Interestingly, the S3 (pp*) state at the CT state minimum
now corresponds to a local excitation on the G subunit with a
relatively large dipole moment difference (relative to the
ground state at that geometry) of more than 10 D.

In the course of the optimization on the CT state surface, the
distance between the oxygen O39 of the carbonyl group of BP

and the C7 atom of the G decreases substantially from 3.22 Å
(a1GH2O) or 3.39 Å (b1GH2O) for the ground state minimum to
2.73 Å (a1GH2O) or 2.93 Å (b1GH2O) for the optimized CT state.
The shortening of this distance might indicate a possible
subsequent proton transfer, equalizing the charge separation
induced by the preceding electron transfer (cf. Fig. 11).

From the MD trajectory in methanol three individual snap-
shots were taken, i.e. two snapshots a1GMeOH and b1GMeOH,
which represent the characteristic unfolded conformation, and
a representative snapshot c1GMeOH for a folded conformation in
methanol. As already discussed, 1G exists in the methanol environ-
ment predominantly in the unfolded conformation. The folded
conformation was selected to check if in such a geometry a
transition to the charge transfer state is also possible in the
methanol environment. For the optimized ground state geo-
metries, the distance d(C7–O39) of the unfolded conformers
ranges between 14 and 17 Å, while that of the folded conformer
amounts to about 3.1 Å (see Fig. SI-28, ESI†). This is comparable
to the folded snapshots in water. The excitation energies of the
three lowest excited singlet states obtained by the QM/MM
calculations are compiled in Table 5 (for triplet energies at the
optimised ground state see Table SI-7, ESI†).

Evidently, the excitation energies of the two unfolded snapshots
are very similar: the first excitation corresponds to a (np*)
state. As is the case also in water, the calculated first excitation
energies fit the experimental value of 329 nm quite well. Again,
similar to the spectrum in water, the (np*) state is well separated
from the S2 and S3 states, which in turn are rather close together.
S2 and S3 are (pp*) states. In contrast to 1G solvated in water the
S3 state now corresponds to a local excitation on the G, rather
than on the BP subunit.

The S1 state of the folded snapshot also has (np*) character
with similar excitation energy as the S1 states of the two
unfolded snapshots, and similar also to the S1 state excitation
energies of the two folded snapshots in water (vide supra). It
thus appears that the S1 state is hardly affected by the different
solvent environments and the dynamics of folding and unfolding.
The S2 state of the folded snapshot on the other hand has CT
character: in contrast to the case of the water environment and

Fig. 11 Electron density difference plots for the first three excited singlet states
of a1GH2O

, calculated with TD CC2 in the aug cc pVDZ basis in the QM/MM
framework, at the TD DFT/BHLYP CT minimum. Isosurfaces are plotted for
�0.005 a.u., red refers to a decrease, green to an increase in the density upon
excitation. (a) S1: CT state; |Dm| = 15.59 D (b) S2: (np*) state; |Dm| = 2.34 D (c) S3:
(pp*) type state; |Dm| = 14.24 D.

Table 5 TD CC2 QM/MM excitation energies o at the respective TD DFT
minima, calculated in aug cc pVDZ basis, respectively. DE (DE = Etot(CT)opt
Etot(np*)FC) corresponds to the total energy difference of the optimised CT state
and the (np*) at the FC point; solvent: MeOH

Structure State

FC point (np*) state CT state

DE [eV]Type o [eV] Type o [eV] Type o [eV]

a1GMeOH S1 (np*) 3.78 (np*) 3.15
S2 (pp*) 4.70 (pp*) 4.66
S3 (pp*) 4.82 (pp*) 4.71

b1GMeOH S1 (np*) 3.84 (np*) 3.13
S2 (pp*) 4.58 (pp*) 4.43
S3 (pp*) 4.65 (pp*) 4.61

c1GMeOH S1 (np*) 3.96 CT 2.28 0.84
S2 CT 4.28 (np*) 3.48
S3 (pp*) 4.61 (pp*) 3.75
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similar to the case of the isolated system, we find a low-lying CT
state already at the FC point, only 0.32 eV above the S1 state.
Here, in contrast to the water environment, the solvent shell
relaxed for the electronic ground state also stabilizes the CT
state (note that BP is soluble in MeOH, but not in water).
The density difference plots, dipole differences and relevant
molecular orbitals related to a1GMeOH and c1GMeOH are given in
the ESI† (Fig. SI-29-b, SI-29-c and SI-30).

In analogy to the calculations performed for 1G in water
geometry optimizations on the S1 state surface were also performed.
For the two unfolded conformers the resulting geometries
overall look quite similar to those of the ground state. The
distance d(C7–O39) measuring the degree of unfolding does not
alter much.

The S1 state excitation energy decreases by about 0.7 eV on
going from the ground state to the S1 state minimum, which is
very similar to the situation of 1G in water. The characters of
the three lowest excited states at the S1 state minimum geometry
are (np*), (pp*), and (pp*), respectively, with the S3 state corre-
sponding to a local excitation on the BP, rather than on the G
subunit. No CT state occurs.

The situation is entirely different for the folded snapshot:
during optimization on the S1 state surface, the S1 state
switches character from (np*) to CT. An optimization of the
respective state with (np*) character was not possible. The CT
state minimum energy geometry definitely constitutes the
deepest minimum; the total energy drops by about 0.8 eV on
going from the FC point to the CT state minimum (cf. Table 5).
Furthermore, the d(C7–O39) distance contracts from 3.1 to 2.85 Å.

Population transfer from the excited (np*) to the CT state thus
appears to be rather efficient.

The S2 state at the CT state minimum geometry has now (np*)
character. It is similar to the S1 state at the Franck–Condon point
with a dipole moment difference of |Dm| = 2.04 D. The S3 state
now corresponds to a (pp*) state localized on the G subunit with
a very high dipole moment difference of |Dm| = 11.11 D, which
looks quite similar to the S3 state at the CT minimum of 1G
in water (cf. Fig. 10c). The density difference plots and dipole
moment differences related to the S1 (CT) state minimum of
c1GMeOH are given in Fig. 12.

From the QM/MM results discussed in this section the
following conclusions, independent of the solvent environment,
can be drawn: (i) for 1G in the unfolded form no low-lying CT
state is found, which could quench the excited (np*) singlet
state. Here, the lifetime of the excited (np*) state is primarily
determined by intersystem crossing to the triplet state. (ii) For
1G in the folded form, on the other hand, there indeed exists
a low-lying CT state in some regions of the configuration
space, which could quench the excited (np*) singlet state. In
the methanol environment, provided that 1G adopts the folded
form, the transition from the (np*) to the CT state should be
more efficient than in the water environment, where the conical
intersection apparently does not cross the downhill path from
the FC to the S1 state minimum point. However, in the methanol
environment 1G predominantly exists in the unfolded form,
hence transition from the (np*) to the CT state is overall not
very frequent. On the other hand, in water, 1G predominantly
exists in the folded form, but the state transition itself is less
efficient. We conclude that in both environments quenching of
the S1 state due to population transfer to the dark CT state can
occur, but with rather low efficiency due to different reasons.
Nevertheless, the calculations predict that the lifetime of the
(np*) singlet state is not solely governed by ISC, as is also seen
in the experiments.

Discussion

The major goal of this study is to elucidate the conformational
influence on photoinduced charge transfer in four different
dinucleotides that were designed and synthesized as models to
reduce the complexity of the conformational manifold present in
double-stranded DNA. The first advantage of the models is that the
influence of each of the four different DNA bases on the photo-
physical behavior of BP can be studied exclusively. Therefore this
approach provides the best chance to get a profound understanding
of BP interactions in nucleic acids. The second advantage is that
two different solvents can be chosen since the dinucleotides are
soluble in H2O and MeOH. H2O represents the typical solvent for
oligonucleotides in a pH-controlled buffer, whereas MeOHmimics
a protic solvent54 approximately the polarity of the inner part of
double stranded DNA (DNA base stack). BP as an artificial nucleo-
side, allows selective excitation of its photochemically important
1(np*) transition outside the typical nucleic acid absorption
range (>300 nm), which is an important prerequisite to use the
chromophore in photochemistry and photobiology.

Fig. 12 Electron density difference plots for the first three excited singlet states
of c1GMeOH, calculated with TD CC2 in the aug cc pVDZ basis in the QM/MM
framework, at the TD DFT/BHLYP CT minimum. Isosurfaces are plotted for
�0.005 a.u., red refers to a decrease, green to an increase in the density upon
excitation. (a) S1: CT state; |Dm| = 19.75 D (b) S2: (np*) state; |Dm| = 2.04 D (c) S3:
(pp*) type state; |Dm| = 11.11 D.
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By employing ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy it
was found that the lifetime of the excited (np*) singlet state is
primarily determined by fast intersystem crossing (ISC) to the
lowest triplet state. In MeOH the reference compound 1
features a somewhat reduced S1 (np*) singlet lifetime of
9.4 ps relative to the BP monomer (12.5 ps). Relative to the
reference 1, the S1 lifetimes of the dinucleotides 1X are further
decreased. This effect is most pronounced for 1G (7.6 � 0.5 ps).
These observations indicate a singlet electron transfer in 1X,
and indeed ET from a DNA nucleobase to the S1 state of BP in
MeOH occurs at a rate between 3 � 109 and 25 � 109 s�1, which
competes with the ISC process. In H2O the lifetime of the S1
state reduces with decreasing standard oxidation potential E0 of
the adjacent nucleobase similar to what is observed in MeOH.
Changing the solvent from MeOH to H2O has the most dramatic
effect in 1G: the (np*) state lifetime of 1G now drops to 4.6 ps,
while the lifetimes of the other dinucleotides 1X with X = T, A or C
are much less affected. This can again be attributed to a transition
from the S1 (np*) to a singlet charge transfer (CT) state. The
interpretation of the S1 lifetime shortening is strongly supported
by the calculations that find indeed an energetically low lying
CT state for 1G in both solvents. For 1A and 1G in H2O we even
find clear spectroscopic signatures for the BP anion moiety. As
the triplet energy is well below the singlet one, an ET from the
S1 state must have a large driving force.

The population transfer to the CT state is competitive with
the ISC for the 1G dinucleotide in H2O, with a 51% yield. The
reorganization energy was determined to be l = 0.62 eV in
MeOH and is nearly identical (l = 0.67 eV) in the more polar
H2O. Considering the conformational distribution, we find a value
for the electronic coupling of HAB = 3 meV. In comparison to
previously reported values for electronic coupling52 the presented
value appears to be rather small. It became clear that the solvent
controls the conformational distribution and thereby gates the
charge transfer due to differences in distance and stacking. There-
fore our results represent a full account of the photophysical
properties of the singlet and triplet states of the BP chromophore
in the context of each of the four different DNA bases.

The theoretical work focuses on the dynamics and electronic
structure of the dinucleotide 1G, which is the most interesting
dinucleotide. Extensive molecular mechanics (MM) and hybrid
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calcula-
tions were carried out for 1G solvated in MeOH and water. It
turns out that 1G solvated in water predominantly exists in a
folded form with the G ring system undergoing p-stacking with
one of the rings of BP. The distance between the two ring systems
amounts to 5–6 Å. Furthermore, there indeed exists a low-lying CT
state, corresponding to the lowest-lying excited singlet state in
some part of configuration space. This CT state shifts electron
density from the G to the BP subsystem. No conical intersection
seam between CT and S1 (np*) state is found in the vicinity of the
Franck–Condon point, or on the path downhill on the potential
energy surface towards the S1 state minimum. This speaks for a
possible additional singlet to singlet decay channel for the S1
(np*) state, which however is not so efficient to outperform ISC,
as is indeed observed experimentally. For 1G solvated in MeOH,

on the other hand, the unfolded form, with the G and the BP
subunits being separated by about 15 Å, is the favored arrange-
ment, for which no such decay channel to a CT state exists.
However, there are some rather rare occurrences of also a
folded form of 1G in methanol in the MD trajectory. For these
a CT state can indeed be observed. The decay channel for the
(np*) state via this CT state appears to be much more efficient
than in the water environment, since the conical intersection
is encountered directly on the downhill path from the Franck–
Condon point on the (np*) state surface. Nevertheless, since the
1G predominantly exists in an unfolded form, population
transfer from the (np*) to the CT state surface remains inefficient
in the methanol environment.

By combining these theoretical results with the experi-
mental work now a complete picture emerges. The almost twice
as large lifetime tS1 of 1G in MeOH vs. water (cf. Table 2) can
thus be explained by the different distances between the donor
and the acceptor, which are controlled by the solvent: CT in
closed geometry of 1G (H2O) on a time scale of 9 ps against CT
in the open geometry of 1G (MeOH) on a 40 ps time scale. Of
course, some smaller fraction of the solvated molecules in
MeOH assumes the folded form where the channel to the CT
state is open. This explains the somewhat reduced S1 (np*) state
lifetime of 7.6 � 0.5 ps of 1G in MeOH compared to that of 1.

Finally, the photophysical behavior of the triplet state of
the BP moiety in 1X is explored, since the triplet state is
predominantly applied in photochemical and photobiological
reactions. As already discussed in the previous section, singlet
CT processes between the DNA base and the BP chromophore
of dinucleotides 1X solvated in MeOH occur on a time scale of
tens of ps, which is comparable to the rate of ISC. In contrast,
the lifetimes of the BP T1 state of the dinucleotides 1X in MeOH
remain unaffected on the ps time-scale by the adjacent nucleo-
base. There seems to be no charge transfer taking place
between the BP T1 state and the attached nucleobase which is
faster than a couple of nanoseconds. And again, the situation in
H2O looks significantly different from MeOH. The lifetimes of
the T1 state of 1C and 1T remain unaffected while the T1

lifetimes of 1G and 1A are significantly reduced due to CT from
the adjacent nucleobase. In fact, the transient absorption of 1G
and 1A shows the decay of the triplet spectrum concomitantly
with the upcoming spectral signature of the BP radical anion.
Charge transfer from the T1 state occurs in H2O with 3.2 � 109

to 6.0 � 109 s�1. In contrast to the fast recombination in the
singlet manifold the CT state, which is populated from the
BP T1 state, is long-lived due to spin-forbidden charge recom-
bination. The difference of the triplet photophysics of 1X in
H2O vs. MeOH, once again, can be rationalized by the different
geometries. In the predominantly unfolded conformation in
MeOH, CT from the triplet state is very unlikely due to a large
distance between the chromophore and the DNA bases (15 Å).
In the primarily stacked conformation in H2O, CT becomes
principally possible. The photochemistry of the T1 state that
lies energetically lower than the S1 state is decisive: G and A
can clearly be photooxidized, whereas C and T are silent with
respect to CT.
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Conclusion and outlook

The central problem that currently emerges from experimental
work on photoinduced charge transfer in DNA is that the
conformational flexibility of double helical DNA is very complex
and occurs on a wide range of time scales. In order to reduce
this complexity we designed and synthesized four different
dinucleotides 1X as models to study the conformational influence
on photoinduced charge transfer in DNA. The major advantage of
such small model compounds is that they are soluble both in water
and MeOH. The latter solvent was used to mimic the polarity in
the interior of DNA. Using these dinucleotides the conforma-
tional influence on photoinduced singlet and triplet charge
transfer was studied in full detail by both time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy and theory. It turned out that the concept
of controlling the conformational distribution by the solvent
works well.55 The dinucleotide 1G in MeOH adopts mainly an
open and unfolded geometry, and in H2O primarily a stacked
conformation. Charge transfer occurs only in the stacked confor-
mation due to the significantly larger distance between BP and
the nucleobase in the unfolded geometry. It became clear that
the solvents not only control the conformational distribution,
they actually gate the charge transfer due to differences in
distance and degree of stacking. Therefore, our results give a
full understanding of the photophysical properties of the singlet
and triplet states of the BP chromophore in the context of each of
the four different DNA bases. Since BP was chosen as the photo-
induced electron acceptor the dinucleotides represent not only
interesting biologically relevant models with respect to charge
transfer and DNA damage but also the starting point for future
applications in chemical biology, like photoaffinity labeling, and
chemical photocatalysis.

Abbreviations

r.t. Room temperature
ISC Intersystem crossing
ET Electron transfer
DADS Decay associated difference spectra
SADS Species associated difference spectra
TA Transient absorption
NHE Normal hydrogen electrode
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Flavin-mediated photooxidations have been described for applications in synthetic organic

chemistry for some time and are claimed to be a route to the use of solar energy. We present a

detailed investigation of the involved photophysical and photochemical steps in methoxybenzyl

alcohol oxidation on a timescale ranging from sub-picoseconds to tens of microseconds.

The results establish the flavin triplet state as the key intermediate for the photooxidation.

The initial step is an electron transfer from the alcohol to the triplet state of the flavin catalyst

with 3kET E 2 � 107 M�1 s�1, followed by a proton transfer in B6 ms. In contrast, the electron

transfer involving the singlet state of flavin is a loss channel. It is followed by rapid charge

recombination (t = 50 ps) without significant product formation as seen when flavin is dissolved

in pure benzylic alcohol. In dilute acetonitrile/water solutions of flavin and alcohol the electron

transfer is mostly controlled by diffusion, though at high substrate concentrations >100 mM we

also find a considerable contribution from preassociated flavin–alcohol-aggregates. The model

including a productive triplet channel and a competing singlet loss channel is confirmed by the

course of the photooxidation quantum yield as a function of substrate concentration: We find a

maximum quantum yield of 3% at 25 mM of benzylic alcohol and significantly smaller values

for both higher and lower alcohol concentrations. The observations indicate the importance to

perform flavin photooxidations at optimized substrate concentrations to achieve high quantum

efficiencies and provide directions for the design of flavin photocatalysts with improved

performance.

1. Introduction

Riboflavin, vitamin B2, is an important biological redox cofactor

capable of two subsequent one electron transfers.1 Due to its

reasonably strong absorption up to 500 nm and the redox

properties of its excited states it has been used as a chemical

photocatalyst operating with visible light. Flavin-based

photoredox systems were inspired by the biological model of

photolyase, a light driven bacterial enzyme repairing thymine

dimer DNA lesions by photoinduced single electron transfer.

Its mode of action has been investigated and mimicked by

several model systems. The studies revealed the photocatalytic

one electron repair mechanism and the dependence of the

efficiency on the distance of the reduced flavin and additional

sensitizing chromophores.

Preparative flavin-mediated photooxidations2,3 were investi-

gated by Shinkai,4,5 Fukuzumi6–8 and others.9–12 To enhance

the photocatalytic efficiency and photocatalyst stability, hetero-

cyclic substrate binding sites or flavin transition metal complexes

have been used. The redox properties of flavin were modulated

by hydrogen bonding and transition metal complexation.13–16

Scandium complexes of flavin without a detailed described

structure were used by Fukuzumi to investigate photophysical

parameters and propose a mechanistic scheme of the process.

Some of us have used zinc-cyclen appended flavins for the

photooxidation of benzyl alcohols17 and recently extended the

synthetic scope to photocatalytic cleavage of benzyl protection

groups and photooxidation of activated hydrocarbons by

flavin tetraacetate and blue light.18

Flavin photocatalysts reported so far were designed on the

assumption that close proximity of the substrate and flavin

chromophore will enhance the efficiency and selectivity of the

photooxidation process. This assumption is based on the well

known distance dependence of electron transfer as described

by the Marcus theory and successful examples from template

photochemistry.19 However, our preliminary quantum yield

determinations of the flavin photooxidation at different substrate
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concentrations indicated that this assumption is not generally

valid.20 Therefore it seems necessary to reinvestigate the flavin

mediated benzyl alcohol photooxidation with state-of-the-art

time resolved spectroscopic methods.

The photophysical properties of flavins have been studied

for almost a century.21,22 In the past decade, transient absorp-

tion studies with picosecond to microsecond resolution have

been carried out in solution23–26 and in protein environment27–33

to gain insight into the excited state dynamics of flavin-based

systems. The experimental studies have been assisted by

various ab initio calculations.34–40 In many cases, the first step

of the photo-initiated dynamics consists of an ultrafast electron

transfer from a donor to the excited flavin.

In the present paper we aimed at gaining a complete under-

standing of the photooxidation mechanism of 4–methoxybenzyl

alcohol (MBA) to the corresponding aldehyde using riboflavin

tetraacetate (RFTA) as catalyst (Fig. 1). We found that relevant

processes during the reaction occur both in the singlet and

triplet manifold of RFTA states. Therefore, the timescales

for the productive reactions and loss channels range from

sub-picoseconds to several microseconds. To measure the fast

singlet dynamics we used a setup based on a femtosecond white

light pulse as a probe, while the slower triplet dynamics were

monitored with a Streak camera using a pulsed Xe-flashlamp

to generate the probe light. This unique combination of state-

of-the-art spectrometers renders a detailed picture of the flavin

photoreaction and thereby helps to derive structural design

guidelines for photocatalysts with improved performance.

2. Experimental section

Riboflavin tetraacetate (RFTA) was synthesized as previously

reported.12 4–methoxybenzyl alcohol (MBA) was obtained

from Acros and distilled before use. The solvents acetonitrile

(MeCN), water and DMSO were of spectroscopic quality. The

steady state spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda

19 spectrophotometer and a Spex Fluorolog 2 spectro-

fluorometer at room temperature. For the fluorescence measure-

ments, the optical density of the sample in a 1 cm cuvette was

0.05 at the excitation wavelength of 420 nm. The fluorescence

spectrum was corrected for the instrument response and

multiplied by a factor of l4 to obtain the spectral shape of

the stimulated emission in the time resolved absorption

spectra.41

Femtosecond transient absorption measurements

The femtosecond spectrometer has been described in detail.42

A Ti:sapphire amplifier system (CPA 2001; Clark MXR) was

used to pump a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier

tuned to 480 nm. The pulses were compressed to B50 fs and

attenuated to 400 nJ at the sample position. By focusing

another part of the Ti:sapphire laser into a moving CaF2 disk

(4 mm thickness), a probe white light was generated ranging

from below 300 nm to 750 nm. A computer controlled delay

line was used to set pump–probe delays up to 1 ns. The pump

and probe pulses were focused into the sample to spot sizes of

120 mm and 30 mm FWHM using spherical mirrors. After the

interaction in the sample, the probe beam was dispersed with a

fused silica prism and detected with a photodiode array of

512 pixels. The relative polarizations between the pump and

probe were set to the magic angle (54.71) by a half-wave plate

in the pump-beam path. The B1.5 ps chirp of the white light

was corrected for prior to the data analysis using the coherent

artifact as an indicator for time zero at each wavelength.

Throughout the probe range, the spectral resolution was better

than 100 cm�1 and the temporal resolution was better than 150 fs.

For the experiments in MeCN/H2O (50 : 50, v/v) solution, the

temperature of the sample was set to 300 K. A flow cell with

1 mm thickness was used and the flavin concentration was

0.5 mM. The measurements in pure MBA and in MeCN/DMSO

(98 : 2, v/v) were performed with a flow cell of 120 mm thick-

ness at ambient temperature. Here, the flavin concentration

was 2 mM.

Microsecond transient absorption measurements

To measure transient spectra in the range from nanoseconds

to 20 ms the sample was excited with 8–10 ns pulses at 450 nm

from a 10 Hz Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO, Continuum)

pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (Surelite II,

Continuum). A pulsed 150 W Xe flashlamp (MSP-05, Müller

Elektronik-Optik) was used as probe light and the full

time range was monitored at once with a streak camera

(C7700, Hamamatsu Photonics).32 RFTA was dissolved in

MeCN/H2O (50 : 50, v/v) at a concentration of 40.9 mM,

which gave an optical density of about 0.5 at 450 nm with a

path length of 10 mm. A fused silica flow cuvette with 10 mm

of optical path length for excitation and 10 mm for probe light

was used. Including the storage vessel and the peristaltic

pump, the overall volume was 10 mL. The excitation light

was focused into the sample with a cylindrical lens (f=150 mm),

and the pulse energy was adjusted to about 8 mJ per pulse at

the sample. Mechanical shutters were used to select pump and

probe pulses. The probe light with a very flat intensity profile

of 2 ms duration was refocused three times by a series of

toric mirrors: on a mechanical shutter to block the continuous

light from the Xe flashlamp, on the sample cell, and on

the entrance slit of the imaging spectrograph (Bruker 200is,

grating 100 grooves per mm) in front of the streak camera.

Fig. 1 Steady state absorption spectra of the oxidized form of riboflavin

tetraacetate (RFTA, black), 4–methoxybenzyl alcohol (MBA, red)

and 4-methoxy-benzaldehyde (blue) dissolved in MeCN/H2O

(50 : 50, v/v). The emission spectrum of RFTA is shown as a dashed

line. The wavelength scale is reciprocal to render a linear energy scale

shown at the top.
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The streak camera converts the coupled spectral and temporal

information into two-dimensional images of the intensity

distribution of the probe white light. Each transient absorp-

tion data set was calculated from four images taken with a

frequency of 0.5 Hz: an image (DFL) with both flash lamp and

laser, an image (D0) without any incoming light, an image (DF)

only with the flash lamp, and an image (DL) only with

the laser. Results represent the average of 100 individual

measurement sequences with a time window of 10 ms and a

time resolution of 20 ns. The transient absorption is calculated

from these data as log[(DF – D0)/(DFL – DL)]. The fluorescence

of RFTA can be very strong, much brighter than the white

light pulse. In this case the fluorescence is not cancelled well in

the difference DFL � DL and we used D0 instead of DL as the

background for the data DFL. The data analysis then yields

the fluorescence spectrum as an additional component with

unresolved decay time. All described measurements were

performed at ambient temperature.

Data analysis

Data were analyzed with homemade software to obtain decay

associated difference spectra (DADS). This analysis corres-

ponds to the least-squares fit:

jDODðt; lÞ �
XN

k

fkðtÞDADSkðlÞj2 ¼ min; ð1Þ

where DOD(t, l) is the measured data matrix and the fk(t) are

exponential (or more complex) decay functions convoluted

with a Gaussian function as the apparatus response function g(t)

fk(t) = g(t) # exp(�(t – t0)/tk). (2)

For each manifold {fk} the DADS display the spectral changes

associated with the particular decay times tk. This procedure
does not assume a specific kinetic model assigning the rates to

reaction steps, but is compatible with all models that involve

only unimolecular reaction steps. The DADS are in turn linear

combinations of the species spectra. The linear coefficients

depend on the particular kinetic model, e.g., a linear decay

sequence or models involving parallel reactions and branching.

After a kinetic model has been chosen, the system of linear

equations can be solved for the species spectra.

Quantum yields

Relative product quantum yields (QY) for different MBA

concentrations in MeCN/H2O (50 : 50, v/v) were determined

by the change in the absorbance in the region of 305 to 325 nm.

In this region the absorbance of the product 4-methoxy-

benzaldehyde is much larger than that of MBA, and the

contribution of RFTA is constant (compare Fig. 1). Photo-

excitation was performed in fused silica cuvettes with a 2 mm

by 10 mm cross section. Two high-power LEDs (Luxeon III

Emitter LXHL-PBO9, Philips, 150 mW at 460 nm) were

mounted at 1 cm distance to each other on opposite sides of

the cuvette. The path length for monitoring the changing

absorption was 10 mm, for photoexcitation 2 mm. A custom-

designed power supply was used to apply light pulses of

reproducible length and intensity. Absorption spectra were

measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda-9 spectrometer. The

temperature of the cuvette was held at 20 1C by a thermostat.

Absolute values for the product QYs were obtained by

calibration of the maximum value at 25 mM MBA using an

LED-based apparatus described in detail elsewhere.20 Here,

the RFTA concentration was set to 2 mM as in the femto-

second experiments. After a defined irradiation time with

20.2 mW of 443 nm light, the chemical yield of 4-methoxy-

benzaldehyde was determined by quantitative gas chromato-

graphy. From the number of absorbed photons and the

resulting chemical conversion, the absolute reaction quantum

yield was determined.

3. Results and discussion

The spectroscopic study of the flavin-catalyzed photooxidation

of benzylic alcohol relies on the differing spectra of the various

redox and protonation states of flavin. All existing models

assume that essentially only the catalyst and the substrate

contribute to the reaction steps. Consequently we can deduce

the oxidation mechanism from the time resolved observation

of the evolving flavin transformation.

3.1 Femtosecond dynamics of riboflavin tetraacetate in pure

methoxybenzyl alcohol

The simplest and seemingly clearest approach to study the

photocatalytic oxidation is to bring the substrate MBA and

the catalyst RFTA in direct contact. Typically, one would

assume that this system shows the most effective conversion of

alcohol to aldehyde since the reactants are inevitably in close

proximity. However, we find that the experimental results

contradict this assumption.

Even so MBA solidifies at room temperature, the lowering

of the melting point by the solute is already sufficient to turn it

into a highly viscous liquid that easily dissolves RFTA in mM

concentrations. Thus, we could perform transient absorption

measurements at ambient temperature in a flow cell without

any additional solvent. Fig. 2a shows the transient absorption

spectra of RFTA dissolved in pureMBA between�1 and 1000 ps

after excitation at 480 nm, the first absorption maximum of

flavin. The spectra consist of three major contributions that

can all be assigned to RFTA transitions. Two bands with

negative changes of the optical density indicate the ground

state bleach (GSB) of RFTA around 450 nm and the stimulated

emission (SE) around 560 nm. These bands are partially

overlaid with the excited state absorption (ESA) that contri-

butes a positive absorption change and has its maximum

around 370 nm. All of these signatures decay to the baseline

within the observed time window indicating a complete

deactivation back to the ground state of RFTA on the time-

scale of several tens of picoseconds.

A closer inspection of the data reveals a significantly faster

decay of the SE around 560 nm than of the ESA or GSB

bands. This is clearly seen in Fig. 2b. The few ps decay of the

stimulated emission goes along with an apparent redshift of

the ESA band by B10 nm. The GSB, however, shows no

significant dynamics on this timescale. Except for minor shifts

and the missing SE band, the transient spectrum after the

fluorescence quenching (at a delay time Dt = 10 ps) is similar
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to the transient spectrum of the S1 state (Dt = 0 ps). This

situation is frequently found when the quenching mechanism

is an electron transfer to the excited chromophore. Typically,

the low energy transitions from the S1 state involve the

promotion of the electron from the highest SOMO (corres-

ponding to the LUMO of the equilibrium molecule) to higher

unoccupied orbitals. In first approximation, these transitions

are not affected when an additional electron is transferred to

the lower lying SOMO of the S1 state (corresponding to the

HOMO). Consistently, the observed spectral features agree

well with the absorption spectrum of the flavin radical anion.43

This proves that the first step of the photoinduced dynamics

is an electron transfer (ET) from one of the surrounding MBA

molecules to 1RFTA* yielding the radical anion RFTA�� and

the radical cation MBA�+. The weak signature of the radical

cation expected around 440 nm44–46 is not observed spectro-

scopically as it is masked by the much stronger ground state

bleach of flavin. The absence of any residual signals at long

delay times indicates a full charge recombination by back

electron transfer from RFTA�� to MBA�+.

In a precise description, the ET process described above

changes the ESA band of 1RFTA* into a very similar product

absorption of RFTA��. Due to the spectral similarity and

the nearly identical intensity, we choose to use the term

‘‘ESA band’’ for the denomination of both.

To quantify the dynamics of the ET processes, we perform a

least square global analysis using a biexponential fit function.

We find that the spectral evolution can be well reproduced

with two decay time constants of 3.8 and 50 ps. The decay

associated difference spectra shown in Fig. 2c underline the

qualitative description given above. The fast time constant is

negligible in the region of the GSB, but forms the strongest

contribution in the SE band. The dispersive shape of

the amplitude spectrum around 370 nm again shows the

fast spectral shift of the ESA band. In contrast, the decay

associated difference spectrum of the 50 ps component has a

very low amplitude in the SE band, but reflects the concerted

decay of ESA and GSB.

Thus, after photoexcitation, the system of RFTA in pure

MBA performs a nonproductive cycle of fast forward ET

(B4 ps), but also rapid back-ET (50 ps) that restores the

reactants RFTA and MBA to the ground state. It is note-

worthy that the triplet state 3RFTA does not play a role under

these conditions as the known rate of intersystem crossing39,47

is about three orders of magnitude smaller than the competing S1
quenching rate ofB(4 ps)�1. The fast back-reaction essentially

rules out any further electron or proton transfer steps from

MBA to RFTA needed to convert the alcohol to aldehyde.

From the photocatalytic point of view, dissolving RFTA

directly in the substrate MBA inhibits an effective utilization

of photons, i.e. a good photoreaction quantum yield. The

results from the ultrafast spectroscopic analysis explain why

practically no conversion of MB-alcohol to MB-aldehyde

can be observed even under long-time irradiation. To reach

traceable aldehyde concentrations in an alcohol environment

requires so many excitations per RFTA molecule that the

flavin will likely degrade before.

3.2 Femtosecond dynamics in a dilute solution

of MeCN/DMSO

As shown in the previous section, a direct contact between

MBA and RFTA is not desirable for efficient photocatalysis.

To circumvent this we used the ‘‘inert’’ solvent acetonitrile

(MeCN) to dissolve RFTA and MBA in chosen concentra-

tions. For better solubility of RFTA (up to 2 mM), we added

2 vol.% of DMSO to MeCN. By changing the MBA con-

centration one can then tune the average distance between the

reactants. Based on the strong distance dependence of electron

transfer one can also expect the rates to decrease significantly.

The transient absorption spectra of RFTA in solution are

very similar to the ones in pure MBA. As shown in Fig. 3a,

they consist of the same signatures, most prominently a strong

ESA band around 360 nm, the negative GSB around 440 nm

and the negative SE band around 550 nm. Small differences in

the shape and position of these bands with respect to the ones

observed in pure MBA can be explained by the lower polarity

of the MeCN/DMSO mixture.48

In the absence of MBA, our time window of 1 ns allows

for the observation of only the onset of a slow decay of all

signals. This decay reflects the photophysical lifetime of

the S1 state of flavin. With time correlated single photon

counting we can determine the fluorescence lifetime of RFTA

with higher accuracy and find a value of 6.0 ns, very similar to

other flavins in solution.26 Upon addition of MBA in concen-

trations of several hundred mM, one observes an increasingly

faster decay of all signatures. For example, at 300 ps delay

and 400 mM MBA, the amplitude of the RFTA signals has

dropped to 50% of the initial value directly after excitation

(Fig. 3a).

Fig. 2 (a) Transient absorption of RFTA dissolved in pure methoxy-

benzyl alcohol after excitation at 480 nm. The delay time axis is linear

between�1 and 1 ps and logarithmic between 1 and 1000 ps. (b) Kinetic

traces show a faster decay in the band of the stimulated emission

(SE, 560 nm, red line) than in the ground state bleach (GSB, 450 nm,

blue line). (c) Decay associated difference spectra from a biexponential

global fit.
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In contrast to the situation in pure MBA, the SE now decays

on the same timescale as the other signatures. The reason for this

is that the reaction of 1RFTA* with MBA is now a two-stage

process: first, the reactants have to approach from a large

separation distance to close proximity by diffusion and then the

ET and all subsequent steps occur in this close configuration. If

the concentration of MBA is not extremely high (o1M), the rate

to form an encounter pair of 1RFTA* and MBA is much smaller

than the first-order rate coefficient 1kET = (4 ps)�1 of the ET

and also smaller than the back reaction rate 1kb�ET = (50 ps)�1

(see Section 3.1). Hence, the observed dynamics are governed by

the diffusion limited formation of 1RFTA*–MBA-encounter

pairs that lead to a non-productive deactivation of 1RFTA* by

an ET cycle like in pure MBA. Again, this model is qualitatively

confirmed by the absence of any product signals at long delays for

the highest MBA concentrations.

For a quantitative modeling of the diffusion dynamics, the use

of single or multi-exponential fit functions is generally not justified.

In the case of diffusive quenching, the intensity decay becomes

non-exponential due to a time dependence of the reaction rate.49,50

The transient effect originates from a changing concentration

of MBA quenchers around the excited RFTA molecules.

The concentration is directly related to the average distance

between the reactants and thereby to the time needed for an

encounter after a random walk. Following excitation, the RFTA

chromophores with nearby quenchers from the statistical distribu-

tion will react first. At later times, the ensemble of left over excited

flavins faces a smaller effective MBA concentration and reacts

with a smaller rate. At some point, the depletion of the MBA

density around the remaining RFTA* molecules is balanced by

the diffusion of bulk MBA molecules towards RFTA*. Thus, the

reaction rate decreases from an initially high value to a constant

that depends on the mutual diffusion coefficient D and the

interaction distance Rint of the molecules.

The derivation of the mathematical description of this

model follows ref. 49. It starts from Fick’s law of diffusion

for the MBA quencher molecules:

@rMBAðr; tÞ
@t

¼ Dr2rMBAðr; tÞ ð3Þ

The concentration of MBA quencher molecules is described by

the normalized density distribution rMBA around a spherical

RFTA* molecule at r = 0. The diffusion equation contains

three partial derivatives, the general solution therefore requires

one initial condition at fixed time and two boundary conditions

for fixed space coordinates. In the Smoluchowski theory,

the initial condition is used that at the moment of excitation

rMBA is homogeneous around any RFTA molecule, i.e.

rMBA(r, t = 0) = 1 for r > Rint, but no reactant separation

smaller than the interaction distance Rint is possible, i.e.

rMBA(r, t = 0) = 0 for r r Rint. One boundary condition is

obtained by assuming that the bulk concentration of quenchers

far away from the excited chromophore is not affected by the

reaction, i.e. rMBA(r - N, t) = 1. The second boundary

condition follows from the fact that no quencher molecules are

found at a distance Rint from the excited chromophores at any

time, i.e. rMBA(Rint, t) = 0.

Solving eqn (3) under these conditions and substituting the

result into the particle current of MBA molecules through a

surface of area 4pR2
int yields the reaction rate of MBA

quenchers with the excited RFTA* molecules:49

� d½RFTA��
dt

¼ 103NA4pRintD 1þ Rintffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pDt

p
� �

½MBA�0½RFTA��

¼ kdiffðtÞ½MBA�0½RFTA��
ð4Þ

[MBA]0 and [RFTA*] are the initial concentrations of MBA

and excited RFTA molecules in the solution. The multiplica-

tion with 103 NA where NA is Avogadro’s number is needed to

convert kdiff(t) to units of M�1 s�1.

The change in optical density DOD(t) observed in our

transient experiments is proportional to [RFTA*](t). Integrating

eqn (4) therefore yields an expression that can be used directly

to model the diffusion controlled fluorescence quenching:

DODðtÞ

¼DODð0Þexp � t

tfl
�103NA4pRintD½MBA�0 1þ 2Rintffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pDt
p

� �
t

� �
:

ð5Þ

Fig. 3 (a) TA spectra of RFTA in MeCN/DMSO (98 : 2, v/v) for

different MBA concentrations at 300 ps delay. The spectra have been

normalized to the initial amplitude of the ESA band after photo-

excitation. (b) Decay of the SE of RFTA in MeCN/H2O (50 : 50, v/v)

for the same MBA concentrations as in (a). The kinetic traces are

obtained from band integrals (525–625 nm, circles). The fit functions

according to the diffusion model described in the text are shown as

solid lines. The delay time axis is linear between �1 and 3 ps and

logarithmic between 3 and 1000 ps.
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Here, tfl is the fluorescence lifetime of RFTA, andD=DRFTA+

DMBA is the mutual diffusion constant.

The Smoluchowski diffusion model provides a consistent

description of the predominant contribution to the dynamics

for all MBA concentrations and over the whole spectral range.

For the quantitative modeling, we preferred band integrals

over transients at individual wavelengths. This minimizes the

influence of spectral diffusion caused for instance by solvation

or vibrational cooling. For a given MBA concentration, the

diffusion dynamics in all three major bands (ESA, GSB

and SE) could be described by one common set of parameters.

The obtained values are given in Table 1.

In MeCN/DMSO solution, the mutual diffusion constant

D of RFTA and MBA was found to lie between 90 and

160 Å2 ns�1. This is in good agreement with the values

estimated from the Stokes–Einstein relationship for spherical

particles with radius R in a solution of viscosity Z at the

absolute temperature T:

D ¼ kBT

6pZ
1

RRFTA
þ 1

RMBA

� �
� kBT

6pZRMBA
: ð6Þ

From its bulk properties, RMBA can be estimated to 3.7 Å,

while Z of pure MeCN at room temperature is 0.34 mPa s51

yielding D Z 170 Å2 ns�1. In the presence of DMSO and

upon addition of MBA, the viscosity of the solution rises and

D decreases accordingly (see Table 1).

As expected, the interaction distance Rint was not found to

change for different MBA concentrations within the accuracy

of our experiment. Interestingly, the obtained value of 3.8 Å is

significantly smaller than the sum of the molecular radii of

RFTA and MBA. This indicates that a specific orientation,

most likely a face-to-face geometry, is required for an efficient

electron transfer.52,53

For low MBA concentrations, the agreement between the

diffusion model and our transient data is quite satisfactory.

However, at higher MBA concentrations we observe an

additional very fast component in the flavin kinetics. Since the

Smoluchowski theory already poses an upper bound for the

reaction rate at contact,54 this cannot be due to the simplifying

assumptions of the diffusion fit function. For a consistent

modeling at all MBA concentrations, we therefore added

an exponential term with a ps decay time to the fit function.

As shown in Table 1, the relative amplitude Afast of this

component rises with the MBA concentration. It can therefore

be assigned to preassociated RFTA–MBA aggregates54,55

which are not subject to diffusion control.

This assignment is supported by the characteristic decay

time tfast obtained from the fit: it is not dependent on the MBA

concentration and it is smaller in the spectral region of the SE

(4.5 ps) than in the ESA band (36 ps). This reflects the forward

and backward electron transfer times in the aggregates, in

agreement to the situation of RFTA dissolved in pure MBA.

From the relative aggregate contribution at different MBA

concentrations, one can calculate an association constant of

K = 0.2 M�1 for RFTA–MBA-complexes in MeCN/DMSO

solution. This value is even smaller than the weak association

constants around 1 M�1 found for other aromatic molecules

of similar size in MeCN solution.56 We assume that the

aggregates consist of a p-stacked configuration of RFTA

and MBA whose driving force is the hydrophobicity of the

chromophores.

A careful check of the steady state absorption spectrum at

varying MBA concentration in the RFTA solution did not

render significant changes relative to the variation induced by

changes in the polarity of the solvent. This is not unexpected

considering the weak association constant and the large energy

difference between the lowest RFTA excitation and the lowest

MBA excitation.

Overall, the Smoluchowski diffusion model extended by

the contribution from preassociated aggregates completely

describes the observed dynamics of RFTA and MBA in dilute

solution. Thus, no indications for a significant catalytic photo-

oxidation of MBA to the aldehyde can be found, at least not

for the MBA concentrations that are compatible with ultrafast

spectroscopy. The higher this concentration, the faster the

quenching of the S1 state of RFTA by ET fromMBA, which is

then followed by rapid charge recombination.

3.3 Changes to the femtosecond dynamics upon the addition

of water

From earlier studies17 it is known that the quantum yield of

flavin-catalyzed photooxidation of benzylic alcohol can rise

significantly in the presence of water. We therefore performed

a series of additional measurements in MeCN/H2O (50 : 50, v/v)

solution. Overall, we find similar spectral signatures and

dynamics as in MeCN/DMSO. Again, an increase of the MBA

concentration leads to a faster quenching of the RFTA fluores-

cence and an essentially concerted decay of all other transient

signatures. The same diffusion model with an additional

contribution from preassociated RFTA–MBA aggregates could

be used to reach a consistent quantitative description of the

dynamics (see Fig. 3b). However, the set of parameters had to

be altered in comparison to the MeCN/DMSO solution.

First, the contribution of preassociated RFTA–MBAaggregates

is now considerably higher. At 1600 mM MBA, the ratio of

RFTA molecules in aggregates to free ones approaches 1 : 1

(see Table 1). The obtained association constant of K0 =0.6M�1

is three times higher than in the absence of water. This

confirms the hydrophobic effect as a driving force for the

aggregation: this effect is of course stronger in the protic and

Table 1 Results of the fit to the femtosecond TA data for varying
MBA concentrations in two solvent mixtures using the diffusion
model. The exponential contribution from pre-associated aggregates
yielded tfast(SE) = 4.5 ps and tfast(ESA) = 36 ps in MeCN/DMSO
and tfast(SE) = 0.9 ps and tfast(ESA) = 6.4 ps in MeCN/H2O. The
resulting interaction radii were 3.8 Å and 6.0 Å, respectively.

[MBA]/mM 100 200 400 800 1600

MeCN/DMSO (98 : 2)
Afast/Adiff 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.25

D/Å2 ns�1 160 130 110 100 90
tfl,eff/ps 1100 740 420 230 87
FISC/FISC,0 (%) 18 12 7.0 3.8 1.5

MeCN/H2O (50 : 50)
Afast/Adiff 0.07 0.17 0.32 0.57 0.95

D/Å2 ns�1 59 60 56 52 42
tfl,eff/ps 1400 700 310 120 45
FISC/FISC,0 (%) 23 12 5.2 2.0 0.75
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more polar solvent mixture including water.56 The charac-

teristic times for the forward (0.9 ps, SE band) and backward

ET (6.4 ps, ESA band) inside the aggregates are smaller than

in the MeCN/DMSO solution. This might be due to an

interaction with the water molecules, e.g., via hydrogen bonds

that induce a favorable orientation of MBA and RFTA in the

aggregates.

Secondly, the parameters of the Smoluchowski diffusion

model are also slightly different in the presence of water. We

find smaller mutual diffusion constants that indicate a larger

effective radius of the moving particles (see eqn (6)). This

means that RFTA and MBA probably diffuse together with

their solvent shell. A slowed down diffusion of MBA through

the last solvent layer around RFTA might add to the effect.55

The increased amount of ‘‘bound’’ solvent molecules is also

supported by the larger interaction distance of 6 Å.52

Whereas the obtained parameters from the diffusion model

give rich insight into the processes on the molecular level, they

are difficult to be interpreted in terms of relevant timescales.

To obtain a graspable measure for the reaction dynamics at

the different MBA concentrations in both solvent mixtures, we

determined an effective fluorescence lifetime tfl,eff from the

normalized integral over the change in signal DOD(SE; t) in

the range of the stimulated emission:57

tfl;eff ¼ 1

DODðSE; 0Þ
Z1

t¼0

DODðSE; tÞdt: ð7Þ

This measure is meaningful, as it recovers the decay time for a

simple exponential decay as well as the weighted average for a

multi-exponential and increases monotonically for longer

complex decays. The results are given in Table 1. For technical

reasons the values are most reliable for the high MBA concen-

trations. Their faster dynamics can be observed better within

our fixed time window and therefore less extrapolation is

required. Nevertheless, the comparison of MeCN/DMSO with

MeCN/H2O shows that the difference of the reaction speed

decreases towards smaller MBA concentrations and eventually

changes sign. At 1600 mM, the higher amount of aggregation

in the presence of water outweighs the slower diffusion dynamics

resulting in half the effective fluorescence lifetime. In con-

trast, at 100 mM MBA (and below), the contribution from

RFTA–MBA-aggregates can be neglected and the speed of the

diffusion is the only relevant parameter. Then, the smaller

diffusion constants in the aqueous environment lead to a larger

fluorescence lifetime than in MeCN/DMSO.

3.4 Dynamics involving the triplet state of RFTA

The findings presented above show no photooxidation of

MBA as long as the forward and backward ET happen in

the singlet manifold. As shown explicitly for RFTA in three

different environments (pure MBA, MeCN/DMSO and

MeCN/H2O), the ET reaction of MBA with 1RFTA* is

followed by rapid charge recombination. The relevance of this

loss channel is lowered when the MBA concentration is

decreased. Indeed the chemical conversion was reported at

2 mM,11 much lower than the concentrations used in the femto-

second measurements. With lower MBA concentration, the

probability for intersystem crossing of the excited RFTA rises.

A measure of the quantum yield of triplet formation FISC

relative to the intrinsic yield FISC,0 in the absence of MBA is

given by the ratio between tfl,eff and the native fluorescence

lifetime of RFTA of 6.0 ns. As shown in Table 1, FISC is higher

in the presence of water for MBA concentrations below

100 mM which could contribute to the increased reaction

quantum yield in buffer solution found at low substrate

concentrations.17

To accentuate the spectral signature of 3RFTA with our

femtosecond setup, we redirected the pump light and omitted

the prism compressor and the delay stage. The shortened

optical path of the pump pulses resulted in a fixed delay of

12 ns for the white light probe, twice the fluorescence lifetime

of flavin. As shown in Fig. 4, the transient spectrum of RFTA

in pure MeCN/H2O solution measured in this way (dotted line)

differs significantly from the S1 spectrum obtained shortly

after excitation (Dt = 300 fs, dashed line). On the short wave-

length side, the absorption maximum shifts by 2200 cm�1 from

358 nm to 388 nm. A comparison with the GSB band shows

that the extinction coefficient of the ESA band has dropped by

roughly a factor of three.

On the long wavelength side above 500 nm, the negative

signature from the stimulated emission is largely missing in the

12 ns transient. Instead, a broad absorption is observed with

a double peak around 650 and 710 nm and a smaller peak at

510 nm. This is in good agreement with published triplet

spectra of similar flavin compounds.43,58 When MBA is added

to the solution (solid line), the amplitude of all signatures

decreases, in analogy to the situation at 300 ps delay shown in

Fig. 3a. A normalization to the GSB minimum shows that

even at 12 ns delay the transient of RFTA without MBA has

the expected weak contribution from 1RFTA* as seen from

the higher absorption around 360 nm and the lower one in

the SE region (see Fig. 4) compared to the spectrum with

50 mM MBA.

The dynamics of the triplet state proceed on a nano- to

microsecond timescale. This range cannot be covered with

the femtosecond setup and transient data were therefore

measured with the Streak-camera setup. The obtained spectra

at short delay times o1 ms are identical with the 12 ns spectra

Fig. 4 Transient absorption spectra of RFTA in MeCN/H2O

(50 : 50, v/v) directly after excitation (singlet state; dashed line) and

after 12 ns delay (triplet state; dotted and solid lines). The spectra have

been normalized to the ground state absorption minimum.
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from the fs-setup. However, in striking contrast to the

unproductive singlet reaction observed in the ultrafast

experiments, the ms measurements reveal a productive reaction

between MBA and 3RFTA beyond the forward and back-ET.

This is most clearly seen as a persistent signature on the 10 ms
scale that agrees well with the neutral protonated flavin radical

RFTAH� (for details see below).

Without MBA in the solution, the TA signal from 3RFTA

decays monoexponentially with t = 1.3 ms (data not shown).

The corresponding rate of 7.7 � 105 s�1 reflects the diffusional

triplet quenching by oxygen in the solution and compares well

to similar systems reported in the literature.24,59,60 Upon addi-

tion of MBA, the observed dynamics show significant changes.

Fig. 5 shows the data obtained with 40.9 mM RFTA and

50 mMMBA in MeCN/H20 (50 : 50, v/v) solution after excita-

tion at 445 nm. Panel a shows a false colour map of the

2D-transient absorption data matrix. Panel b shows times traces

at various wavelengths: the line in magenta represents the time

profile of the pump pulse corresponding to the instrument

response function. The red dots (700 nm) can be assigned

to absorption of the triplet state, decaying with a lifetime of

700 ns. Bleaching at 450 nm (black dots) only recovers

partially on this scale. The rise and decay of the green dots

(520) and the blue dots (350 nm) indicate the presence of

transient intermediates.

A model which contains, in addition to the instrument

response function, two exponential functions and one constant

term was found suitable to fit the data (Table 2). The fit yields

the fluorescence spectrum (associated with the instrument

response, not shown) and three decay associated difference

spectra (DADS) shown in panels c–e. From the fastest time

constant and the intrinsic triplet lifetime in the presence of

oxygen we calculated a quenching constant of 3kET = 1.3 �
107 M�1 s�1 corresponding to an ET from MBA to 3RFTA.

The corresponding DADS reflects the conversion of 3RFTA to

RFTA�� (see Fig. 5c) as seen from the disappearance of the

broad long-wavelength absorption and a blueshift of the

maximum at B370 nm.43 The radical ion pair RFTA�� and

MBA�+ has two deactivation pathways: back-ET to the

ground state of the system and the productive proton transfer

fromMBA to flavin yielding a neutral radical pair. The sum of

these two rates was fitted to 1.8 � 105 s�1, corresponding to a

lifetime of the ion pair of 5.5 ms in accordance with previous

studies.46,61 According to our model, flavin and MBA are in

contact—or at least close proximity—after the initial ET.

Therefore, the decay of the ion pair should not depend on

the substrate concentration. We find a small increase of the

effective ion pair lifetime by a factor of 2 when the MBA

concentration is increased by a factor of 10 from 50 mM to

500 mM.

In our detection window of up to 20 ms, we observe the

signature of a non-decaying species displaying a broad absorp-

tion between 500 and 600 nm and a maximum around 350 nm

(see Fig. 5e). The signature can be assigned to the neutral

protonated flavin radical RFTA–H�.43,58,62 This confirms the

proposed mechanism of ET followed by a proton transfer

between MBA and flavin in the triplet state.

We thus propose that the measurement in the 10 ms range
reflects the following reaction steps: The initially populated

triplet state decays with a total rate constant k1. A fraction a of
this decays into the radical anion RFTA��, whereas a fraction

(1 � a) decays back to the ground state. Similarly, the total

decay of RFTA�� occurs with rate constant k2 with a fraction

b forming the neutral radical RFTA–H� and a fraction (1 � b)
falling back to the ground state. The decay associated difference

spectra DADS1, DADS2, and DADS3 (see Fig. 5) corresponding

to the three rate constants k1, k2, and k3 E 0 are then

Fig. 5 (a) False colour map of the 2D-transient absorption data

matrix measured with 40.9 mM RFTA and 50 mM MBA in MeCN/

H2O (50 : 50, v/v) solution after excitation at 445 nm. (b) Time traces

at various wavelengths. (c–e) Decay associated difference spectra from

the global fit.

Table 2 Results of the global fit to the streak camera measurements
for varying MBA concentrations. t1 = (kb�ISC + 3kET[MBA])�1;
t2 = (kPT + 3kb�ET)

�1; t3 = (kprod)
�1. For [MBA] = 0 mM:

t1 = (kb�ISC)
�1 = (7.7 � 105 s�1)�1

[MBA]/mM t1/ms
3kET/M

�1 s�1 t2/ms t3/ms

0 1.3 — — —
2 1.2 3.2 � 107 — —
20 0.92 1.6 � 107 4.1 c10
50 0.70 1.3 � 107 5.5 c10
100 0.57 0.99 � 107 6.3 c10
200 0.31 1.2 � 107 8.0 c10
500 0.09 2.1 � 107 11 c10
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expressed in terms of the species associated difference spectra

SADStriplet, SADSneutral radical and SADSradical anion by:

DADS1 ¼ SADStriplet þ a
k1 � k2

ðk2b � SADSneutral radical � k1 � SADSradical anionÞ

DADS2 ¼ ak1
k1 � k2

ðSADSradical anion � b � SADSneutral radicalÞ

DADS3 ¼ ab � SADSneutral radical ð8Þ

This system of linear equations can be inverted to yield the

SADS but the inversion requires knowledge of the fractions

a and b, which cannot be determined by a fit to the data:

SADStriplet = DADS1 + DADS2 + DADS3

SADSradical anion = (DADS3 + DADS2 (1 � k2/k1))/a
(9)

SADSneutral anion = DADS3/(ab)

The fraction a, however, can be calculated from the total

decay rate constants of the triplet in the absence (k0) and in the

presence (k1) of MBA as a = 1 – k0/k1. For an MBA

concentration of 50 mM we find a = 0.46. The fraction b only

enters in the expression for Sneutral radical as a scaling parameter.

The true species associated spectra (SAS) can be obtained

from the SADS by adding the ground state spectrum in an

appropriate amount depending on the excitation conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the SAS of the three intermediate flavin states

obtained from the data at 50 mMMBA and assuming b=0.3.

The SAS are in very good agreement with previously reported

absorption spectra of flavin in the triplet state, the semi-

quinone radical anion and the protonated neutral radical

state.43

The proposed sequential electron and proton transfer is also

confirmed by experiments at different pH values. Under acidic

conditions (addition of 1 mM HCl to the sample solution), we

observed no radical anion anymore, but immediately (DtE 50 ns)

the formation of the neutral radical out of the triplet state. In

contrast, under alkaline conditions (addition of 1 mM NaOH

to the sample solution) no neutral radical could be seen, but

only the radical anion form of RFTA.

In our experiments we cannot yet observe the final step of

the reaction yielding the fully reduced flavin and the

MB-aldehyde. The required hydrogen atom transfer or

disproportionation reactions likely occur on slower timescales

up to the ms regime.63

3.5 Mechanism of the photocatalytic MBA oxidation

From the spectroscopic studies on the various timescales we

can compile a detailed scheme of the photooxidation mecha-

nism of MBA in the presence of RFTA (Fig. 7). The rapid,

non-productive forward and back-ET from the singlet state of

flavin is opposed by the productive stepwise redox reaction

involving the triplet state of flavin. The complete picture is

confirmed by the non-trivial dependence of the reaction

quantum yield (QY) on the substrate concentration shown in

Fig. 8. The relative QY for the various concentrations was

measured by illumination with a high power LED, the absolute

QY by subsequent gas chromatographic detection of the

chemical conversion.20 For a productive singlet channel, one

would expect that the QY increases monotonically with the

MBA concentration and reaches a constant value at some

point.6–8 However, we find a completely different behavior

with a maximum QY of 3% at 25 mM MBA. For both lower

and higher MBA concentrations we observe a significant drop

of the QY. This can be well understood with our model. At

high MBA concentrations, the required ISC to 3RFTA cannot

occur due to fast and non-productive S1 quenching by MBA.

At concentrations below 25 mM, the diffusional approach of

MBA and RFTA is becoming slow compared to the intrinsic

triplet lifetime. Thus, a balance of the diffusion timescale—via

the MBA concentration—and the ISC rate is necessary in

order to have an encounter of the reactants at the right time:

when RFTA is not in the singlet state any more but has not yet

relaxed from the triplet state either.

To model quantitatively the dependence of the reaction

quantum yield Ftot on the MBA concentration we use the fit

results from the spectroscopic experiments to deduce the QYs

of the individual productive steps, i.e. intersystem crossing,

electron transfer and proton transfer:

Ftot 	 FISCFETFPT

	 kISC

t�1
fl þ 1kET½MBA�

3kET½MBA�
3kET½MBA� þ kb�ISC

kPT
3kb�ET þ kPT

ð10Þ

The less than or equal sign in eqn (10) refers to the fact that the

last step of the reaction, which at the moment lies beyond our

Fig. 6 Species Associated Spectra (SAS) resulting from the proposed

model using the Decay Associated Difference Spectra (DADS) from

the global fit analysis. The used parameters were: a = 0.46, b = 0.3

and SASground state = 0.3 S0 as the fraction of ground state which was

added.
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spectroscopically accessible timescale, could further reduce the

total QY. The QYs of intersystem crossing FISC and electron

transfer in the triplet state FET depend on the following

known rates:

(tfl)
�1 = (6.0 ns)�1 = 1.7 � 108 s�1 (from a TCSPC

measurement of the 1RFTA* fluorescence)
1kET = 1.3 � 1010 M�1 s�1 (from a linear fit to tfl,eff at

different MBA concentrations)
3kET = 1.7 � 107 M�1 s�1 (from the ms decay dynamics at

different MBA concentrations)

kb�ISC = 7.7 � 105 s�1 (from the decay of 3RFTA* in the

absence of MBA)

The QY of proton transfer FPT corresponds to the parameter

b = 0.3 that was used to obtain the SAS (see Section 3.4).

Thus, kISC is the only free parameter that is not a priori known

from the spectroscopic analysis. Since it only affects the

amplitude of the QY function, the course of Ftot vs. MBA is

fixed by the known parameters listed above. As shown in

Fig. 8, the derived model (solid line) agrees very well with

the measured QYs (circles). This confirms qualitatively and

quantitatively the triplet reaction mechanism shown in Fig. 7.

From a least-square fit to the experimental QY data we

obtain kISC Z 1.3 � 108 s�1. This corresponds to an intrinsic

triplet yield of RFTA of 76% in the absence of MBA,

which is among the highest values reported for other flavin

compounds.22,37,39 This implies that almost no losses occur in

the photooxidation reaction after the first proton transfer step.

For the MeCN/DMSO solvent, i.e. in the absence of water,

we reported a nearly hundred times lower reaction quantum

yield.20 In the light of the present discussion, we could interpret

this as a dramatically reduced probability for proton transfer.

It does not seem unlikely that the RFTA radical anion and the

MBA radical cation separate by a few solvent molecules

between their generation and the proton transfer. In the

aqueous environment the hydrogen bond network could still

give a good transfer yield, whereas the absence of proton

mediators would make this step much more inefficient. One

could even speculate that an increased MBA concentration

leads to rather far reaching disturbance of the hydrogen

network64 and thereby explains the observed decrease of the

proton transfer rate with the rising MBA concentration.

4. Conclusion and outlook

In this work we investigated the flavin-catalyzed photooxidation

mechanism of MBA with transient absorption spectroscopy

on a timescale ranging from sub-picoseconds to tens of

microseconds. The results show that the productive reaction

proceeds via the triplet state of RFTA and starts with a

sequence of an electron and a proton transfer step from

MBA to RFTA within 0.1 to 10 ms. In contrast, electron

transfer to the singlet excited state of RFTA leads to rapid

charge recombination within 50 ps and therefore constitutes

a loss channel. Its relevance increases with substrate concen-

tration since diffusion then allows for an encounter of

MBA and the excited RFTA before ISC has occurred. In

addition, we find a considerable contribution from preassociated

RFTA–MBA-aggregates for high MBA concentrations of

several 100 mM that also undergo a fast and unproductive

Fig. 7 Scheme of the oxidation mechanism of MBA. The non-productive singlet channel (left hand side) brings the excited RFTA back to the

ground state after diffusion controlled electron transfer from MBA (1kET) and fast charge recombination (1kb�ET). The encounter of MBA with a

triplet flavin (right hand side) can eventually lead to product formation via a sequence of electron and proton transfer events. Details see text.

Fig. 8 Circles: Quantum yield of benzaldehyde production in MeCN/

H2O (50 : 50, v/v) solution. Solid line: Simulation using the spectro-

scopically determined reaction rates.
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charge separation and recombination cycle. Thus, at high

substrate concentrations and especially in pure MBA solution,

no significant product formation is observed.

However, if the first ET proceeds after the ISC of RFTA,

the charge recombination in the spin correlated radical ion

pair is spin forbidden and therefore significantly slowed down.65

This allows for a higher efficiency of the second reaction step,

i.e. the proton transfer from MBA�+ to RFTA��. For a high

product QY, the average distance between MBA and RFTA

has to be large enough to prevent the likely diffusional

encounter within the singlet state lifetime of RFTA which

can be achieved by using lower substrate concentrations.

The detailed mechanistic study reveals that the design of a

photocatalyst based on the assumption of close proximity of

the redox active chromophore and the substrate binding site is

not valid for flavins. Instead, other approaches are conceivable

to obtain new photocatalysts with improved performance.

One possibility is to try to increase the triplet yield by

acceleration of the ISC. This might be achieved by exploiting

the heavy atom effect through suitable substitution on the

flavin chromophore, for instance with sulfur containing

groups.66 Additional substitution of flavin with bulky side

chains might impede the aggregation with the substrate by

steric hindrance. This would also lead to a higher fraction of

excited flavin molecules that can access the triplet state.

Another possibility is to use triplet sensitizers67 that undergo

rapid ISC and then transfer their triplet energy to flavin. Thus,

the singlet loss channel could be completely circumvented,

however with the likely drawback of a higher excitation

energy, i.e. with the need for UV illumination instead of the

desired visible light for the photocatalysis. Performance of the

reaction under anaerobic conditions seems tempting, since it

would prolong the triplet lifetime. However, oxygen is needed

for the reoxidation of RFTA to restore the catalyst. A nearly

anaerobic situation might increase the QY at low MBA

concentrations, but it would only allow for a very slow overall

chemical conversion.

A more promising approach might be to work at high

substrate concentrations and render the singlet channel

productive. This implies the inhibition of the unproductive

back-ET and/or the acceleration of the further productive

reaction steps. A concept for this can be found in the general

architecture of natural proteins that are involved in redox

reactions.68 There, one frequently finds multiple redox centers

in close proximity to each other. By efficient separation of the

induced charges along a chain of reaction centers, the charge

recombination as well as other deactivation pathways is

outpaced. For the flavin photocatalysis, this could imply the

attachment of an intermediate electron acceptor unit to the

chromophore that also acts as a substrate binding site. After

the initial electron transfer from MBA to the intermediate

redox center, the negative charge could then be transferred to

the flavin. This might slow down the unproductive back

electron transfer in favor of subsequent proton and electron

transfer events from MBA to the catalyst. Indeed, ten times

higher product quantum yields up to 40% were found for the

photooxidation of benzylic alcohol using a flavin compound

with a covalently linked zinc(II)-cyclen binding site.17 Further

investigations on the details of the reaction mechanism with

this catalyst are needed, as well as an improvement of

its photostability. However, the insights from the reaction

mechanism of RFTA with MBA described in this work

encourage further research along this line to reach higher

efficiencies for photocatalytic chemical conversions.
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Intramolecular [2+2] Photocycloaddition of 3- and 4-(But-3-
enyl)oxyquinolones: Influence of the Alkene Substitution Pattern,

Photophysical Studies, and Enantioselective Catalysis by a Chiral Sensitizer

Mark M. Maturi,[a] Matthias Wenninger,[b] Rafael Alonso,[a] Andreas Bauer,[a]
Alexander Pçthig,[a] Eberhard Riedle,*[b] and Thorsten Bach*[a]

Introduction

Quinolone [2+2] photocycloaddition reactions[1] are known
since the late 1960s when Evanega and Fabiny reported on
the intermolecular reaction of the parent compound (car-
bostyril) with various alkenes.[2] These studies were preced-
ed by work of Taylor et al.,[3a] Elliott,[3b] and Buchardt[3c] on
the [2+2] photodimerization of quinolones. The initial

report by Evanega and Fabiny[2a] was followed in rapid suc-
cession by several significant contributions from other re-
search groups, most notably from the group of Naito and
Kaneko in the 1980s.[4] Intramolecular [2+2] photocycload-
dition reactions were first reported in 1979[4f] and a few re-
actions of this type were subsequently studied more close-
ly.[4g,s, 5] The synthetic importance of quinolone [2+2] photo-
cycloaddition is mainly due to further ring-opening reactions
at the cyclobutane ring,[1a,e,6] which enable access to highly
substituted quinolone derivatives (see below).

Mechanistic work on the quinolone [2+2] photodimeriza-
tion and [2+2] photocycloaddition has revealed that the re-
actions proceed through the respective triplet excited state
(T1), which is populated by direct excitation at l=300–
350 nm to the first excited singlet state (S1) and subsequent
rapid intersystem crossing.[4d,7] The triplet state can also be
populated by sensitization employing compounds with high
triplet energy states, for example, benzophenone. The triplet
state energy of the parent quinolone has been reported as
E(T1)=276 kJmol!1 corresponding to the energy of a
434 nm photon.[7a] The photodimerization of quinolones has
been studied by laser flash photolysis,[7a,b,8] however, to the
best of our knowledge, the course of the intramolecular
[2+2] photocycloaddition of quinolones has until recently

Abstract: The intramolecular [2+2]
photocycloaddition of four 4-(but-3-
enyl)oxyquinolones (substitution pat-
tern at the terminal alkene carbon
atom: CH2, Z-CHEt, E-CHEt, CMe2)
and two 3-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolones
(substitution pattern: CH2, CMe2) was
studied. Upon direct irradiation at l=
300 nm, the respective cyclobutane
products were formed in high yields
(83–95%) and for symmetrically substi-
tuted substrates with complete diaster-
eoselectivity. Substrates with a Z- or E-
substituted terminal double bond
showed a stereoconvergent reaction
course leading to mixtures of regio-
and diastereomers with almost identi-

cal composition. The mechanistic
course of the photocycloaddition was
elucidated by transient absorption
spectroscopy. A triplet intermediate
was detected for the title compounds,
which–in contrast to simple alkoxyqui-
nolones such as 3-butyloxyquinolone
and 4-methoxyquinolone–decayed rap-
idly (t"1 ns) through cyclization to a
triplet 1,4-diradical. The diradical can
evolve through two reaction channels,
one leading to the photoproduct and

the other leading back to the starting
material. When the photocycloaddition
was performed in the presence of a
chiral sensitizer (10 mol%) upon irra-
diation at l=366 nm in trifluoroto-
luene as the solvent, moderate to high
enantioselectivities were achieved. The
two 3-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolones gave
enantiomeric excesses (ees) of 60 and
64% at !25 8C, presumably because a
significant racemic background reac-
tion occurred. The 4-substituted quino-
lones showed higher enantioselectivi-
ties (92–96% ee at !25 8C) and, for the
terminally Z- and E-substituted sub-
strates, an improved regio- and diaster-
eoselectivity.
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(see below)[9] not been investigated by transient absorption
spectroscopy.ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[2+2] Photocycloaddition reactions of quinolones were in-
itially studied in our group[5b,10] in the context of enantiose-
lective photochemical reactions mediated by a chiral tem-
plate.[11] Two-point hydrogen-bonding of the quinolone
lactam to the lactam part of a chiral bicyclic skeleton[12] de-
rived from Kemp$s triacid[13] led to an efficient enantioface
differentiation. An intermolecular reaction of this type was
implemented as key step in the first enantioselective total
synthesis of the Melodinus alkaloid (+)-meloscine. In this
case, a ring expansion of the cyclobutane to a cyclopenta-
none was achieved by a retro-benzilic acid rearrange-
ment.[14]

When searching for catalytic enantioselective photochemi-
cal reactions,[15] we discovered that dextrorotatory xanthone
(+)-1 and its levorotatory enantiomer (!)-1 exhibit superior
catalytic activity in intramolecular quinolone [2+2] photocy-
cloaddition reactions provided that the reacting quinolone
was appropriately chosen (Scheme 1).[9,16] It was found that

the reaction of 4-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (4) proceeded
under identical conditions with a significantly higher enan-
tioselectivity than the reaction of 4-(pent-4-enyl)oxyquino-
lone (2), the alkyl tether of which is longer by one methyl-
ene group than the tether of the former substrate.

The binding properties of both substrates 2 versus 4 and
products 3 versus 5 to lactam (+)-1 should be almost identi-
cal. Indeed, it had been previously shown that the reactions
2!3 and 4!5 proceed with high enantioselectivity in the
presence of a stoichiometrically employed template,[9,10c]

which bears the same 1,5,7-trimethyl-3-azabicyclo-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[3.3.1]nonan-2-one skeleton as catalyst 1. Consequently, the

different behavior in the catalytic reaction seemed to arise
from the different kinetic parameters involved in the respec-
tive [2+2] photocycloaddition. It was speculated that upon
triplet sensitization within a substrate–catalyst complex the
subsequent cyclization to an intermediate 1,4-biradical
should be faster for substrate 4 (five-membered ring forma-
tion) than for substrate 2 (six-membered ring formation).
The rate of dissociation from the chiral lactam (+)-1 com-
petes efficiently with the cyclization rate in the latter case,
causing this reaction to occur with lower enantioselectivity.
Indeed, it was experimentally shown that the triplet lifetime
of compound 4 is significantly shorter than the triplet life-
time of compound 2. The lifetime of compound 2 in deaerat-
ed trifluorotoluene at ambient temperature could be deter-
mined by laser flash photolysis as t [T1(2)]=57 ns. However,
the detection limit of the laser setup did not allow for an ac-
curate determination of t [T1(4)], which was estimated to be
at least by a factor of 0.4 shorter than t [T1(2)].[9]

In the present study we have largely broadened the scope
of quinolone substrates and investigated the reaction behav-
ior of differently substituted 3- and 4-(but-3-enyl)oxyquino-
lones 6–9 (Figure 1) in the absence and the presence of a
chiral sensitizer.

The key objective of the study was to prove for 4-(but-3-
enyl)oxyquinolones that a higher cyclization rate consistent-
ly leads to high enantioselectivity. By using the diastereo-
merically pure substrates (Z)-6 and (E)-6, conclusions re-
garding the stereospecificity of the reaction were expected
to be drawn. Data for the enantioselective reactions were
collected at three different temperatures (!25 8C, 0 8C, and
RT). The yet completely unexplored 3-(but-3-enyl)oxyqui-
nolones were studied for comparison. The reaction kinetics
of the photocycloaddition was followed by transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy both on the fs–ps and on the ns–ms time-
scale to provide a comprehensive picture of the reaction
course through the respective singlet- and triplet state life-
times.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of the quinolone substrates : The synthesis of 4-
(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolones 6 and 7 (Scheme 2) commenced

Scheme 1. Major differences in the enantioselectivity (ee) of the intramo-
lecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of 4-(pent-4-enyl)oxyquinolone (2) and
4-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (4) upon sensitization with xanthone (+)-1;
structure of crossed regioisomers crossed-3 and crossed-5 (r.r.= regioiso-
meric ratio).

Figure 1. Quinolone substrates 6–9 employed in this study.
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with an aromatic nucleophilic substitution reaction at 4-
chloroquinolin-N-oxide[17] (10). The respective alcohols,
which were required to produce the substitution products 11
and 12, are commercially available. The subsequent rear-
rangement of the N-oxides to the desired products was per-
formed according to a previously reported method,[18] which
we have optimized in recent years.[19] Two modifications are
crucial. Firstly, the reaction, which proceeds at the singlet
hypersurface, is performed in an oxygen-saturated methanol
solution, which avoids reactions of the products from the
triplet state (see below). Secondly, a continuous flow system
is being used for irradiation, which allows one to optimize
the exposure time of the substrates to the light source. It
was gratifying to note that this optimization has led to a
high level of reproducibility and generality. Product forma-
tion was essentially quantitative in all cases and side prod-
ucts were not detected (Scheme 2).

The preparation of 3-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolones 8 and 9
was straightforward based on literature precedence
(Scheme 3). Known 3-hydroxyquinolone (13)[20] was treated

with the respective alkenyl bromides and 1,8-diazabicyclo-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) in isopropanol[21] to deliver the
desired products by nucleophilic substitution. In an analo-
gous fashion, 3-butoxyquinolone was prepared from 13 and
butyl bromide.ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[2+2] Photocycloaddition reactions in the absence of a sen-
sitizer at l=300 nm : To check the general feasibility of the
photocycloaddition and to secure racemic material for ana-
lytical purposes, reactions were performed at l=300 nm

(light source: RPR-3000 %, emission spectrum, see the Sup-
porting Information; c=5 mm). Since the quinolone absorp-
tion is relatively high at this wavelength, [2+2] photocy-
cloaddition reactions tend to proceed smoothly without ad-
dition of a sensitizer. Indeed, 4-(hex-3-enyl)oxyquinolones
(6) were converted within 40 min into the respective prod-
ucts. Surprisingly, the regioselectivity was relatively low and,
besides the straight products rac-14, significant amounts of
the crossed product rac-15 were obtained (Scheme 4). The

straight products rac-14 were formed as two diastereoisom-
ers with rac-14a prevailing over rac-14b. A second crossed
diastereoisomer apart from rac-15 was not observed. The
relative configuration of the products was proven by exten-
sive one- and two-dimensional 1H NMR studies (see the
Supporting Information for further details). Although it is
not apparent from the two-dimensional drawings, the prefer-
ence for the respective diastereoisomer rac-14a in the
straight series and rac-15 in the crossed series can be readily
understood from three-dimensional molecular models. In
the minor straight diastereoisomer rac-14b, the ethyl group
shows a major steric interaction with the dihydroquinolone
ring, which makes the formation of this diastereoisomer less
favorable. The situation, that is, the interaction of the ethyl
group with the dihydroquinolone ring, would be even worse
in the diastereoisomer of rac-15, which is consequently not
formed at all. The photocycloaddition was not stereospecific
as expected from a reaction occurring mainly in the triplet
manifold.[22,23]

Even the E isomer (E)-6, with the ethyl group and the
alkyl chain in a relative trans-configuration, gave predomi-
nantly products rac-14a and rac-15, in which these substitu-
ents are cis-positioned. The fact that the relative product
ratios (regioisomeric ratio (r.r.) and diastereomeric ratio
(d.r.)) are not completely identical for (Z)-6 and (E)-6
seems to indicate a minor contribution of the singlet excited
state (S1) to the net reaction. Based on the transient spectro-
scopy data (see below), however, it is more likely that differ-
ences in the first bond formation and in the subsequent re-
action branching within the triplet manifold are responsible
for this result. The Z isomer (Z)-6 exhibits more than a two-
fold product efficiency relative to (E)-6. If the irradiation

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 4-(alk-3-enyl)oxyquinolones 6 and 7 from 4-chlor-
oquinolin-N-oxide (10) by nucleophilic substitution and subsequent pho-
tochemical rearrangement.

Scheme 3. Synthesis of 3-(alk-3-enyl)oxyquinolones 8 and 9 from the re-
spective bromides by nucleophilic substitution with 3-hydroxyquinolone
(13).

Scheme 4. Intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of 4-(hex-3-enyl)oxy-
quinolones (6) to straight products rac-14 and crossed product rac-15
(r.r.=14 :15 ; d.r.=14a :14b); light source: RPR-3000 % (emission spec-
trum, see the Supporting Information).
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experiments were stopped before the conversion was com-
plete, the re-isolated starting material 6 showed epimeriza-
tion around the double bond. At 0 8C the reactions (c=
5 mm in PhCF3) were interrupted after five minutes of irra-
diation. If Z-6 was employed as starting material, the con-
version was 60% and the re-isolated substrate showed an E/
Z ratio of 31/69. If E-6 was used, the conversion was 44%
and starting material 6 was recovered in an E/Z ratio of 51/
49.

The outcome of the [2+2] photocycloaddition of substrate
7 was less complex than that of substrates 6. Indeed, a single
reaction product rac-16 was obtained in high yield
(Scheme 5). Complete conversion was achieved after 3.5 h
(c=5 mm).

Similarly, the reaction of 3-(alk-3-enyl)oxyquinolones 8
and 9 (c=2.5 mm) proceeded smoothly providing single
products rac-16 and rac-17 in high yields (Scheme 6). It is
notable that the crossed regioisomer was not observed in
the photocycloaddition of 3-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (8).
The reaction of the 4-substituted analogue 4 delivers under
identical conditions the cycloaddition products in a regioiso-
meric ratio of 86:14.[9] The regioselective outcome of the re-
action of substrate 9 is in accord with the above-mentioned
reaction of the 4-substituted analogue 7. The reaction times
required for complete conversion were relatively short for
the 3-alkenyloxy-substituted quinolones 8 and 9 reflecting in
part their higher absorption at l=300 nm (see below).

Transient absorption spectroscopy on multiple timescales :
Time-resolved spectroscopic studies, both on the fs–ps and
on the ns–ms timescale, were performed with all newly pre-
pared quinolones 6–9 as well as with the previously reported
substrate 4. Two major goals were associated with this study.
The first goal was to obtain precise data about the liftetimes
t [T1] of the triplet intermediates derived from substrates 4
and 6–9. Given the previously mentioned assumption of a

rapid five-membered ring cyclization it was expected that
these lifetimes are significantly shorter than the 57 ns deter-
mined for t [T1(2)].[9] A second goal was to substantiate the
mechanistic course of the intramolecular quinolone [2+2]
photocycloaddition in an extended time interval (fs–ms) with
detection of all relevant intermediates. Time-resolved spec-
troscopic data covering a sufficient temporal and spectral
range for quinolone [2+2] photocycloaddition reaction are
scarce[7–9] and it was required to obtain a solid database for
future studies.

All decay rates and species-associated spectra (SAS) of
the occurring intermediate states discussed below were de-
termined by applying a global data analysis on the measured
data matrices (see the Experimental Section). 4-Methoxy-
quinolone (19) and 3-butoxyquinolone (20), which cannot
react in an intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition, served
as reference to study the intrinsic photophysical properties
such as lifetime and spectral properties of the S1 and T1

state (Figure 2).

The excitation wavelength was l=270–275 nm in all tran-
sient spectroscopy measurements. A reference measurement
for 4 at l=330 nm showed that the observed dynamics are
not changed by the excitation to the S2 state instead of the
S1 state. Since the influence of pump stray light can be dra-
matically reduced by the shorter wavelength, this choice was
preferred. To secure optical transparency in the UV range
and due to solubility reasons, acetonitrile was employed as
the solvent in all experiments ensuring a homogeneous solu-
tion of equal concentration (c"0.5 mm, optical density
[318 nm, 1 mm]"0.5) for all substrates. The studies were
performed under aerobic conditions at room temperature.
The solubility of oxygen in air-equilibrated acetonitrile is
known to be 2.4 mm[24] and at this oxygen concentration an
interference with intramolecular reaction processes (display-
ing rate constants larger than 107 s!1) was not to be expect-
ed.[25]

For the time-resolved measurements and their interpreta-
tion the steady-state absorption and emission spectra of all
compounds were determined. As expected, the spectral
properties were equal within the measurement error for all
4-substituted quinolones (19, 4, (Z)-6, (E)-6, 7) and for all 3-
substituted quinolones (20, 8, 9), since the electronic proper-
ties of the absorbing chromophore remain constant within
each substrate series. The measured spectra are exemplarily
shown for both chromophores 19 and 20 in Figure 3. Al-
though the shape of the spectra is very similar for the two
compounds, it should be noted that the absorption of the 3-

Scheme 5. Selective intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of 4-(4-
methylpent-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (7) to straight product rac-16.

Scheme 6. Selective intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of 3-(alk-3-
enyl)oxyquinolones 8 and 9 to straight products rac-17 and rac-18.

Figure 2. Structures of 4-methoxyquinolone (19) and 3-butoxyquinolone
(20), which were used in the present study as reference compounds.
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substituted quinolone, that is, compound 20, is by a factor 2
more intense than the absorption of 19. The steady-state
spectra allow estimating the radiative decay rate krad of the
S1 state according to Strickler and Berg.[26] We calculated
the values of krad= (14 ns)!1 for 19 and krad= (9 ns)!1 for 20.

The photophysical properties of reference compounds 19
and 20 were studied by transient absorption spectroscopy. A
very broad, weakly structured excited state absorption of
the S1 state was found, which is overlaid by signals of
ground state bleach (310–340 nm) and stimulated emission
(370–450 nm) both for 19 (compare Dt=1 ps in Figure 4a)
and 20. The lifetime of the S1 state is dominated by a rela-
tively fast intersystem crossing (ISC) into the triplet mani-
fold on the 250 ps timescale. Exact values for the S1 lifetime
of the various compounds are given in Table 1. Since the
competing radiative deactivation of the S1 state occurs on

the 10 ns timescale (see above), a triplet yield close to unity
can be assumed (see Table 1). A direct return to the elec-
tronic ground state by internal conversion can be excluded
due to the lack of any significant ground state bleach com-
ponent in the spectrum associated with the 250 ps decay
(see the Supporting Information). The lowest triplet state
exhibits a clear absorption band centered at 450 (19) and
400 nm (20), respectively, which is in agreement with report-
ed triplet spectra of related compounds.[7a,b] According to
previous data,[9] the triplet state lifetime of 19 in degassed
trifluorotoluene is in the ms range. Due to oxygen-mediated
triplet quenching we observe a significantly reduced lifetime
in the 100 ns domain both for 19 and 20 in air-equilibrated
MeCN. The exact values are summarized in Table 1.

Since all synthesized quinolones 4 and 6–9, which can un-
dergo intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition, qualitatively
show the same photochemical behavior and only differ
quantitatively, the following discussion of the reaction kinet-
ics is based on quinolone 4 (Figure 4). Compound 4 exhibits
after excitation the same spectral properties of the S1 state
as already observed for the reference compound 19 (see Fig-
ure 3a). ISC occurs on the 100 ps timescale, whereas the
lifetime t [T1] of the triplet state is significantly reduced
compared with reference 19. We find a lifetime of t

[T1(4)]=651 ps as compared to t [T1(19)]=116 ns (Table 1).
However, in contrast to 19, the T1 state of 4 does not decay
to the ground state, but a third state with a significant re-
maining ground state bleach signature is populated. Since
the competing decay of the T1 state by oxygen-mediated
triplet quenching occurs on a much longer timescale (as
measured for 19) a close to unity quantum yield for the pop-
ulation of this newly formed state can be safely assumed.
This transient state decays with a time constant of t [T-
DR(4)]=29 ns. The remaining spectral signature is perma-

Figure 3. UV/Vis absorption spectra (c"0.1 mm) and normalized emis-
sion (c"0.01 mm) after 315 nm excitation of a) 4-methoxyquinolone (19)
and b) 3-butoxyquinolone (20) in MeCN, which are typical for all other
studied quinolones.

Figure 4. Transient absorption from measurements on the ps (a) and on
the ns (b) timescale of quinolone 4 in MeCN at selected pump-probe
delays Dt after 270 nm excitation.

Table 1. Parametrization of the excited state dynamics of all synthesized
quinolones: The S1 lifetime t [S1], the triplet lifetime t [T1] and the triplet
1,4-diradical lifetime t [T-DR] were directly obtained from transient ab-
sorption spectroscopy. The quantum yield for product formation FP was
determined by actinometric measurements. The quantum yields for trip-
let formation FT1, population of the triplet 1,4-diradical FD and the ratio
kclos/kretro of the rates for second bond-formation and retrosynthetic dis-
connection were calculated on the basis of a sequential rate model.[a]

Entry t (S1)
[ps]

t (T1)
[ns]

t (T-DR)
[ns]

FP FT1 FD kclos/kretro

1 19 229 116 – – 0.98 – –
2 4 237 0.651 29 0.30 0.98 0.98 31:69
3 (Z)-6 199 1.319 30 0.72 0.99 0.97 74:26
4 (E)-6 202 0.934 32 0.32 0.99 0.98 33:67
5 7 176 0.647 34 0.26 0.99 0.98 26:74
6 20 296 81 – – 0.97 – –
7 8 362 "1.5[b] 23 0.73 0.96 0.95 77:23
8 9 301 0.957 25 0.54 0.97 0.96 57:43

[a] The excitation wavelength was l=270–275 nm in all transient spectro-
scopy measurements. Acetonitrile was employed as the solvent ensuring
a homogeneous solution of equal concentration (c"0.5 mm, optical den-
sity [318 nm, 1 mm]"0.5) for all substrates. [b] The lifetime is in a time
window that is not well-covered with the fs–ps (too slow) or with the ns–
ms (too fast) setup.
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nent within the observed temporal window of several ms and
significantly lower in ground state bleach intensity than its
parent state. This observation strongly indicates that the
parent state is depopulated by two competing processes:
one leading back to the starting material and another one
leading to the formation of a stable product, which does not
absorb in the spectral range above 300 nm (see Figure 4b).

The transient absorption spectra are fully in line with the
mechanistic course previously suggested for related enone
[2+2] photocycloaddition reactions,[23,27] in which a triplet
1,4-diradical state (T-DR) is proposed to be the key inter-
mediate of the reaction. Adapted to the reaction of quino-
lones, a picture evolves as drawn in Scheme 7 for the proto-

typical substrate 4. The triplet 1,4-diradical is formed from
the T1 state, which in turn is populated from the respective
singlet excited state with the ISC rate constant kISC. For all
substrates 4, 6–9, which can undergo an intramolecular
[2+2] photocycloaddition, the triplet state lifetime t [T1] is
limited by the cyclization to the triplet 1,4-diradical T-DR.
The cyclization occurs between the photoactivated double
bond and the adjacent carbon–carbon double bond of the
side chain, which is not part of the absorbing chromophore.
In agreement with previously reported rate constants for
kcycl in enone [2+2] photocycloaddition reactions[28] this
process is rapid and occurs on the timescale of t [T1]"1 ns
(Table 1).

The observed lifetimes t [T-DR], which fit very well to
previously reported triplet 1,4-diradical lifetimes,[29] strongly
support the assignment of the spectral signatures of the oc-
curring intermediates to the respective triplet 1,4-diradicals.
Although the determined reaction kinetics suggest a close to
unity quantum yield for the population of the triplet 1,4-dir-
adical state, the actinometrically determined quantum yields
FP for product formation are clearly below unity (see
Table 1). Therefore branching reaction kinetics, in which
one state is depopulated by two competing processes with
comparable probabilities, can be assumed. The ring-closure

(kclos) and the retrocleavage (kretro) are likely to be responsi-
ble for the branching leading to the product in one reaction
channel and to the starting material in the other reaction
channel. A putative singlet 1,4-diradical (S-DR; not shown
in Scheme 7) is spectroscopically inaccessible, since its popu-
lation rate is presumably much lower than the sum of de-
population rates kretro and kclos. Still, since the lifetime t [T-
DR] of the triplet 1,4-diradical stays constant within the
measurement error for both chromophores, the branching
between product formation and retrocleavage likely occurs
not in the triplet 1,4-diradical state but happens in the sin-
glet 1,4-diradical.

The ratio of kclos and kretro is to some extent influenced by
the substitution pattern of the side chain. The cis configura-
tion of the ethyl group in (Z)-6 for instance favors the
second bond formation (Table 1) leading to a higher product
quantum yield FP for (Z)-6 (0.72) than for (E)-6 (0.32). The
higher quantum yield is qualitatively reflected by the previ-
ously mentioned higher conversion of (Z)-6 (60%) as com-
pared with (E)-6 (44%) after five minutes of irradiation. A
terminal dimethyl substitution favors the retrocleavage over
the ring-closure as evident when comparing these substrates
to the respective unsubstituted alkenyloxyquinolones (cf., 4
vs. 7 and 8 vs. 9 in Table 1).

Based on a sequential rate model, taking the determined
rates, spectra, and states into account, the species-associated
absorption spectra (SAS) of the T1 and the triplet 1,4-diradi-
cal state can be extracted from the transient data matrices.
The obtained spectrum for the T1 state of 4 is in agreement
with the previously published T1 absorption spectra of relat-
ed compounds[7a,b,8] and shown in Figure 5. The maximum of

the T–T absorption is observed at l"450 nm for 4, whereas
the T–T absorption of the 3-substitued quinolone 8 is blue-
shifted to l"400 nm.

The calculated SAS of the triplet 1,4-diradical state of
both chromophores exhibit a strong, characteristic absorp-
tion band centered at around 300 nm (4, (Z)-6, (E)-6, 7) and
at approximately 350 nm (8, 9) as shown for the 1,4-diradi-
cals derived from 7 and 9 in Figure 6. Interestingly, the trip-
let 1,4-diradicals of 4, (Z)-6, (E)-6 and 7 show an additional,
less-intense absorption band centered around 380 nm

Scheme 7. Mechanistic scheme for the intramolecular [2+2] photocy-
cloaddition of substrate 4 serving as a general scheme for the discussion
of all other quinolone substrates (for nomenclature and abbreviations,
see narrative). For the structure of the crossed regioisomer, see
Scheme 1.

Figure 5. Species-associated absorption spectra (SAS) of the T1 state of
the representative quinolones 4-(but-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (4) and 3-(but-
3-enyl)oxyquinolone (8) after 270 nm excitation in MeCN.
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(dotted blue line, Figure 6), which exhibits a Franck–
Condon progression, which is very similar to the S1

!S0 tran-
sition (Figure 3a). Also, the triplet 1,4-diradicals derived
from compounds 8 and 9 exhibit an additional, redshifted,
less-intense absorption band, which could not be well re-
solved due to a low signal intensity (arrow, Figure 6). Since
the spectra of the 1,4-diradical states are well separated
from the triplet spectra, transient absorption spectroscopy
can be used to differentiate between the two species and
follow the course of the [2+2] photocycloaddition reaction.

Enantioselective [2+2] photocycloaddition reactions in the
presence of a sensitzer at l=366 nm : Enantioselective reac-
tions were performed in the presence of the chiral sensitizer
(+)-1 or its enantiomer (!)-1. The sensitizer is complexed
to the substrate with a high association constant and serves
two purposes.[16] First, it provides enantioselectivity due to
steric hindrance (see below). Second, it ensures at the
chosen wavelength a selective excitation only within the
substrate-sensitizer complex. The excitation of uncomplexed
sensitizer leads to a loss of photons as diffusional activation
is kept low by the choice of concentrations. If optical excita-
tion of the substrate is possible within the chosen wave-
length a racemic background reaction must be expected due
to the large number of uncomplexed substrate molecules.

The reactions were performed at three different tempera-
tures, that is, !25 8C, 0 8C and ambient temperature (RT)
employing 10 mol% of the catalyst. For the reactions of the
4-alkenyloxyquinolones the substrate concentration was
consistently 5 mm in trifluorotoluene as the solvent. Since
the enantioselective reactions of substrate 4 (Scheme 1) had
so far been only performed at !25 8C, the reactions were
also conducted at higher temperature. Complete conversion
was achieved after a reaction time of 50 min. At 0 8C the
yield was 84% with a regioselectivity of r.r.=76:24, the
major regioisomer 5 showing an enantiomeric excess of
91%. At ambient temperature the total yield was 82% with
an r.r. of 81:19 and 88% ee for the straight product 5. In
previous work the enantioselectivity for the reaction of sub-
strate 2 (Scheme 1) had been determined to be 11% ee at
30 8C and 15% ee at 0 8C.

Due to the occurrence of three isomers, the [2+2] photo-
cycloaddition of substrates 6 was (among all reactions stud-
ied) the most complex to analyze and the results are com-

prehensively provided in Table 2. The reaction yields were
high for either starting diastereoisomer (E)-6 (Table 2, en-
tries 1–3) or (Z)-6 (Table 2, entries 4–6). As observed in the
racemic series, the influence of the starting olefin configura-
tion was minimal. The Z isomer delivered slightly higher se-
lectivities regarding the formation of regioisomers and dia-
stereoisomers, the effect being most pronounced at room
temperature (Table 2, entries 1 and 4). In this category, how-
ever, the most remarkable effect is exerted by the catalyst.
If compared under otherwise identical conditions to the rac-
emic series (Scheme 4), the r.r. increased from 60:40 to
76:24 (Table 2, entry 1) for (E)-6 and from 65:35 to 86:14
(Table 2, entry 4) for (Z)-6. The d.r increased from 51:49 to
76:24 (entry 1) for (E)-6 and from 77:23 to 85:15 (entry 4)
for (Z)-6.

The enantiomeric excess was measured for the individual
products after having completely separated the three iso-
mers 14a, 14b, and 15 by preparative HPLC. The absolute
configuration was assigned based on analogy to the known
configuration of compound 3 and of a crossed product relat-
ed to 15. The assignment is supported by specific rotation
data.[9] In general, the enantiomeric excesses decreased in
the order 14a>14b>15. By comparing Table 2 entries 1
versus 4, 2 versus 5, and 3 versus 6 it is obvious that the in-
fluence of the starting olefin geometry does not significantly
influence the ee value. However, there is a temperature in-
fluence, which has also been observed for substrate 4.
Lower reaction temperatures favor an enantioselective
product formation.

The temperature effect was slightly more pronounced for
substrate 7 compared with substrate 4. The former quino-

Figure 6. Species-associated absorption spectra (SAS) of the triplet 1,4-
diradical (T-DR) states of selected quinolones 7 and 9.

Table 2. Enantioselective intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of
quinolones 6 at l=366 nm to provide enantiomerically enriched products
14 and 15.[a]

Entry T
[8C]

Yield[b]

[%]
r.r.[c]

14 :15
d.r.[c]

14a :14b
ee[d] [%]ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(14a) ee [%]ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(14b) ee [%]

(15)

1 (E)-6 RT 93 76/24 76/24 78 72 68
2 (E)-6 0 89 82/18 82/18 90 82 74
3[e] (E)-6 !25 91 82/18 85/15 92 84 74
4 (Z)-6 RT 91 86/14 85/15 80 70 66
5 (Z)-6 0 89 88/12 88/12 88 78 68
6[e] (Z)-6 !25 90 88/12 88/12 92 84 70

[a] All reactions were conducted at the indicated temperature T by using
a RPR-100 reactor with sixteen 366 nm, 8 W fluorescent lamps (e.g., Phi-
lips black light blue; emission spectrum, see the Supporting Information)
as the irradiation source in dry, deaerated trifluorotoluene (c=5 mm) as
the solvent. [b] Yield of isolated product. [c] The ratio of regioisomers
(r.r.) and diastereoisomers (d.r.) ratio was determined by HPLC. [d] The
enantiomeric excess (ee) was determined by chiral HPLC after separa-
tion of the individual isomers 14a, 14b, and 15. [e] The irradiation time
was 45 min.
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lone reacted with excellent, so far unprecedented enantiose-
lectivity at !25 8C (96% ee) and at 0 8C (92% ee) but
showed a lower selectivity (84% ee) at room temperature
(Scheme 8). Yields of the [2+2] photocycloaddition product
16 were consistently high and the enantioselectivities are re-
markable given that only 10 mol% of the catalyst was used
(Scheme 8). In particular, the reaction outcome at !25 8C
(90% yield, 96% ee) powerfully demonstrates that enantio-
selective catalytic photochemistry is getting competive with
other areas of enantioselective organocatalysis.

Compared with the high enantioselectivities achieved with
4-alkenyloxyquinolones 4 and 7, the results obtained with
their 3-substituted analogues 8 and 9 were somewhat disap-
pointing. Due to a lower solubility, these reactions were per-
formed at a substrate concentration of c=2.5 mm in trifluor-
otoluene. The enantiomer (!)-1 of catalyst (+)-1 was em-
ployed for reasons of supply. Compound 1 is prepared race-
mically[16] and subsequently separated by chiral HPLC deliv-
ering equal amounts of (!)-1 and (+)-1. To keep the
nomenclature consistent the major enantiomers obtained
from (!)-1, which is the enantiomer ent-1 of (+)-1, are
named ent-17 and ent-18. The [2+2] photocycloaddition re-
actions proceeded rapidly and delivered the respective prod-
ucts in high yields of 83–88%. The enantioselectivity in-
creased with a decrease of the reaction temperature
(Table 3; entries 1–3, entries 4–6) but did not exceed
64% ee.

Since enantioselective [2+2] photocycloaddition reactions
of 3-substituted quinolones have not yet been studied, it was
desirable to prove the absolute configuration of the prod-
ucts, when produced in the presence of a chiral 1,5,7-tri-
methyl-3-azabicycloACHTUNGTRENNUNG[3.3.1]nonan-2-one. To this end, the
minor enantiomer 17 of the reactions discussed above was
separated by chiral HPLC and converted into the respective
bromo compound 21 (Scheme 9) by treatment with N-bro-
mosuccinimide (NBS). The absolute configuration of this
product was unambiguously determined by anomalous X-
ray diffraction (see the Supporting Information for further
details).

Factors governing the stereoselectivity in the [2+2] photocy-
cloaddition reaction : A major outcome of the photophysical
studies is the fact that they substantiate the previous as-
sumption of a high cyclization rate kcycl (i.e., a short triplet
lifetime) favoring high enantioselectivity. Substrates 4, 6,
and 7 show triplet state lifetimes in the order of 1 ns, where-
as the triplet state lifetime of 2 is much higher. In the latter
case the dissociation rate from catalyst (+)-1 is apparently
in the order of the cyclization rate (107–108 s!1) accounting
for a large fraction of reactions to occur after dissociation
from the catalyst. The enantioselectivity of the reaction 2!
3 is consequently low (see above). As shown in Scheme 7,
the cyclization step determines the absolute configuration of
the product irrespective of its regioselectivity. An enantio-
face differentiation occurs in a 1,5,7-trimethyl-3-azabicyclo-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[3.3.1]nonan-2-one with benzoxazolyl substituents of any
kind in position 7 because the substituent shields effectively
one face of the quinolone double bond from an attack. The
fidelity of this shielding is high even at ambient temperature
as clearly seen by the enantioselectivities achieved with sub-
strates 4 (88% ee) and 7 (84% ee) at ambient temperature.
The slightly lower enantioselectivitiy in the reactions of 4-
(hex-3-enyl)oxyquinolones (6!14a) (Table 2, entries 1 and
4) could be accounted for by their slightly lower cyclization
rate. The decreased enantioselectivity observed for the
crossed product 15 is likely due to the slower rate of six-
membered ring formation.

The approach of a tethered olefin occurs in quinolones
complexed to the enantiomer (!)-1 of sensitizer (+)-1 of
course from the opposite face explaining the formation of
ent-17 and ent-18 in significant enantiomeric excesses
(Figure 7). To explain the lower enantioselectivity achieved

Scheme 8. Highly enantioselective intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddi-
tion of 4-(4-methylpent-3-enyl)oxyquinolone (7) to product 16.

Table 3. Enantioselective intramolecular [2+2] photocycloaddition of
quinolones 8 and 9 at l=366 nm to provide enantiomerically enriched
products ent-17 and ent-18, respectively.[a]

Entry R T
[8C]

Yield[b]

[%]
ee[c]

[%]

1 8 H RT 85 46
2 8 H 0 83 54
3[d] 8 H !25 85 64
4 9 Me RT 86 58
5 9 Me 0 88 60
6 9 Me !25 85 60

[a] All reactions were conducted at the indicated temperature T by using
a RPR-100 reactor with sixteen 366 nm, 8 W fluorescent lamps (e.g., Phi-
lips black light blue; emission spectrum, see the Supporting Information)
as the irradiation source in dry, deaerated trifluorotoluene (c=2.5 mm) as
the solvent. [b] Yield of isolated product. [c] The enantiomeric excess
was determined by chiral HPLC. [d] The irradiation time was 15 min.

Scheme 9. Preparation of the bromo compound 21, the absolute configu-
ration of which was elucidated by anomalous X-ray diffraction.
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with substrates 8 and 9 (relative to substrates 4, 6, and 7),
the absorption properties of these compounds must be
taken into account. Both quinolones 8 and 9 show a signifi-
cantly stronger absorption at l"350 nm in the UV/Vis spec-
trum, which allows for a relatively rapid background reac-
tion under the irradiation conditions. When reactions were
performed at room temperature in the absence of sensitizer
(!)-1 under conditions otherwise identical to the conditions
of Table 3, yields of 21% (for rac-17) and 17% (for rac-18)
were obtained after an irradiation time of ten minutes. In
other words, the background reactions account for an ee loss
of at least 20 percentage points.

From the lifetimes for the triplet intermediates T-DR
(Scheme 7, Table 1) and the dissociation rate from templates
(+)-1 and (!)-1 (see above) it is likely that a non-negligible
fraction of these intermediates is still bound to the sensitizer
before cyclobutane ring formation. This assumption is in
agreement with the fact that the sensitizer influences the
diastereo- and regioselectivity in the reaction of 4-(hex-3-
enyl)oxyquinolones (6) (Scheme 4 vs. Table 2). Diaster-
eoisomers (14b) and constitutional isomers (15), which lead
to an increased steric repulsion with the xanthone moiety,
are disfavored (Table 2).

Conclusion

In this study a key principle for the design of chiral photoca-
talysts has been confirmed. The enantioselectivity determin-
ing step of the desired reaction must occur fast enough to
compete with substrate dissociation from the photocatalyst.
For the currently used xanthone 1, this requirement asks for
C!C bond-forming reactions on the ns timescale. As proven
by transient absorption spectroscopy, the cyclization of sub-
strates 4, 6–9 does occur within this time window guarantee-
ing excellent selectivity for the formation of products 5, 14,
and 16. If the cyclization is slower, for example, for the for-
mation of product 3 from 2 or of product 15 from 6, the
enantioselectivity decreases.

In addition, it became again evident in this study that the
success of the enantioselective catalysis depends on an ap-
propriate choice of excitation wavelength and on the ab-
sorption properties of the substrate and the respective sub-
strate–photocatalyst complex. If excitation can occur in the
absence of the photocatalyst, background reactions lead to a

deterioration of enantioselectivity, as observed for substrates
8 and 9.

The transient absorption spectroscopy results not only
corroborate this analysis but they also provide valuable data
for further investigations. Although the enantioselective
process within the substrate complexes depicted in Figure 7
appears understood, it is not yet clear how the energy trans-
fer within this complex is accomplished on a molecular
level. Operationally more difficult studies are required to in-
vestigate the substrate–photocatalyst complex by transient
absorption spectroscopy. The data and spectra now obtained
(Figures 4–6) present an excellent starting point for further
work. Dexter energy transfer[30] is certainly conceivable and
has been previously discussed[9,16] but requires to be proven
in the context of further experiments. Work along these
lines is ongoing in our laboratories.

Experimental Section

General : All reactions sensitive to air or moisture, were carried out in
flame-dried glassware under argon pressure using standard Schlenk tech-
niques. Photochemical experiments were performed in flame-dried pyrex
irradiation tubes (diameter: 1.0 cm, volume: 15 mL for low-temperature
irradiation) under argon pressure. Irradiation experiments were per-
formed in a Rayonet RPR-100 photochemical reactor (Southern New
England Ultra Violet Company, Branford, CT, USA) equipped with fluo-
rescence lamps (Philips black light blue 8 W, lmax=366 nm; Rayonet
RPR-3000 %, lmax=300 nm). For the photochemical reactions dry a,a,a-
trifluorotoluene was used and degassed by purging with argon in an ultra-
sonicating bath for 15 min. Flash chromatography was performed on
silica gel 60 (Merck, 230–400 mesh) with the eluent mixtures given in the
corresponding procedures. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was per-
formed on silica-coated glass plates (silca gel 60 F 254). Compounds
were detected by UV (l=254 nm, 366 nm) fluorescence. All solvents for
chromatography were distilled prior to use. Preparative HPLC separa-
tions were performed on a Waters HPLC system (flow rate: 20 mLmin!1;
achiral stationary phase: XBridge C18 column, 5 mm, 30&150 mm;
eluent: H2O/MeCN=70:30, 1% trifluoroacetic acid) with a flame ioniza-
tion detector. The temperature method is given for the corresponding
compounds. Analytical HPLC was performed using a chiral stationary
phase (Daicel ChiralCell, Chemical Industries, flow rate: 1.0 mLmin!1,
type and eluent are given for the corresponding compounds) and UV de-
tection. IR: JASCO IR-4100. MS/HRMS: Thermo Scientific DFS
HRMS. 1H and 13C NMR: Bruker AV-360 and AV-500 recorded at 300 K.
Chemical shifts are reported relative to the solvent [CHCl3: d(1H)=
7.26 ppm, d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(13C)=77.0 ppm, [D5]DMSO: d(1H)=2.50 ppm, d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(13C)=
39.5 ppm] as reference. Apparent multiplets that occur as a result of acci-
dental equality of coupling constants to those of magnetically non-equiv-
alent protons are marked as virtual (virt.). The relative configuration of
chiral products and the multiplicity of the 13C NMR signals were deter-
mined by two-dimensional NMR spectra (COSY, NOESY, HSQC,
HMBC). Specific rotations were determined by using a PerkinElmer 241
MC polarimeter (sodium vapor lamp). Melting points were measured on
a B"chi 510 of the company B"chi and are not corrected.

Transient absorption spectroscopy on multiple timescales : The femtosec-
ond broadband pump-probe setup has been described in detail else-
where.[31] Briefly, a Ti/sapphire amplifier system (CPA 2001, Clark-MXR)
with a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used to pump a noncollinear optical
parametric amplifier (NOPA) which provides pulses with a center wave-
length of 540–550 nm. After compression and frequency doubling in a
BBO-crystal (100 mm thickness) we achieved pump pulses with a center
wavelength of 270–275 nm and sub-ps duration. The beam with a pulse
energy of about 400 nJ was focused with a spot size of 100–150 mm

Figure 7. Preferred approach (!) of the tethered olefin in the complexes
of (+)-1 and (!)-1 with the respective 4-alkenyloxyquinolones 4, 6, 7
(left) and 3-alkenyloxyquinolones 8, 9 (right).
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(FWHM) into a 1 mm flow cell containing the sample solution with an
optical density below 1 within the spectral probe range. A supercontin-
uum (290–750 nm) was generated and used as probe by focusing another
part of the Ti/sapphire laser into a rotating CaF2 (4 mm thickness) disk.
The relative polarization of pump and probe pulses was set to the magic
angle (54.7 8) to avoid contributions from the rotational relaxation to the
observed kinetics. A computer controlled delay line was used to set
pump–probe delays up to 2 ns. After the interaction in the sample, the
probe light was dispersed with a fused silica prism and detected with a
524 pixel CCD. The chirp of the white light was corrected for prior to
data analysis. The resulting temporal resolution was better than 100 fs.

For transient absorption measurements on the ns timescale we used a
pulsed ns laser system (NT242, Ekspla) with 1 kHz repetition rate and in-
tegrated OPO for spectral tunability, to pump the sample in a 1 mm flow
cell (see above). The ns laser is externally triggered and is electronically
synchronized with the Ti/sapphire amplifier system (see above), running
at 1 kHz repetition rate as well. We still use the supercontinuum, generat-
ed by focusing the fs pulses into a CaF2 disk for probing the sample. The
pump–probe delay Dt is set by a computer controlled delay generator,
which introduces a specified temporal delay Dt in the electronic trigger
pulse from the master oscillator before the pulse triggers the release of
the ns excitation pulse. This setup for transient absorption spectroscopy,
combining two electronically connected laser sources, provides a tempo-
ral resolution better than 2.5 ns and allows recording transient absorption
spectra up to temporal delays in the 100 ms regime.

To obtain kinetics from the TA data we used a global data analysis that
is based on a formalism developed by Fita et al.[32] and extracts decay as-
sociated difference spectra (DADS) from the transient data.[31] Before
applying the global fit routine to our TA data, the wavelength scale was
rescaled to a scale linear in DE to avoid he enhancement of the weight of
the long-wave components. The global fit analysis provides a global set
of time constants ti and the corresponding DADS Ai(l).

DODðl; tÞ ¼
X

i
Ai lð Þ exp !t=ti

! "
ð1Þ

Further data processing and the calculation of the species associated ab-
sorption spectra (SAS) were based on inserting the obtained DADS
Ai(l) into a sequential rate model.

Actinometric measurements : We used the previously mentioned ns laser
system with integrated OPO, which provides a spatially, spectrally and
energetically well-defined light beam, for photo-excitation of the sample
solution in a transparent cuvette. A very similar approach, but using
LEDs as light source for the determination of product quantum yields
has been reported.[33] The irradiation was performed in a standard 10 mm
cuvette containing about 3.8 mL sample solution, exhibiting an optical
density of about 1.2 at the absorption maximum at 317 nm while stirring
with a magnetic stirring bar. This ensures that more than 90% of the inci-
dent photons at l=317 nm are absorbed. We measured Ptrans, the light in-
tensity transmitted by the sample solution, and Pref, the light intensity
transmitted by a reference solution comprising just solvent in a similar
cuvette.

Nabs ¼
Pref ! Ptransð ÞDt

Eg

ð2Þ

The decrease in absorption intensity of the starting material at 317 nm
was used for the calculation of the amount of converted starting material
within the irradiation time. In each case, we measured 3 data points for
an over-all conversion of typically below 20% of the total amount of
sample in the cuvette. The quantum yield then was the ratio of formed
product molecules Nprod and absorbed photons Nabs.

Representative procedure for the [2+2] photocycloaddition at short
wavelength (l"300 nm) leading to racemic products: 1,1-dimethyl-
1,2,3,10b-tetrahydro-1H-furo[2’,3’:1,4]cyclobuta ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[1,2-c]quinolin-5 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(6H)-one
(rac-18): Compound 9 (61.0 mg, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in a,a,a-tri-
fluorotoluene (100 mL, c=2.5 mmolL!1). The solution was irradiated at
l=300 nm (light source: RPR-3000%, emission spectrum, see the Sup-
porting Information) at ambient temperature for 10 min. The solvent was

removed in vacuo and the resulting oil was purified by flash column chro-
matography (50 g silica, pentane/EtOAc=2:1). The racemic compound
rac-18 was obtained as a colorless solid (57.7 mg, 0.24 mmol, 95%). Rf=
0.62 (EtOAc [UV]); m.p.=158–160 8C; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3,
303 K, TMS): d=8.15 (br s, 1H; NH), 7.15 (virt. td, 3J"7.8 Hz, 4J=
1.3 Hz, 1H; H-8), 6.98 (virt. td, 3J"7.6 Hz, 4J=1.1 Hz, 1H; H-9), 6.90
(dd, 3J=7.5 Hz, 4J=1.3 Hz, 1H; H-10), 6.74 (dd, 3J=7.9 Hz, 4J=1.1 Hz,
1H; H-7), 4.45 (ddd, 2J=9.0 Hz, 3J=7.7 Hz, 3J=3.1 Hz, 1H; H-3a), 4.15
(virt.td, 2J" 3J=9.3 Hz, 3J=6.5 Hz, 1H; H-3b), 3.29 (s, 1H; H-10b), 2.94
(virt. dt, 3J=8.9 Hz, 3J" 4J=1.8 Hz, 1H; H-1a), 2.27–1.90 (m, 2H; H-2),
1.16 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.81 ppm (s, 3H; CH3); 13C NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3,
303 K, TMS): d=170.4 (s, C-5), 136.5 (s, C-6a), 128.5 (d, C-10), 127.8 (d,
C-8), 123.5 (d, C-9), 121.6 (s, C-10a), 115.8 (d, C-7), 78.3 (s, C-4), 71.0 (t,
C-3), 56.6 (d, C-1a), 50.5 (d, C-10b), 34.9 (s, C-1), 27.8 (t, C-2), 26.4 (q,
CH3), 24.8 ppm (q, CH3); IR (ATR): ñ=2942, 2356, 1682, 1594, 1495,
1389, 1143, 1076, 1048, 973, 827 cm!1; MS (EI, 70 eV): m/z (%)=243 (1)
[M+], 212 (1), 198 (2), 174 (3) [M+!C5H9], 161 (100) [M+!C6H10], 143
(5) [M+!C6H12O], 133 (3) [M+!C7H10O], 115 (5), 104 (3) [M+

!C8H11O2], 89 (4) [C7H5
+], 83 (7), 77 (3) [C6H5

+], 67 (2), 55 (15);
HRMS (EI): m/z: calcd for C15H17O2N: 243.1254; found: 243.1254.

Representative procedure for the enantioselective [2+2] photocycloaddi-
tion under sensitized conditions at l"366 nm: (3aS,4aS,10bS)-4,4-di-
methyl-2,3,4,4a-tetrahydro-furo-[2’,3’:2,3]-cyclobuta ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[1,2-c]-quinolin-5-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(6H)-one (16): Compound 7 (12.2 mg, 50.0 mmol) and (+)-1 (2.08 mg,
5.00 mmol, 10 mol%) were dissolved in a,a,a-trifluorotoluene (10 mL,
c=5 mmolL!1), cooled to !25 8C and irradiated at l=366 nm (light
source: Philips black light blue; emission spectrum, see the Supporting
Information) for 20 min. Silica (500 mg!dry load) was added and the
solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. Following flash column
chromatography (5 g silica, pentane/EtOAc=1:1), photoproduct 16 was
obtained as a colorless solid (11.0 mg, 45.2 mmol, 90%, 96% ee). Rf=0.64
(EtOAc [UV]); HPLC (chiral phase AD-H, n-hexane/iPrOH=90:10,
1 mLmin!1, l=210 and 254 nm): tR=12.6 min [ent-16], 13.6 min [16];
m.p.=122–126 8C; [a]20D = ++11.2 (c=0.9, MeOH) [96% ee]; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3, 303 K, TMS): d=8.35 (br s, 1H; NH), 7.30 (d, 3J=
7.7 Hz, 1H; H-10), 7.21 (virt. t, 3J"7.7 Hz, 1H; H-8), 7.05 (virt. t, 3J
"7.5 Hz, 1H; H-9), 6.73 (d, 3J=8.0 Hz, 1H; H-7), 4.42–4.34 (m, 1H; H-
2a), 4.09–3.99 (m, 1H; H-2b), 3.02 (s, 1H; H-4a), 2.57 (d, 3J=9.2 Hz,
1H; H-3a), 2.10–2.04 (m, 2H; H-3), 1.21 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.12 ppm (s, 3H;
CH3); 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3, 303 K, TMS): d=168.5 (s, C-5), 136.3
(s, C-6a), 129.5 (d, C-8), 127.7 (d, C-10), 124.2 (d, C-9), 124.0 (s, C-10a),
115.5 (d, C-7), 79.4 (s, C-10b), 68.9 (t, C-2), 58.1 (d, C-3a), 51.8 (d, C-4a),
34.8 (s, C-4), 27.8 (t, C-3), 26.1 (q, CH3), 24.8 ppm (q, CH3); IR (ATR):
ñ=2925 (w, ArH), 2861 (w, CalH), 1662 (s, C=O), 1594 (m, NH), 1381 (s),
1274 (s), 1139 (s), 1063 (s), 1039 cm!1 (vs, C-O); MS (EI, 70 eV): m/z
(%): 243 (70) [M+], 161 (100) [M+!C6H10], 82 (40), 67 (23), 55 (69), 44
(44); HRMS (EI): m/z : calcd for C15H17NO2: 243.1254; found: 243.1254.

Single-crystal X-ray absolute structure determination of compound 21:
Formula: C13H12BrNO2; Mr=294.14; crystal color and shape: pale-yellow
fragment, crystal dimensions=0.15&0.15&0.20 mm; crystal system: tri-
clinic; space group P1 (no. 1); a=6.4063(3), b=9.8661(5), c=
10.3432(5)%; a=114.362(2), b=103.133(2), g=95.359(2)8, V=
566.91(5)%3 ; Z=2; m ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(MoKa)=3.613 mm!1; 1calcd=1.723 gcm!3; F000=
296; T=123 K; q range=2.3–25.48 ; data collected: 18004; independent
data [Io>2s(Io)/all data/Rint]: 3951/3951/0.048; data/restraints/parameters:
3951/0/307; R1 [Io>2s(Io)/all data]: 0.0244/0.0247; wR2 [Io>2s(Io)/all
data]: 0.0658/0.0663; GOF=1.098; D1max/min : 0.448/!0.329 e%!3. Flack
parameter x=0.045(7). Hooft parameter y=0.092(6). For more details
see the Supporting Information. CCDC-919729 (21) contains the supple-
mentary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained
free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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two regimes are complementary in many ways and the skilful choice or combi-
nation is oen needed.

Modern time resolved versions of UV/vis and IR spectroscopy permit the
observation of the temporal evolution of the system with well below 100 fs
precision. Particularly in the UV/vis practically all relevant processes can now be
resolved. The interpretation of the raw measurements does, however, require the
identication of unambiguous signatures of the reaction intermediates and the
eventual products. This is by far not trivial, as only the spectrum of the
reactants is typically well known and possibly that of the product, if it can be
isolated in sufficient quantity and purity. Any short lived intermediates can only
be characterized by the transient measurement itself and so there is oen a
“chicken and egg” dilemma that a model of the reaction is needed to assign the
observed spectral signatures and these would be of great help to develop the
model.

As the structural motives that determine the vibrational frequencies are quite
localized, e.g., N–H or C–C stretches or specic bending motions in the nger-
print region, at least rst guesses for the assignment are readily made. However,
this also means that only moderate changes result in many regions of the IR
spectrum due to the chemical transformation. Identifying the signicant ones
and isolating them from solvent signals can then become quite challenging. The
electronic bands do change quite largely on the contrary, both in position and in
strength. The problem there is the large homogenous and inhomogeneous width
of each electronic transition. Sometimes even the decision of what is a separate
electronic band or just a vibronic structure can become difficult.

Many of the seminal experiments in femtochemistry were done with xed
frequency pulses1 and this - in retrospect - required a fair amount of chemical
intuition for the analysis. Broadband transient measurements have, however,
been developed continuously and the change from liquid based continuum
generation to crystal based continua has allowed an ever widening application.
Due to the intrinsically broad spectrum of a femtosecond IR pulse - relative to the
typical 15 cm!1 width of vibrational transitions - somewhat of an overview was
originally easier to gain in this spectral range.2 The coverage of a wide spectral
range requires tuning the probe pulse repeatedly and performing the time scan at
each setting. This is where UV/vis transient spectroscopy has an intrinsic
advantage, as extremely broad continua are now available3,4 and can be combined
with detectors of a thousand or more pixels.

In this contribution we want to demonstrate the potential of a cutting edge
broadband UV/vis/NIR transient spectrometer that will be briey described in
Sec. 2. We then present and discussmeasurements on four sample systems ranging
from ultrafast nonradiative decay, excited state proton transfer, and bond cleavage
to ultrafast intersystem crossing. For all systems we nd surprising new details that
had been overlooked by the earlier investigations with limited spectral coverage. We
thus can demonstrate that transient electronic spectroscopy is now becoming
extremely powerful and the redundancy of information obtained in the measure-
ments gives an unambiguous and clear picture of the complex dynamics.
Combined with high level computations the energy ow in molecules aer
absorption of a photon and leading eventually to photochemistry can be traced
most reliably.
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2 Ultra-broadband transient spectroscopy with 50 fs
resolution

The transient spectrometer used for our measurements relies on a fully tunable
pump source and a broadband continuum for wavelength selective probing. The
general setup has been described in detail4 and is based on a kHz Ti:sapphire
amplier (CPA2001; Clark-MXR, Inc.). The pump pulses are derived from a blue
pumped noncollinear optical parametric amplier (NOPA) frequency doubled in a
BBO crystal with typically 100 mm thickness. The visible NOPA pulses are over-
compressed in a fused silica prism compressor to precompensate for all
dispersing elements aer the doubling stage. With various mixing strategies and
a possible intermediate continuum stage the range from 189 nm to 5 mm can be
covered without any gaps.5,6 The pump pulse lengths can be adjusted to 30 fs or
below from the deep UV to 1200 nm and are only slightly longer at longer
wavelengths.

In the original setup we used a 775 nm pumped single lament super-
continuum that spans from 290 to 720 nm as the probe. Such a wide continuum is
generated in a selected 5 mm CaF2 plate that is translated in a circular fashion to
avoid optically induced damage. The plate is carefully oriented to avoid depo-
larization of the continuum.7,8 The broadband probe light is dispersed in a fused
silica prism and detected with a multichannel detector. The continuum chirp is
corrected in the data postprocessing. The pump–probe delay up to 2 ns is
adjusted with the help of a computer controlled delay line accurate to better than
10 fs. The overall temporal resolution is as good as 50 fs, mainly limited by
residual group velocity mismatch between pump and probe in the 120 mm solu-
tion sample. Transient spectrometers with parameters similar or close to ours are
in use in a number of laboratories around the world.9 12

To access an even wider probe spectral range we alternatively pump the CaF2
based continuum generation by the frequency doubled or tripled Ti:sapphire

Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of the supercontinuum generation with various harmonics of the Ti:sapphire
amplifier or the output of a NIR OPA. (b) Spectra of the continua as seen on the spectroscopic multi
channel detector.
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output (see Fig. 1(a)). We nd that signicantly less pump energy is needed at
these shorter wavelengths (387 and 258 nm) and therefore no damage is found
even in prolonged operation. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 1(b). They
span from close to the pump wavelengths down to 245 and 225 nm. The long
wavelength cut-off is given by the dielectric lter used to suppress the high
spectral power near the pump wavelength. Optimized lters with a smooth roll off
could add some more spectral range in this vicinity to the probe pulse.

To access the near infrared (NIR) probe range we use a single-stage collinear
optical parametric amplier (OPA) to generate a red shied continuum.3 With the
OPA signal at 1200 nm and the CaF2 plate the useful continuum spans from 420 to
1100 nm. In this range the silicon based CCD or diode array can still be used. For
the 750 to 1700 nm range we use the idler at 2100 nm to generate the continuum
in a 4 mm YVO4 crystal. As detector an InGaAs based 256 pixel detector (Series
2000CV2 camera with uncooled Hamamatsu G9203-256D detector; Ent-
wicklungsbüro Stresing) was used.

All continua are single lament and can therefore be well collimated and
focused into the sample cell. Their spectra are summarized in Fig. 1(b). They
overlap sufficiently and in total span from 225 nm to 1.7 mm. Typically two or
three of the ranges are needed to cover the region of interest for a particular
molecule. They are measured sequentially and then stitched together in the
postprocessing to render the comprehensive manifold of transient spectra for all
desired delay times.

3 Selection of sample molecules and processes

The development of the transient spectrometer described above has been moti-
vated by our various investigations of ultrafast molecular and chemical dynamics.
These range from photophysical process, via excited state electron and proton
transfer to complex chemical reaction sequences. For this discussion we have
chosen four examples that serve to demonstrate the newly available capabilities
from the application point of view.

The rst decision that has to be made in an ultrafast molecular experiment is
the choice of the pump wavelength, lpump. As we have ultrashort pulses at all
possibly needed wavelengths to our disposal, we choose lpump purely according to
the energy level structure of the molecule. We strongly believe that this enhances
the value of the results as we do not have to worry about some initial electronic
relaxation that is inevitably connected to some vibrational excitation. As shortly
discussed above, such a choice of pump wavelength is always possible with the
existing nonlinear pulse generation schemes.

The choice of lpump can be made quite readily by inspecting the linear
absorption spectrum of the sample. The spectra of the four substances are shown
in Fig. 2. For 2,3,4,5-tetramethyl-2-cyclopentenone (TMCPO) in cyclohexane there
is an extremely weak S1) S0 transition around 320 nm and a quite strong S2) S0
transition below 250 nm. We excite TMCPO at 228 nm to specically investigate
the relaxation from the S2 state. Diphenylmethylbromide (Ph2CH–Br) can be
excited through the weak benzoic absorption at 270 nm. In 2-(20-hydroxy-50-
methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (commercial name TINUVIN-P) ultrafast excited
state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) can be triggered by p–p* absorption at
350 nm. The cationic dyemalachite green (4-[(4-dimethylaminophenyl)phenyl-methyl]-
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N,N-dimethylaniline; MG) is known to laser spectroscopists as it made the rst
real femtosecond laser system, the colliding pulse mode locked laser (CPM)
possible due to its saturability at the 620 nm emission wavelength of Rhoda-
mine 6G. In the present report we reinvestigate the ultrafast dynamics aer 620
nm excitation.

4 Putting the analysis of the ultrafast dynamics in
malachite green on a sound basis

Malachite green (MG, see Fig. 3(a)) is a cationic triarylmethane dye that absorbs
strongly in the visible region. Since this absorption overlaps perfectly with the
output of the CPM laser - it is actually used as a saturable absorber in this device -
it was one of the rst molecules investigated for its ultrafast dynamics. The early
studies concentrated on the ground state bleach (GSB) recovery. Rather complex
kinetics with a main time constant of 2.1 ps in methanol and a strong solvent
dependence were found.13,14 The solvent dependence is attributed to the viscosity
of the solvent and it is postulated that an intermediate state Sx is reached aer

Fig. 2 Absorption spectra of the molecules studied in this work. TMCPO: 2,3,4,5 tetramethyl 2 cyclo
pentenone. In the panel for Ph2CHBr also the spectra of the benzhydryl radical and cation are shown
(dotted line). The arrows indicate the pump wavelength.

Fig. 3 Transient spectroscopy of malachite green dissolved in ethanol. (a) Structure of the dye. (b)
Manifold of transient spectra. Red colours indicate an increase in absorption, blue colours a decrease.
The wavelength scale is roughly reciprocal to pronounce different energetic parts equally. The time scale
is linear in the range of 1 to +1 ps and logarithmic beyond. (c) Selected kinetic traces at the maximum
of the NIR absorption of the LE state (1420 nm), the broad excited state absorption in the UV (350 nm)
and the GSB (620 nm).
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excitation through torsion of the phenyl rings.14 19 Aer relaxation from the Sx
state to the ground state the geometrical relaxation and cooling of the hot S0 is
thought to complete the cycle.

We investigated the dynamics of MG in ethanol aer 620 nm pumping and
utilizing the probe ranges III and V to cover the range from 300 to 1700 nm. The
resulting manifold of the transient spectra is shown in Fig. 3(b). A pump–probe
cross correlation of 35 fs in the NIR and slightly longer in the UV is reached and
matches the resolution of previous one-14,20 or two-colour pump–probe15 and
uorescence up-conversion18 measurements.

The strongest feature in the transient spectrum is the region of negative optical
density around 635 nm (blue colours; Fig. 3(b))), where GSB and stimulated
emission (SE) overlap. This is also the spectral region where most of the inves-
tigations were performed. In addition, the whole range from 300 nm to the GSB
region and the NIR displays strong excited state absorption (ESA). A preliminary
global t analysis shows a 100 fs component with an increase of signal in the SE
region and a decrease in the GSB region. This can be interpreted as the inertial
motion of the optically prepared wavepacket away from the Franck–Condon point
towards the equilibrium geometry of the excited electronic state S1 that leads to a
time dependent red shi of the SE. Such an extremely fast dynamics was already
reported previously.14,20

A second decay component of about 440 fs has major peaks in the decay
associated spectrum (DADS) at 433 nm (with 33 nm width) and at 1400 nm
(430 nm width). These peaks can be readily assigned to the ESA following S1
excitation and leading to the S2 and S4 excited electronic states. In the absorption
spectrum, transitions to these two states are found at the matching positions of
428 and 255 nm (compared in Table 1). A third spectral feature with a positive
amplitude in the DADS is found to be nearly coinciding with the S1 ) S0
absorption band, but is signicantly different in shape. If this feature was due to a
change in the GSB, it would indicate an increase in GSB with time. There is no
argument known to us that would predict such a change in the hundreds of fs
range. Therefore we have to assign this feature to the S3) S1 transient absorption
(ESA). Finally a decrease in SE with a 440 fs time constant is found that reaches
from 635 nm to 1100 nm. This matches the spontaneous emission spectrum
within the limitation that certainly the stimulated emission in the sub-ps range
does not originate from a thermalized S1 vibronic distribution. In summary, this
means that the strong transient signal around the usual 620 nm pump

Table 1 Absorption energies for the Sn) S0 and Sn) S1 transitions obtained from the cw spectrum of
MG together with the Sn ) S1 transitions energies (widths in brackets) extracted from the transient
absorption (TA) of MG. The time constants are obtained from single wavelength fits. “d” signals where
the time constant cannot be determined due to spectral overlap, “a” signals no amplitude for the
associated time constant

l (nm) Sn ) S0 l (nm) Sn ) S1 l (nm) TA exp s1 (ps) s2 (ps) s3 (ps)

S1 622 0.10 0.44 2.2
S2 428 1372 1400 (430) a 0.44 a
S3 315 638 "635 d d d
S4 255 432 433 (33) a 0.33 1.7
ESA 355 a a 2.0
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wavelength of most investigations is the sum of GSB, SE and ESA. It follows that
the undiscussed averaging over the spectral width of the pump/probe pulse will
not lead to any unambiguous interpretation of the dynamics of MG.

To display the transient absorption at selected times more clearly, we extracted
the spectrum of absorption change (black lines in Fig. 4) from the complete
manifold shown in Fig. 3(b). We then added a constant fraction of the ground
state absorption spectrum (grey line in all panels of Fig. 4) to obtain the
momentary spectrum (blue lines) of the sub-ensemble of molecules that was
initially excited. The rapid decay of the 1400 and 433 nm peaks is clearly seen, as
are the changes in the 635 nm region. At 1 ps, there is a broad absorption beyond
the ground state absorption remaining that decays with about 2 ps. At 2 ps the 622
and 428 nm bands are the only remaining signals. The 622 nm S1 ) S0
absorption band has, however, not yet fully recovered. It is interesting to notice
that the shape of the 622 nm band does not signicantly change during the
relaxation processes. This is surprising in view of the generally accepted inter-
pretation that large amplitude torsional motions of the phenyl rings dominate the
dynamics. We cannot rationalize how such motions do not lead to changes in the
622 nm band of more than the 3% upper limit we can deduce as maximum
spectral change compared to the full GSB signal.

Kinetic traces at selected wavelengths are shown in Fig. 3(c). The tted expo-
nential decay constants are shown in Table 1. At 1400 nm we explicitly probe the
S1 population through the S2) S1 ESA. We nd a relaxation time of 440 fs in good
agreement with uorescence measurements.21 It should be noted that the largely
increased probe range of our experiment allows for this unambiguous determi-
nation of the S1 lifetime by transient spectroscopy alone. At 433 nm there is an
overlap between the specic S4 ) S1 ESA and the very broad ESA that lasts into
the ps range. The decay curve can be tted with a rst 330 fs exponential
contribution that again signals the S1 decay and a further 1.7 ps components. At
355 nm there is no ground state absorption and we do not have to expect any GSB.
At this wavelength we can therefore exclusively probe the intermediate state Sx
that the S1 state relaxes to with the 440 fs time constant. The 2.0 ps decay is within
experimental accuracy identical to the 1.7 ps component already found at 432 nm.

For the GSB recovery we need a 100 fs, a 440 fs and a 2.2 ps time constant. The
rst two most likely just result from the overlapping SE and ESA components. The

Fig. 4 Selected transient spectra at the indicated pump probe delays (black lines). For visualization of
the underlying changes in malachite green dissolved in ethanol, an equal amount of absorption spec
trum is added to each transient spectrum (blue lines). In this way the recovery to the absorption spec
trum (grey line) of the sub ensemble excited by the pump pulse can be recognized.
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slightly longer 2.2 ps recovery time of the GSB as compared to the Sx decay is quite
reasonable in view of cooling processes. Temporal signal oscillations of about
226 cm!1 that can be attributed to a symmetric carbon–phenyl stretch vibration14,22,23

are only found in the region from 605 to 635 nm. Thismustmean that a ground state
wavepacket prepared by resonant stimulated Raman scattering is observed.

The extremely wide probe range of our measurements and the detailed anal-
ysis leads to the following conclusions. Aer S1 excitation MG relaxes to a state Sx
that neither uoresces below 900 nm nor carries any oscillator strength to the
known higher electronic states. Instead a nearly 2 eV broad ESA band decaying
with a time constant very close to the GSB recovery is found. This all points to a
charge transfer (CT) character of the Sx state. Indeed, recent high level calcula-
tions predict such a character already for the S1 state24 and for the related
molecule crystal violet a relaxation mechanism involving charge redistribution
has been proposed.25,26 We suggest that the initially excited (local excited) state
has an electronic character more similar to the ground state. This property would
explain the very strong S1 ) S0 absorption. The oen discussed torsion of the
phenyl rings starts aer the initial 100 fs geometric relaxation and leads to a
simultaneous change in the electronic character towards a CT state on the half-ps
time scale. Charge recombination then takes about 2 ps to repopulate the S0 state
with little optical signature from the “reverse” torsion of the phenyl rings.

From an extensive search of the literature it does not become clear, why
repeatedly claims weremade that the polarity of the solvent does not inuence the
dynamics of MG. It was always the viscosity that has been considered. If one,
however, considers a series of alcohols with increasing size, not only the viscosity
increases but also the polarity decreases. Future work should investigate this
point by the reanalysis of existing data and solvent dependent transient spec-
troscopy. The solvation times of alcohols that are much longer than the ps times
in the decay of excited MG are no intrinsic hindrance, as already a partial
solvation can lead to efficient CT.27 Given the capabilities demonstrated in this
section, a nal decision on the MG relaxation mechanisms should readily be
possible.

5 An overlooked twisting isomerization in the proton
transfer cycle of TINUVIN-P

TINUVIN-P is one of the best studied ESIPT systems.28 31 Aer a 60–80 fs proton
transfer the keto-type molecule relaxes to the electronic ground state with a
120–150 fs time constant. In the excited keto state a pronounced wavepacket
motion is observed.31 As the internal conversion (IC) was assumed to happen in the
closed keto form originating from the optically excited enol form, the subsequent
600 fs decay found at probe wavelengths in the visible region was assigned to the
proton back-transfer.29,30 In the enol form a 180# twist around the central bond
between the phenyl and the benzotriazole ring regenerates an identical conforma-
tion and a possible “isomerization” cannot be detected spectroscopically. In the
keto-type form the same twist transfers TINUVIN-P from the closed form with the
intramolecular hydrogen bond to the open form.32

The ultrafast proton transfer cycle leaves the TINUVIN-P in a highly vibra-
tionally excited state. This is seen as a positive transient absorption below the
S1 ) S0 absorption edge at 367 nm and a decrease in absorption at shorter
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wavelengths.33,34 For times from 5 ps onward the relaxation of this transmission
change can be well modelled with a cooling process. However, it was already
realized in the earlier investigations that the cooling picture was not sufficient to
explain the spectral evolution in the rst few picoseconds.

With our broadband spectrometer we investigated the dynamics of TINUVIN-P in
cyclohexane. The differential absorption spectra shown in Fig. 5(a) display a rich
variety of kinetics in the rst 50 ps. To allow for an easier discussion of the under-
lying dynamics, we added a suitable xed fraction of the ground state spectrum to all
traces. The resulting time dependent absorption spectrum of the sub-ensemble
excited by the pump pulse (see Fig. 5(b)) is used to discuss the observations.

At 60 fs aer the excitation depletion of the ground state absorption is clearly
seen below 367 nm. In the blue spectral region a strong transient absorption is
found that initially displays some vibronic structure. This initial absorption must
be due to ESA from the enol- or keto excited state. The absorption extends into the
UV and overlaps with the ground state absorption. A weaker structure between
500 and 600 nm that develops with some delay is assigned to the closed keto
ground state in accordance with ref. 30. Beyond 600 nm stimulated emission is
found. The SE decays very rapidly and therefore can be assigned to the excited
keto-type state.

Kinetic traces at selected wavelengths are shown in Fig. 6. For clarity the traces
are shown on an expanded scale in part (a,c) and over the full relevant range of 30
ps in part (b,d). At 684 nmwe nd a delay/increase of the SE with about 80 fs and a
decay with 154 fs. Within the experimental precision this ESIPT and IC behaviour
matches the previous reports.29,30 At 551 nm we nd a 144 fs increase of the signal
and a 588 fs decay. Therefore we can conrm that in the 500 to 600 nm region the
suggested proton back-transfer is observed and takes 600 fs.

At exactly the vibrationless 0–0 transition of the optically pumped S1 ) S0
band (367 nm) we nd an isosbestic point in the sub-ensemble spectra (Fig. 5(b))
at times beyond some ps. This is in close agreement with the earlier reports33,34

and we can safely assign the decrease of absorption around 400 nm and the
increase in the range around 350 nm to vibrational cooling. The spectral evolution
of a cooling process does not render simple exponential decays with a wavelength
independent decay time. Still, the value of 13 ps found at 344 nm near the band
maximum gives a characteristic time constant of the cooling process. A very
detailed resonance Raman study nds mode specic behaviour with time
constants in the same range.35,36 The traces at 362 and 375 nm, energetically

Fig. 5 (a) Transient absorption changes at selected delay times for TINUVIN P in cyclohexane excited at
355 nm. (b) Absorption spectrum of the sub ensemble excited by the pump pulse.
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slightly above and below the 0–0 transition consequently display quite compli-
cated kinetics as many opposing effects contribute to the optical signal.

At exactly 367 nm the cooling does not inuence the optical signal and the
kinetics at this wavelength can therefore report the pure population evolution of
the enol electronic ground state. We still have to assume that none of the other
states involved in the full ESIPT and relaxation cycle contributes to the signal.
Since the ESIPT itself proceeds in below 100 fs, the IC in 150 fs and the back-
transfer from the closed keto-type form in 600 fs, this is a fairly safe assumption
aer about 1 ps. Inspection of the 367 nm trace (Fig. 6(c,d); grey lled circles for
the experimental values and blue line for a multi-exponential t) shows indeed an
80 fs decrease, a 150 fs increase and a 410 fs decrease. The vibrational cooling is
seen as a very weak 15 ps decrease of the signal back to zero. Clearly there is
another 2.2 ps contribution that was not seen in earlier work. In a global t this
time constant can be found as a prominent decay within most of the GSB range
and the range around 450 nm. However, single wavelength ts show a systematic
variation of the time constant due to the cooling and the overlap with the ESA.

To assign this 2.2 ps relaxation constant we return to the red region of the
spectrum. The width of the spontaneous emission spectrum of the closed keto-
type form of TINUVIN-P is known31 and it is also established that the ground state
closed keto-type form shows a mirror image to the uorescence spectrum with a
0–0 transition at 625 nm.30 Assuming a similar width and strength for emission
and the absorption bands, only the region down to about 500 nm in the transient
absorption spectrum can be assigned to the closed keto-type form. What is le to
explain is the strong absorption in the range 380 to 500 nm and the 2.2 ps time
constant.

It has been calculated, that the IC of the excited closed keto-type form proceeds
via a conical intersection that involves a twisting around the central bond and a
pyramidization.32 A similar prediction backed up by experimental evidence was
also made for the related 2-(20-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT).37 As a result of
the twisting motion necessary for the extremely fast IC, parts of the molecules do
not relax to the closed keto-type form but to the open keto-type form. This is

Fig. 6 Selected kinetic traces at the spectral positions, where the various conformers and relaxation
processes of TINUVIN P can be best differentiated. (a) and (c) show the traces within the first picosecond,
while (b) and (d) show the range up to 30 ps. For clarity the coherent artefact due to the solvent
cyclohexane has been subtracted from the traces except at 367 nm. The trace for 367 nm is multiplied by
a factor of 4 and shifted upward.
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directly corroborated by transient IR spectroscopy38 and in line with early indi-
cations.29,39 In view of all the evidence we assign the 2.2 ps time constant in
TINUVIN-P to the back-isomerization of the open to the closed keto-type form that
is then followed by an even faster back-transfer of the proton to lead to vibra-
tionally excited enol molecules. These are subsequently cooled by the solvent in
10 to 20 ps. The majority of the strong transient absorption in the blue is
consequently assigned to the open form.

These additional species populated with the 150 fs IC can readily explain the
difficulties discussed previously to model the cooling kinetics at times before
5 ps.34 It is not yet clear what this means for the interpretation of the resonance
Raman studies.35,36 In summary, the relaxation cycle in UV-excited TINUVIN-P,
that takes as little as some ten picoseconds for completion, involves forward
ESIPT (s ¼ 80 fs), a branching in the IC to the closed and open keto-type form
(s ¼ 150 fs), a back-twisting (s ¼ 2.2 ps), back-proton transfer (s ¼ 600 fs) and
nally cooling (s ¼ 15 ps). One might ask oneself whether such a complex
sequence is a rare exception or a more general occurrence. The ring opening of
1,3-cyclohexadiene comes to mind with the subsequent multi-step relaxation to
the lowest energy tZt-conformer. In this system also highly complicated kinetics
were reported.40

6 The generation and interconversion of benzhydryl
radicals and cations by photolysis of
diphenylmethylbromide

Aer UV excitation diarylmethylhalides undergo homolysis to the pair of a
benzhydryl radical and halogen radical or heterolysis to the benzhydryl cation and
the halogen anion. The overwhelming majority of investigations on this process
and the subsequent interconversion between radical and ion pairs were per-
formed without transient spectroscopy which renders spectra of the reactive
intermediates, but rather by a priori chosen pump and probe pulse wavelengths.
In addition, very intricate analysis with multiple exponential rates and a highly
complex interpretation was deduced from these xed colour recordings.41 Last
but not least, only ps resolution was employed, even though it had been shown
that the initial processes proceed on the sub-ps time scale.42

We utilized 30 fs pulses at the rst maximum of the absorption spectrum (270
nm; see Fig. 1) to excite either diphenylmethylchloride (Ph2CH–Cl) or diphe-
nylmethylbromide (Ph2CH–Br). As the strong absorption features of the photo-
lytic products Ph2CH+ and Ph2CH_are well separated from the absorption of the
precursors, we can use the range III of our continuum generation for a full process
analysis. The spectrum of Ph2CH_at 330 nm and the one of Ph2CH+ at 430 nm are
shown as dotted lines in Fig. 1.

The manifold of transient spectra for Ph2CH–Br in acetonitrile at various
pump probe delays is shown in Fig. 7(a). It can be readily seen that the radical
signal appears very early aer the optical excitation and decreases in the ps range.
The cation signal increases more slowly and then also decreases later. The kinetic
traces shown in Fig. 7(b) give a more detailed view. They show the integrated
signal over the full bands. The optical signal can be considered to be proportional
to the species population within good approximation. The step in the rise of
Ph2CH_(blue line) at about 50% amplitude happens at 100 fs. In agreement with
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the observation for Ph2CH–Cl, where we observe such a step at 80 fs,43 we assign
this to the delayed generation of the radical. The excited state wavepacket prop-
agates from the Franck–Condon region to a rst conical intersection that leads
part of the wavepacket to the radical product. The remainder of the wavepacket
stays on the excited potential hypersurface and reaches a second conical inter-
section leading to the cation product. This takes a total time of 125 fs in Ph2CH–Cl
and 200 fs in Ph2CH–Br (see step in the red line). This means that the cation does
not appear until this later time. No more radical and cation population is
generated at later times. The slight increase in the optical signals is rather due to
an increase in transition strength due to solvation and planarization of the
products.44

A close inspection of the product signal curves and the full set of transient
spectra show signicantmodulations up to about 2 ps. The frequency is about 300
cm!1 for the radical and 350 cm!1 for the cation. To analyze these modulations,
we compare the signal at the blue side of the radical absorption to that at the red
side (see Fig. 8(a)). Clearly a p phase shi is seen that proves that the modulation
is due to a vibronic wavepacket. In addition, we determined the position of the
maximum of the radical and cation absorption for each delay.45,46 The resulting
temporal dependence of the peak position shows the already mentioned ps
relaxation due to solvation and planarization and also the oscillations. This
conrms the interpretation as a vibronic wavepacket. An analysis of the normal
modes of the radical and cation suggests that these wavepackets correspond to a
symmetric stretch motion of the phenyl rings relative to the central carbon. This
is very similar to the situation in MG (see above). However, in the photolysis of
Ph2CH–Br the wavepacket motion is in the photochemical products. The bond
cleavage proceeds so fast that an impulsive excitation of the vibrational motion
occurs. The stabilization of the radical and the cation leads to an increased
electron density in the vicinity of the central carbon. Such an increase in electron
density leads in turn to an impulsive shortening of the bonds and the suggested
vibrational motion.

In the time up to about 10 ps the radical population decreases while the
population of the cation increases. This is due to electron transfer between closely
spaced benzhydryl and bromine radicals leading to the ion pair. We nd that a

Fig. 7 (a) Transient spectra after 270 nm excitation of diphenylmethylbromide in acetonitrile. Red
colour indicates a large transient absorption, green an intermediate one and blue colours little. (b) Signal
for the resulting benzhydryl radical (blue line) and benzhydryl cation (red line) integrated over the
respective band.
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stretched exponential describes this process best, just as in our recent analysis of
Ph2CH–Cl.46 The only difference is that for the chloride system an 11 ps time
constant was found for this process compared to the shorter time constant of 2.1
ps in the bromide system. The decay of the radical population and the increase of
the cation population with the identical temporal behaviour is direct proof of the
interconversion by electron transfer. This nding is in contrast to the conclusions
drawn from ps experiments on Ph2CH–Br.47,48 Clearly the very fast termination of
the electron transfer in the bromide system did not allow the correct interpreta-
tion in the earlier experiments with 20 ps resolution. The electron transfer is
stopped by the depletion of closely spaced radical pairs.46

Aer the end of the electron transfer the remaining radical pairs separate by
diffusion to give a stable population of free radicals. The ion pairs stick together
for a longer time due to the Coulomb attraction. Therefore they can effectively
undergo recombination and the reduced population of free ions eventually
evolves (94 ps time for Ph2CH–Br and 138 ps for Ph2CH–Cl).

The complete set of transient data cannot be modelled anymore with the usual
kinetic scheme of well dened species like contact pairs, solvent separated pairs
and free species. Instead we developed a combinedmodel of Marcus-type electron
transfer and Smoluchowski-diffusion.46 We have to assume an initial radical and
cation pair distance distribution that extends far beyond the contact distance
considered explicitly in earlier work.41,42,47,48 The various processes are treated as
distance dependent. The time dependent populations can then be deduced by
integration over the full radial distribution for each delay time. The time
dependent rates result from the convolution of the distributions with the distance
dependent rates.46

The observation of the full range of optical signals connected with the
photolysis of diarylmethylhalides with 50 fs temporal resolution renders many
hitherto covered details on the dynamics. Hypotheses that have been carried on
for decades can now nally be scrutinized. The investigation of complex and
multistep chemical process is now possible in a most direct fashion. Together

Fig. 8 (a) Transient absorption changes after 270 nm excitation of Ph2CH Br on the low wavelength
(326 nm) and high wavelength (339 nm) edge of the radical product band. (b) Temporal dependence of
the peak position of the benzhydryl radical (blue curve) and cation (red curve) band.
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with high level theoretical considerations the inuence of conical intersections49

and the microscopic arrangement can be investigated quantitatively. Since the
breadth of optical signals renders a high degree of redundancy and cross checks,
the ambiguity of many theories will be put to a serious test.

7 Direct determination of the triplet yield after S2
excitation

One of the little mentioned understandings in ultrafast molecular dynamics
seems to be that the rates connecting the originally excited state to the series of
product states or chemical species are evaluated, presented and discussed, while
the efficiencies and possible branching ratios are much less oen put into the
focus of the investigation. This stems from the fact that the yields of transient
species are much less direct to determine compared to nal product yields. For a
hypothetical photochemical process leading from a precursor A to a stable
product B the yield can readily be determined, as well established chemical
means can be used to determine the product quantum yield. With modern illu-
mination sources like high power LEDs this is extremely simple.50 As a by-product
one nds out which fraction returns to the reactant and effectively just undergoes
a photophysical nonradiative relaxation.

For transient species or states the situation is much more difficult. Even if a
time resolved measurement is available and able to uniquely identify the tran-
sient species - as exemplied in the sections above - one can still not rely on the
Beer–Lambert law as the molar absorption coefficient 3 of the species is generally
not known. So only the product of 3 and concentration can be determined. For the
benzhydrylbromide photolysis discussed in Sec. 6 one can chemically stabilize the
cation and actually measure the value of 3. If in addition the uence of the pump
pulses at the sample position and all other relevant geometric parameters are
determined, quantitative transient spectroscopy results that actually determines
the time dependent yield of all species absolutely.46

More frequently other methods have been employed to determine the yield of
intermediate species, particularly triplet states. Triplets are of special interest to
chemistry as they are long-lived compared to singlet states and therefore can
allow for diffusion controlled photo-initiated bimolecular processes like the ones
found in photocatalysis51 and photo-initiated organic synthesis. One method uses
triplet–triplet energy transfer to a system with a known triplet absorption coeffi-
cient and the measurement of the resulting quencher triplet by spectral
photometry can be used. However this procedure requires very careful calibration
and a certain degree of assumptions. The oxygen production by triplet-sensitized
photooxidation of 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran is an example of actually producing
a physically measurable specic product that should be proportional in amount
to the amount of triplet molecules produced over a selected period.52 Another
spectroscopic method that requires many assumptions and checks is the
measurements of the ESR spectrum that specically can report the triplet
concentration.53 To decouple the triplet yield and the triplet absorption cross
section, Van Stryland and coworkers have introduced a very elaborate double-
pump method that relies on the partial saturation of transitions. This approach
still has limitations given mainly by the molecular energy level structure.54 The
most direct method is the determination of the ground state bleach recovery. This
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method relies on the ability to separate the time scales of the decay of the initially
excited singlet and the resulting triplet in the GSB signal. This has been
demonstrated by various single colour probe transient absorption measurements
in the visible region.55 57

A more general application of the GSB recovery has so far been hampered by
two issues. First, many systems of interest have their rst strong absorption far in
the UV. Second, a measurement at just one GSB wavelength still leaves the
uncertainty that a superimposed ESA falsies the interpretation. Both issues can
now be solved with our extended probing range reaching as low as 225 nm. This is
certainly sufficient to reach the strong absorption bands of almost any substance
of chemical interest. By recording a full transient spectrum, the shape of the
known ground state absorption spectrum can be used to unambiguously disen-
tangle GSB and ESA or product contributions.

For an experimental demonstration we chose 2,3,4,5-tetramethyl-2-cyclo-
pentenone (TMCPO) in cyclohexane. As seen from the absorption spectrum dis-
played in Fig. 2, there is a very weak S1 ) S0 absorption around 320 nm and a
strong S2 ) S0 absorption centred at 229 nm. The assignment of the spectrum
and the qualitative picture of the dynamics are made in analogy to the closely
related acrolein.58 We pump the S2 state with 228 nm pulses of sub-60 fs duration.
The transient spectra are measured with the three continuum ranges I–III
(Fig. 1(b)). They display very broad structures (see Fig. 9(a)) and it becomes clear
that such a wide probe range is needed for a clear interpretation. The spectrum at
0.15 ps pump–probe delay is dominated by the S2 state through its ESA and
possibly direct stimulated emission. The TMCPO relaxes to the S1 state with a
time constant of 0.25 ps, a quite reasonable time for an IC mediated by a conical
intersection. Subsequently the molecule relaxes to the triplet manifold within 4
ps. This is quite fast and the underlying mechanisms are presently under study
(compare the scheme in Fig. 9(b)).

To determine the S1 and triplet yield, we evaluate kinetic traces at probe
wavelengths that allow for a straightforward interpretation. A full analysis shows
that a kinetic scheme purely based on population transfer cannot describe the
observed dynamics. A more complex model incorporating solvation and vibra-
tional relaxation has to be considered. At 400 nm we can see predominantly the S2

Fig. 9 (a) Selected transient spectra after 227 nm excitation of TMCPO in cyclohexane. The spectra
were recorded in three parts and stitched afterwards. (b) Reaction scheme after S2 excitation. (c) Selected
kinetic traces monitoring mainly the S2 population (400 nm), the S1 population (260 nm) and the GSB
(235 nm).
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state relaxation with a 0.25 ps exponential decay. At 260 nm the signal reports the
S1 build-up and decay with 0.25 and 4 ps. Finally, at 235 nm the lack of any GSB
recovery can be directly seen. Within the present experimental uncertainty given
by signal uctuations and the coherent contributions from the solvent and cell
windows, we see no recovery of the GSB. This means that the whole S2 population
initially generated by optical excitation transfers to the triplet. We can compare
this to the previously reported triplet yield of the parent molecule cyclopentenone
of also near unity.59 While an ultrafast intersystem crossing (ISC) proceeding with
such a high yield is not unreasonable when the vibrationless S1 state is excited,
the nding of a unity yield aer S2 excitation is surprising. The vibrational excess
energy released in the S2 / S1 relaxation would easily suffice for IC to the elec-
tronic ground state as reported for acrolein.58 High level quantum chemical
calculations do indeed show a low lying conical intersection between the S1 and
the S0 state. The fact that this process is highly inefficient while the ISC is highly
efficient indicates that kinetic factors determine the dynamics and the branching
ratio. That the triplet is accessed with near unity yield can be deduced from the
transient spectra without any necessary assumptions as the GSB acts as an easily
interpretable internal standard. The measurement is also corroborated by further
recordings of TMCPO and 3-methyl-2-cyclopentenone in acetonitrile that also
show near unity triplet quantum yield aer S2 excitation.

8 Summary and conclusions

The four molecules investigated in this work all display complex multi-stage
relaxation aer optical excitation. This has in the past lead to investigations with
partially contradicting interpretations and conclusions. The extremely broadband
probe investigations now possible with about 50 fs temporal resolution render a
detailed picture that allows an interpretation with unprecedented unambiguity.
For each example a new twist in the story of the relaxation results that had been
overlooked. In malachite green it appears that the importance of the phenyl
twisting has been overemphasized and rather a charge transfer state should be
considered. In TINUVIN-P the predicted twisting as the driving motion for
the ultrafast IC is conrmed and leads to a resolution of the earlier puzzle that the
sub-5 ps regime shows kinetics deviating from a pure cooling process. For the
bond cleavage of Ph2CH–Cl and Ph2CH–Br the degree of electron transfer within
the radical pair can now be determined quantitatively. The earlier single-wave-
lengths measurements with ps resolution lead to strongly contradicting conclu-
sions. For the rst time coherent wavepacket motion in the photoproducts is
reported. Last but not least the measurement of the GSB recovery in the deep UV
allows for the surprising result, that even aer S2 excitation of cyclopentenones
the triplet states are reached with near unity probability within a few picoseconds.

All these investigations were purely based on UV/vis/NIR transient spectros-
copy. As similar problems have been tackled in the past with transient IR spec-
troscopy, we would like to ask ourselves how the two methods with state-of-the-art
setups4,10 12,60 62 compare. For the comparison a gure of merit is helpful. A
sensible gure of merit seems to be the ratio of the broadest spectral probe range
available to the smallest width found in the spectrum. In the IR vibrational
transitions in solution are about 15 cm!1 wide and the whole spectrum covers
about 3000 cm!1. This gives a factor of 200. The spectral width in the electronic
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spectrum is at least as wide as the homogeneous broadening determined by the
pure electronic dephasing on the time scale of tens of fs. This converts to a
linewidth of 200 cm!1. Our experimental setup can cover close to 40 000 cm!1

probe range and again a factor of 200 results. This means that transient electronic
spectroscopy has nally caught up with transient IR spectroscopy with respect to
detection width.

In both kinds of spectroscopies one has to identify the relevant spectral
regions where the intermediates can be most unambiguously identied and
tracked. The continua used in our setup (compare Fig. 1(b)) cover huge ranges
and together with the highly resolving UV/vis/NIR detector arrays a rst overview
can be gained from a single time scan measurement requiring one or two hours.
The temporal resolution is typically 50 to 100 fs, somewhat superior to the IR.
Most importantly we nd that the extension to the NIR allows for a qualitative new
feature. We can always probe to the red of the GSB and SE region where only ESA
or product bands can be located. Identifying the “last transition” in the NIR then
allows to obtain the kinetics of the single species. This is nicely seen in the MG
transient peak at 1400 nm assigned to the S2 ) S1 transition. Once the kinetics of
this species are deduced from the measurement, the full associated spectral
components can be extracted and used to decompose the set of transient spectra.
In a second step the next to last transition is tackled and so on leading to a
complete picture of photoinduced dynamics, however complex it might be.

The quantitative determination of transition strengths is readily possible by
comparison with the intrinsic standard of the GSB of known strength. This is then
oen helpful to determine the electronic character of the intermediate species by
comparison to quantum chemical calculations. What our setup also provides is
sufficient spectral reproducibility and resolution to allow the observation of shis
as small as 0.1 nm or 10 cm!1. These can be identied with solvation, ion or
radical pairing,46 and cooling. The temporal evolution of the shis gives extra
information on the dynamics.

It is also interesting to compare the ultra-broadband TA spectroscopy with fs-
uorescence spectroscopy (fs-FS) as it can be measured with up-conversion63,64 or
Kerr gating.65 The reason that much effort is put into developing techniques of fs-
FS is that the uorescence is a very clean signature of the electronically excited
molecule. There is no superposition in the signal by ESA or GSB as typically seen
in TA spectroscopy with a limited detection range. As demonstrated in the
examples of this work, ultra-broadband TA spectroscopy can full the same
condition by choosing the right spectral range, typically to the red of the GSB and
stimulated emission. The well separated ESA transitions seen in this low energy
part of the spectrum are also clean reporters of excited state dynamics. The great
advantage is that the transient ESA signal can be measured with sub-50 fs
temporal resolution, only reached by extremely well optimized fs-FS experi-
ments.64 Contrary to fs-FS, where an improvement in temporal resolution leads to
a largely decreased signal strength and long averaging times, the TA spectroscopy
can be performed quite quickly. We therefore expect that particularly transient
NIR detection will be able to rival fs-Fs without the need for a dedicated setup.

Last but not least we want to address the detection and identication of
vibronic coherences. In many one-colour pump–probe measurements much
debate is needed to nd out whether the observed modulations in the TA signal
are due to vibrational wavepackets in the electronic ground state or to vibronic
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wavepackets in an excited state. The rst are a nice conrmation of our under-
standing of ultrafast experiments and the underlying molecular level structure,
but they do not reveal much information beyond that already known from Raman
spectroscopy and resonance Raman spectroscopy. Only the latter render real new
information on the structure of the excited molecule and the course of reactions.
We were able to report earlier that in ESIPT those modes contribute to the
wavepacket signature that are intimately connected with the proton transfer by
shortening of the donor–acceptor distance.66 Now we even nd that in the bond
cleavage discussed in Sec. 6 the photoproducts display long lasting vibrational
coherences. This can only be understood if the whole cleavage process proceeds
coherently. It gives great hope that coherent control, e.g., by double pulses or
shaped pulses, can be used to control the branching ratio between homolysis and
heterolysis and the yield of individual products. Also incoherent control by time
delayed pulses of largely differing wavelengths might be feasible as the electron
transfer, the recombination and the diffusional separation are understood in
detail.

The newly available experimental capabilities should be able to revitalize the
use of electronic spectroscopy for the elucidation and quantitative analysis of
complex molecular and chemical processes. Unlike the typical use of UV/vis
spectroscopy for stable species or just processes in the ms range, our strategy
comes with 50 fs temporal resolution. As a consequence, even the shortest lived
intermediates can be looked for. Unlike the earlier fs experiments the ultra-
broadband detection allows the full range of spectroscopic knowledge to be
utilized. We therefore think that the best is still to come for electronic spectros-
copy and we look forward to a bright, visible future.
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